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A word on the organization of this issue. The pieces are ordered
chronologically from most recent to earliest. There is also a contrary
line, from end to beginning. These two arrows of time interpenetrate
and produce an effect neither entirely similar to, nor totally unlike
chaos.
There is another reason for, or justification of this format. When
talking to Ben at length, or moving through and tracing the
lineaments of an argument, this is how his mind works. There is a
grounding in musical history, notably in the lived history of his own
musical life, for instance, a total first person recall of a 1956
conversation with Darius Milhaud (about Stockhausen), some deep
knowledge of music, all musics, and their inter-relatedness, which
makes Ben a very precious living cultural resource (as the Japanese
might term it). Then, suddenly, with equal relevance and alacrity, he
will run downstairs to upload the latest version of ‘Sibelius’, and its
required new operating system and plug-ins, without which his current
composition just will not be able to emerge. This impulse is not
merely contemporary, but always avant-garde.
I hope we have captured the essence of this spirit in these pages, and I
thank all of the contributors for the care, patience, and qualities they
have — you have — put into each piece. I also want to thank my friend
Elaine R. Barkin for all her help and support in bringing this issue
together.
Dorota Czerner
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A Page of Recognition
Everything
in this book
and CD album,
concept, initiative, pursuit,
design, construction,
assemblage, redaction,
graphics, production,
total realization
is due to
Dorota Czerner
and
Elaine Barkin
whose love
and labor
are here
inscribed
Ben Boretz,
January 2016
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UNCONNECTING THE DOTS

Thought is the thought of thought.
. . . The soul is the form of forms.
--Ulysses
We are poets. So we are able to touch transcendence without the necessity of belief.
If you have a determinate experience, you have had that experience, you have
touched transcendence. You can't account for it; you can account for everything
about it, according to your taste in accounting, in innumerable ways, unlimited
because indeterminate with respect to the experience, the determinate feel,
unnamed, unnameable. The magic is that you can believe in your experience, that
you have experienced it, what you experienced, without entailing other extraexperiential belief: that is not only optional but diversionary, reductive and dilutive
of the experience which you, and only you, can know that you are having, have
had, are internally resonated by, have touched transcendence within. You can argue
about intersubjectivity, but it hardly matters.
When I write a note what I hear is how it colors the pitch field. Quantification,
completion, correspondence are more like lived awarenesses than constructed
artifacts. There are things you know about yourself only long after you've lived a
lot. And realize that this is how you were, perhaps always, perhaps not, but
somehow essentially. Having it make sense is a way of getting back to the primal
experience of its being there. No longer retrievable as primal, seeking to be
retrieved by reflective reconstrual. Hear it as never before: can only happen when it
has been heard before.
The big discovery for me was ontological creativity, the realization that everything
uttered (or composed) is ontologically new, unprecedented, regardless of how
ordinary or extraordinary it appeared - sentences you speak are not recited from a
pre-existing text, no matter how unoriginal in idea or diction. So creativity isn't a
compliment, a valorization, it's an analysis of the state of things; and the
realization that music creates its objects on that ontological level liberates
composition and redefines analysis as creative rather than exegetic, and certainly as
not authoritative ("persuasive") or coercive. As an inducement to a way of hearing
something, it can be very neat - if the something you hear by hearing that way of
-3-
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hearing something knocks you out. Ultimately the implications for composition,
and the meta-compositional activities in its environment, have been radical.
The Beat: The beat is just the most primitive crude way to instantly transform time
consciousness out of realworld time and out of clocktime into - ontologically - the
space of virtual time. Serious composition discovers numberless more contextual
and multiinflected ways to get there with limitlessly variable resultant qualities not just the repeatable orgasm - of habitable transcendent timeworlds. It's only the
most firstorder music that needs beat to make this trip happen at all, to provide a
cheap and dirty transcendence. Composition creates that from within but beat
imposes it from without.
And the other side of it. Seek but not find. Try but not do. Want but not get. Look
but not see. Grope but not touch. Reach but not grasp. Think but not know. Say
but not speak. Exist but not be. Where is all of that? It happened but it never was.
Some music is "ought" (Beethoven)
Some music is "is" (Stravinsky, Messiaen, Debussy)
Some music is "might" (Arthur Berger)
Are we all somewhere on this spectrum?
If I am irrevocably immured in some mindset, be it historical, cultural or genetic,
what use is the consciousness that this is so to me? Since - if it is indeed the case the supposed self-awareness consequent on this consciousness must also be
irrevocably, indiscernibly - and hence unsusceptibly to sentient self-reconstruction
- so psychically imprisoned. So my freedom and my unfreedom are experientially
indistinguishable, both experienceable purely as freedom and reality.
Jim, Milton, me: what we shared was our need to be fiercely and ultimately
believable, to ourselves primarily. Where we split was in our epiphanies of where
that was to be sought; in the ultimate determinate rationality, the ultimate
unflinching transparency, the ultimate unmediated immanence. We were forever
laminated by our disjunction as it sealed us to the same depth of aspiration. Our
closest mutual musical companions, Elaine, Arthur, Paul, could ride all these tigers
simultaneously.*
History and music: Music has no past beyond the first-indexed moment of
piecehood. Big difference between the intuitively "non-innocent ear" and the
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selfconscious invasion of everything you know outside cluttering up your
foreground when what you're doing is trying to get inside.
if we exist at all, we exist forever
because we made up forever
it's ours
and we're stuck with it.
To my friends: in this volume, if it has any legitimate being, we are family. We are
celebrating in the form of a birthday a common compositionality, a common bodyknowing of the centrality of expressive being in our world-formation, and the
centrality of music-being in that expressive center. It's not that you compose, or
even what, but with what spirit, what untestified connection you manifest, to
yourself, to your familiars, to your world, to the world. Being good at it is for the
benefit of others, helps you know what you mean by what you've written, helps you
know whether that which you mean is what you mean, helps you get access to
people, places, their responses, your own...
Mine will follow yours through this collection.
- Ben

*Jim Randall, Milton Babbitt, Elaine Barkin, Arthur Berger, Paul Lansky

………
Editor’s note
Ben’s responses are interspersed with the writings and compositions in this volume,
each preceded by a line of dots. They live on pages 24, 33, 45, 52, 67, 94, 159,
170, 220, 242, 255, 265, 298, 309, 378, 395, 400, 417, 430, 442, 452,
456, 465, 479, 491, and 494. -d.c.
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DAVID LIDOV
MIMESIS
for Ben Boretz
String Quartet
*Mimesis is a variation or paraphrase of Ben Boretz’ RM (piano/synth piano),
for Robert Morris. I have been faithful in my fashion. The “After Words” appended to
the score, a transcript of my conversation with Ben, recorded on April 2, 2015, reflects
on this piece and his.
Toronto, Dec. 2014—Jan. 2015
______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Notes for performance:
After m 14, pizz is l.v. (ad lib). Up to m 14, damp the string for the following rest.
m 15 (ord. ma non troppo). Ordinario here merely cancels non vibrato. Should not
be ordinary. An uneven vibrato complementing lively articulations and
dynamics is required as Violin I is usually quieter than the pizzes but must
earn the forefront of attention by its style (perhaps like Eddie South?) In the
comparable passage at mm 86 VC is en dehors, but probably needs to be louder
than the arco instruments.
st

mm 55-6. Except for the 1 note of m 56, the point of the notation is to avoid
simultaneous attacks; beyond that, additional accuracy of execution may not
be a virtue.
m 115. Very free time, perhaps 8-11 seconds.
Harmonics: Where fingerings are not shown, stopped harmonics are indicated with
a small triangle. If any open harmonics are preferred in the extended passage
of stopped harmonics, don’t let the difference show. Where open harmonics
are indicated (º) m48 and m115, do not ‘correct’ the intonation; just intervals
preferred.
A tenuto mark by itself does not indicate any accent, just a caution for full duration.
Normally, the horizontal v accent is very, very light.
B. Bartók pizz.: the usual slashed circle.
M. Goldstein scratch: marked by a small slur over 3 dots (slow, heavy and very
evenly dragged bow). Bow changes a piacere.
!
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J

œ.
œ. Nœ.
‰ œ n œj ‰ .
œ.
F
pizz.
#œ.
œ. œ.
‰
bœ ? ‰.
œ.
bœ J
F
pizz.

# œœ ..
œ.
bœ.

œ.
œ.
œ.
œ.

œ
œ

aœ
œ

MIMESIS
32
Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

& œ #œ œ
<
3

& ‰

œ
B œ

# œœ ..

bœ.
œ b œ.
? œ

5

3

Vla.

Vc.

Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
#œ œ œ j
&
5
p #œ
j
B œ
F
? ˙

5

‰

œ bœ
œ œ #œ œ œ œ

‰

5

3
#œ
37 œ b œ œ œ b œ b œ
n
œ
œ
œ
#
œ
n
œ
#
œ
œ
&
3
p sub
f
3
bœ œ œ nœ œ bœ œ œ
œ
&
œ œ #œ nœ
3
f
p sub
3
œ
œ
b
œ
œ
œ œ
œ
œ
& œ œ œ bœ œ
p sub
3
œ
œ
œ
œ
?

f

% & 6
œ œ œ
nœ #œ œ j
bœ
f

n %œ œ& œ n œ
#
œ
œ
#œ
‰
œ œ bœ
œ
œ
b
œ
n
œ
5
#œ
f
5
cresc.
#
œ
n
œ
#œ œ bœ œ bœ
œ
œ
#
œ
œ
‰
œ
#
œ
&
# œ n œj
œ >œ >œ >
5
P>
f
œ
œ.
#œ
#œ
œ

cresc.

Vln. II

q c 126-132

œ œ #œ #œ
œ
#
œ
&
œ
#
œ
#
œ
œ œ œ œ
p œ bœ bœ œ nœ
7

35
Vln. I

œ

# œ¯ œ̄
>œ œ œ # œ œ # >œ
¯
œ
3
œ
Œ
Ó.
œ #œ
4 b œ œ̄ œ̄ Œ
nœ
3
f 5 p
6
arco
#œ
nœ
#œ.
‰
> œ œ #œ
J
J
3
Œ
‰
"
4
#œ #œ
#˙.
œ
# 5
# œœ
œœ ..
p
5
œ.
œ
3 " œ œ " R ‰ Œ arco b œ b œ n œ œ œ œ œ # œ œ œ œ
œ.
.
œ
‰
4
œ.
#œ œ œ
œ
>
P
#
5
p
.
bœ
bœ
arco
#œ. œ.
#œ b œ
34 " œ œ " R ‰ Œ # ˙ .
œ.
œ.
‰
œ.
œ
#
cresc.
P
3

3

S

p sub

œ nœ
œ

œ

j ‰ #œ
œ

œ
J ‰

Œ

j ‰
œ #œ

œ
J ‰
œ
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'
‰ œj

poco meno mosso ad lib.

œ #œ nœ
nœ
œ
œ œ bœ œ #œ œ œ
f
Ó.
Ó.

B

œ
‰ œ bœ #œ œ œ œ œ nœ œ œ #œ œ œ
#œ
f
3

David Lidov

(')
j
& œ œ #œ œ œ ‰ Œ

Vln. I

Vln. II

& ‰

Œ

#

!

Vc.

3
‰ N œj ‰ œ b œ 44 # œ œ b œ b œ b œ œ œ
B Œ
œ
P
F
cresc.
?
44
œ
w
#œ œ #œ œ œ
#

43
Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

& #œ œ bœ œ œ
B #œ œ œ œ œ
? j bœ
œ
F
46

Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

!

&

& Ó

poco ritard. . .

œ

Ó

œ

5

& Ó

Ó

$
œ
J & #œ œ #œ œ nœ œ.

˙˙ ..

n # œœ œœ
J
Œ

#

!

5

p

&

5

w

5

j
œœ
œœ
J

Œ

5

5

œ #œ œ œ œ œ bœ œ œ

j
œœ ˙˙

œœæ

œœ
œœ ˙˙
J
æ
legato
%œ œ # œ& œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ # œ œ
œ #œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
J
Œ
p
5
5
5
5

5

œ# œ œ œ
œ
œ

œ
œ

5

7

bœ #œ œ
œ #œ œ œ œ œ bœ œ œ œ

œ œ bœ œ œ œ

œœ
æ
œ# œ œ œ

œ
J

3
œ # œ œ œ # œ œ # œ œ œ< œ< œ b œ b œ n œ
<
< < < <

˙˙ ..

5

j
j
& œœ # œœ # # œœ œœæ
œ
B œJ # # œœ

legato %

q ca 104

‰ œ
œ
$J
œ œ.

Ó

Œ

Œ
7

5

Vla.

˙

Œ

3
5
j #œ
4 ‰ ‰ ‰5
b
œ
# œ œ n œ œ œ œ b œ œ œ< b œ< œ œ œ
4
œ bœ #œ œ
<
< < < # œ<
F

#œ.
œ.

œ

˙

4 Œ
4

40

!

œœ

Œ

Ó

Œ

Ó

œ œ œ œ œ œ
!

Œ

5

-12-

‰

3

œ
3

j
œ œ #œ œ Aœ
>
5

œ #œ œ œ
5

3

œ

j
#œ
œ œ bœ œ œ
>
5

Œ

!

œ œ
J
3

!

œ œ bœ œ œ
5

Œ

MIMESIS

49
Vln. I

$

&

œ bœ œ œ.

Vln. II

&

!

Vla.

B

!

Vc.

&

œ #œ œ ˙

&

Vln. II

&

‰

œ
#

Œ

‰ O
!

o

œ

v

˙.

˙

˙

Vla.

B Ó

Vc.

&

˙

œ
!
!

˙

match pitch of violin

54
Vln. I

‰

œ

œ Œ
Œ

œ bœ œ œ.
p
!

!

œ #œ œ œ.

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

j
bœ ‰ Œ
#œ
p
pizz. j
œ
Ó
#œ ‰ Œ
p
œ
œ ˙.
Ó

œ
J

pizz.

‰
n˙.
˙
œ.
œ.
F
P
pizz.
œœ œœ
arco
3
#
œ
#
œ
œ œ bœ œ #œ œ
œ #œ
!
‰ Œ
#œ
#œ
p
œ œ P #œ bœ
5
#œ
F
cresc.
arco
bœ
œ
œ nœ œ #œ bœ
œ
œ
œ
#
œ
#
œ
#
œ
bœ œ œ ‰ Œ
Œ
œ #œ
#œ œ #œ
J
J
5
3
3
F
p
5
œ.
b
œ
œ
œ
.
œ
œ
˙
˙
œ
B
‰?
.
œ
5
F
P
5

#œ œ
œ #œ œ

œ

Boldly individual irrational rhythm; Soli

Vln. I

j
œ œ œ ˙.

best if VC ends last.
Rit.
'
'Molto 7:4
pizz.
œ bœ œ #œ nœ œ œ
œ
œ
arco œ œ b œ
57
#œ
U4
#œ nœ
J
R #œnœ œ bœœ#œ nœ bœ
j
‰
& " #œ #œ #œ #œ #œ
48 ‰
4
#œnœ œ bœ œ #œ œ
9:8
5:4
cresc.
P
p
Ï
f
'
cresc.
œ bœ œ nœ bœ œ œ
arco œ œ b œ œ
3 bœ
3
œ
#
œ
œ
œ œ # œ œ bœnœ œbœ
b
œ
8
J
‰ 44
œ œ œ œ bœ
& #œ #œ œ
4 ‰
j
œ œ bœ œ
9:8
f cresc. 5:4
P cresc.
5:4
Ï
p
b
œ
pizz.
6
5
arcoœ œ œ
5:4
œ
#œ nœ œ bœ œ #œ nœ
8 J
B Œ
œ #œ
œ # œ n œ œ B b œ œ # œ n œ œ # œ n œ œ b œ œ j ‰ 44
& 4 ‰
œ # œ œn œ
7:4
f
cresc.
Ï
p
#7œ œ œ œ arco œ œ œ b œ # œ œ
pizz.
3:2
5
r
#œ#œnœ œ œ #œ
#œ
? Œ
j‰ 44
#œ œ . œ bœbœ œ œ
48 ‰ J
œ
œ
œ
#
œ
œ
œ
#œ #œ œ
5
cresc. 3
P cresc.
p u
f
Ï
-13-
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Tutti

Vln. I

q ca 60
Con sord.

# # œœ
4 Œ
Œ
&4
# œ

59

4
Œ #œ
&4 Œ
#œ
Con sord.

Vln. II

Vla.

Con sord.
Œ œœ
B 44 Œ
#œ

?4 Œ
4 #œ Œ œ
#
Con sord.

Vc.

64
Vln. I

&

Vla.

Vc.

?

bœ
#
Œ œ

senza sord.

!

j
wœ . # œ ˙

&
ord.

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

Œ #œ
œ
bœ œ #œ

Œ

Œ
Œ

#œ

& Œ

p

a ww

Œ

œ

œœ

#œ
œœ œœ

œœ # œ # ˙˙

y

bœ

b b Oœ

"œ

Œ #œ

Œ

Œ œ
œ

Œ

œœ

bœbœ

œ œ‰
J

Œ

ww

bœ

œ #œ œ

y

bœ

bO
45 Œ b œ
p

!
Ó

‰ b œj
#œ
#

45

See notes

45 b w
#w
45 # w
w

See notes
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y

bœ

‰ bb Oœ

# # œœ
Œ
# œœ

Œ #œ

Œ

Œ #œ

Œ

Œ

Œ
# œœ

y

ord.

Œ

œ

œ
‰ œ b œ b œ œ œ ‰Œ b b Oœ
P
# 3
3

non legato, sul tasto

#œ
œ nœ Œ # œ
#œ

Œ

Œ œ

# œœ

bœ

œœ

œ
œ

‰

œ

œ

Œ

œœ

œ #œ Ó

senza sord.

y

bœ

bb Oœ

Ó

Œ

non legato, sul tasto

!

molto solo

œ
F

# œœ

3

w
w

#œ
B #œ nœ œ œ #œ œ œ bœ
?

Œ

# # œœ

Œ
#œ œ

‰ œœ
bœ

œ Œ N œœ
œ

!

68
Vln. I

"

œ

w

& Ó
B

Œ

senza sord.

senza sord.

Vln. II

#œ
Œ # œ

Œ

œœ

Œ
#
nœ

6

œ œ #œ œ œ
#œ
#œ œ
œ J
‰

ww

5

œ
œ # œ œ œ# œ œ# œ# œ

!

‰ Œ

y y yœ # y˙
bœ

bœ

!
œ
œ
œ
# œ

p

b b Oœ bb Oœ n Oœ # Ȯ
w
w

œ
œ

dim.

ww

œœ

dim.

'

Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

71 œ

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

Oœ b b Oœ

#

B w
w
?

˙˙

& "
&

&

œ
œ

#˙.
# ˙.

b yœ . w
J

3
y y # yœ yœ # yœ yœ
#œ #œ œ

y # yœ yœ # yœ yœ y
œ
œ
&
#œ

Vln. II

&

3

# yœ .
‰

# yœ .
p

y byœ œ (IV)
y
œo Ó
& nœ œ
œ # yœ
3

Vla.

Vc.

&

3

3

#
y y

Ó

& bœ œ Œ Ó
3

‰

y
bœ

œœ

Ó

.

œ.

3

& #O
œ

79

3

#

w˙
.
œ.

Œ
p

y

3

y
#œ ˙.
J

# yœ

œ
J ‰ Ó
œo

J ‰ Ó

yj

ossia
8ve up

yœ

B‰

j
bœ ‰ Ó

?‰

y

ẏ.

&

y
‰ b œ.

bO.
‰b œ .
p
y
œ

Ȯ

y

œ

œ #œ.
J

˙

y

n Oœ ..

Ó

Ó

y

#œ œ.
‰ J

yœ yœ y y
œ #˙
œ bœ

bO
b œ ..

ẏ

œ
#

3

yœ .

b yœ .

y

#œ

w

Œ
p

Ó.

Œ

Ó

yœ ˙

J

Œ

#

y
œ

y

3

bœ

y y

#œ œ
3

at the bridge

Œ

Ó

b y˙

Ó

œ ‰ Ó

œ ˙.
‰ J

yœ y y
#œ #œ

w

œ

Oœ b Oœ .
J .

y

Œ

3

yœ " yœ œ " # yœ y œy " œy œ " yœ
" Jœ "

yœ yœ # yœ yœ yœ œ yœ b yœ y y y
œ " b œ œ œ yœ
"
"
J
" "

jb œ .
œ

b œ.

O
b œ .. b b Oœ ..
p

'
y
œ œ # yœ œ n y˙

ẏ

# y˙ .

3

n ww
œ̇

3

Vln. I

bœ

#
y
y
y
y
y
y
œ yœ # yœ # yœ œ œ # œ # œ . œ œ # œ œ yœ yœ # yœ œ y y y y yœ # yœ
"
"
#œœ œ #œ
" J"
"J

75
Vln. I

œ

˙

& Oœ Ȯ
p
&

yœ yœ y y
# œ œ œ yœ # yœ y y
y
˙ bœ
œ bœ
MIMESIS

jŒ
bœ
j
b œœ Œ

#
&

Œ !
Œ !
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Œ
#
Œ

ẏ

3

bœ ‰ Œ

Œ Ó

Ó

Œ

Ó

at the bridge

Œ
#
& !

b y˙
bœ œ œ œ œ œ œ

Œ Ó

at the bridge

‰ #œ
# œ

David Lidov

œ œœœ œ
œ R ‰. Œ Ó
"
&

œ

83
Vln. I

ẏ.

6

poco cresc.

Vln. II

&

poco cresc.

Vla.

Vc.

& Œ

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

œ œ œ
bœ œ œ œ Œ
p

!

& œR " ‰

!

?

86
Vln. I

& ˙˙ ..
$

˙˙

& # ˙˙ ..
$

˙˙

Œ ˙˙
$
# œ œ œ # œ œ œ " a œœ
? Œ
Ó
$
p
n œ¯
œ̄ b œ¯ œ̄ ‰ œ̄
& œ ‰ ‰

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

& # œ ‰ ‰ œ< œ n œ ‰
< <
bœ
<
<
œ¯
B œ̄ ‰ ‰ b œ œœ œœ ‰ œœ
< <
<
bœ. bœ
#œ œ
? œ. #œ
‰ nœ œ œ
5

5

3

3

Ó

ord.

Œ
P w

5

" œ #œ j ‰ Ó
B Œ œ #œ œ #œ œ œ ˙
œ œ œ
p
P
ord.
œ œ ˙
# œ # œ œ b œ œ . b œn œ # œ ˙
"
J
p
5
F
poco cresc.

Œ
Œ

ww

ord.

Œ

44 Œ

‰
Œ
œ # œ œ œ< œ n œ
p < << < <

44 Œ

ww

f
œo œo " œo œo " œo œo
ƒ

pizz.

‰ b œj Œ
œ
<

‰ ‰ b œœ
œœ
<
<

¯
œœ̄ ‰ ‰ b œœ
‰ b œœj Œ
<
'œo
#œ œ nœ œ œ #œ. œ nœ
œ
"
S

3

3

5
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5

3

3

œ¯
¯
n œœ " œ Œ
p

# œ¯ œ
" œ " œ̄

#œ " œ
p< <

œ"œ
< <
# œ¯ " œ̄

Œ

"

"œŒ "
œ <
p<
solo!
bœ œ bœ 5 œ. œ
pizz.
4
œ
‰ œ #œ 4 nœ
œ. œ 5
œ
44 Œ

Œ

Œ

#˙.
P

ord.

!

j
œœ ‰ Œ

B Ó

q ca 54

Ó

j œ bœ œ œ œ œ œ
Ó
œœ ‰
#

89
Vln. I

œ œ#œ œ œ Ó
p

at the bridge

œ

6

F3

3

‰ œ

œ

‰

‰ œ

œœ
#œ
œ " " # œœ " œ Œ
œ

‰

3

5

j
‰ n # œœ
j
‰ #b œœ

œ
œ " œ " # œœ " œ Œ
#œ
œ
#œ

œ

bœ
3
œ. #œ J œ
& #œ œ œ
5

3

MIMESIS
92
Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

&

œ

œ

#œ

bœ ˙
œ ˙

B " #b œœ " b œ Œ
œ

& #œ œ œ #œ

5
4 Œ

Ó

3

œ
#
œ"
"
&

q = 70
arco

5
4 Œ

Œ
Œ

‰ n œ a œ œ 45 Œ
3

œ b œ arco
b œ ‰ œ b œ œ 45 Ó

?œ

3

3

#œ #œ œ #œ œ œ
Ó
# 6

pizz.

œ œ œœ‰
œ

F

arco

3
œœ œ œ‰ 4

pizz.

6

arco

‰ 43
œ œ
œ‰
œ
œ bœ œ
#œ nœ nœ
F
nœ #œ œ #œ œ #œ
3
#œ œ nœ œ œ œ ‰
‰ Œ
& 4
3
# 6
F3
œ
œ
3
‰ #œ nœ œ œ ‰ Œ
4
3
F3
6

œ
#

3

3

6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
%& 6
6
3
b
œ
œ
œ
& 4 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œbœbœ œbœ œ œ bœ bœ œ bœ œ œ nœnœ# œnœ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ œbœ œnœ œ œ œ œ œ œ
# non cresc.

94
Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

6
6
%& 6
& 43 # œ œ n œ œ œ œ œ b œ œ œ œ n œ œ b œ œ œ œ
œ
# non cresc.
b œœ
3
J
‰
&4 Ó
p
œ
J
? 43 Ó
‰
p

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

44

& œbœ bœbœ œ œnœ œ bœ œ œ œ nœ œbœ œ œ œ #œ œ nœ œ œ œ #œ œnœ œ œ œ#œ œnœ œ œ œ #œ œ nœ œ œ œ#œ œnœ œ œ œ Œ
6

Vln. II

6

& b œ b œ œ œ œ œ n œ n œ # œ # œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ # œ # œ œ œ b œ œ œ n œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ b œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ b œ œ œ œ œ œ 44

97
Vln. I

# œ# œnœ# œ œ œ# œ œ nœ œ œ œ# œ œnœ œ œ œ œ œ bœ œ œ œnœ œbœ œ œ œnœ œbœ œ œ œ
œœ
œœ
J
Œ.
‰
B b œœ
Œ
&‰
p
p
œ
œ
J
Œ
‰ & bœ
‰
Œ.
p
p
6

Vla.

& Œ

Vc.

& Œ

6

j
#œ
p j
?
# œœ
p

6

b œœ
œ

6

‰

Œ

‰

Œ

6

b œœ
p
œ
p
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6

Œ
Œ

6

˙˙

‰
p
‰ & b˙
p

6

‰

B

‰

?

44
44

David Lidov

Vln. I

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

B 44 # ˙

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

j
œœ
œ.
. .
œ. œ. œ " œ œ œ "

œ. œ

B

?

. œ " # œ. # œ
"
œ
œ
œ. œ. œ .

œ. œ

# œ. # œ
.
"
"
œ
œ
œ
œ. œ. œ .

œ. œ

sul tasto, flotando

œ #œ œ œ œ.
œ
J
& œ. œ œ
6
p
3

nœ œ œ.
#œ nœ œ J

sul tasto, flotando

Vln. II

Vla.

Vc.

&

3

œ. œ œ
p

& Ó
? Ó

6

Œ

sul tasto, flotando

œ. œ
p
sul tasto, flotando
Œ œ. œ
p

‰

Œ

‰

Œ

3
4

œ-.

œ. œ œ.
‰ # œj ‰
#œ
S
œ3
‰ œ ‰
J
S3
œ
‰ œJ ‰
S
3

œ. œ œ 44 œ œ
.
.

œ. œ œ 44 œ œ
.
.

6

# œ. n œ. b œ
b œ. œ
œ ˙
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Measure 115 plus next quarter: Cello plays open harmonics, not "corrected". Other
instruments match the cello's just intervals. Not too slow, but time entirely free.
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MIMESIS—AFTER WORDS
Ben and I recorded a conversation about my quartet movement and its relation to some of his work on
April 2, 2015. This is my unedited transcription.1
!

DL: Happy Half Birthday & Congratulations. How do you like inspiring so much attention!
BB: Half Birthday! You would notice! Thanks, I guess. I can’t deny that getting attention is fun. The
challenge is to not notice how belated I am becoming.
DL: That should be easy. You told me you about experiencing time as infinitely divisible and prolonged, à la
Zeno’s paradoxes.
BB: Sure! We can! But it depends somewhat on nobody reminding us too insistently of alternatives.
Anyway, I really appreciate the score you sent. Somebody should play it. And it is enormously
flattering that you found a way of your own to give such close attention to the piano piece.
DL: Piano piece or MIDI piece?
BB: In principle, it should be possible to make a performance edition. But that could come out quite different.
I may be guilty of some indecision there.
DL: For me, that piece has a special, almost unique ontology. It is not like the string quartet movements that
sound hideous to me as MIDI. Those audio files are just an aural notation, a prompt for imagining a
human performance. But also, it is not like what I’ve heard of Randall’s compositions that sit squarely
on the synthesizer sound. Your artificial piano is close enough to a real piano to be highly suggestive of
an interpretation on an acoustic piano, and at the same time the synth sound manages to be fairly
attractive in its own way. So for me, that piece stakes out liminal territory, an imaginative region with
one foot each in two realities.
BB: I can go along with that, though I may have experienced it myself more as ambivalence than liminality.
There is also the piano and MIDI percussion piece you know.
DL: Downtime. That’s why I allowed myself the dimwit phrase “almost unique.” And now with two versions
of Downtime, live and MIDI, are they the same piece?
BB: I better stay out of any debate on identities. I think I’ve done my share of that. So how about your
quartet? You submitted a .pdf, no wave track. I suppose you wouldn’t stoop to publishing the MIDI
image of it.
DL: If I upgrade my software, I might get around to trying my hand, but you saw I did edit the score as if
someone were interested in playing it. That is another liminal, purely imaginary space of course.
BB: Well, I didn’t find the score hard to read. Paper compositions for reading . . . like silent written poetry
perhaps?
DL: But for a still smaller audience. I remember reading about great landholders in ancient China making long
trips to visit each other and exchange poems. No platinum disks. But I don’t think, really, that my
quartet implies or intends any repositioning of the media, whereas your work has done that recurrently.
Black Noise—I now feel that more, because of dwelling in the piano/MIDI music—Black Noise is not a
combination of media; it’s in a space between them. Between music and theory or between musical and
visual art. But I already wrote that to you.
BB: I never wanted to confine imagination to territories divided up by conventions of media. Thought isn’t
divided that way, unless, maybe, you impose a very militant discipline of unwavering attention to one
thing. To me this is a function of one’s interior time, the durational quality of experience.
DL: You are recording this?
BB: Yes, it’s going right onto my computer. Should I transcribe it?

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1 [Ed. note: The dating is contradictory and can not be explained as a simple
error in the year. I received the score and the After Words in February, 2015.
From correspondence, I know the project did not start before November, 2014. As
of our deadline, I have received no clarification and simply present what I
received. /d.c.]
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DL: Instead of “personal time” couldn’t one just say “consciousness”? Don’t transcribe it, send me the file.
I’ll do it. I think of Qixingshan, Postlude, these piano pieces and Black Noise, as achieving genuine
stream-of-consciousness styles.
BB: It might be quite challenging philosophically to distinguish between the experience of consciousness and
the experience of time. OK, you type it up. I just don’t want Dorota to get stuck with extra work.
DL: I’ll take care of it. I’ll send her a .pdf; she can just publish that. 2
BB: At least spell check. Then your Mimesis is your take on that style area. I’m not sure I have the idea clear.
DL: Actually, that is not what I set out to do though I came to feel a tug in that direction. I wasn’t trying to
copy the flow, at least not at first.
BB: I figured out what you did formally. Not counting the tag ending,
DL: the two last measures,
BB: your quartet is roughly the same length as RM, and you invent relationships for corresponding moments.
E.G. At those two moments where my piece arrives to the F & B bi-chord,3 the quartet plays a sort of D
dominant fanfare in octaves. Same two moments. Right?
DL: Same moments, cornier events. In that case.
BB: Don’t know if I got every one, but those correspondences go right through, sometimes textures, speed
changes. Usually, though, not creating very similar music. There isn’t a systematic procedure is there?
DL: To a point. Not rigid.
BB: But you did have a system?
DL: As for formal method, I wrote a quartet, not strings, End-of-Time, must have been 1990 or so, where one
movement is a set of variations. The theme, not played, is a graph showing a hierarchy of durations,
with segments labeled for recurrences and contrasts of features that are not specified. The same
notation could become, for example, a dynamic feature in one variation and a harmonic feature in
another variation. The paraphrase preserves structure.
BB: That’s like the first half of the little fughetta in the Diabellis.4 It starts with the tonic-dominant contrast
almost erased, replaced by a register contrast.
DL: That set was my inspiration, then. And I do enjoy paraphrase. There is a lot of that in my 15
Reinventions, a similar approach to paraphrasing Bach. But actually what prompted me here was that a
student had just finished up an independent course with me when Dorota proposed this volume. The
woman, Cassandra Norton, quite a talented musician who sings and accompanies herself on the violin,
had wanted to write some pastiches of Bach and Chopin because it was outside her previous experience.
We picked a few models—little pieces I’ve known much more than half a century. Still, she noticed
things I had missed as well as vice versa.
BB: The individuality of hearing,
Both: That’s [my/your] mantra!
BB: Harmonically, Mimesis reminds me of the big violin and piano sonata. I hope that’s not unwelcome.
DL: You have fast ears! You did comment on the interest of the sonata’s harmony. I used the same—really
this was something I just grabbed as a short cut—the same lattice of tetrachords. Funny, your score
also gives a motivic emphasis to tetrachords, especially the all-interval, and I didn’t even think about
that similarity until I was about half done. By the way, there is paraphrase in the sonata, too—of Bach,
but not formally systematic like the 1990 variations.
BB: Surely, in your 1990 piece, you were influenced by linguistic structuralism—you were into that then—as
much as Beethoven’s variations! His are NOT systematic!
DL: Right on! My graph theoretical formalisms—Roman Jakobson or Levi-Strauss on steroids.
BB: That might well be the way you are hearing my piece via the quartet. I imagine you chopping up the score
into sections to make a “structure”.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2 [Ed. Note:
3 [Ed. Note:
mm20-21 or
4 [Ed. Note:

Thanks for the thought, Gents, but I had to retype four pages. /d.c.]
A very low B-minor second inversion and a very high F major, first at
ca. 1’:15” /d.c.]
Variation XXIV /d.c.]
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DL: Wait! Ben, my piece is NOT a way of hearing yours. Your piece is wonderfully resistant to scissors.
Anywhere you try to cut, it bleeds. I do admit to indulging a bit in that kind of analysis and that’s a
good way to learn it doesn’t work. The sense of a continuous energy flowing and ebbing like a stream
of consciousness is what is most special to me about RM. Except on a very small scale, it doesn’t
depend on particular figures for its unity. At any moment, in any passage, the texture suggests a very
entrancing abstract expressionist style, but we experience a drama of contrasts that is more typical of
the sonata heritage, you know, what they used to call “wit”, letting one’s intelligence show. You also
create the illusion of spontaneity, a huge technical achievement.
That is just not my way of composing, as I think you know. I plan, think hierarchically, sectionally;
my music becomes a collage of highly articulated figures and categories of figures. Making a web of
corresponding moments and contrasts, in a different style, that was the game. My ideal might be a
“copy” Cezanne made of an old Dutch still life —Have you seen it?5
BB: I can’t recall it right now. . . I understand your idea, but given that hearing is not static, can’t one still find
fragments, shards, of what you were hearing in RM?
DL: Sure. That formulation is harmless. But also, I would add, getting stuff out of the way so I could hear your
composition better.
BB: I don’t think the connection with improvisation is just illusion. Sometimes composing means getting
yourself into the situation where you can improvise just the right thing, whether it is with a drum or a
pencil.
DL: Well, yes, and also there are all kinds of improv. In some traditions, an ideal improvisation would sound
like a thought out composition. A lot of so-called free improvisation, which can be very rule bound by
prohibitions, is where the thought is ended but the music rambles on. And there are meditative
practices, like Pauline Oliveros. What you recorded at Bard, which, the way you explained it to me, is
improv with the discipline of feeling necessity, might be related to her work. All this would seem to me
to furnish an important background for the very different stream-of-consciousness effect in your recent
work, but it sure doesn’t sound the same!
BB: It encompasses a continuation of that work for me.
DL: That’s not a contradiction, but let me spell out a bit more how I understand your new territory.
BB: . . .
...
...
....
DL: For me the notion of stream of consciousness is really a key thing.
BB: You keep coming back to it. Is it really a musical category? If you’re listening to music or reading a
book or shopping for groceries, those are totally different streams of consciousness. When we are
awake, we are never without one.
DL: Look, the Pastoral Symphony really does have an outdoorsy feel to it. A minuet and trio can project such
clear architecture the music seems an object immune from time. But when I listen to the first
movement of op. 132, it’s not like being out of doors, it’s not like being in a ballet parlor, it’s not like
being outside time; to me it’s like passing time inside somebody’s brain.
BB: The Beethoven example gives me an idea what you mean. Music or literature that seems to represent an
unmediated sequence of thought, continuous, with each image somehow engendering the next, not
accepting any boundaries, intelligible, yet not quite adding up to any preconception.
DL: And see, you had to say ‘thoughts’ not ‘sounds’ because there is also an element of escape from the
medium. I believe the final death passage in Flaubert’s “Perroquet” is sometimes cited as where
Joyce’s stream of consciousness takes off from. Felicité’s thoughts are given as words but in so far as
Flaubert succeeds, the thoughts hardly have words to them. So, even if someone has the skill to
improvise a stream-of-consciousness passage start to finish, well, some people can improvise good
fugues. Stream of consciousness, as style, is just as demanding and absolutely does involve an illusion.
The stream of consciousness represented will not be an isomorph of the musician’s own experience.

5

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[Ed. Note: Uh-uh. Most likely, Matisse, Still Life after Jan Davidsz. de Heem's
"La Desserte" http://www.moma.org/collection/browse_results.php?object_id=79872 /d.c.]
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BB: Maybe you are simply saying I’m a modernist. The aesthetic ideal you are sketching was pretty widely
shared and emulated in the twentieth century wasn’t it?
DL: Maybe widely attempted. It suggests some common mannerisms. But the suspension of syntax, apparent
free association, long pauses, I think it is quite rare that these cohere as an image of a vibrant interior of
a mind rather than aggregations, vestiges of feeling or trance—somewhat like the traditional fantasia in
classical music with its richly varied and freely wandering rhetoric, often intimate but rarely so
suggestive of interior thought as your music is. For example, the enormous sense of concentration you
convey with very long notes or chords.
BB: I accept the compliment as intended. I do not feel estranged by your description; except, of course, for my
usual reservation that categories are ephemeral. After all the work I have done, or because of it, on
languages of music and musical description, these days, I’m more inclined to invest intellectually in
discovering the contingent perspectives of individual persons (including yours, of course) than in
postulating general categories. By the way, maybe a case in point, long tones are not the same on piano
as on strings. With the piano holding a long chord, you are, one could say, turning the work over to
Mother Nature, even if you don’t stop listening, paying attention.
DL: Contrasting to what you mentioned recently, the intense and relentless artistry the string players who
recorded your Postlude had to summon to maintain those motionless long notes.
BB: Especially, the first violinist.
DL: Maybe that’s why, although for the listener there is much in common, for me, it was a non-starter to think
of responding to your longest piano tones with comparably long string tones. Though never as fast as
your synthesizer, Mimesis is more active. I don’t know whether I could ever capture any of your
audacious simplicity, the continuous flow of notes with the merest hints of cells, motives, themes. In
RM, even the six against seven polyrhythm sequencing after the opening chords becomes fluid and
dissolves into the flow. And your suspension of closure. In not coming to conclusions, your music
creates a sense of an invisible or inaudible inner flow of energy. But me, as a composer, my instinct is
mostly to round things off. I’m addicted to the 18th century.
BB: Ah, you are! I noticed passages that work through formal schemes pointing to conclusions even if you
show some discretion about spelling everything out. Like where my aimless rain of treble quarter
notes becomes your fughetta in harmonics. I got a kick out of that association! (or disassociation?)
And you end with a strict (very pretty) mensural cannon at the fifth where I have a smushy slow recall
of the 7 vs. 6 thing you mentioned.
DL: Yes, I follow that with what you called (you are technically correct) the “tag ending”. I needed a cadence,
a signature of difference. I couldn’t end with the preceding measures. They sound almost like Ben
Boretz. Like his stream-of-consciousness music.
BB: There is something of that in your quartet though, isn’t there?
DL: I hope a bit, to be honest. Perhaps produced more secondarily, some sfumato between sections, masking
formalities; it took me awhile to focus on that direction.
BB: Now I think I can pull this together. According to what you say, you understand a stream-ofconsciousness style or representation as necessitating the evasion of, or at least considerable resistance
to a preconceived structure and formal boundaries.
DL: Yes . . .
BB: And that quality attracts you in this piece of mine and some others.
DL: Y-, yes. That’s not its only attractive quality, but yes. I do love that aspect of RM.
BB: Which you then proceeded to utilize quite strictly, obediently, as a preconceived formal structure!
DL: Sure, I acknowledge the paradox. I let your music put me in a box.
BB: Then OK. We’re almost even. Though for you it was voluntary. Nobody asks me if I want to be the
stooge at my own birthday party.
DL: Huh?
BB: You know what I mean.

!
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………
TO DAVID LIDOV: your piece is so much more beautiful and interesting than
any cleverness or derivation sleuthing could yield - but I am gratified that my piece
was suggestive beyond its literal sonic surface to the extent that such a very
different and riveting piece could be inspired by it. To me, this is what "music
theory" is in the compositional context: I wrote in "Of This And That" (1972):
Why do I want to know my syntax?
I admire the music of Beethoven inordinately
I want to compose something like that
but I don’t want to compose Beethoven’s music again
So I observe what it is I admire in Beethoven’s music, and imagine the network that
captures it
So I can then imagine a network which is in some sense isomorphic with it that doesn’t
have to be the same network or to contain the same things
That it is in some sense isomorphic with it is a discovery of imagination
To make it isomorphic in a particular sense is the trigger for and direction of an effort of
imagination.

………
To ELIZABETH HOFFMAN: So, clearly, you and I could write the same
identical piece and any one would be able to tell which of us had done which...so
obviously everything we thought we knew about the determinants of musical
identity is just dead wrong.
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for Ben

for piano

elizabeth hoffman 2015

. . . twelve to seven [UV 176]

Ambling, briskly.
Feel the RH in alternating half note, dotted quarter, 5-eighth, or quarter pulses.
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"The sun poured molten glass on the fields. The volcanoes seemed terrifying in the wild sunset."

M. Laruelle's way led through half-cultivated fields bordered by narrow grass paths, trodden by cactus farmers
coming home from work. It was thus far a favorite walk, though not taken since before the rains. The leaves of
cacti attracted with their freshness; green trees shot by evening sunlight might have been weeping willows
tossing in the gusty wind which had sprung up; a lake of yellow sunlight appeared in the distance beyond pretty
hills like loaves. But there was something baleful now about the evening. Black clouds plunged up to the south.
The sun poured molten glass on the fields. The volcanoes seemed terrifying in the wild sunset." [UV 35].
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A	
  BUNCH	
  of	
  “SHORTS”	
  
	
  
ELAINE	
  R.	
  BARKIN	
  

	
  
CONCERTO	
  GROSSO,	
  1954	
  &	
  NOCTURNE	
  FOR	
  STRINGS,	
  1955	
  
	
  

AN	
  OLD	
  E-‐MAIL	
  TO	
  BEN	
  
03/03/07	
  

	
  

“Listening	
  to	
  your	
  Concerto	
  Grosso	
  for	
  Strings	
  (1954),	
  composed	
  before	
  &	
  during	
  our	
  first	
  
year	
  as	
  Brandeis	
  graduate	
  students,	
  my	
  first	
  take	
  was	
  WOW!	
  —	
  a	
  word	
  you	
  admonished	
  

me	
  about	
  some	
  years	
  ago	
  …	
  you	
  said	
  something	
  like	
  ‘wow	
  is	
  the	
  ultimate	
  cave-‐in	
  to	
  the	
  
cognitive,	
  the	
  discursive’,	
  can’t	
  exactly	
  recall.	
  Then	
  more	
  listenings	
  and	
  still	
  WOW!	
  
	
  
I.	
  	
  something	
  emerges	
  about	
  growth,	
  shifting	
  over	
  solid	
  ground	
  that	
  gives	
  way	
  now	
  and	
  
then,	
  keeps	
  on	
  reforming	
  [some	
  old	
  guys	
  are	
  ‘heard’	
  back	
  there,	
  at	
  times	
  more	
  evident	
  
than	
  at	
  other	
  times],	
  a	
  Socratic	
  ‘questioning’	
  of	
  itself	
  quality,	
  sounding	
  as	
  if	
  it’s	
  looking	
  
into,	
  hearing,	
  itself	
  to	
  find	
  out	
  what’s	
  been	
  there,	
  where	
  it’s	
  been,	
  line-‐wise,	
  tempo-‐wise,	
  
interruptive	
  funny	
  cadences,	
  uncompromising	
  chromaticism	
  subverted	
  by	
  diatonicism,	
  
oppositional	
  setup	
  of	
  the	
  concertino-‐ripieno	
  environment	
  enables	
  melodies	
  to	
  emerge	
  —	
  	
  
times	
  when	
  I’d	
  have	
  liked	
  it	
  to	
  go	
  faster	
  –,	
  unfolding,	
  crunching	
  and	
  I	
  dig	
  the	
  place	
  where	
  
it	
  sits	
  on	
  itself	
  comfortably	
  before	
  it	
  ends	
  a	
  bit	
  jerkily.	
  	
  
	
  
IA.	
  	
  [a	
  synoptic	
  blow	
  by	
  blow]	
  slow	
  converging,	
  separating,	
  again,	
  from	
  middle	
  out	
  and	
  in,	
  
separate	
  strands	
  stranded,	
  connected,	
  harmonizing,	
  filling	
  out,	
  all	
  over	
  again	
  but	
  not	
  
again,	
  lines	
  lengthen,	
  thicken,	
  hold	
  on…	
  Yikes!	
  branching	
  out,	
  jumping,	
  pulsing,	
  
mimicking,	
  scrunching,	
  back-‐	
  and	
  forthing,	
  filling	
  in,	
  making	
  the	
  space	
  whole,	
  bumping,	
  
sometimes	
  sounding	
  really	
  ‘together’,	
  sometimes	
  rubbingly	
  antagonistic,	
  getting	
  another	
  
angle	
  on	
  it	
  all,	
  looking	
  backwards,	
  can’t	
  hear	
  a	
  ‘center’	
  but	
  maybe	
  there	
  isn’t	
  one,	
  like	
  it	
  
keeps	
  on	
  listening	
  and	
  growing	
  and	
  filling	
  itself	
  up,	
  but	
  always	
  on	
  the	
  move,	
  and	
  then	
  
heavy	
  footed,	
  all	
  filled	
  in	
  by	
  now,	
  viola	
  pushing	
  forward	
  and	
  ever	
  forward	
  and	
  faster	
  and	
  
faster	
  and	
  then	
  to	
  a	
  softer	
  place,	
  hanging	
  in	
  on	
  itself,	
  sitting	
  but	
  not	
  staying,	
  all	
  those	
  
early	
  bits	
  and	
  pieces	
  restretched,	
  some	
  sort	
  of	
  a	
  slow	
  down,	
  can’t	
  be	
  sure	
  what	
  it’s	
  about,	
  
but	
  all	
  thins	
  out	
  again,	
  and	
  then	
  picks	
  up	
  rushing	
  toward	
  who	
  knows	
  where,	
  but	
  everyone	
  
is	
  aware	
  of	
  everyone	
  else,	
  that’s	
  for	
  sure,	
  and	
  then	
  speedup,	
  jerky,	
  jazzy,	
  speedier,	
  no	
  
fooling	
  around	
  now,	
  all	
  in	
  together,	
  and	
  ZAP!	
  
	
  
II.	
  	
  NOCTURNE.	
  Dark	
  dirge-‐like,	
  super	
  forming	
  harmonies,	
  tuney	
  bunched-‐up	
  licks,	
  
strong,	
  massive	
  at	
  the	
  start,	
  then	
  going	
  every	
  which	
  way,	
  never	
  sure	
  which	
  way	
  is	
  up	
  or	
  
down,	
  growing	
  all	
  over	
  the	
  place,	
  the	
  space,	
  all	
  the	
  time,	
  then	
  stretched	
  spun	
  out	
  
imitative	
  passage...	
  I	
  lose	
  it	
  a	
  bit	
  before	
  the	
  ostinati	
  and	
  even	
  a	
  bit	
  afterwards,	
  but	
  then	
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deep	
  crawl	
  and	
  long	
  sustain,	
  ah,	
  superchord	
  ...	
  and	
  again	
  I’m	
  not	
  sure	
  where	
  I	
  am,	
  but	
  
more	
  growing,	
  spreading,	
  holding	
  on,	
  redoubling	
  its	
  time,	
  thickness	
  giving	
  way	
  to	
  
breadth	
  …	
  and	
  then	
  it’s	
  over	
  and	
  I’m	
  still	
  waiting	
  for	
  something.	
  
	
  
Not	
  ‘pieced	
  together’	
  or	
  as	
  ‘diverting’	
  –	
  pun	
  intended	
  —	
  as	
  is	
  the	
  Divertimento	
  —	
  which	
  I	
  
wrote	
  to	
  you	
  about	
  some	
  years	
  back	
  —,	
  whose	
  opening	
  is	
  so	
  clear	
  clean	
  and	
  lovely	
  …	
  then	
  
Slavic	
  humor	
  popping	
  in,	
  dancey	
  sections	
  revisiting	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  opening,	
  and	
  the	
  
speedup,	
  the	
  end	
  where	
  it’s	
  like	
  everyone	
  is	
  saying	
  ‘let’s	
  get	
  the	
  hell	
  out	
  of	
  here’	
  and	
  then	
  
a	
  tutti	
  C	
  MAJOR	
  triad!	
  It’s	
  a	
  total	
  gas!	
  
	
  
Thanks	
  for	
  sending	
  although	
  MIDI	
  string	
  sound	
  is	
  way	
  too	
  unyielding	
  and	
  in	
  the	
  
Concerto	
  Grosso	
  it’s	
  rarely	
  easy	
  to	
  distinguish	
  the	
  ripieno	
  string	
  ensemble	
  from	
  the	
  string	
  
soloists’	
  concertino.”	
  

	
  
NOCTURNE	
  REVISITED	
  
FOR	
  VIOLINS	
  I	
  AND	
  II,	
  VIOLAS,	
  VIOLONCELLOS,	
  DOUBLE	
  BASSES	
  	
  	
  

	
  

12/29/14	
  

	
  

Not	
  a	
  Song	
  of	
  the	
  Night	
  in	
  any	
  conformist	
  sense	
  or	
  predictable	
  way;	
  no	
  cricket-‐	
  or	
  
interlocking	
  frog-‐song	
  emanating	
  from	
  the	
  paddies,	
  nor	
  Field-‐Chopin	
  shapely	
  and	
  Eine	
  
kleine	
  Nachtmusik	
  it	
  sure	
  ain’t.	
  But	
  an	
  audible	
  presence	
  of	
  Bela	
  Bartók’s	
  Night	
  Music	
  
grasps	
  me	
  and	
  hangs	
  on,	
  that	
  other	
  BB’s	
  essence	
  evoked	
  and	
  re-‐expressed.	
  Nocturnally	
  
dark,	
  unhurried	
  at	
  the	
  start,	
  chromatically	
  saturated,	
  suffused	
  with	
  the	
  tease	
  of	
  outspread	
  
triads	
  throughout	
  …	
  so	
  very	
  low,	
  so	
  very	
  slow,	
  cello	
  and	
  bass	
  arpeggiated	
  b-‐d-‐f#	
  begins	
  
soon	
  afterwards	
  motivically	
  bound	
  triads	
  of	
  all	
  stripes	
  and	
  shapes	
  perching	
  on	
  loads	
  of	
  
pitch	
  levels	
  enfold	
  you	
  from	
  sides	
  allover,	
  piled-‐on	
  melodies	
  grow	
  out	
  of	
  one	
  another	
  
irregularly,	
  fugueishly,	
  lengthily,	
  polypuntally,	
  filling	
  in,	
  outstretched	
  time-‐openings,	
  
forming	
  and	
  formed	
  within	
  a	
  willful,	
  deliberate	
  puzzlement-‐obfuscation-‐juxtaposition	
  of	
  
indulgent,	
  texturally	
  blended	
  harmonic	
  milieus,	
  often	
  getting	
  to	
  totally	
  unforeheard	
  
somewheres,	
  a	
  ‘temporally	
  adjacent	
  opposite’,	
  a	
  bend	
  in	
  the	
  road	
  you’d	
  missed,	
  sharps	
  to	
  
flats	
  to	
  naturals,	
  all	
  so	
  very	
  logical	
  in	
  its	
  continuity,	
  post-‐Everyone’s	
  influences	
  beckoning	
  
backwards	
  refracted	
  independently,	
  innovatively,	
  energetically,	
  intensely,	
  edgily.	
  	
  
	
  	
  
N0octurne’s	
  extremity-‐strained	
  strings	
  press	
  uphigh-‐downlow,	
  its	
  within-‐spaces	
  exposing	
  
innards,	
  explosively	
  densely	
  packed	
  9-‐10	
  part	
  passages	
  erupting	
  with	
  as	
  much	
  warning	
  as	
  
did	
  Krakatoa,	
  the	
  night	
  ignites,	
  blasts	
  off	
  …	
  to	
  passaging	
  phrases	
  of	
  calm	
  with	
  barely	
  a	
  
moment	
  of	
  transitioning	
  silence	
  in	
  between	
  (unlike	
  in	
  Downtime),	
  onward	
  arrivals	
  to	
  
surprising	
  elsewheres	
  unambiguously	
  clear.	
  Never	
  is	
  an	
  event	
  casual,	
  a	
  certainty	
  of	
  how	
  IT	
  
wants	
  to	
  be	
  prevails,	
  heavily	
  into	
  Itself	
  wherever	
  it	
  is	
  IT	
  goes	
  and	
  gets	
  to.	
  Midway,	
  a	
  brief	
  
mid-‐range	
  Igorian	
  f-‐minor-‐majory	
  ostinato	
  as	
  motivically	
  familiar	
  violin	
  melodies	
  bubble	
  
along,	
  Anak	
  Krakatoa	
  momentarily	
  upthrusts	
  a	
  flatside	
  tritone	
  —	
  yes,	
  flat	
  V	
  —	
  away	
  from	
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the	
  opening,	
  followed	
  by	
  an	
  exuberant	
  double	
  bass-‐dominated	
  harmonically	
  multi-‐tonal	
  
segment	
  that	
  repeats	
  with	
  supersubtle	
  changes	
  of	
  texture	
  and	
  density.	
  Structural	
  
harmonic	
  thinking	
  abounds	
  over	
  all,	
  as	
  do	
  melting-‐pot	
  interminglings	
  (as	
  in	
  Language	
  	
  ,as	
  
a	
  Music),	
  contradictories,	
  and	
  genteel	
  &	
  rowdy	
  gestures	
  –	
  to	
  be	
  that	
  double	
  bass	
  would	
  be	
  
a	
  trip,	
  syncopating	
  and	
  spacing	
  out	
  (like	
  those	
  cello	
  stretches	
  in	
  Qixingshan,	
  Ben’s	
  early	
  
cello	
  playing	
  a	
  boon)	
  and	
  WOW!	
  –	
  those	
  colossal	
  crunching	
  simultaneities!	
  And	
  then,	
  
that	
  codetta-‐close	
  that	
  seems	
  open	
  to	
  question,	
  those	
  final	
  moments	
  thinning	
  out,	
  
dissolving	
  into	
  pan-‐diatonic	
  quietude,	
  each	
  and	
  every	
  particular	
  of	
  Nocturne’s	
  opening	
  b-‐
world	
  having	
  been	
  perceptibly	
  affected	
  during	
  and	
  by	
  its	
  piece-‐long	
  journey,	
  now	
  
immobilized	
  and	
  mysterious-‐sounding	
  with	
  registrally	
  idiosyncratic,	
  symmetrically	
  
balanced	
  violas,	
  way	
  outer-‐spaced	
  violins-‐cellos-‐basses	
  forming	
  a	
  not	
  unnamable	
  bB-‐
supercalihexachord.	
  	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
(It	
  does	
  not	
  move.)	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  (I	
  wait.)	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
The	
  jumbled	
  anarchic	
  first	
  and	
  only	
  live	
  ‘audition’	
  of	
  Nocturne	
  was	
  a	
  bit	
  of	
  a	
  shocker	
  as	
  
well	
  as	
  a	
  disaster	
  back	
  then,	
  up	
  there	
  in	
  the	
  Neoclassical	
  Universe	
  into	
  which	
  Ben	
  was	
  
dipping,	
  60	
  years	
  ago.	
  	
  A	
  real	
  live	
  performance	
  would	
  be	
  a	
  treat.	
  	
  
	
  
A	
  brief	
  return	
  to	
  Concerto	
  Grosso,	
  the	
  continuity	
  of	
  which	
  is	
  significantly	
  definitively	
  
contrapuntal,	
  as	
  if	
  its	
  heard	
  but	
  not	
  contra-‐duplicated	
  branches	
  and	
  realignments	
  
materialize	
  from	
  everywhere,	
  soloists,	
  full	
  ensemble,	
  aggressively	
  driven,	
  the	
  space	
  of	
  my	
  
room	
  taken	
  over	
  by	
  bouncing,	
  unfaltering	
  midi	
  strings,	
  a	
  merger	
  of	
  punchy	
  East	
  European	
  
harmonies	
  and	
  hooked-‐into	
  East	
  Coast	
  jazzy	
  Rite-‐like	
  rhythms	
  where	
  meters	
  change	
  
constantly	
  and	
  downbeats	
  ignore	
  them	
  —	
  here’s	
  one	
  sequence	
  of	
  mixed	
  meters:	
  	
  	
  
2/4	
  	
  14/16	
  	
  18/16	
  	
  7/16	
  	
  17/16	
  	
  3/8	
  	
  12/16	
  	
  9/16	
  10/16	
  	
  11/16	
  —,	
  a	
  frantically	
  wild	
  and	
  dark	
  
passage	
  preceding	
  a	
  soft	
  and	
  milder	
  con	
  sordino	
  stretch,	
  ending	
  smashingly	
  as	
  I’d	
  
remembered,	
  soaring	
  dynamically,	
  ZAP!	
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DAVID HICKS from an EMAIL, Listening to Concerto Grosso

Hi Ben,
I have just finished listening one time to Concerto Grosso 1, and it rates a
WOW of its own. (I wanted to get back to you with first impressions.)
I say this mostly on the basis of pitch, rhythm, dynamics, and overall
structure. I do like some of the sound colors, they remind me of the in your
face aspects of the computer music of ancient times. However there are
passages where, for example, a singing tone would be welcome. Better
simulation would likely give support to the expressive weight of many of the
instrumental lines, and to the overall structural balancing act that goes on
over time.
It’s very hard to believe you wrote this in 1954. It’s not only mature, it’s deep
and uncompromisingly sure of itself. (And 'unreconstructed’ as Milton once
described his own music.)
I feel there’s a strong kinship between CG1 and Group Variations in spite of
the years between. GV may have less of the intimated-tonal inflections of
CG1, and perhaps less obvious contrapuntal transparency, but the tectonic
plate shifting of each is extraordinary and does wonderful things to thicken
and add density to the piece, in startling and revelatory ways.
David

Hi Ben,
What a wonderful and unusual piece this Nocturne of yours is. I have no idea
from what life-stage it comes.
It seems to combine so many interrelated states of music-being all at the
same time.
Without anything resembling anything, and without any hint of anthologizing,
and definitely not in this order nor limited to these few I remark,
we jostle with:
dead-pan motivic counterpoint,
austere, bordering on forbidding, Himalayan crags,
Nostalgia, warm and thick and lapping its way toward
gushy, (Metamorphosen?)
dancing in the face of tragedy,
-32-

from an email, Listening to Concerto Grosso

Viennese School’,

defiant, stoic loneliness,
with major dollops of wistful ‘2nd
and much more besides though

not necessarily so easy to pinpoint.

(And the afterglow brings a reminder of Verklaerte Nacht along with it.)
Best,
David

………
TO ELAINE BARKIN, DAVID HICKS (on old music: Concerto Grosso,
Nocturne, Divertimento, etc.): You have to read them as if they were events in the
middle third of Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, the way they see themselves in
an endless self-reflecting universe, having only themselves for context, the allconsuming blind groping to hear the donné, the next, the total sound revealing itself
as magical trouvaille. They were the first pieces where "sounding like" was no longer
in the foreground as a compositional principle, and the perspective of having a
concept could not yet have entered the confines of a cauldron of energy that was
pure desire, in which every event was its own infinity.
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Listening to Ben Boretz's midi version of “Fantasy on an Improvisation by Jim Randall”

“
Oh slammy whammy...

how could this be anything but special?

clearly the genie has just been popped from the lamp

and how many languages do you speak?
( crustacious orange
              intervallic yellow
                        nyquill tangerine... )

all the s a m e y e t l i g h t l y c h r o m a s i f t e d
and

oh,

now clearly here is...

a cock-eyed waiting... // so...

wait till you tell the others : )

and now the weather report comes in,

“There are over cloudy memory castings...on a grain gray flled windy hill ”

_______________-35-
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yes...........and then ))))

a d e t e r m i n e d wondering...

revealing a box that is a sleight of hand

with real, really old maps

see

many conversations etched are here. . .
- see the symbols on the slate -

( this

going

backwards,

running

forward... )

is much to do about complicative sound orchards
...with a long list of emotive remembering...
_______________________

______________________________________

How deep is this ocean?

So funny how the deepest things
end with a wink

-36-

it do

Russell Craig Richardson
Philatelia
Many years ago, a filmmaker friend and colleague of mine told me, «If you are going to
work with people, you have to say everything three times: first you tell them what
you're going to tell them; then you tell them; then you tell them what you've just told
them». Well, I've been working with Benjamin Boretz, and thankfully that rigmarole
wasn't necessary, so let's just get right down to it, to the thing itself.

Simple unframed LOMO style portrait

I first met Ben over twelve years ago when he invited me to do some reformatting
work on his earlier pieces music/consciousness/gender and Black Noise III. This work
consisted in resizing, replacing and re-beefing up colours (and colors) in the
predominantly dark, minimal visuals which accompanied Ben's readings. On m/c/g
this meant enlarging dozens of one-second long postage stamp-sized photos which
punctuate the text and music. Rather like restoring someone's philatelic collection,
carefully. While we did this, in Ben's basement piano studio, we had ample time to get
to know each other, and range over fields of thought. We talked. And we talked. A
dialogue about creativity which has continued through to this day. A couple of
generative ideas he threw at me in those early days:
that many a contemporary classical musician would 'give their right arm' to be able to
compose a melodic line like this:

Do I see how it pivots between two tonal systems? I think Ben could (and should?)
spin that six-note phrase into a symphony, much as Mahler (see m/c/g) might have.
Now the idea of rock and pop being 'our' folk music has gained a wider currency. No
snobbism here. Just as the walls of vinyl LP records in Ben's studio contain simply
e v e r y t h i n g , side by side: dozen upon dozen of interpretations of Beethoven; folk
musics from Albania and the Sudan; Mahler; piano pieces by Thelonious Monk;
Ornette Coleman's 70s electric funk; The Rolling Stones; rare pressings of early
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computer music; Captain Beefheart; Lomax's blues discs and even ultra obscure
English post-punk feminist bands like The Au Pairs (yes! check out their 'It's
Obvious'). I still play, in a loop, Ben's extended DJ-like 'compositions' 'Blues Symphony'
which, without editorial comment, simply lay a series of canonical or rarissimo early
20th century field and work songs alongside painstakingly chosen 'folk' musics from
The Gambia, Tibet, Kosovo or the Punjab, Fiji or the Amazon rainforest, to trace lines,
affinities and phantom filiations. Hours and hours of musical and
intellectual/emotional food for thought. This is the crux of Ben: to think, always be
thinking.
Another thing: amid some musings (maybe grumblings?) about the difficulty of
getting ahead with anything more complex than a cultural ABC, Ben offered the
simple statement that everyone had to choose between comfort and significance, the
two being opposite and exclusionary poles. And having realized that fact (it is a fact)
there can be no excuse for either complaining (an easy deduction) nor, as Eliot might
have said, forgetting that a dog is not a cat, and a cat is not a dog. (And not that being
uncomfortable is any gauge of significance, it goes without saying.)
Our beautiful blue SAAB, first car ever, died on its way to Ben's.

Amber & Blue, both real and abstract, light on light
Group Variations II was invited to Poland, and Ben suggested that perhaps I could
make a video for it. This interested me. We are talking about the computer generated
version of the piece, not the orchestral iteration. Two questions arose (the French
would probably call them 'grandes problématiques') which we still bat around between
ourselves a decade later: first, how to add images to an audio work which is already
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sufficient unto itself; and second, how to deal with the digital as
against/alongside/among the analogue? Coming as I do from the Church of Cinema
(with its celluloid, photochemical liturgy), how to grasp this new medium, and how
Ben as a composer had not just used (or been forced to use) but had pioneered the use
of computers, generators and numerical compositional and performance tools. Hmm.
A poser, and Group Variations was not just the first time I had attenpted to solve the
problems, answer these questions practically… but it was the first time I had ever
thought about them constructively. Video, certainly, it appears, can DO something, not
just copy the doing of analogue (film emulsions or acoustic instruments).
The attempt here was to use images on the cusp of the real (representational) and the
abstract. And by taking darkness as an analogue of silence, trying to build up a
real/abstract work made entirely of light. The entire image track is composed of
variants of stained glass panes from the Tivoli church, now an eatery, at that time
known as 'Milagros' ('miracles').
[A pause here to reflect on the passage of the sacred to the secular in this modern
world. Why from a place of worship – so often – to a place for gourmandise? Then
again, as so often again, the church passes to a performance space, or if you are
inclined to the cynical or therapeutic view, it remains a place for the performing arts.
Passing along…].
Just two tones in the glass: midnight blue and a dark amber.
On this East European odyssey, with the principal stopover being Kraków, Dorota and
Ben had collaborated on a poetry/music piece which combined her text(s) 'Poppies'
with Michael Fowler's performance of Ben's ''…my chart shines high where the blue
milk's upset…». That title being a quote from James Joyce's 'Finnegans Wake', a book I
am (still) perpetually re-commencing, somehow always stumbling around p.150. It's
on the list for that long convalescence I'm always expecting. Alongside Proust and
Thomas Mann.

Not Mars, but Venus
Having decided that pure light was all very well, but that the only way to handle the
digital was to confront it directly with the unencodeable, videlicet, extreme shadows,
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the lowest glow of light, and human skin. 'Poppies' the video is entirely lit by candles,
and every single image is a close-up of Dorota's face and body. Though subsequent
projections revealed that on this battlefield, low light had definitely reached the
liminal, resulting in some hilariously washed out evenings (Why do you want us to
draw the curtains?) by accident, the emerging generation of smartphones and pads
reveal a piece of luminous intensity. The postage stamps follow, like moths to the
format.
At this point, I was prepping a short sci-fi film, and felt it needed some non-sci-fi
music. Dare I ask Ben for one of his pieces? Knowing both of our feelings about works
being appropriated, edited, misrepresented and generally exploited, I was a bit leery.
But I heard the 1955 Nocturne for String Orchestra. Could I use a part of that? All the
usual guarantees and caveats given. Ben, as is in fact his wont, gave me carte blanche.

Two figures suspended over the void while all around them, music
As a result, there's a section of the film in which two post-apocalyptic characters
emerge above a devastated city (an amalgam of Tokyo and an abandoned cement
factory outside of Catskill) in a sequence of extraordinary power. (Where, a year or so
later, let it be noted, a bunch of my students was arrested for Trespass – which
ironically became the title of the film - and I found myself in the Justice Court of
Greene County, where the Judge forgivingly reminisced of his own youthful days
trespassing the very same abandoned buildings and gravel pits). One could say that
the bleak visuals add a depth to the music at that point, but I think it's worth quoting
Robert Bresson, here, though he was talking about churches and the Divine, as
relating to musics and iconography. 'Serious' art.
«… Religious subjects receive their dignity and their elevation from the images and the
sounds. Not (as people believe) the other way about…»
It's such a beautiful piece.
For 'Downtime' we renewed our debate about the digital. Myself, I had come to love the
ease of filming, the unobtrusive and non-pretentious way you can just begin to record
(the terms start to become interchangeable and not strictly accurate – thus language).
I call this the 'Yes' of video (as opposed, often, to the haughty 'No' of film). There's a
parallel. 'Downtime', the piano piece, exists in several versions — a real piano in the
studio; a live performance, and a midi version — while the percussion track is
exclusively midi. I so much did not want to use the midi piano. You can call it an
amicable but fundamental difference of opinion. Especially for Ben's own
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compositions, where the natural decay of tones, and the beatnotes and interacting
harmonies are so vital, midi (imho as the facebook chaps say) just erases these
gorgeous nuances.
But there's also the 'Yes' of midi to offset the 'No' of live orchestral performances, often
one-offs, sometimes risky, always expensive and nerve fraught.

Wood and wires, the physical mathematics of sound
With 'Downtime' we managed to get the best of it all. The image track is shot in a very
rapid arte povere way, with a Canon EOS still camera and a $50 flipcam, as well as
regular photos. Every image in the film bears on Ben's past or current life – a trip to
Brooklyn, coming to Manhattan over the George Washington Bridge; a structuralist
film in the purest sense – a music track of piano plus midi ; visual elements of
horizontals and verticals; wood (trees and telegraph poles) and wires; the interior of
Ben's piano in his studio. Bursts of color through the monochrome.
When the video was completed, Ian Pace performed in Belfast, using the video as a
backdrop. Later that week, he recorded the piece in a studio, and for the video release,
we dropped this performance over the mute images.
I don't want to make backdrops for extant music pieces; Ben doesn't want to illustrate
existing images. Why then do we work together? I think there is some truth to the
difficulty of an audience apprehending the performance aspect of a complex piece
which – to exaggerate – does not require a Keystone Cops crew of orchestra and
conductor (I mean, why do we need to watch that gesticulating madman – or his back
– who is the conductor?). Against which, in contemporary rock – how exciting is it
watching two thin guys with wispy beards, sipping jam-jars full of fermented pickle
juice poking at sequenced programs on their laptops on a darkened stage?
The combination of a live performance and a video backdrop allows the music to
bypass the fidgety gatekeeper of an audience's attention span. Didn't Harry Cohn say
something similar about a movie audience's endurance limits? 'After a while my fanny
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starts to squirm'? Some negative critical unease seems to dissipate when the eyes and
the ears are both given the concert.
We are still working on that problématique . But video is a wonderfully mischievous
sayer of 'Yes'.
And so we DO.
The next DO was another collaboration between Dorota and Ben: her poem, his piano
music. We'll have that midi fight all over again. But this time, I wanted the human
body in motion. A young dancer. Her face. Her hands. Gestures. The camera dancing.
The inages are not synched or 'Mickey Moused' to the music, except at one point,
where the hands emerge from the mists at the end of the poem, against the silhouette
of the hillside at dusk.

The moment of fulcrum
Real images, fractals, hands, arms, hair, bushes, clouds. This is going somewhere. And
again, it's full of 'Yeses'. In the end, we put the words first, then the music. It's called
'Diptych'. Perhaps we can do this as a ballet, one day.
Which brings us to dB.
A composition for six voices based on an improvisation by JK Randall. The title is a
little longer, 'Fantasy on an improvisation by Jim Randall (in memoriam jkr)', but I
noticed I'd jotted down dB: digital Banjoes.
Ben had introduced Dorota and myself to Jim and Ruth a couple of years ago. Perhaps
it was his introduction which did the trick. Like many of the caustic lions of popular
mythology (Ben's another one) Jim turned out to be an absolute sweetheart to work
with, and accommodating as heck. I knew that Jim and Ben went way back, and had
sparred, plotted and soared together, with each other, off each other, in print, in
performance, and through a mazy ongoing dialogue which lasted 60 years until Jim's
passing. My abiding memory of working with the fearsome JKR, and asking whether it
would be OK to pursue a particular direction, was his open gaze, and distinctive
Cleveland accent intoning, 'Hey! Knock yourself out!'.
But to return to the 'Fantasy': Ben dared me to even listen to it. You know how that
goes. Then the generosity of video again. Should we, could we, make an audio
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recording of the concert at the Leonard Nimoy Theater on the Upper West Side? Just
for archival purposes?

Cygnus Ensemble, two of

Video says 'Yes'. Even with no notice, in a venue where we could not really interfere
with seating or lighting. Two small cameras, a sound recording device, each no bigger
than a 1920s ladies' pocketbook (that's three hands required, never mind, we can
improvise with a seatback). The video was viewable online that evening.
And as I write these notes, it's going into the studio.
Ben's been a close friend all through this – really our work together is our sideline, our
excuse to spend hours nattering and pushing ideas around. Authors to read; pieces to
hear (it goes both ways!); Ben's encyclopaedic knowledge of musics, of History and,
often, of the human heart. Places to eat and corners to look out for in Brooklyn.
Pandering to my love of American Diners over any kind of cordon bleu restaurant.
Coffee. Endless sharing of a lifetime's experience and observations. Swapping endless
lists of films we 'have to see', from the latest Mexican release down the road at Upstate
Films, to obscure Herzog operettas from Netflix, to a discovered shared love of Billy
Wilder (everything!) and dodgy Swedish art films (my outrage that 'I am Curious,
Yellow' could be considered as anything other than a warm and tender — and
politically sharp — masterpiece). And Ben's love of puns, general self-deprecating
wordplay, and the funniest pieces of Americana (for me): 'I Go Pogo'; The Marx
Brothers; the acerbic quotes of Milton Babbitt, among others (unrepeatable here). A
window into the highest level of a creative thought process, so, so distant (as I have
always suspected) from the po-faced image one gets handed down of 'The Composer'.
These guys have fun.
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Here's another Bresson quote:
«To find a kinship between image, sound and silence. To give them an air of being glad
to be together, of having chosen their place.«
I think that's what we've been trying to do.
Many Thanks, Ben.
The most generous soul I have ever met.
Happy Birthday.
Three to the power of Four.

Midi à minuit in the First Circle of Hell:
the wretched souls of the damned react
to technological advances
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………
TO STEVE GREENE: Do this: Make words that listen. Do acts of listening not
writing. Do listening with words that hear, that reverberate to make what is there to
hear. That do not say what's heard, but hear, dissolve into hearing. And listen.

………
TO RUSSELL RICHARDSON: I too fixate on that Beatles tune - not just the
opening lick - for how it created its dramatic trajectory over a long timespan by
building a tonality in the cracks of a pitch collection: the two symmetrical trichords
of your example, positioned in two discrete registers (cleaved by the tritone joint)
creating, with the two-bassnote underpinning, the auditory logic of that pitch
collection but keeping its identity inexplicit in suspension through 2 whole phrases
(I give her / all my love; that's all I / do; And if you / saw my love; you'd love / her
too) and pulling the E-major trigger only in the add-on denouement phrase ("And I
love her"). Beatles speaking music as a natural language, you hearing it specifically
but inexplicitly - but dead on. As your musical instincts seem to be at least when
you're visioning a time-image environment for someone's soundwork - Elaine's, Jon
Forshee's, mine. To me, the evidence that you are on to something brilliant is that
it's at first likely to be counterintuitive to me, saturated as I am in the totality of my
own sound, in my own inner sense of it. So it's literally a whole new dimension, not
a compliant accompaniment, and the piece that results is a nonfake collaboration,
an authentic product of our fusion (regardless of which comes first - in Poppies,
your video was first and my sound-collaging fused into that). And though I know
that sometimes my first reactions have made you shudder - even to the point of
modification - they are always only the beginning of a road I travel under the
guidance of your vision, which in the end becomes my epiphany too.
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Inside Ben Boretz’ Fantasy on an Improvisation by JK Randall

Cygnus’ April 2015 performance can be found here:
https://livamp.com/Timeline/performance/105
The work was also recorded by another group comprised of:
Zachary Boeding — English Horn
Joseph Brent — Mandolin
Hilary Hawke — Banjo
Eleanor Lee — Cello
Scot Moore — Violin
TJ Wible — Alto Flute
Recorded and mixed by Ian Turner
The recording will soon be available through Open Space.

Ben’s Fantasy on an Improvisation by Jim Randall was written for the Cygnus Ensemble, and I requested banjo & mandolin as the plucked segment of the Cygnus trademark “broken consort”
instrumentation, with winds, strings, plucks in pairs. I am grateful to have had this kind of engagement with a work of Ben Boretz. Musicians appropriate by doing with their ears and their hands
and bodies. That visceral connection leads to surprising insights and most importantly, establishes
the sense of ownership that is necessary for sympathetic listening and then understanding and
embrace. I know so much more about Boretz now than I did before performing *Fantasy*.
The Fantasy brings to mind thoughts about “erasing”, a concept that Jim Randall discussed,
explaining that it was too often the case that a composer gets something going, and then erases it.
This seems simple enough, but to avoid erasing is a very tricky business, and in many ways it is an
excellent way to frame a most basic musical problem— how to prolong a sound (a harmony, a collection, a trichord, a tetrachord, etc.)
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Ben’s Fantasy does not erase, until it does, and the nature of the erasure is foreshadowed by the
way the opening material is blown up in various ways. (Architects speak of “exploding the box”.
Composers do that too.) The big erasure is the open harmony at the end, [E A D G] which scrubs
clean the knottier material that opens. All this proceeds in a most transparent way, epigrammatically. When I get to the end I wonder how he arrived where he does so naturally and inevitably.
The opening pair of tunes in unison rhythm gives us minor thirds descending by semitones. They
could do that forever until they don’t. The idea that the descending thirds can go on indefinitely
has become an important concept for me. Patterning: the third move interrupts an infinity. That’s
to say that our perceptual apparatus has some intuitive feel for [dyad; dyad -1; dyad-2…]. We get patterns. After descending twice by semitone something else happens that lands us on a major third,
erasing the minor third (unseating it, displacing it). We are interested in big things and little things
in music. Randall & Boretz help us become very interested in big and little erasures — eroding in
similar or diverse ways on different time scales.
I take the opening pair of tunes as a thing, as a thing in itself. A thing that is nevertheless not a
thing, but a process taken as a thing. A knot of sound associations, a complex admixture of aromas. More on aroma later.
Thinking through this a bit:
The tune is a pair of tunes passed around the Cygnus core instrumentation’s family pairs. The
piece fits the instrumentation in the most meaningful way. At first the plucked instruments,
woodwinds and strings are paired together, and later other pairings are explored. In fact it is this
recombination that helps to unleash diverse scents from the opening knot of pitches, teasing apart
various aspects of that knot of pitches. The thing that is not a thing but a process taken as a thing
gets shaken, stirred, chopped, and heated, unleashing a rich complex of impressions.
I can’t take the entire piece as a thing, I take it as a process. But I do take smaller processes as
things despite the fact that they are processes.
Thinking through this a bit more:
Two propositions about the opening “knot”:
The major third upon which we land after the third move, and the tritone approach pulls out the
2 cycle, the whole tone scale, from the pitches that precede. That means it renders D, F# and E
*ornamental*.
The descending 5th in that third move pulls out the 5th cycle from the pitches that preceded, rendering F# and D# ornamental.
Of these two propositions, the second is verified by the rest of the piece, and moreover, that hearing is rhythmically weighted in its favor (see Edward T. Cone’s Musical Form and Musical Perfor-47-
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mance) — we hear the second dyad as a passing tone, and the remaining pitches are all diatonic.
The first hearing whole tone aspect of the opening knot of pitches is perhaps less prominent, but
nevertheless a constant tease throughout the work.
As the piece proceeds, the ongoing iterations of the opening figure toy with the nature of that
thing. The first statement descends, the second statement goes the other way. The third iteration
does a sneaky thing, reassigning the roles of the pitches in the third dyad, and thereby landing on a
7th instead of a 6th! In bar 6, four short notes become three, the last dyad being omitted. In bar 7,
the lines move in opposite directions of one another and for the first time we get semitones which
erase the whole tone and diatonic aromas that linger. And yet semitones have been in our ear, but
horizontally.
Landing points have structural weight that is cumulative. In bars 1 through 3 we land on two major thirds, with tritone approaches, and this reeks of the whole tone scale, clashing, jangling with
the diatonic & chromatic associations. A pair of gestures becomes a quartet of gestures. The notion
of 3 becoming 4 is terribly powerful, deeply ingrained in us.
This is periodic phrasing, and phrase endings build structural weight. Why is the 4th gesture truncated? What does that truncation do? It’s a half cadence. It lands on the same pitches (in the same
register — be mindful that the tenor banjo sounds an octave lower, like the guitar) as the 3rd dyad
in the preceding phrase — [F D]. It’s also the first time we land on minor third. These are the
public aspects of the piece in that they work with our perceptual habits.
In traditional music these elements are at work, but with many more signals to drive them home
— the trill in the penultimate measure, those powerful harbingers — the I6/4 chord & the V7.
Boretz is radically personalizing our listening and patterning tendencies into Boretzmusic. I understand Meta-Variations deals with the mysterious process where shared musical things become personalized such that each work is in a category with only one member. More on that later.
The thingness of the work’s opening statement has been broadened. It is now three or four dyads
played short, slow, and steady. The proceedings are brilliantly sneaky. We don’t notice all these permutations that I’m describing, but we do smell them, as it were. While the two propositions above
may seems far-fetched, it is that interval cycle stuff that we feel viscerally, we catch the scents of diatonic, whole tone, and finally in bar 7, the chromatic (1 cycle). Here is where musical soteriology
comes into play. Some listeners don’t know what they’re smelling. Are we not all catching the same
scents, whether we know it or not? Not exactly, because we never hear things the same way twice.
We hear the knot as one thing with different scents, before we realize that we are hearing “thing
one” and “thing two”, etc. The erotic nature of Thing One and Thing Two in Dr. Seuss’ Cat in the
Hat has been explored somewhere. It’s a very musical subject, mediating in a lovely way between
logic, cognition, & eros.
The box is not really exploded, it’s steamed open. The knot reaches a melting point. As the pair of
tunes is passed around, the variety of decays native to each instrument spins our ears one way or
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another.
In measures 8 and 9, chopping and dicing. This always unlocks powerful scents. The piece is heating up. In bar 10 notes are lengthened, heating things up more. The heat diffuses scents into the
air, our ears are pulled even harder in diverse directions with respect to the interval cycles. In bar
16, the box melts and inside there sprouts a bizarre tropical plant, growing before our eyes, and insects and spores float around it in a cloud of information. The music takes flight. Interesting that
it lands on a very stable and unequivocal 5 cycle harmony which we’ve been scenting, as I argue,
from the beginning. So traditional —“adumbration of past and present”, as Ben says.
In Europe today, “adumbration of past and present” is considered boring and even dry and theoretical, because it is there and can be discussed. Boretz has a radically personal approach to the
most basic hearing and patterning powers that we all bring to music, and his work, in turn, challenges and hones those powers.
There is much much more to learn about this work, and from this work.

II

Aroma
Back to aroma, as a way toward thinking more broadly about Ben Boretz and his world.
It’s said that the odor of ambergris is like nothing in the world. It was used in perfumes. The complex volatiles in that rare fermented hazel nut or pistachio is a truly amazing thing. Through our
physical senses, especially our sense of smell, we commune with our ancestors, mammalian back to
reptilian and beyond. We morph into a moment in a wave of genetic information in time.
Music is aromatic, as it were. The need for good music or better music has nothing to do with the
primal musical experience. Cetologists are telling us that whales enjoy their songs, and their songs
evolve; but did the first whale enjoy her song less than the last? (There is a theater piece by Robert
Pollock about the last composer.)
*The Sibyl*, one of Par Lagerkvist’s brilliant little novellas, is about a goat god. A man with the
mind of a goat sits mute in a simple house high in the mountains in Greece, among the goats and
goatherds. At the end of the story the goat god walks up into a glacier where his footprints abruptly
disappear. The work dramatizes this wave to which we belong, with all tones and shades of experience through diverse modes of signification which all can elicit a profound, primal life-affirming
reaction.
Artistic Directors & Curators often seem to think of music as something people love, not as
something to be cultivated, or pushed, developed and then clutched-to, hard, as a cause. They
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think that’s just partisan silliness. It’s not silliness, it’s caring about and championing the work of
individual musicians, some of whom have languages that are highly individual in character.
We are also getting to the heart of Stephen Jay Gould’s observation in his book Full House, about
Mozarts and .400 batting averages. Gould explains that .400 averages became highly improbable
after the game ripened to a certain point. He makes a similar argument about Mozart, wondering
why we don’t see more Mozarts today. From there he goes on to the subject of human intelligence,
insisting that it is not the end-product, a telos, but a spike in a range of variation. He is part of an
overwhelming revolt against Hegel. He says there are Mozarts today, but their work has become
highly specialized, if not over-specialized. This seems to have contributed to a terribly regrettable
outbreak of scientists with a disdain for complex music.
I am recasting Leonard Bernstein’s question, “Whither Music?”. I am asking, “Whither Boretz?”;
“Whither cultivated music?”; “Whither ‘the composer as specialist’?”…. I am asking these questions at a moment when, I feel, there is terribly little appreciation and respect for ambitious music.
The whale business is certainly an argument against it, establishing that the most profound feelings
can be invoked by any music, especially the most simple music.
First and foremost, let us say that to deny our deep feelings for what we do is to deny the existence
of our souls. Composers who write music that audiences and curators don’t like are called “soulless”. There are skiers, and there are those who plunge with skis off of the Matterhorn. There are
climbers and there are those who have to climb all the Tetons in one day, or free climb El Capitàn.
There are musicians who are adventure seekers, and they are motivated by that same deep sense of
satisfaction that the cetologists talk about, yet they are integrating that into diverse other areas of
experience and inquiry.
The music of Ben Boretz integrates, imbricates those cetacean, primal musical rewards with a vast
body of knowledge and insight into all he knows about how we hear and perceive — *not cognition
and logic for their own sakes, but as those are native to music, the very essence of music!* — and he
does this in his own idiosyncratic way.
Our problem today in the still young 21st C. is a remnant of a 20th C. problem — that composers are continuing to figure out how to recast some conventional, public, hard-wired, thoroughly
learned traditional elements of music in striking, exciting & individual ways which may sometimes
be, nevertheless, disorienting to the uninitiated. This was not a revolution, it happened gradually
from the very beginning, but accelerated, to be sure.
There is a 21st C. difference. Today, our music consuming public, thanks to an army of composers,
a workforce unmatched in numbers in history, is gnawing away at public resistance to these developments, presenting the Burgess shale of 20th C. compositional techniques in such a profusion of
new and more limpid ways, and thereby tricking people into getting it. And the minimalists are no
less important in this process than the maximalists. The goal of some is to blur that distinction,
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and I don’t know where to place Ben Boretz in that continuum. He’s blurred the lines admirably!
And he was doing it before it became the thing to do. His opening knot of pitches is minimalist
enough for me; how he proceeds is maximalist enough.
Let’s dispense with “the composer as specialist”, (which was a title of a controversial essay by Milton Babbitt) as an example of Babbitt putting the emphasis in the wrong place. It is fine so far as
it goes, but it’s far too prosaic. It can be taken as a charming aspect of Babbitt’s persona; he liked
to be the nerdy musical technocrat. It’s a cute gag that he didn’t want to let go of, but he finally
did, with fanfare, in his essay, “On Having Been and Still Being an American Composer”. I find
support in Ben’s music and writings for the contention that the musical recasting of traditional elements is tantamount to individuation in psychology. Each musical creature finds her musical phenotype. Novalis, in his brilliant Bildungsroman, Heinrich von Ofterdingen, says, famously, “Schicksal
und Seele sind zwei Namen für dasselbe Principe.” (Fate and soul are two names for one concept.)
Soul = the cetacean song + phenotype. We are born with both. One is universal, the other personal. (Soul is contingent; spirit is not.) The composer realizes her soul in music. This sounds
terribly Romantic, but for those who get Novalis’ statement, (who accept that we have shared and
individual qualities) it’s merely true.
Whither cultivated music? It is an individual’s discovery of their soul through a potentially shareable form — music.
Ben Boretz:
“I’m not a big fan of “expertise” — it is what it is — rather I am a fan of serious people introspecting
their minds and “ears” to come up with and share thoughts and awarenesses which if seriously produced and engaged are always illuminating, always move the conversation forward in worthwhile
ways.”
Ben helped turn many of us around with respect to these questions. Boretz shared Babbitt’s interest in Nelson Goodman’s very musical work, *The Structure of Appearance*. Boretz’ MetaVariations was inspired in part by Goodman’s work, and it also contained a gentle criticism of his
colleague Babbitt. Boretz nudged Milton Babbitt away from his early tendency to place too much
emphasis on pure logic at the expense of cognition, specifically, the cognition of trained musicians.
And it must be emphatically noted that Babbitt accepted that nudge. This brings me to Ben’s
original charge. He encouraged me to cogitate about his Fantasy from the inside, from a musician’s point of view.
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………
TO BILL ANDERSON:
The logic of inferred uniformity over the auditory domain - such that the assertion
in a music of a single pitch-function interval effectively creates by implication a
vocabulary of replicas of its sound-image via a linked chain over the entire auditory
domain - is a concept that subsumes and effectively eliminates any higher-level
music theory except as phenomenal description. If the interval is the unit interval
in a given vocabulary all intervals in that vocabulary are thereby present
(ontologically referential) by assertion or inference for that music. This is probably
the gut-level version of Leonard Meyer's notion of "expectation" but without any
syntactical implications - that is, each event is ontologized experientially only by
its successional quality as an instance of some position on the pitch-vocabulary
reference array. You could say that an "ascending line" implies an infinite ascension
up to one event beyond its highest point (which is either a direction reversal or a
perceptual termination of the line). On this model, every successive event is either
a continuation (a "next step") of an implied uniformity or a deflection (reversal or
disruption) of it. From which ensues rhythm, or, as it is sometimes called, music.
(This experiential logic is the ur-ground of all the constructions in Meta-Variations;
it ontologizes difference as the universal predicate for music so that "similitude"
and "repetition" are degrees, or rather, species, of difference, not necessarily to be
quantified or hierarchized to any essential aesthetic purpose.) So - with respect to
the Fantasy - a hearing strictly from this viewpoint would hear a pitch-time
continuity articulated by some orchestration or other. Which would be a seriously
different music from the one I was composing as Fantasy, would be a seriously
undercomposed music. What I composed was a music of pitched sounds (I won't
stumble into "timbre") where the rhythms of pitch and instrument are not in
counterpoint (as they are, for example, in Group Variations) but undetachable.
Equalling, perhaps, Bill's "aroma". And here I think your (Bill's) thoughts lead me
to align with an idea I made up to characterize Milton's music-cultural aspiration:
to cultivate not so much the composer as specialist but the listener as specialist - in
my case, someone who would find it engaging to listen deep not to reverse engineer
a schema but to become suffused not with a gestalty musicwave (there are some
musics where that would be my intuition) but a gestalty outcome of the cumulative
experience of every experienceable particle, micromacrorhythmically.
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DIVERTIMENTO 1956
flute, bassoon, violin, viola, cello
Elaine R. Barkin
“The feeling I had at the time — or better: the experience of the color
coming out of the tube — is with me to this day. A pressure of the fingers
and jubilant, joyous, thoughtful, dreamy, self-absorbed, with deep
seriousness, with bubbling roguishness, with the sigh of liberation, with the
profound resonance of sorrow, with defiant power and resistance, with
yielding softness and devotion, with stubborn self-control, with sensitive
unstableness of balance came one after another these unique beings we
call colors — each alive in and for itself, independent, endowed with all
necessary qualities, for further independent life and ready and willing at
every moment to submit to new combinations, to mix among themselves
and create endless series of new worlds.”
Wassily Kandinsky “Concerning the Spiritual in Art” (1912)

At the very start, a white-note lover’s delight, each member of the band
singing her little tune-bit and ‘growing it’ (a despised grammar but it fits),
sometimes tricking your ears, elegant pandiatonic-modal harmonies, motifs
and “endless series of new” timbrally mixed patterns and rhythms, their
frags and piece-bits listening to and talking to one another severally, one
at a time, contraphonically, all so conversational, sociable, harmonious. A
lone B-flat soon pops up disturbingly, E-flat and D-flat intrude here and
there, F-sharp later upsets whatever harmonic equilibrium remains until all
transforms, transitions, switches over. Ben’s preoccupation with pitch or, as
Arthur Berger said, referential, collections as structural identifiers, audible
ubiquitously — a Mozart maneuver most delicate and often painful, as in his
late String Quintets or that stinging C-sharp early on in the C-major Piano
Sonata, K. 545, everywhere. A few elsewheres in Ben’s music: variously sized
groups of varyingly interconnected pc collections are the mainstays of
Postlude’s mysterious harmonic shape (2004); the trajectory of “...my chart
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shines high where the blue milks upset” derives from a 10 pc collection in
which D and A-flat are omitted and around which all is symmetrically
wrought, B-E/C-F encircling absent D as chart opens, composed in 1976 to
celebrate Milton Babbitt’s 60th birthday and that chart thrives on fewer
than 12 tones and takes an extremely long time for the chosen ones to
surface, is a grand irony! Also, as Bob Morris uncovered, successive
interrelated tetrachords provide the backstory of “With Respect to George
(a postcard for George Quasha at 70)” for vibraphone (2012), Ben’s pitch
freakiness a lifelong determinant.
Aside: It was in Arthur Berger’s graduate analysis classes, at Brandeis 195456, that an awareness of and sensitivity to pitch or referential collectionality,
was first nurtured, for me a truly revelatory way of hearing, composing,
playing and studying all and every music, side by side.
Divertimento might also have an Aaron Coplandy chord or two, you pick it,
Arthur Berger harmonies and twitchy leaps for sure, a pre-1954 Neoclassic
Stravinsky milieu, resonances of dancing Slavs, ‘Teutons’, Magyars, Romas,
Russians, of Prokofiev and Shostakovich, a few duets of Serge’s Peter’s
gang, the wit and spirit of James Joyce’s multi- lingual UlysseseanOdysseyan conjoinings and innovative modes of expressiveness, all

bombarding and — ‘strewth — entertaining us, Divertimento’s harmonic,
timbral, rhythmic, textural, time-making, diversely attributive configurations
having poured out of Ben from everywhere inside-out, discretely and
continuously form-formingly conceived and heard organically in the
altogether, simultaneously, inseparably, not one by ones awaiting fill-up,
the consciousness of composing and of engaging music, of being what
you’re doing and v.v, so vitally evident at the start of Divertimento, near the
start of Ben’s commitment to musical thinking and polyglot creativeness.
Aside: Partita (1955) is in part an homage to Ben’s Brandeis mentors, Arthur
Berger, Irving Fine and a dab of Harold Shapero, Bach-flavored Baroque-55-
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Neoclassicism right out front, shapely long fingers with a widespread hand
a bonus to capture challenging passages that start in m. 3 in Prelude, an
agile left hand a sine qua non in Allemande at Ben’s desired metronome
markings, worth it all if you can, a stunner whose idiosyncratic phrasing
sparkles and conveys wondrous intimacy with the piano, that reinvents the
blend of being both casual and intense, Beethoven’s spirit hovering about
here and elsewhere, sotto voce in Concerto Grosso (1955), fully coming out
in early string quartets (1958), “Late Quarteted” in Postlude (2004) and
Qixingshan (2011), literally and essence-ially.
The clarity of Divertimento and the enticement of its seemingly naïve
designs get at you right off the bat, a supposed naïveté nurtured,
cultivated, determinedly maturing into an organic whole of considerably
significant proportions reflecting this quality and that — no need for
specificity here —, a mélange of continuities, transitions, contradictories, a
‘whole-istic’ schmeer of the mind-body human condition transmuted into,
aestheticized and experienced in and as, music. Sounds like a big deal for
a Divertimento whose surfaces and innards of entertainment and music
theater in no way diminish its compositional strengths. Rather they even
augment them. Sonic cogency and structural clarity are intertwined here
and most everywhere in Ben’s music, music that is never — or hardly ever —
difficult to listen to but you need to want to take the kind of time that is
being asked of you.

Flute and bassoon open Divertimento, D-F E in flute, D-F E in bassoon two
octaves lower, bassoon’s E leaping up a 7th such that the final E’s are one
octave apart, that leap and switch a bit of a mind-blower as it unlocks
concepts of pitch v. pitch collection, perceptual notions of octave
doubling or equivalence v. octave non-equivalence, each pitch a
separate entity and which of these is the more intuitive? Exclusivity an ideal
construal, lodging in the mind forsaking the over-educated ear but worth
the effort, a concept of uniqueness attuned to languages like Inuit with its
scores of words for ice. As I said above, a mind-blower for me, even after
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repeated listenings because I expect the 2-octave span to remain as is and
the switch from 2 octaves to 1 octave, such a simple maneuver, just sounds
so much better, this after trying out all possibilities at the keyboard, a real
88-key piano. “Something needs looking into” I thought, recalling Jim
Randall’s southpawed “How Music Goes”. But that leap of a 7th also entails
a simple change of direction from parallel to contrary motion and that
move grabbed me, took me in.

Divertimento, page 1

Thus far, 2 beats and a few seconds in, pcs D-E-F, followed quickly before
measure’s end by violin’s m7th doublestop A-G, its registral realm having
been prepared by bassoon’s renegade E, quickly followed by a low C-A
M6th in cello, Guido d’Arezzo’s 6 pcs of the white 7-note diatonic collection.
And then, in case you’d paid little heed to the opening D-F E duo, the
quartet of flute-bassoon-violin-cello implacably reminds you, D-F E contours
now reversed, twisted, spread an octave farther apart, only to be disrupted
by bassoon’s brief B-flat -– is d-dorian being invoked? —, a B-flat that
unwelcomingly intrudes into my hearing redeemed directly afterward with
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low G-D, instantly followed by violin’s A-C B motif, a P5th up from the
opening flute motif and completing the 7-white-note diatonic set, the
whole super-saturated with white note-against-note M9ths & 7ths, an offbeat
4th within the now acquisitioned 7-white-note collection, as if a pedal had
been held down — but for that disruptive B-flat. Try an Adagietto Molto
performance of many of Bach’s 371 Chorales, whose connective tissue —
often passed off as passing tones — is the substantive flesh of those
Chorales, every interval but 3rds, 5ths and 6ths assaulting the ears of
consonance seekers, differently but nonetheless so in Divertimento, where
note-against-note and imitative motivic counterpoint — always, almost
always, a constituent in Ben’s compositional world, perhaps less so for a
stretch during his real-time music-making years — is heard inside-outsidedownside-upside as back-middle-fore-grounder, as time-maker.
3-note tunes, bassoon’s G-A B, cello’s C-D E, such as we’ve hummed all of
our lives, are soon imbued with a sense of meaning, a sense of musical
sense, their naïve simplicity acquiring uncanny depth — not just of feeling,
though that too, a poignancy —, signifying and full of substance, ostensible
throwaways absorbed into and perceived as what it’s all about. (But, as
Jim wrote, “What Is It about About.” “Dunno.”) Directly after the abovementioned cello C-D E, flute follows with the opening motif — B-D C against
a low E — and why it should get me I don’t know but it does. All hands-on
fussed-over, fastidiously chosen, composed-improvised “with stubborn selfcontrol” on his Boston, West End upright, frequent change of time
signatures begetting suppleness and litheness, constant timbral change
and absence of a full palette for a long, ever so long, time. The whole
opening passage, for ca. 3 minutes, suffused with recurrences of the 3-note
motif on several pitch levels, a cavalcade of diatonic intermingling,
dancing, swaying and slowly shifting gear on into the kaleidoscopic
carnaval of sections and transitions, many of which milk the opening motif
near dry (as did Schumann) — just when you think Ben might be done with
it, it returns, like a Shmoo-toy, bouncing back up again and over again, for
those old enough to remember —, re-forming, de-forming, trans-forming,
“... endowed with all necessary qualities, for further independent life…”
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From early on in Divertimento, in Ben’s musical mind, counterpoint is a
solidifying attribute … quantifying, qualifying events, even those that don’t
sound overtly so … the counterpoint of time as well, reconfiguring time as a
contrapuntal affair, lengthened now, shortened there, piled up or singled
out, interactive from then to here, (re)structuring experience, enabling you
to figure out where you are in the world, sometimes confounding you, as
the Red Queen’s Race flummoxed Alice. Past events … its, yours, mine, his,
the world’s, are recovered, recoverable in a plethora of ways such that
you’re often unaware of their having been recreated, often concurrently
with the emergence of sound images that you’d not heard earlier on,
perhaps more so in later works where constancy of motivic coherence is
not as apparent, where extemporaneous sensemakings stream out, at
times so very slowly yet interlocked, hanging in and on.
If you’re still reading, not to worry, the entire Divertimento will not be
scrutinized likewise: I don’t have that much time left. But a moderate take
of a passage near the close, after much of the outrageous humor and
satire has passed, after the opening 3-note motif has willingly or not
“submit[ted] to new combinations”, has been deliciously enjoyed and
desecrated, after serenade-ish interchanges, a passage at ca. 11’30” that I
hear as the black-note remembrance of Divertimento’s beginning,
opening with flute and bassoon paired in some sort of E-flat Mm world, in
which all black flats and some white ones participate. Cello enters in, threepart consonantal polyphony, Chorale-like, a flood of m&M 3rds. 6ths, violin’s
graceful ascent the show-stopper, arioso, dolce, tender soul-fiddle an
octave higher from where classical-cello left off, voice-exchange, switch
over, double-stopped 6ths in viola softly finish the section with a B-A-C-H
quote albeit up a half-step, tones 2-3-4 of B-A-C-H, at any transposition, the
shape of the opening 3–note motif. No coincidence. Neat.
Divertimento’s multi-sectioned shape is unequivocally clear: 8, maybe 9 or
even 10 continuous sections (so maybe I’m considering transitions as
sections since discrete changeovers there are, each of which is distinct,
short, its work done impeccably) of differing lengths, harmonic qualities,
dynamics and meters, accelerandos, ritards, rainbow-hued + B&W
coloration, satiric, lively, good humored, the expressive marking dolce but
no nuances (why no nuances?) toward the end, that evocation of the
opening but now in black, plus a final coda or two, the whole lasting
anywhere from 13’ – 15’ (over the years I’ve received three midi versions,
progressively slower and when I asked Ben why so, he said “I wanted to
hear the counterpoint”.).
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Divertimento, page 14

Although there’s plenty to ponder over, a catalog of each section’s
character or diversity would take forever as would an account of the
instrumental mixes, duos, trios, quartets and quintet — complementary and
contrasting colorings — but only during the last 30” is the full quintet
rhythmically homogeneous, prior to which is a standout passage for flute
and bassoon in octaves — okay guys, let’s play together — , violin-viola &
cello’s pizzicati triads interjecting. Maybe imagine listening to a Seurat
painting, those dabs and flecks and tads and flickers that, likewise, as with
a wide-ranging sound spectrum or Seurat’s ”chromosonorism”, preserve the
individualisms of each stroke, breath and fingertap ensconced within fluidly
changing chromospheres. Eloquence, lucidity, articulacy, exuberance,
dancey, buffa-seria consequtively intertwined. Bassoon-pizz cello kyogenish
comic-relief. A flute-violin Arthur Bergerish section not too far in — much
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reminds me of Arthur, much more is fresh, carefree, youthful. Just past

midway an incongruous bassoon-viola duo, each of the pair in his own
world — below, klutzy-tutued ‘bass-oon’ its “wrong note music” (as we used
to say of Poulenc) rhythmically skewed v. dolce, sempre legato glideydanseur, a fairly straight viola tune —, a mismatch yet each mindful of the
other (in fact it’s a trio, rapid violin 16ths, dyads provide harmonic midbetweens). (My QC bassoonist pal Jane Taylor and her pals would have
loved Divertimento but the times weren’t ripe for Ben and those pros to
hook up. Pity.) Later, at that second dolce in the work, that flute-bassoon
flatside passage evocative of Divertimento’s opening, not that those
motives had ever disappeared, that brief dolce flute and bassoon lead-in
all the more captivating given the preceding chromatically saturated
agitation, dolce itself preceding a grand finale and full ensemble’s
hurriedly frenetic removal of themselves from the scene, not a Haydnesque
Farewell but a vaudevillian romp — under control to be sure —, a final
minute of hilarity, an escapade. But maybe they do run off the stage,
instruments in hand, as I wrote in a 2007 email to Ben: “… where it’s like
everyone is saying ‘let’s get the hell out of here’ and then a tutti C MAJOR
triad! That’s a blast.”
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Post-Scripts:
1. The opening 3-note motif, up a 3rd, down a 2nd, comes in three diatonic shapes:
up a Major 3rd, down a Major 2nd; up a minor 3rd, down a minor 2nd; up a minor 3rd,
down a Major 2nd. Almost everywhere you listen one or more of them is there or
strung together or radically reconfigured — rhythmically, orchestrationally,
registrally — or chromaticized and whatever else you might hear.
2. Many thanks to David Hicks for sending me the Kandinsky quote.
3. Until today, February 15, 2015, I’d been relying on three midi versions of
Divertimento for my commentary. Ben unearthed the live performance and
digitized it [replete with pops and hisses). I was at the performance — Spring 1956
Brandeis Graduate Composers Concert: violin, Robert Brink; viola, Eleftheros
Eleftherakis; cello, Dorothea Jump; flute, Anton Winkler; bassoon, name forgotten.
I can see the hall, but can only remember the opening, the fun bassoon and the
ending. What strikes me as I listen to actual instruments, despite abundant
performance blemishes, is the balance and deliberate imbalance of “these
unique beings we call colors”, the translucency of everything.
4. Music theater — with or without scenario —, can be heard in Music for
Orchestra and The Song of the Shirt, both 1953, Language ,as a Music, I/O, music/
consciousness/gender, the close of Postlude, and the source of a spate of 1980s1990s indoor-outdoor, diurnal-nocturnal one-on-one & communal activities.

新年好呀 2015

POST-POST-SCRIPT
The preceding DIVERTMENTO text was written with Ben’s midi-performances in
mind, three that he’d sent me in the early 2000s. “Real” instruments were imagined
by us all, it’s par for midi music experiences. We can’t really “hear” instruments, at
best we suppose that they are heard. In the late 1960s, Jim Randall, who had then
begun to involve himself with electronics, wrote: “…the computer has been
exploited [by me] as an instrument of performance, not as a composer
surrogate”. Although the latter phrase is not pertinent, the essentials of Jim’s words
prevail. As does this quaint quatrain of William Butler Yeats:
The friends that have I do it wrong
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Whenever I remake a song,
Should know what issue is at stake:
It is myself that I remake.
Three months after I completed my Divertimento commentary Ben immersed
himself in the performance-production of his older instrumental music; he’d
upgraded to Sibelius 7.5, more critically he treated himself to a slice of the Vienna
Symphonic Library (aka VSL) and, with the invaluable assistance of David Hicks,
began the strenuous and ultimately satisfying task of re-performing his midi works.
Divertimento is one of those works, fortunately for me and for you, and within 10
days I received seven (7!) versions, each of them smoother and neater and more
particular than its predecessor, each one closer to Ben’s original 1955 conception
of Divertimento. Clarity of line, of timbral cross-melodizing, of the sharpness and
fragility of individual and ensemble dynamics, of the counterpoint, of what
sustains and what conjoins or disconnects is terrific! Each note, each phrase has
been attended to as if Ben was conducting the ensemble, louder here, softer
there. A more sharply defined or bouncy or sweeter and structurally cleaner
Divertimento re-emerges, almost like live, like the difference between Black &
White and Color, as in “The Wizard of Oz” (five directors) or “Stairway to Heaven”
(Powell) or “Wings of Desire” (Wenders) or, recommended by Russell Richardson,
“The Mirror” (Tarkovsky).

“Each color lives by its mysterious life.”
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“Color provokes a psychic vibration. Color hides a power still unknown but real,
which acts on every part of the human body.” Wassily Kandinsky

May 2015
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Benjamin Boretz’s Violin Concerto: A Jewel from the Past.
Leon Botstein

Benjamin Boretz is unquestionably one of the most remarkable musicians of his generation. Perhaps best known for his extensive theoretical and philosophical writings, he also possesses a rare
refinement as a practicing musician and composer. His knowledge of the concert and classical repertoire, accumulated over decades of nearly insatiable curiosity, is astonishing. The range and depth
of his knowledge were deepened by his experience as a music critic, primarily for The Nation. Boretz
wrote criticism on a level that no longer exists.
From 1975 until his retirement I had the privilege of being his colleague. Over those many years, we
had innumerable conversations about particular works of music, from the Rachmaninoff First Symphony to the Schoenberg Piano Concerto. I can recall them vividly. In every conversation, Ben had
something wholly original to say. His perceptions were acute, subtle, detailed and essential, revealing
a phenomenal memory and a remarkable sensitivity to structure, sonority, and expression.
In short, Boretz possesses an intense and complete musical mind. For him, music is a mode of
thinking. Within the vast array of his accomplishments, perhaps the least well known is his early foray into composition. Since he is most closely associated with Milton Babbitt and the journal Perspectives of New Music, one would anticipate that the music he wrote during the 1950s would mirror some
reductive construct of musical abstraction, a modernism bereft of an emotional trajectory: the sort
of music reviled by many critics and audience members as mathematics. The irony of this thoughtless response on the part of critics of high modernism, and one they never seem to have realized, is
the beauty in mathematics and physics. One work of his from the mid-1950s, the Violin Concerto,
whose first movement was premiered in Aspen in 1956, tells a different story. From the opening bars
played by the solo violin one gets an immediate sense of a lyricism and expressive intentionality we
associate with Alban Berg. The piece projects an alluring intimacy and favors melodic elaborations
projected by solo instruments of the orchestra that surround the solo voice of the violin.
As is the case with any composer, particularly a young one, there is the inevitable residue of influences. Beyond Berg, there is a nearly French sensibility. In the second movement, a Bartók-like dark
hue envelops the listener. But for all the transparent logic within the fabric of musical continuity, one is quite certain that the composer has a distinct voice of his own. An expressionist aura is
evoked by the work. The plaintive Bach-like narrative lyricism of the second movement is a continuation of elements of the first movement. In the rhythmic elaborations that occur, echoes of a
Baroque largo are evident as part of the compositional fabric. The third movement of the Concerto
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introduces a rhythmic playfulness more reminiscent of Stravinsky. Here the young composer follows
a swift dramatic and virtuosic line of development that is rather more sardonic than lighthearted.
The movement ends with striking imitative gestures and dramatic full orchestral flourish. It ends
with the same quiet intimacy with which the work began.
Looking back at Boretz’s Violin Concerto, one encounters the enormity of his gifts. Had his career
veered more in the path of composition, Boretz would be, at the age of 80, one of the nation’s most
celebrated composers. But he concentrated more on writing and teaching. The 1950s and 1960s,
despite the popular claims of twentieth century music history, were not hospitable to modernist
composers. And the university provided a more supportive environment to the study of music than
the making of it.
There can be no sense of loss given Boretz’s contributions to our understanding of music and its
history and possibilities. From the perspective of his later works and theories, his Violin Concerto
has a rather more old-fashioned cast to it. The truth is that in all the years Ben Boretz was at Bard,
he seemed always to nurture and retain an affection for and knowledge of the traditions of classical
composition that persisted well into the mid-20th century that has been part of his development as
a musician. In my conversations with him I always had the feeling of being a visitor from “the old
country”, visiting with somebody who had made his home in the new. Without condescension, Ben
Boretz the newcomer, the radical visionary, would talk to me in a shared mother tongue. With unlimited enthusiasm and affection he would reminisce about a world gone by. I may have learned more
about the musical world of yesterday from this apostle of the present and the future than from
those many colleagues rigidly stuck in the past, consumed by nostalgia, and resistant to the new.
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………
TO LEON BOTSTEIN: This is not the place for a personal note; but I cannot
read your text in other than a personal register, with no pretense to objectivity.
There are many composers, many violin concertos, many college presidents, many
orchestra conductors - so what is it that animates us in particular when we engage
each other's musical presence? As I hear you conduct (Brahms's Fourth Symphony,
for one memorable example) or as you hear my music (the violin concerto
specifically) what we hear, think, feel, is such an exquisitely entangled skein of
perceptions inscrutably imbricated by our histories, separate and together. Coloring
everything we say, in context: it has always been particularly valuable for me to talk
with you about music precisely in the context of our historical disparities mediated
by our shared enthusiasm for so much of the musical literature. So in part I feel the
need to tell you that your words about my concerto mean a lot to me precisely
because I know these things about your relation to music. Much more than I feel the
need to chatter about the provenience or the content of the piece or respond in detail
to your observations about it - I am happy for that to be left as between the music
and your text. Because what seems marvelous is how our shared musical
preoccupation has always been a clear channel through which we have always been
able to communicate. Your text belongs to that story; it is a treasurable birthday
present.
TO GEOFFREY POPE: You and the Eastman orchestra were a fully generational
experience for me, having lived through the long times of "modern music like
modern music used to sound" when the arrival at every notational juncture was
fraught with uncertainty; and didn't always get there. The phenomenon of a
conductor and players comfortably within their senses and experiences of music
playing music I composed when I was their age was, well, surreal - but of course also
incredibly euphoric.
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----------To Ben, on the occasion of his 80th:
Winding, so as later to be unbound in strings-A resurrection, then some sort of repose.
From BB to CC, three dense movements
Spanning Fifty-Six and Twenty-Ten
Come to life in a strange new room.
(We wonder how it will sound.)
Ben, I wish the happiest of birthdays to you! I am forever grateful to have
been trusted with the Violin Concerto, and the experience of working with
so many earnest musicians over the recording process. Moreover, your
curiosity and openness are a reminder of how lucky we are to be thinking
about and creating music.
(We begin to hear it now.)
Streams merge into tributaries
As the violin circles about.
Concise materials, generative,
Bind us, front and back, an orchestra breathing
And merging and arraying and then releasing.

-Geoffrey Pope, conductor & composer
----------------------
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Preamble
1.
An Overture, an Intermezzo, a Postlude—Before, between, after. The message seems
clear: Mind the Gap. And there is a vast gap to mind, a span of almost five decades
separating the composition of the Overture and Intermezzo (written in 1957-8) from that
of the Postlude (2005). In musical time, this breach of decades is compressed to a break
of seconds: the score indicates a “pause of at least 0:15 after Intermezzo.”
2.
There is no cordon sanitaire between then and now. There is altogether too much
among, and across, too much within, too much connectivity. The seams between now and
then are permeable. The topography of discontinuity and transformation, presence and
absence, is convoluted—more like a Möbius strip than a flat map. Gap and flow, inside
and out: the categories don’t hold up. Nor do they evaporate. Change and permeability
are interwoven; the fabric is dense.
3.
The music takes the fact of the half-century separating the second and third
movement as a problem of form and an occasion for expression.
4.
Overture, Intermezzo, Postlude—before, between, after. Only the between, the
Intermezzo, a taut, constructivist scherzo, seems resolved in name and game. But its
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unruffled in-between-ness is incongruous with the unsettled roles of the outer movements.
The Intermezzo is too eventful to be an empty cipher, but it’s also too brief and genial to
play the commanding part that the Overture portends and the Postlude perorates.
The first movement, a dense, finely wrought essay in contextual Auskomponierung
and atonal counterpoint, appears to be the start of something big. The apparatus of
advanced modernism is switched on, revved up, running hot. There are pitch and pitch
class spaces to shape and engage, voices to connect, metrical levels to coordinate, patterns
to weave, solo heroics to enact, group dynamics to explore. There are events to shape,
gestures to project, long lines to unravel, consequences to pursue. The stage is set for an
imaginary and potentially very long, but only incompletely materialized composition. Also
for another as yet incomplete Auskomponierung: an ambitious career in the milieu of
late/high American modern music.
Over the half century separating the opening and closing movements of the String
Quartet, the composer of both career and Quartet would repeatedly reconstruct a
multidimensional puzzle of continuity and change until the puzzling out itself became a
kind of unresolved continuity. Qualities of continuity and change would morph and seem
more permeable, more difficult to parse or tell apart. The topography would become
complicated. More a Möbius strip than a flat map.
5.
The Postlude, a celestial release from the overheated apparatus of modernism,
reflects back—on the sounds of the finely wrought Overture and the transparent, if
functionally enigmatic, Intermezzo, and on the cathexes that animate them. Before,
Between, After: I would describe the sequence of movements as an unfolding of musical
condensations and rarefactions, an enclosing of an artistic vocation within a musical life.
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Interlude
Writing in 1964, some six years after he had composed two movements of his then
unfinished String Quartet, Ben described another quartet, Carter’s First, as a strong
paradigm for a utopian community of musical creators.
Carter’s own First String Quartet of 1951 first demonstrated to the
American musical world that an American music founded on a searching
re-evaluation of traditional assumptions on a new level of structural cogency
and originality could be drawn from the central issues of Western musical
tradition which had devolved upon American composers through the
profound moral and intellectual influence of the presence in our midst of
Schoenberg and Stravinsky themselves. [“American music,” reprinted in
Being About Music, Textworks 1960-2003, J. K. Randall and Benjamin
Boretz, vol. 1 1960-1978, 76-77. Open Space]
The venue was a French periodical, Cimaise. During the years between composing his
Quartet and writing these remarks, Ben had come close to the epicenter of the fecund
“American music world” he was describing. He heard an ethos for contemporary music in
the sounds of the Carter Quartet, and he could speak forcefully as its delegate.
The Overture of his own incomplete String Quartet was a “searching re-evaluation”
on the Carter model. Both Quartets began with the cello alone—though the mix of
pensive self-reflection and kinetic/formal exploration and self-discovery in Ben’s opening
gestures suggests a more contemplative evocation of the experience of contextual
worldmaking than Carter’s archetypal Modernist Epiphany. But rather than referring to his
own music, Ben named Berger, Shifrin, Wolpe, Shapey and Perle as especially keen
explorers of these possible worlds, composers of singular responses to the “intense
emanation” of the Carter. Their recent works exemplified the “consequences of Carter’s
discoveries [which] surfaced, in fact, with explosive suddenness and profusion” in the music
of a cohort of composers who “share[d] in common a preoccupation with the deeper
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relationships of compositional procedures to perceptual resultants.” [“American music,”
77]
Looking back, it may no longer seem that the Carter Paradigm equally enthralled
each of the composers listed in this mini-Pantheon, but this may have been one of Ben’s
subtler points at the time—one that likely would have been aimed more at a domestic
rather than foreign audience. The values and techniques that Carter exemplified opened a
space for disparate and original worlds, while still inspiring communal solidarity among the
world-makers. A shared preoccupation with unlocking the perceptual resultants of deep
structural relationships would be the gravitational force holding the system together.
Carter had also solved the puzzle of Americanism and international prestige, a concern that
must have been on the mind of the young composer-critic. As Ben put it in an editorial
note to the Open Space edition of the essay, the article “was an attempt to offer an access
to current American music in the face of the largely rejectionist attitudes toward it of the
European elites.” (73)
Carter had also energized at least one other strong gravitational force in the newly
emerging American music world: Paul Fromm, the imperious patron with whom Ben
would work for 12 years, “together in warmth and (mostly) harmony.” (See Ben’s “The
Zeitgeist of Perspectives, ab origine,” in Perspectives of New Music, 50, 1/2, 11.) Fromm’s
relation to Carter was especially intense. He had commissioned the Double Concerto in
1952. When it finally surfaced in 1961, no less a force of “profound moral and intellectual
influence” than Stravinsky declared it to be a masterpiece. And other aspiring masters were
waiting in the wings. Four of the five composers listed by Ben in the Cimaise article
(Berger, Shifrin, Shapey, and Wolpe) completed Fromm Foundation commissions
between 1960 and 1964. However disparate, original, and intricate the musical worlds
they were exploring may have been, all five were physically situated on a well-worn Boston
(Waltham)/New York geographic axis. This terrain, as Martin Boykan would describe it,
had come to seem a fertile “common ground.” Writing for PNM in the same year that
Ben’s Cimaise article appeared—and under the title “Elliott Carter and the Postwar
Composers”—Boykan also called the question of collective goals and individual
compositional methods in the context of a shout out to Carter: “If there is any common
ground on which many American composers today could meet, it is in the avoidance of
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ostinati, accompaniment figures, broad patches of static harmony--in short, in the desire
for a harmony which inflects… Nowadays, a composer is called upon to defend his
methods of organization, his aesthetic, even his seriousness as an artist; formerly he swore
allegiance to particular chords.” (Martin Boykan, “Elliott Carter and the Postwar
Composers,” Perspectives of New Music, 2/2, 126-7.) The formulation is more embattled
than Ben’s, but Boykan’s “desire for a harmony which inflects” seems altogether apposite
with Ben’s “preoccupation with the deeper relationships of compositional procedures to
perceptual resultants.” The community of creative musicians that Ben was already
imagining might be understood in similar terms, in terms of a dialectic of harmony and
inflection, a communal assent to the value of strong individualism.
In 1964 it appeared that an ethos of “advanced” American music had materialized
in a creative person and paradigm, a community of distinct musical sensibilities with a sense
of shared mission, and an ambitious patron driven to jumpstart a new national culture.
During the months that Ben composed the Overture and Intermezzo of his String
Quartet, and the years immediately after, the American musical world he envisioned might
well have seemed the outskirts of a Promised Land. His String Quartet, if not altogether a
new Moses und Aron, was also an incomplete work: two movements on the theme of notaltogether-realized potentiality.
For many years thereafter, Ben would leave his String Quartet incomplete. He
would variously re-enact a self-imposed exile from an evanescent Promised Land while
documenting the ways that its promise had attenuated—how the attitude of “searching reevaluation” in the American avant-garde had sometimes hardened into a blunt instrument
of uncritical authority, and how “profound moral and intellectual influence” might lapse
into the “social artillery of institutional-political hardball.” (See Ben’s “zero theory anthem,”
in “Interface Part V: On Thinking About Various Issues Induced By The Problem Of
Discovering That One Is Not a ‘Composer’ And That The Space Which One Inhabits
Musically is Not ‘America’,” 1989, reprinted in Being About Music, vol. 2, 288.) But his
lyrical disenfranchisement would not diminish the force of the explosive and sudden
profusion of exciting new music that had occurred at mid-century. This would remain a
harbinger of the potential to bring “original, disparate, intricate worlds still unexplored and
possible” into existence. The disparate worlds Ben would explore would remain thickly
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interwoven. As Ben’s universe of worlds would expand, its shape would come to look more
a Möbius Strip than a flat map.

P.S.
Postlude…after: celestial release.
Yes and no. In place of the Prelude’s lyrical cello solo, there’s a single sound: a
stratospheric, pianississimo double stop on the viola, sustained for a quarter minute (i.e.,
the minimal length designated to separate the second and third movements—and, by the
clock, only a few seconds less than the length of the Overture’s opening cello solo).
Performing this enigmatic sound requires a disciplined self-quieting. The left hand must
remain still, or almost still, fixed in a precarious position, high on the instrument’s neck.
The right arm must move evenly, maintaining a minimal, light pressure through long bows
and bow changes. It’s a high wire act requiring unbroken concentration and disciplined
relaxation in the service of producing an uncanny sound that is followed by a replete silence.
There are no voices to connect, metrical levels to coordinate, or solo heroics to enact. An
apparatus has been dismantled, but the border between sound and silence has been intensely
activated, composed out. The signal to noise ratio has been recalibrated, with a tilt toward
noise.
Long, soft sounds, double stops, drones with moving parts, challenging fingerings,
intense concentration and calm discipline: these are some of the elements involved in the
aural economy. But there are also interjections, murmurs and exclamations, a gapped
game of calling and responding, piecemeal gestures that recall the modi operandi of the
Overture. There are open, lightly traced pitch and pitch class spaces, transient voices,
ephemeral patterns, fragmentary, lyric lines. In the end, aura and line merge into a gesture
of cadential resolve. As in the opening of the Overture, the cello is on its own. But in
place of the rhetorical opening to the Overture, the close of the Postlude is an unruffled
series of single pizzicato notes. This equanimous peroration merges with a pentatonic
cloud of long/high/soft double stops in the upper three strings. The pregnant dyads and
trichords of the opening of the Overture are replaced by an unruffled sequence of perfect
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4ths and 5ths. Transformation is a game of difference and association. Change and
permeability are interwoven. The fabric is dense.

Amble
The Postlude has a coda, but this peroration to the Postlude is also another
Overture. The form of the completed String Quartet is lucid but irregular, more like a
Möbius strip than a straight line.
The coda is marked in the score by an instruction: “Violin 1 stand and walk slowly
(no hurry) to the back of the performance area, facing away from the listeners, possibly
using an extra music stand for this final passage, which should be played as if on a solitary
walk outdoors.” This final solo opening sets a new course, but a lot has already occurred,
and there’s plenty for the protagonist to think about. Through the simplest interval
associations (by outlining and articulating Perfect fourths and fifths), the violin solo
explicitly recalls the cellist’s preceding, final utterance. There’s also a deep memory of the
cellist’s first utterance, originally issued a half-century before and performed over a half
hour before. The mingling of half steps and Perfect 4ths/5ths in the violin coda/opening
trigger a memory of the cello’s thirds and half steps in the Overture/opening. But even as
the range of associations expands and the potential for new kinds of structures (scale?
mode?) begins to coalesce, the music divests itself of the various forms of difficulty that
came before. The violin in the coda/opening, unlike the cello in the opening of the
Overture, is not calling the others to action. It hasn’t forgotten where it has been, but it’s
not encumbered by its past.
The attitude is different, but the project is the same. The piece ends, but it is still
unfinished. There’s no rush.
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Judy Klein — IN RESPONSE TO POSTLUDE — for Ben Boretz

In beauty of sound I walk,
Through centuries, continents, cultures,
Shadow drenched in painful dissonance.

							
						

From far away, I approach,
Slowly clearing
All that stands between.

Cradled in soft clusters,
Subdued screams, haunting questions,
Chords of sorrow grace my pack.
Listening, I become the fiddler.
I look ahead,
Into the blinding darkness,
And its light.

							

Listening, I become her song.

Home of the chakra C,
How long the path to reach sacred ground,
Here, where my journey begins.
Listening, I hear you.
In solitude I walk, yet in her company.
The Great Wanderer is with me always,
As are those in whose hands I am held,
Lifted, safe.
Changed, inspired,
I depart in treasured stillness
And venture into the open space.
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“The detail of the pattern is movement”

Ben Boretz’s String Quartet
Robert Morris

I
Ben Boretz’s String Quartet1 is in three movements:
I. Overture (1957) (Q = 30)
II. Intermezzo (1958) (Allegro Scherzando, Q = 110)
III. Postlude 2005 (Q = 96)
Their durations form a nice progression: 1 ≈ 3 ≈ 6. II = 3:38, I = 11:02, III = 23:23.
But what of their dates? Ben could have just published III alone, or as String Quartet
number 2.2 Why with I and II?

II
In the program booklet for the CD, Ben writes:
When I listen to what I composed in my early twenties, I hear myself
happily fulfilled just to reflect and resonate the klang of music that
most embraced me listening, sounding it in my own voice too, like
traditional musicians who most want to play exactly like their father
does….[but]….[t]he desire that Postlude (2005: “with Jim Randall in
mind”) to be a third movement of a formerly 2-movement String
Quartet of the 50s is inexplicable…
Can younger listeners know what that 47-year gap may mean?

1 “Benjamin Boretz: String Quartet (1957, 1958, 2005) DAFO Quartet, recorded by DUX –
Malgorzata Polanska”, Open Space CD 23, 2009.
2 Ben did however release III, the Postlude (without I and II) with two other works (“Downtime”
and “The Memory of All That”) on Open Space CD 31.
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III
As I write today in my study it is cold and clear—the recent snow reflecting soft winter
white into my room, contradicted by the glow of the space heater on my right. Clearly,
Ben’s III is in mind. I muse that it is near the end of the year. In a few days, we will be
encouraged by convention (or is it tradition?) to think of the time as new. (I keep
asking what makes something new?) Another convention avers that years that end in
zero or five are end/start junctions. Yesterday I learned of a man who was obliged to
undergo a brain operation that more or less cured his incapacitating epilepsy, but
caused him also to lose the ability to form new memories. As he grew older, each
time he looked into a mirror, he was taken aback to see an older face looking back.
Taken (a)back—literally—even for those of us who form new memories but
nevertheless see that older face looking back.
IV
The quartet poses a related question: Is III a “postlude” to the first two movements,
or to something else--perhaps to whatever happened in that 47-year-long
intermission between II and III.3 In fact, what occurred therein?4
I won’t do more than mention that the period of 1960-2000 brought so many
changes that one has to work pretty hard to remember (or imagine if one is relatively
young) exactly what it felt like to live within the cold war, communicate only by phone
or in writing, or learn much about the world without reading printed text.
Musically, the (notorious to many) period of radical experimentation (not reflected in I
or II) that began in the 1950s exploded into the 1960s with series of revolutions,
each superseded by the next. Every composition was supposed to be a breakthrough.
The dust settled somewhat in the 1980s, but there was an outcome: New music had
sufficiently diversified and transcended beyond any single referent for the term
“music.” We have musics now.5 Moreover, the same period saw the rise of popular
music that has more or less eclipsed all other forms of music, at least in the public
ear.6
3 The first movements also ask something similar: Overture to what; Intermezzo between? There are
sets of preludes, of course, some with fugues, others freestanding— Milton Babbitt’s piano piece of
1977: Preludes Interludes and Postludes, notwithstanding.
4 Ben’s composition/essays Music as a Music, Language ,as a Music may be read as various responses
to these developments.
5 Pronouncements that the period of radicalism had passed were enunciated as early as the midsixties. For instance, Billy Jim Layton writes, “The binge is over. The dizzy, desperate race to see who
would outdo, outdare the other has, as it inevitably had to do, come to an end.” See “The New
Liberalism,” Perspectives of New Music, 3, 2 (Spring/Summer 1965).
6 Another result: “experimental music” has become a tradition.
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The sonic intimacy of III that separates itself from I and II suggests that the gap
witnessed a much more personal evolution. In the late 1970s and 1980s Ben
entered wholeheartedly into real-time music improvisation, which developed at Bard
College into the Music Program Zero project lasting until 1995. The return to writing
music down in traditional music notation to be played in concert by standard
ensembles can be said to recommence with UN(-) for chamber orchestra (1999). Ben
shared this adventure with Jim Randall, with whom he has travelled much of his
compositional/intellectual life—perhaps a reason for the subtitle of the postlude:
“with Jim Randall in mind.”
V
Ben explicitly invokes the breakthrough mentality just mentioned in his CD notes.
Quoting from Leszek Kolakowski, Ben writes that “'… insisting on the exclusive
relationship on every detail to a synchronic whole…rules out all continuity of
interpretation, obliging us to treat the mind or the epoch as one of a series of closed
monadic entities. It lays down in advance that there is no possibility of
communication between them collectively….’ Flipped from apriori to aposteriori this
sounds like a pretty believable placeholder for an imaginable compositional affect.”
Nonetheless, unsaid is if that affect was/is an invocation or a response to the all-toopublic, radical music-making Ben witnessed (and perhaps passed over) from inside
his equally radical musical practices within Music Program Zero.7
So did anything endure that gap? Is III a survivor?
VI
It took me some time before I found out that driving from Rochester to New York
would only take five and a half hours if I drove south into Pennsylvania, through the
Poconos to hook up with route 80 and then go east. (Before that, it was route 17
through the Catskills.) I would therefore pass exit 3 on 380 South to Pocono Pines,
the town nearest to the camps where I spent the summers from 1955 to 1966—
including the years Ben wrote I and II. Each time I passed the exit, nostalgia
intensified incrementally until I was compelled to visit the campgrounds to see what
remained. It didn’t take long to locate the area, which had been turned into a country
club estate. Eventually I found the old, still dusty, road around the lake to where
Camp Chicagami had been sited. The main concourse from the main lodge (in ruins)
to the lake was still intact, but the playing fields, the activity lodges, and camper
Not that he ignored those radical developments, for he wrote about many of them as music critic
for The Nation. See Benjamin Boretz, Music columns from The Nation, 1962-1968, Red Hook, NY: Open
Space, 1991.
7
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cabins were completely gone and overgrown by new forest. Had I not lived there, I
would have never guessed that a thriving boys’ camp had existed 50 years
earlier—the only signs of that time were the rusty pipes running through the forest
floor that once carried water to the outhouses. In a daze of transience, I left the
concourse where a large bulldozer was sleeping amid mounds of earth, presumably
there to clear away the remains of the main lodge—rotted wood and a half fallen rock
chimney.8
By contrast, when I visited the music department of the University of Hawaii in
Honolulu in 2008, exactly forty years after I had taught there in my first academic
post as visiting assistant professor, very little had changed. The beaches on the north
side of the island, the leafy arboretum in the hills, the university layout and buildings
perfectly matched the musical thought and products of the faculty composers—stable
and abiding—as if no time had passed. Yet, this is not a happy ending to the story of the
Peach Blossom Spring by T’ao Ch’ien.
VII
All this temporal talk aside, I mentioned a certain intimacy in III, not shared by I or II.
I and II is public music in the third person. The neo-classic leanings of composers
such as Stravinsky and Bartok (with a smaller measure of a different kind of
classicism from Schoenberg) are evidenced throughout9, except for one issue: form.
Local episodes follow each other almost seamlessly, but the clear return of previous
material is never obvious. If there is form, it is psychological, following the ups and
downs of variously appearing (perhaps invoked) affects that connote lived
experience. I can hear this music as a curious avoidance of abstract emotion, that is,
feelings cut off from specific events. No mind/body duality here. And yet, it is
impersonal, or transpersonal emotion, as in the concept of rasa in Indian aesthetics.
But that isn't altogether right, for the music seems to seek and discover new
emotions, if previously imaginable only as inchoate and potential. Nevertheless, the
consistency of the local details of pitch and rhythm hold everything together in a very
satisfactory and pleasant way.
VIII
III is something else. Sustenuto, Lento, sometimes Andante and/or Ansioso, and,
most importantly, Cantando. Everything is subject and subject to contemplation, so
Just moments ago, I looked at the Google map of the camp area (who knows when the satellite
took the picture, but probably more recently than my visit) and it is still undeveloped, with the
passage to the lake now overgrown, but the place of the main lodge still open to the sky. Perhaps
there are two trucks or campers under the trees near by.
9 I also hear a connection with the music of Arthur Berger, Ben’s compositional mentor at Brandeis
and after.
8
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that III expands the present from the short-term memory gestures of I and II into the
deeper recesses of energized memory including recollection. It’s as if duration itself
were the content of the music, not what happens within a time span.
In short, III dwells in music. You live through III, amid the vicissitudes of the
performers, enduring what they endure, missing them after the music closes.
Dwelling allows every musical feature to have suchness, so that even single long
sustained notes (and there many in III) become the focus of attention. But this is not
“static” music—it overflows with energy—but not potential energy, for energy is
manifested all right; and that continual intensity gives a sense of movement not only
in linear time, but in all temporal directions and dimensions.10
IX
A note as a sound has suchness. But the note all-alone has no self. Only when it is in
the world (as such) of music, it disappears as it participates into “higher” musical
units, such as musical phrases. When is a note a sound? When it is an utterance?
When I was working on my computer piece Four or Five Mirrors, a time when I was
meditating regularly, I noticed how the computer-generated “notes” I was
electronically constructing sounded alive—full of secret energy lasting as long as I
listened to them (before they were placed into the music I was making, wherein they
surrendered their suchness to music).
X
Dwelling is a concept examined by Martin Heidegger:11
[I]f we listen to what language says in the word bauen we hear three
things:
1. Building is really dwelling.
2. Dwelling is the manner in which mortals are on the earth.
3. Building as dwelling unfolds into the building that cultivates growing
things and the building that erects buildings.12

This is not the place to explicate a multidimensional theory of time except to say time can move in
all directions due to memory; it can flow at various apparent speeds and celerations with degrees of
viscosity and flow; it can have depth especially when times are embedded in times (the theories of
Schenker come to mind), and so forth.
11 See Heidegger, Martin, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” in Poetry, Language, Thought. New York:
Harper and Row, 1971.
12 Ibid, p. 146.
10
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This suggests that the architectural aspects of I and II are not foreign to the dwelling
of III. Only that III is what gives life to I and II.
And more:
The fundamental character of dwelling is this sparing and preserving. …
indeed, dwelling in the sense of the stay of mortals on the earth.13
[Italics are Heidegger’s]
Perseverance and persistence—manifesting itself in III’s characteristic modes of
deliberation.
In this way we may experience a piece (of music) as in situ, having boundaries in
place and time, a “place in the music-landscape.” The music landscape itself has no
boundaries. One explores it, one creates it, one inhabits it (hopefully with good
citizenship). It is always available, but explicit portals may be helpful. III is such a
portal. Otherwise, these portals are gateless-gates.
But I am reluctant to talk about music this way. It is like selling water by the river.
XI
Here’s something relevant from a famous water salesman.
Not the stillness of the violin, while the note lasts,
Not that only, but the co-existence,
Or say that the end precedes the beginning,
And the end and the beginning were always there
Before the beginning and after the end.
And all is always now. 14
XII
Yet, how different is III from I and II? To see, let’s compare pages from each.

13Ibid.,

p. 147. The next paragraph introduces Heidegger’s four-fold ontology. “....‘on the earth’
already means ‘under the sky.’ Both of these also mean ‘remaining before the divinities’ and include a
‘belonging to men's being with one another.’ By a primal oneness the four—earth and sky, divinities
and mortals—belong together in one.”
14 From Burnt Norton by T. S. Eliot.
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Pretty different. The rhythmic value differences occur in different pieces by say
Beethoven, but what they articulate in Ben’s string quartet is not of that kind. (And
yet, III has affinities with the late Beethoven Quartets.)
XIII
But another comparison will problematize these differences.15 This time we look at
the two solos that begin and end the quartet as shown respectively in Examples 3
and 4. The two solos are highly contrasting in affect and gesture reflecting the
movements from which they come. The cello solo is dramatic, impulsive, passionate,
with agogic accents via fermati. It is just over two octaves in pitch width (which
widens to almost three octaves in mm.5-8) and displays many leaps and changes of
direction. The violin solo is calm, cantabile by contrast, if perhaps nostalgic in tone. It
is rhythmically measured, in a pitch range just nine semitones wide, and progresses
for a while in stepwise motion, then, by interjecting fourths into the steps, leads to a
series of fourths (perfect and augmented).
Pretty different.

15

If my tone seems to change abruptly into the technical, for me it is not so contrasting. Rather,
each pitch-class number, or pitch-class collection, or set of pitch-class collections refers not only to
“structures” in the score, but also to the feel of those structures in the music. The technical talk
qualitatively denotes vivid particularities of harmonic musical experience, just as the color words such
as “cobalt blue” or “chartreuse” similarly denote vivid visual perceptions.
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First, examine the cello solo in measures 1 to 5 in I shown in Example 3. Minor thirds
are almost everywhere. These coalesce into three and four pitch-class collections.16
First there is the [014] collection-class as shown in the example as set A with
I use atonal music terminology associated with Princeton University. A collection is an unordered
set of pitch-classes. A collection-class is the set of collections related by transposition and/or
inversion. The name of a collection-class is the pitch-classes of one of its members printed in square
brackets.
16
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brackets. The first three notes of the solo form ordered set A: Bb D B. In measures 2
and 3 there are two other members of [014]: E G Ab and G Ab B, overlapped so the
four notes produce two successive minor thirds E G and G# B. Two minor thirds at
the minor second generate another important set B, a member of the collection-class
[0134]. Two members of B overlap in measure 1: B D C Eb and C Eb Db E, thus
asserting a series of three minor thirds each a minor second higher than the last.
This produces a chromatic hexachord, the same collection-class as the first six notes
of the solo. A similar process starts with the Ab at the end of measure 2. The note
sequence is Ab B, Db Bb, A C, B G#, four minor thirds, the first the same as the last.
The last three minor thirds give two overlapped [0134]s and a chromatic hexachord,
just as before. One more detail: the note B figures prominently in the solo: it is
the solo’s highest, lowest, and last pitch-class.

Example 4
The violin solo ending III
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Now we jump to the last measures of III to study the violin solo there. See Example 4.
As I noted above, the character of this solo contrasts greatly with the cello solo in
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Example 3. It is linear, singable, has an arguable pitch-center on C, and uses
different collection-classes so that, for instance, there are no adjacent minor thirds in
the passage. The opening set Y (C Db Eb F) is diatonic but is followed by its
transformation at T6I (which is easy to hear since the two sets are related by contour
inversion). The two sets are therefore members of the same collection-class [0135];
moreover they are overlapped so that they share three pitch-classes Db Eb F.
Together the two sets produce the collection-class [01356], the unique pentachord
that is not included in its complement. This means it shuns chromatic completion by
a 5/5/2 partitioning of the aggregate. Commencing with the Eb in measure 731,
there is another instance of [0135], related to Y by RT-1; but this set contains a rest
and is followed by another note (Fb). These three last notes form Z, a member of
[016]. This is not really a new collection-class for the opening C rising to F and
embellishment by Gb in measure 730 produces a member of [016] (the T4I of Z). Z is
followed by its transformation at RT1 and T2. These last two sets form a palindrome
under T1/11, which echoes a similar palindrome between Y and RT-1Y.17 The last two
notes of T2Z begin a cycle of intervals: -6 followed by +5: F# C F B E Bb Eb. This
imbricates a series of [016] sets: F# C F / C F B / F B E / E Bb Eb. The Eb then falls
to C via Db, connecting with the opening of the solo by retrograde. Several pitchclasses do not occur in the solo: D, G, Ab, and A. This differs from the cello solo,
which presents a complete aggregate except the notes F and F# which nevertheless
occur in the violins that accompany the end of the solo. The lack of D in the violin
solo also contrasts with the emphasis on that pitch-class in the cello solo.
XIV
By now it should be clear that the two solos have a strong affinity in how they use
their pitch-materials. While these materials are of different sets and in different
syntactic and semantic contexts, there is a similar modus operandi. Sets of the same
type (collection-class) are overlapped to form larger composites; these saturate a
passage with a certain intervallic quale that tends to unite the compositional surface
into higher levels of harmonic coherence. Still, on the surface of the two passages
there are types of two correspondences: (1) the use of [016] collection-classes; and
(2) some other striking motivic cross-relations. The notes C Db Eb that frame the
violin solo are found adjacently in cello an octave lower as the last three notes of
measure 1, albeit in a (021) permutation. Furthermore, the last notes of the passage
(in Example 3) use the same pitch-classes: D# C# C Eb (mm.6-7.) And when we
compare the opening sequence of pitch-classes in the cello with the sequence of last
pitch-classes in the violin we note that the notes in both are identical except for the D
in the cello solo,
Opening of Cello solo: Bb D B C Eb Db E
End of Violin solo: B E Bb Eb Db C

17

Both palindromes are hearable since they preserve contour.
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This way of unfolding pitch relations is not confined to these solos, but occurs passim.
Returning to Example 3 shows that the vertical chords of notes accompanying the
cello solo form members of three trichords: [014] (that of set A), [015] and [016];
these contrast with the minor-third genesis of the sets in the cello solo.18
Similarly in the music on page 51 in Example 2 we see collection-class equivalence
as well as other systematic forms of pitch affiliation. The chords D F# F Ab (m.497)
and C# E Bb D (m.505) are of [0136]; the chords C Eb Bb A (m.497) and Ab D G F
(m.500) are of [0236]; these two collection-classes are very much alike, containing a
diminished chord with another note chromatically attached.
The sequence of chords from m.499 to 504, holds Ab throughout while a descending
chromatic note sequence from F to D supplants notes one by one in the chord
sequence.
The notes in the viola and cello in mm.509-535 show correspondences as well: The
viola notes Ab, G, A, Bb, B and the cello notes F G A Bb B intersect in G, A, Bb and B,
with A and B often presented at once.
It is important to remember that coherent theories of pitch-class relations were to
emerge only after 1957/8, so the pitch-class relations in I and II were composed
without systematic theoretic support. But it is also interesting to note that by 2005
pitch-class theory had become a fundamental topic in undergraduate classes on
20th-century music; yet the pitch relations in III are not just refined versions of that in
I and II, but imaginative applications of the theory—if Ben thought of these
relationships as theoretically systematic, in the first place.19
XV
reaction

contraction

pronking

folding

jocular

ocular

acrobatics

cantabile

counterpoint

still the point

sampling

reentry

told

over heard over

Another collection class [026] can be introduced to completely account for all the pitch-classes in
the passage.
19 Passages in the analytic fallout section of Ben’s Meta-Variations and other writings suggest that
Ben’s compositional thinking can be as systematic as he likes.
18
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“In the mountains,
there you feel free.”
ben marcato

XVI
Finally, I must praise the brilliant performance on the CD by the Polish DAFO quartet
and the equally amazing recording engineer Malgorzata Polanska and mastering by
Dorota Tarnowska-Antosik.
Ben’s music is difficult in a very musical way. It demands endurance, fortitude, and
sensitivity to timbre and timing that only the best musicians can muster over the
span of a twenty-minute work. The DAFO’s sound is remarkably vibrant and strong,
and their ensemble engagement as natural as it is precise. The recording sound
projects the quartet’s intense intimacy in the highest degree of sonic fidelity without
the typical artifacts that are supposed to make recordings sound “better than real.”
Finding such impressive string quartet players is no easy matter. My own history with
the string quartet genre has been less than sanguine. My first string quartet (1976)
was written to compete in a composition competition. After I sent in my frantically
composed quartet with the entrance fee at the last minute, months later I received a
hand-written note informing me that the competition had been held the previous
year.20 After some more correspondence, they sent my check back. I tried to find a
performance of the piece but to no avail, and the score eventually joined the 10,000
dusts. In 1988 I composed another quartet, this time with no quartet or venue in
mind. Again, no luck finding a performance. I mentioned I had a new quartet to many
musicians who would show interest until they had a copy of the score. The only
response I ever received was second hand, via a friend: “Oh, I see it starts and ends
with the cello.” So this second quartet, ARC, joined the first’s oblivion, until the JACK
quartet showed interest in the work and eventually performed it 22 years after it was
composed. They also asked for a new quartet at the same time the Galax baroque
string quartet commissioned a work for contralto and quartet setting poems by Gary
Snyder. I thought I had finally turned the quartet corner until I was informed in 2012
that the commission money for a new quartet that I was half way through composing
had fallen through. I decided to finish the work, but there it was, another unclaimed
quartet. Fortunately, Ben had completed his second string quartet, Qixingshan and
It turned out the notice I read to enter the competition announced a deadline but did not specify
the year.
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we decided to have our quartets played and recorded by the Momenta String Quartet
in 2014.21
XVII
Ben writes in the CD booklet: “What else is there? Only that everything in Postlude is
shared with the first two movements; except the music.”
Yes and no. Ben’s recent music tends to be leisurely: something like walking, singing
in the mountains, contemplating an ongoing conversation—although there are
exceptions. Markedness?—not often in Ben’s recent music—certainly, no pressure of
speech. In Postlude and in other late works: silence and texture, sheer beauty of
utterance.

21“music

by Benjamin Boretz: Qixingshan, and Robert Morris, Quattro per Quattro, The MOMENTA

Quartet”, Open Space CD 32.
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………
TO BOB MORRIS, MARTIN BRODY, DAVID LIDOV: I don't know of what
interest it might be that all the "materials" of Postlude were in my consciousness
derived from the first two movements, Prelude in particular. A comparison of the
opening cello solo of Prelude with the cello-viola dialogue near the beginning of
Postlude would probably dramatize rather vividly the compositional gulf between
them, insofar as the Postlude passage is an almost literal recomposition of the
Prelude opening. But the way it makes utterly different music has deep implications
for me about the identity of the primal sources of musical quality, something I've
been thinking about since "chart" and "What I could hear,..." (the Sessions piano
piece).
TO JUDY KLEIN: Imagine the composer of The Wolves of Bays Mountain and the
composer of Postlude finding enrichment in each other's expressive language; that is
the world where I want to live.
TO ART MARGOLIN: The eye's ear recovers not the sound but through the
sound knows what journeys were, and what remains.
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Homage to Ben:
Thinking Over: Qixingshan
by David Hicks

2/15

Immanence:
A Time Before
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Birth(ed)

shall

will

Earth
: formed / not made
Nascence
a big Bang
( to give sense
a wide berth

!
In the Begatting
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Qixingshan takes color and substance in measurable degree from improvisation
sessions of years gone by. Ancient Times? Long gone now? No indeed.
And their hard-won truths here abound.
The instrumental parts, the canonical four stringed instruments,
(not the human players necessarily) sound as if they are listeners,
playing in support of:
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Opening as if hurtling itself forward, from plasmic matter,
borne into our world as worlds may be born;
upwelled, from depths near-eternal
of pan-galactic,
evolutionary time
( The oldest stars we can see are already dead;
the light we perceive left them long ago,
before they imploded into themselves
From which vantage Earth is but a baby. Like a baby all its parts by now have been
formed. Yet of Qixingshan only the least part is visible. Like a baby it had a future into
which to grow, to evolve.
Volcanoes: the astronomer Kepler called them the tear ducts of Earth.
(Kepler, no surprise, was wired for spiritual science)
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A Music
A Birthing

A far cry
from the depths of her humanity
(Oh yes, She begat,
She be-gendered
mother-worldly
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Earth, belching gases, its belly a myriad of protrusions,
from the nipples extruding the liquor of its innards
: lava, rippling, then hardening to crust,
earth of Earth
Water bursting forth,
coiling eddies on the surface
swirling froth into Oceans;
world of ﬁﾞre and foam;
: imbued with the miracle milk of Life
Volcano, mouth exuding still
a little milky spittle

Eons before the whale swam and the wooly mammoth ﬂﾟaunted its tusks

Qixingshan celebrates life; celebrates in due course the conduit of Earth-life;
Gives the volcano its due
Preceding a-music:
omni-eternal fore-time
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Qixingshan:
: music carvings after the void
Singing it inside out
amid sulfurous fumaroles
( emanations ﬂﾟattering to no one
thrilled, at last, to be
loosed, careening,
ﬂﾟowing into the warp (and woof) of time
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Thinking about music:
may precede
listening to
dreaming
composing
writing about
being with
or one can so hope
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So, let’s talk:
Gentle Reader
Dear
Potential Listener
Are you perhaps asking: ‘But, String Quartet?’
( Have your expectations been aroused?
Does this have the look of -Is the composer tossing his hat into the ring of ?
Of Masterpiece Composition? ( do you wonder?
Defying self-described forsworn contra-temptations?
( “... no longer yields its struggle to its auditors...”
Qixingshan doesn’t concern itself, nor curry favor with, Mastery,
nor even what has been called ‘Music-music.’
( Though there is such a piece on the Open Space 32 CD,
and a piquant one at that.
Robert Morris: Quattro Per Quattro )
So how now String Quartet?
A repurposing, of familiar acoustical bodies,
-- joined not for any beneﬁﾞt from traditional connective tissue;
rather for sonorous ﬂﾟexibility, with a side glance to subversive dislocation
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Maybe only an abstractly recollective form
of acoustic sound,
repurposed
with redoubled effort,
could do this job?
So how would this quartet dress for a concert occasion?
What would Qixingshan sound like, wedging itself between a Beethoven quartet
and another by Bartok?
More to the point, what would Beethoven and Bartok sound like?
( “... no longer projects a sense of urgent striving...”
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Though it’s new, and radically so, this music isn’t ‘modern.’
Modernity

:

eschewed

Is this music ‘dissonant’ at least?
No truck with that. Neither in the tension / release sense;
Nor the quantitative, overtone-counting, Hindemithian sense
‘Classical’

:

eschewed

Ignoring any implication or intimation; or imitation?
What of the composer who would recompose Beethoven?
Not this time. Left the hall.
That other (the ‘real’) ‘Classical’

:

eschewed

No faux-ancient, speculative, culture aggrandizing, for modal times sake

( Nor will it quote from “Purple Haze” )
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So just what are we chewing over?
Where’s the caveat?
The sound of :
“palpable emanations of intense human identity seeking expressive activity...”
Think: composer plus four instrumentalists

: plus listeners

Throw us a line?
Try this: there are motifs.
Ah, that’s more like it.
They just don’t function motivically.
Are we adrift? Ships passing in the night?
Projects:
“a sense of urgent striving...”
Stern stuff? and grave?
Pondrous & Wonderful
Wondrous & Ponderful
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The motifs, referential, weave their way through sonic twill, thick to thin, weft through
warp, amid lines whose diagonal trajectories cross and intertwine.
Create a layer of reverence, self-conscious and subtle, gently yielding secrets
No directionality:
No intensiﬁﾞcation:
No sequencing:
No combinatorics:
No spawning:
No cloning:
( Though warped they most deﬁﾞnitely are!
What is this then, negative music?
On the contrary: afﬁﾞrmative music. Caveat, Auditor!
Between such utterances, some languid, some spasmodic, long spans unfold, where
sound-seeds are sown and cultivated; wherein nurturing all that surrounds us becomes
compellingly urgent.Where your arc becomes my spar and rigging. Where my spiky dart
triggers your receptive after-reﬂﾟection. Where you may, if you feel so moved, carry the whole
heft of our community on your shoulders, for some self-determined stretch of time.
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And so.
A music:
inside its own self-enclosed and enclosing space;
outside music-time;
that moves, at times, glacially
sustaining a state of hearing, a state of being
A music:
that confounds expectation;
suffuses itself with sense of place;
abjures virtuosity, of performer or composer;
where the players are charged to support and sustain
each other and the whole they comprise
else all falls apart
A music:
of meditative compassion
of joy and beauty
( though ephemeral, leaden echoes these may be
of pain and heartache;
above all, of re-imagined humanity
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Qixingshan:
tells the story.
Lean, by inference, on technique.
Fat, by dint of will, with Resonance:
a life force
gathered but unfettered,
in new habit,
indexing our progress,
human :

: earthbound.

Cradle to grave to cradle.
A life-form:
a Music
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Listening to Qixingshan with Ben

Whoa. I really didn’t expect a Ben piece to begin this way, but I like it. A nice, meaty,
grab-you-by-the-ears cello gesture that sounds as good as it looks on paper. At the same
time, in pitch-class land, I’m hearing just a single dyad. Sonic intensity paired with
compositional restraint. As soon as I hear the same pitch-class collection, an octave up
in bar 3, I begin to recognize the composer who wrote Meta-Variations. In between
though, Ben slams on the brakes in bar 2 (from mm 160 to mm 40, immediately), so
okay, great introduction, now I’m ready for something - fast, slow, both, neither, let’s
just hear what happens next.
From bar 4 there’s a lyrical duo between violin II and viola, elegantly extended from a
duo played solo by the viola in bar 3. I can’t help noticing that violin II descends in
major 2nds, which I’m already hearing as a thing, thanks to bars 1-3, with the cello
passing the dyadic baton to the viola. We’ve also ascended more than three octaves in
those first four bars, so I think, “going up?” But now we’re going down with violin II
and the viola. Bar 6 makes me wonder if Ben’s gentle prankishness is expressing itself
as I hear a truncated Schenkerian Urlinie in B-major. Next bar over, I wonder if Ben is
daring me to hear the C# resolve to a B, an octave lower in a voice-crossing move from
violin II to viola, further complicated by a deceptive cadence to vi. I can rock that tonal
reference without expecting a definitive answer, and sure enough, while we remain in
diatonic-land, a harmonic scale degree progression loses plausibility from bar 7 on.
What a tease!
In bar 11 things get more serious. Finally all four players are active. Violin I makes a
grand entrance with another dyad that is not quite the cellist’s opening salvo. Instead of
G-A, we hear G-Ab. That semitone dyad is met by an ascending 5th gesture in the cello.
Again, I think, “going up?” The viola and violin II are chilling out on a chord that
contains interval classes 5 and 1, but spaced to avoid both the 5th and semitone, in favor
of a 4th and 7th. I want to connect the violin I and cello parts since they are the most
active here, so I join the Ab-G of the violin to the F# in the cello (easy enough to hear
since they are proximate in pitch space too), and by the way, the “missing” A when
violin I decided to go for a minor, rather than major 2nd, is right where it always was,
in the cello.
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I’m also reminded of the special relationship between semitones and perfect 5ths. I can
traverse the entire 12 notes of the chromatic scale by climbing up or down either in big,
hopping fifths, or crawling in safe little semitones. By the way, this is a piece named
after a mountain. Two main things to do around a mountain are to go up it, and go
down it. Repeat a dyad that is not a unison and you get alternating up and down
motion, as in bar 1. The craftsman in me notices that the viola in bars 4-8 goes down and
then up a tetrachord in 4ths. And, what a coincidence, the same pitch classes constitute
the much more noticeable cello gesture in 5ths starting at bar 11.
Qixingshan is a volcanic mountain. Does that explain the surprising initial cello
eruption? Elemental forces would not be out of place in such a piece. Extremes, even.
Really fast notes and really slow notes. Tiny intervals like the semitone, and big ones,
like the perfect 5th. As is customary with such analysis, I have not yet made it past the
first page of the score. If I wanted to race ahead, I could start to test the theory that 2nds
and 5ths, going up and going down, slow and fast, are a thing here. Instead, I’d like to
pause and just take in the beautiful recording by the Momenta Quartet, without the
score. Will you join me?
Okay, we’re back. Just by aural inspection, it’s clear that the musical elements discussed
above are formative attributes of Qixingshan. The clarity of their exposition is
exemplary. I could go into considerable detail about the manifold motivic development
of these elements, but prefer not to wreck the elegance of their unfolding with clinical
words. Instead, I’d like to talk about the things that I really love here. I love the
superslow two-voice counterpoint that starts at bar 20. Did someone slip Johann Joseph
Fux a Quaalude? I love when the music gets pedal-pointy around bar 47. And when the
music comes unhinged around bar 68 with the Mannheim Rockets, and soon, all sorts of
gestures and time frames coming out of nowhere. Then the super-duper-slow section
starting at bar 116. The fast and faster sections that follow at bar 183. The really, really
big interval melody for cello starting at bar 208. The viola bravura at bar 217 with its
spirited, refreshing 6ths. The spooky, desolate, muted ending from bar 249. These
sections are all so different in character, but they fit together so nicely, bound by the
recurring intervallic, contour, and speed elements.
After listening to Qixingshan with Ben, how do I feel? First, happy for Ben. This seems
like a breakthrough piece for him. It has all of the careful pitch-love that I have long
admired in Ben’s music, but also a kind of abandon that feels new. There’s a fresh
energy rushing through the piece, carrying me calmly but firmly over incredibly slow
passages with equal assurance to the startling, blisteringly fast bits. Ben even scared me
once or twice. (Bar 185, I’m looking at you.) Second, happy for myself. As a carnivorous
composer, I’m always foraging for new ideas to munch on, of which there are many
tasty ones here. (In Qixingshan, I have my ear on all sorts of lovely details of voicing,
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juxtaposition, registration, and transformation which I might grab, file the serial
numbers off of, and deploy in my own vehicles.) Third, grateful for our friendship, and
reminded of what I admire in Ben. This piece is 100% Ben. It’s utterly serious,
compositionally virtuosic, but not at all flashy. Like Ben, this piece doesn’t feel that it
needs to prove anything. It simply is.
When I listen to music by a friend, I’m listening with that friend whether or not s/he is
sitting beside me. With Ben, I have never had a conversation without feeling
enlightened afterwards. Seeing and hearing things differently is his default position.
Where most musicians see music theory as a necessary foundational skill, Ben views it
as the most dangerous activity a musician can engage in, to be undertaken only with the
greatest reflection and seriousness of purpose one can muster. To truly love music is to
desire to know it, and yet to properly fear that one might diminish it through an
insufficiently rich understanding of what a particular musical work actually is.
For Ben, questions of ontology are a matter of necessity, problems of the highest order,
which few music theorists assay with nearly as much energy and intellectual
equipment. And Ben is as much a serious word-artist as he is a serious
composer/theorist. He can linearly and rigorously work through the implications of an
idea as well as any 19th century German philosopher, but also come at you laterally
when you least expect it, and most need it. Perhaps most important, Ben is the most
secure composer/theorist I know. Despite his extraordinary articulateness, our
conversations have never involved Ben trying to get me to see things “his” way. There’s
a much more relaxed, Nietzschean vibe of “this is my truth, what’s yours?” And so I
have always been able to relish our great differences in musical temperament and
outlook in complete comfort. I can even accept the possibility that the string quartet I
described here is, in some sense, a completely different piece than the Qixingshan that
Ben might believe he has composed. That would still work for me because Ben has so
much to offer that even when I misunderstand what he has to say, I still come away
with powerfully useful ideas. Beyond the ideas, I descend from Qixingshan refreshed,
clear, and stimulated to write music that will hopefully be something else entirely.
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On the Qixingshan Trail
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Some music, more than others, prompts heightened awareness of the passage of
time—certainly some passages from Beethoven’s late sonatas and quartets, or, in Feldman’s
Rothko Chapel, the chord conspicuously sustained by the chorus whose time is marked by the
toll of chimes.1 Ben Boretz’s string quartet Qixingshan (2011) is in this category, but with a
difference:

its self-conscious temporality is much more infused with teleology or

directedness.2 It puts its ears ever to the future—in this case perhaps a future of geological
change, change which is usually slow, but which in some geological formations can also be
violently quick.

Qixingsh…haring!

7/30/15 4:31 PM

The temporal self-consciousness is marked right from the get-go, as the quartet
presents opulent durational variety with an economy of pitch content and intervallic
consistency. Within the first four measures, included in Example 1, the durations range from
Back to album

sixteenth notes to tied whole notes, while only the three pitch classes {G, A, C} are
introduced by the time the downbeat of m. 4 is reached.
Follow
Stuart Dawson
Qixingshan (- 七星山 ) means “seven star mountain,” Taipei’s
It helps to know that Qixingshan
For more info on this hike, check out

tallest volcanic formation (whose fumerolic waft is pictured opposite this page), consisting of
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Page 11 of 40
Vincent Meelberg (2006) offers an informative persuasive reading of this in his New Sounds,
New Stories: Narrativity in Contemporary Music, Leiden, Netherlands: Univ. of Leiden Press.
2
Qixingshan (2011), which is Boretz’s string quartet No.2, has been recorded by the
Momenta Quartet, and is available on Open Space CD 32. Timings throughout this essay
refer to this Momenta Quartet recording.
1
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seven peaks surrounding what was its central crater. So it’s easy to hear the volatile opening
measures of Boretz’s quartet as some seismic subterranean rumble (cello in m. 1) followed
by unseen molten lava (viola and second violin in mm. 3–6) beginning to ooze. Indeed lava

flow is an interesting intermediary bridging between the timescales of geological processes
and our own anthropocentric awareness, therefore a good metaphor for middleground
processes in music.
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Measures 1–5 of Boretz’s Qixingshan (2011)

Before delving deeply into the inner-workings of the opening, I’d like to recount some of my
experience listening to Qixingshan, an experience that preceded, mediated, and conditioned
my analysis of it.

Listening to Qixingshan
Although this is an account of listening without score, I include some score excerpts to
orient the reader. The timings are approximate.
~ 0:00 (m. 1>)

The first minute conjures several distinct changes of mood, at first
assertive, almost gruff, then melting. The texture moves viscously.

~ 0:25 (m. 6>)

A steamy dissonance pierces the surface high, and flows down into an
incomplete horn call, the familiar counterpoint of the open air. Its
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bouquet of consonances and dissonances is varied, parsimoniously
colorful.
~0:50 (m. 11>)

Pleading repetitions of the first violin, tempting obstinacy, while the
cello flaunts its rising fanfare over a more viscous sustain. The pleading
piques my “pitch-class consciousness.”3 The dissonant major 7th heard
as a simultaneity a few seconds earlier is now splintered and reforged
into octave-displaced semitones.

EXAMPLE 2

Mm. 9–13 (0:44–1:06) of Qixingshan.

The tenacity pays off, a new pitch (Bb in m. 16) achieved at 1:19 while
the cello pushes its fanfare to new heights far above (F#6 in m. 18).
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After a silence there begins the character that would ultimately pervade
much of my experience and memory of the piece: Emerging again
from a sustained whole step (M2) is a hauntingly slow ascent. Each
ascending step is an event. The consonant resonance of perfect
fourth—Pythagoras’s beloved 4:3, both superparticular (n+1: n) and
tetraktian (1≤n≤4)—feels like primordial energy. From this state, the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3
“Pitch-class Consciousness” was the title of a Perspectives of New Music article by Paul Lansky,
an article whose title made an impression on me, as I explained in my interview published in
the 50th Anniversary issue of Perspectives.
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gentle pierce of Stravinskidissonance sends shivers. Each sustain opens a
stage for the next sonic drama to unfold, always oozing upward, steady
and determined. Each time the variety of consonant and dissonant
simultaneities parade by, waving at Fux, while pushing a more inclusive
archetype of seriation.
~ 4:36 (m. 56>)

The upward momentum has been accumulating and accelerating.

~ 5:15 (m. 66>)

A climax, bursting through the surface, possibly to the expose of
sunlight, or moon.

~ 6:00 (m. 79>)

More upward momentum, accumulating and accelerating, within an
unusual variety of durations, attack modes, and sound colors. Popping,
swirling, and oozing abound.

~ 6:50 (m. 90>)

Pandiatonic harmonies radiate a new kind of energy and light,
interspersed with another eerie horn call that nods to both Gershwin
and Stravinsky (at 6:57–7:00).

~ 7:15 (m. 94>)

A sinewy riff à la Hindemith rolls off and up, becoming Webern’s
Op.5, No.4’s Flyaway,4 which gives way to the viola’s soliloquy.

~ 8:00 (m. 104>)

Figure-ground, center-periphery: Against more sluggish and viscous
volcanic flows, after three violent bursts, a stern violin cadenza
suddenly sparks and flashes, through furious crevices, blistering with
molten rock. The drastic range of durations of the flows and bursts is
itself meta-volcanic: both viscous and fluid, volatilely hesitant and fluent.

~ 8:35 (m. 114>)

The viscous flows diverge and reunite, in a staggered pacing, which I
envision as in Example 4.

EXAMPLE 4
~ 10:40 (m. 143>)

Informal visualization of staggered ascending counterpoint
The ascent continues.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Flyaway is the designation that Lewin (1982, 1987) gave to the intervallically linked thrice
occurring, ascending gesture in the same Webern work Boretz analyzes in Meta-Variations.
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~ 12:15 (m. 173>)

Angelic and haunting, parallel imperfect consonances, the most agile
intervals of counterpoint.

~ 12:45 (m. 180>)

After arriving on a resonant perfect fifth, now a break in sound, and a
break in viscosity, a pizzicato punctures the surface for another swift
“rolling off” riff to spring out, now thick-skinned in parallel (similar
motion) dissonance. 	
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Resonant perfect 5 , puncturing pizzicato, and thick-skinned dissonance
(12:35–12:59)

~13:18 (m. 190>)

Pressure mounts, gathering speed.

~ 13:27 (m. 193>)

The eruption begins with a furious cello, the second violin already its
accomplice in tremolo.

~14:00 (m. 202>)

Nervous tremolos give way to more viscous flows again, still pushing
upward. Then faint wafts of the horn-call return.

~ 14:30 (m. 208>)

With a demonstrative deep stroke, the cello’s fitful cadenza begins.
Having broken through to surface, the four-note fanfare, heard
ascending near the start of the quartet, now bounds downward, in repeated
stabbing motions from the viola.

~ 14:55 (m. 214>)

Made-up words come to mind: projectile understonage of the second
violin and cello make way for …

~ 15:10 (m. 217>)

The viola’s gruff solo of parallel sixths. Then in staggered double
stops, the viola oozes its own solo ascent, its own “music for a while”
culminating on a sustained perfect fifth.

~ 15:52 (m. 224>)

Now, molten rock oozes down from the heights and simultaneously
up from the depths, seemingly a twisted version of the horn-call
wafting, the outside air scented by the underfumes.

~16:20 (m. 229>)

Still more subterranean murmuring.
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~ 16:38 (m. 232>)

More downward and upward oozing.

~ 17:00 (m. 235>)

After the pace slackens, viscosity pervading, underfumes oozing,
haunted horn-calls wafting—then suddenly another magmatic burst!
The two violins alone seem to wrestle, pushing their way through
higher plumes of sulfuric steam.

~ 18:00 (m. 249>)

Spent of their energy, the urgent upward pushes and gravitational pulls
now lull into gentle oscillation which both recalls and transforms the
primordial state of the quartet’s opening.

Under the crust
Various recurrences, consistencies, and other symmetries drew my attention while
listening. They also fuel the feeling of suspense—“ears to the future”—that overwhelms me
while listening. For instance, the passionate plea of the first violin dwells on exclusively G
and Ab for 34 notes over four measures (mm. 11–14), so that it earns its purposeful ascent to
a new pitch, to an eventful Bb in m. 16 (1:22), while the cello’s fanfare also climbs to an
eventfully higher B§, altogether an upoozing trajectory to be followed. And the upoozing is
often canonic, or nearly so. Among the “hauntingly slow ascents,” the viola’s decelerated line
at mm. 20–25 is nearly an octave transpose of the first violin’s at mm. 15–17, and the cello’s
at mm. 22–33 is yet a slower version transposed down a major second, as Example 6 shows.
The seeping upward occurs each time from a deeper geostratum, and at a deeper pace.
Yet what drew my attention more were the detail correlations within the first 90
seconds of the quartet, to which I had promised to return. The viola’s gesture at mm. 2–3
seems to break off before completion. Its already strong intervallic relation to the violinviola duo of mm. 4–10 is diversified by the ascending cello fanfares recurring in mm. 10–13.
The second violin’s first four notes {G#, F#, D#, C#} are particularly familiar: They’re a
transposition of Gershwin’s “I Got Rhythm” tetrachord. Let’s call it IGoRtet. And they’re a
whole lot else; for instance they’re a highly distinctive facet of the introduction of
Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring, as Example 7 reminds us.
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EXAMPLE 7

Excerpts from the Intro of the Rite of Spring, featuring IGoRtet.

A few tricks about IGoRtet (both ordered and unordered) are good to know. As
Example 8 shows, its pitch classes generate from the cycle of perfect fifths: The first four
pitches of the cycle of fifths collapsed into a narrower compass are indeed exactly
Gershwin’s pitches, and Stravinsky’s. Knowing Boretz’s cycle-of-fifths analysis of Webern’s
Op.5, no.4 (in his Meta-Variations) it’s a good bet the cycle-of-fifths generation of this set is a
game not far from Boretz’s mind, and therefore not far from my own when analyzing his
composition. These are Boretz pitches too.
Indeed IGoRtet organizes the opening measures of Qixingshan, while leaving
something for later measures to complete. The first page presents four versions of the
IGoRtet, the last of which, the cello’s ascending fanfare, is repeated and ultimately liquidated
into an ever heightened ascent that accompanies the canonic upoozing discussed above.
(The fanfare recurs several times in varied form throughout the quartet.) This cello fanfare
(initially <A,E,B,F#> in m.11) is clearly the closest to IGoRtet’s cycle-of-fifths generative
roots. Let’s face it, it comes smoldering from the molten core. Whereas in Qixingshan’s
opening, the other versions of IGoRtet are, to varying degrees, more compact and melodic.
They also vary in tessitura, contour, and speed, such that the diversity of IGoRtet’s potential
is mapped out and filled in with just a few sweeps of the bow.
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I

EXAMPLE 8

got

rhy

thm

Visualization of the cycle-of-fifths derivation and retrograde inversional
symmetry of Gershwin’s famous tune.
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EXAMPLE 9

Statements of IGoRtet (“I Got Rhythm” tetrachord) in mm. 1–11 (0:00–
0:58)

Example 9 illustrates this. The second violin first presents IGoRtet in mm. 4–6
(upper left of Example 9) in the most compact spacing, in a relatively high tessitura in only
half and whole notes descending. The viola’s descending perfect fourths accompaniment
(lower left) differs in its pitch content, tessitura, and that its pitch range is unfolded to a
wider ambitus, which more directly references the cycle-of-fifths generation of the pitches.
The contrapuntal combination of the compact spacing (upper left) and wide spacing (lower
left) create the “horn call” allusion I mentioned above. (The second violin later plays a more
dissonant ascending version of this in double stops in mm. 91–92: the “nod” to both
Gerswhin and Stravinsky I mentioned above.)
In the opening bars, the second violin’s next presentation, in mm. 7–9 (upper right
of Example 8), reverses mm. 4–6’s contour and accelerates the rhythm to include dotted
quarter notes, while preserving pitch class content, and only slightly expanding the ambitus
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and tessitura. The cello’s fanfare version of IGoRtet, presented in varied rhythm in mm. 11–
14 (lower right), is the same pitch-class series as the viola’s and the same contour as the
second violin’s mm. 7–9 statement. Yet it departs most drastically from the second violin’s
initial presentation of IGoRtet in mm. 4–6; it’s closest to the generative core of IGoRtet, as
mentioned above. It’s also the fastest, foretelling more fluidity, fluidity that will eventually
burst the earth’s crust.
I Got Music
Given the descending-ascending (answer-question) profile of the gestures on the left
and right of Example 9, I’ve been tempted all along to mention another feature of IGoRtet’s
melodically compact presentation, the one Gershwin uses, and exploits. In Gershwin’s tune,
of course the melodies of “I got rhy-thm” and “I got mu-sic” are opposite in contour, but
are parallel gestures, in terms of rhythm, words, semantic content, and pitch content. Yet
they are also parallel in one additional respect, due to the intervallic structure of IGoRtet. As
the annotations on the top and bottom of Example 8 show, its series of intervals forward
(up) are the same as those backward (down): in both directions it's a whole step, a half step,
and then a whole step again. It’s an intervallic palindrome, which means it is its own
retrograde inversion (RT9IP = P). So when Gershwin’s second gesture “I got mu-sic”
presents the pitch series of the first gesture backwards, it is also presenting the same intervals
forwards, thereby further supporting the parallels of rhythm, words, semantic content, and
pitch content.
This feature of IGoRtet exploited in Gershwin’s ditty might not apply to Boretz’s
volcanic Qixingshan. Except that it does. Recall the passage of Qixingshan I described as
“diverging and reuniting viscous flows” in a “staggered pacing” that leads to “angelic and
haunting parallel imperfect consonances.” This slowly ascending lava flow section at mm.
114–182 (8:35–11:40) is a double canon based on a seven-tone pitch series having the same
intervallic palindromic feature (RI invariance) that the compact melodic form of IGoRtet
has.
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EXAMPLE 10 The ascending double canon at mm. 114–160 (8:35–11:40)
As Example 10 shows, the first violin and then the cello present the double dux of
the canon, this dux itself being a duo that is pseudo-canonic. The first violin’s pitch series is
two semitones (m2) followed by two whole steps (M2) and then two semitones (m2) again.
As with IGoRtet, the first violin’s interval pattern <m2, m2, M2, M2, m2, m2> is the same
forwards as backwards; the series is its own retrograde inversion (RT0IP = P). The cello’s
series, which is the other component of the dux, has the same palindrome property although
its interval pattern swaps the positions of whole and half steps to produce something slightly
different: <M2, M2, m2, m2, M2, M2> and every second pitch of the two series is the
same: <_, A, _, C, _, Eb, _>. (The cello’s line is also invariant under RT0I). Both series are
symmetrical around C. After the first violin, the cello slowly seeps on its own route
through neighboring and intersecting crevices. Besides sharing three tones in common, the
four tones that differ between the violin’s and cello’s series only do so by a semitone,
symmetrically diverging from the A/D# axis. This seepage reroute, generating the cello’s series
from the first violin’s, is diagrammed in Example 11.
The comes of the canon, played by the viola and second violin, derives from the dux
by RTeI.5 Example 12 compactly depicts the retrograde inversional symmetry of the canon.
Rather than just a technical display, this double canon, rendered in viscous lava-like
ascending flows, aptly references the subterranean processes that actually lead to a volcanic
eruption. The suspense is there. We feel the unwavering upward flow steadily increase the
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  The viola’s and second violin’s lines can also derive from the separate lines of the dux by Te
and T1.
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EXAMPLE 11 Seepage Reroute <	
  G#, A, Bb, C, D, D#, E> → < G, A, B, C, C#, D#, E#>

potential energy of the material. The seepage rerouting and the retrograde inversional
symmetry of the canon’s pitch series contribute to this by infusing continuity, by blurring the
beginnings, middles, and endings of the canon subject. The first violin starts with semitones,
then plays whole steps in the middle and ends with semitones; the cello’s seepage rerouting
of this starts with what were the interior intervals (whole steps) and precedes to what were
the exterior intervals (semitones). A pattern of alternating pairs of semitones and whole steps
<m2, m2, M2, M2, m2, m2, M2, M2, …> can be heard throughout the entire ascending
double canon section, as you can glean by scanning across Example 10.

EXAMPLE 12 Compact representation of the retrograde inversional symmetry of the
ascending double canon at mm. 114–160 (8:35–11:40).
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The retrograde inversional symmetry in particular perhaps also foretells that what
flows up, must eventually flow down. Furthermore, although the canon does not feature
IGoRtet itself, it relates to a later passage in the quartet that does feature this tetrachord and
that also references what I just said about flow. The full logic of that later passage, however,
depends on aspects of the beginning of the quartet that I have not yet addressed, aspects
relating to the sense of direction or teleology prompted by having left something for later
measures to complete, cultivating suspense, turning our ears to the future.	
  

Absence, Direction, and Completion
Once IGoRtet comes to the front of one’s mind, the sense of mapping out, moving toward,
but not yet completing a goal becomes vivid in the first few measures of Qixingshan. The
cello presents <G, A> in m.1 and the viola presents <G, A, C> in m. 2. The obvious next
pitch to expect is D, which completes IGoRtet: <G, A, C, D>. D is very much expected.
Yet it does not materialize, not in the next measure, not even when the texture and pitch
content shift at m.11, or when the slow flows commence at m. 20.
At this point it’s helpful to visualize the filling out of pitch-class space as the piece
proceeds. Because of the cycle-of-fifths orientation of IGoRtet, I have chosen to do this on
a cycle-of-fifths (or fourths) space shown in Example 13. The four quartet parts are coded
by greyscale shadings, the violins with pitches shown in black text and the viola and cello
with pitches shown in white text. Black boxes indicate the cello’s pitch classes and white
boxes indicate the first violin’s pitch classes. Light and dark grey boxes indicate the pitch
classes of the second violin and viola. In this space, each instance of IGoRtet occupies four
adjacent rows, one immediately on top of another, therefore occupying a vertical zone as it
were.
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EXAMPLE 13 Cycle-of-fifths space visualization of the pitch-class chronology of mm. 1–11
(0:00–0:58).

Looking at the diagram, it’s clear that the cello and viola map out, but fail to fill in,
the {C, G, _, A} zone in mm. 1–3. The viola presentation of IGoRtet expands from A to E,
to B, to F#, while the second violin’s IGoRtet expands from F# to C#, to G# to D# in mm.4–
6. Nine of the 12 pitch classes of the aggregate have occurred, the players being devoted to
different overlapping vertical zones of the cycle-of-fifths space consisting of mostly
contiguous rows. In m. 11 the viola and second violin’s sustained tones supply two of the
missing pitch classes F and Bb. But where is D? As it turns out, pitch class D is denied to us
for many measures, until the 12-pitch-class aggregate is finally completed by the viola in m.
49, shown in Example 14. (The arrival on D concludes the viola’s self-drone-accompanied
solo that starts in m. 47 with the “gentle pierce of Stravinskidissonance”: high C# against the
low open-string C§.) Having finally reached it, the viola sustains D for six measures.
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EXAMPLE 14 Within mm. 42–55 (2:23-4:35), the occurrence of D in m. 49 (4:00–4:06),
completes the 12-pc aggregate

Similar tricks happen later in the quartet, such as in the second violin’s climactic
ascending process in mm. 69–72, shown in Example 15, the “climax bursting to the surface,
possibly to the expose of sunlight, or moon.” Here the IGoRtet fanfare is whittled from four
down to two pitch classes ({G#, C#, F#, B} becomes {G#, D#}) then distorted to a nonIGoRtet pcset {Ab, F, C, A}, and then shifted on the cycle of fifths to an almost IGoRtet. As
its final pitch in m. 71, the second violin supplies F instead of the expected E. After the cello
and viola have dropped out, the pitch class E, having been denied thus far, enters
dramatically in m. 72, during the fourth beat, a beat on which the second violin has been
inactive during this ascending climactic process.
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EXAMPLE 15: mm. 68–73 (5:19 – 5:35)

The cycle-of-fifths space diagram in Example 16 shows that E is not only the
completion of IGoRtet in m. 71, but also the only pitch class besides D needed to
complete the 12-pitch-class aggregate in this passage. All the other pitch classes are present;
the only row in the chart that remains empty from m. 68 through m. 72, besides D, is that of
E. (D is supplied again by the viola three measures later as the end of a fortissimo septuplet.)

EXAMPLE 16 Cycle-of-fifths space visualization of the pitch-class chronology of mm. 68–
73 (5:19 – 5:35)

The arrival on D in m. 49 is in a different league however. First of all because it is
the only one of the 12 pitch classes yet to be presented during a much longer span: from m.
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1 to m. 49. Secondly, D was not only absent, it was doubly absent! It was the viola in m. 3
that began the incomplete instance of IGoRtet, and indeed it is the viola that supplies this
pitch in m. 49, in the appropriate register, on the appropriate beat, again after two dotted
quarter notes, and after two of the other pitches (A and C) of IGoRtet have been sounded.
This entire setup is re-established just before D enters, as shown in Example 17.
Additionally, the aftercontext, pitches <A, E> in m. 4–5, of the D missing from m. 3, is
supplied in retrograde as a forecontext for its arrival in m. 49. All this is done by the viola.

EXAMPLE 17 The incomplete statement of IGoRtet in m. 3 (0:08–0:12) and its completion
(and aggregate completion) in m. 49 (4:00–4:06). Also shown is the retrograde-related
aftercontext as a forecontext for D’s arrival.

IGoR tete-a-tete
Once the eruption occurs in mm. 193–207 (13:27–14:30), there is definitely more
ambiguity as to the predominant direction of flow. The purely ascending flows of the double
canon are long past. In mm. 209–13 the IGoRtet fanfare is now bounding downward in a
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repeated stabbing motion, as I mentioned above. Projectiles of flaming rock are shooting in
every direction. The flow of lava is up and out as well as over and down.
That what flows up must eventually flow down is distilled especially in the outer
voices of mm. 224–27 and its varied counterpart at mm. 232–34, shown in Example 18.
(These are the passages I called “molten rock oozing down from the heights and
simultaneously up from the depths, seemingly a twisted version of the horn-call wafting, the
outside air scented by underfumes.”) Consider mm. 224–27 in particular. It obviously states
IGoRtet in its compact melodic guise, both up and down.
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(Example 18 continued on the next page)
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EXAMPLE 18 IGoRtet contrary motion wafting wedges in outer voices at mm. 224–34
(15:52–17:00).
Example 19 visualizes mm. 224–27 in the same way as Example 8 above does for
Gershwin’s famous ditty. All the important features are visible: its derivation from the cycleof-fifths, its palindromic pattern of intervals, and therefore its retrograde inversional
symmetry.
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EXAMPLE 19 Visualization of the outer voices of Qixingshan at mm. 224–27.
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Of course it still appears different from Gershwin’s tune. Yet this is remedied by
swapping the high and low positions where the cello part and first violin part each appear on
the diagram. Example 20 accomplishes this.
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EXAMPLE 20 Alternative arrangement of the visualization of the outer voices of Qixingshan
at mm. 224–27. (Compare to Example 8 above.)
Now a comparison to Example 8 reveals that this is indeed merely a transposition of
Gershwin’s “I got rhy-thm, I got mu-sic,” except that instead of Gershwin’s two successive
gestures (up and then down), Boretz presents them in contrapuntal combination wedge.
What GG’s got in series BB puts in parallel.
The corresponding passage at mm. 232–34 (“more downward and upward oozing”)
might cause more consternation. Its pitch-class content is different, but that’s far from all.
Actually the cello’s pitch classes {C#, G#, D#, A#} are just a shift one notch on the cycle-offifths from the pitch classes at mm. 224–27: {F#, C#, G#, D#}. Example 21 visualizes this
passage, showing the cycle-of-fifths content of, at least, the cello’s pitches. In the previous
passage, mm. 224–27, the outer voices shared the same pitch content, but this is not true in
mm. 232–34, although they do still waft in a contrary motion wedge. The cello line is the
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same version of IGoRtet the second violin presents at mm. 7–9, the one in the upper right
quadrant of Example 9; it no longer has the palindrome (retrograde inversional symmetry)
feature that the compact version has. Yet it’s the pitch content of the first violin part of mm.
234–27 that is the real wrinkle. Looking at Example 21, turning the page clockwise to view
the stacked fifths in the bass clef, it’s apparent that the first violin part (shown on the left
when rotated) ought to have Eb. Alas, it does not. It presents D instead, the same pitch class
withheld both from IGoRtet and from aggregate completion in mm. 1–49 of the quartet.
Despite what status D has earned, the missing Eb is supplied in the second violin’s
sudden fortissimo three measures later (Example 22), and as the goal of the first violin’s final
ascent at mm. 245–48, from G to Eb (Example 23), which recalls the viola’s ascent in the
double canon.
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EXAMPLE 21 Visualization of the outer voices of Qixingshan at mm. 232–34.
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EXAMPLE 22 Expected Eb in m. 233 supplied by the second violin’s sudden fortissimo in
m. 236 and closing the passage in m. 239 (shown are mm. 231–40, 16:33–17:18)
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EXAMPLE 23 Final ascent of the first violin culminates in Eb (D#). (Shown are mm. 243–
249, 17:39–18:02)
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Cooling off and slowing down
The final bars of Qixingshan, shown in Example 24, sound distinctive while
referencing actions and textures heard since the beginning. After the first violin completes its
final ascent up to D# in m. 248 (“pushing its way through higher plumes of sulfuric steam”),
the energy then cools. A strange version of the fanfare motive leads to a fading sustain under
a decelerating oscillation.
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EXAMPLE 24 The conclusion of Qixingshan, mm. 247–256 (17:47–19:09)
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Example 25 diagrams some of the ways these final moments tie together various
actions that occurred since the start of the quartet. In m. 1 the two repeated Gs followed by
the {A, G} oscillation foretell several variants of this combination of direct pitch repetition
and pitch oscillation. These include (1) irregular numbers of direct pitch repetitions within a
stepwise oscillation, as in m. 74; (2) regular double occurrence of each pitch in a series of
pitches, as in m. 190; and (3) tremolo oscillation between two step-related pitches, as in m.
195. All these are distilled to the simpler and clearer double oscillation pattern between G
and Ab in m. 250.
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EXAMPLE 25 Diagram depicting the fusion and distillation that creates the last two gestures
of Qixingshan.
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In a different way, the pleading octave-displacing melody of mm. 11–14 foretells the
oscillation of m. 251, because of pitch-class content, higher tessitura, and somewhat irregular
rhythm. Therefore in the simple transition from m. 250 to m. 251 I feel like I have crossed
the significant gap from the cello’s m.1 IGoRtet-ish whole-step gesture to the first violin’s
pleading semitone-based melody of mm. 11–14, and in so doing have brought back to mind
much of the rest of the quartet. Even the ascending double canon and the two IGoRtet
wafting wedges are brought to mind. The ascending double canon comes to mind because of
its movement by exclusively whole steps and semitones, as well as the fact that its seepage reroute
operation shifts tones by a semitone, essentially swapping semitones with whole steps and
vice versa within its pitch series. The IGoRtet wafting wedges come to mind because in their
contrapuntal combination of IGoRtet they most clearly collapse Qixingshan’s upflows and
downflows into a single texture that balances both. Also, the IGoRtet wafting wedges
balance these contrary flows with a sustain texture (C and G sustained by the viola), which to
my mind suggests the cooling of lava, the surge of its viscosity, ultimately to a state of
enduring stillness.
When listening to and contemplating Boretz’s Qixingshan, a double dialectic plays
out. It is between stillness and motion and between descent and ascent. Perhaps these
stimulate my temporal awareness. When stone cold, the material is capable of complete
enduring stillness. At its hottest it will swiftly burn through anything in its path. The same
material in its still state partakes in processes on a geological time-scale, one I cannot imagine
vividly though I am ever aware of it. The composition Qixingshan is music that stimulates this
immediate and distant awareness as I imagine would the natural phenomena that created the
Qixingshan “seven star mountain.”
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Walking Up and Over:
Approaching Boretz’s Qixingshan

Chris Stover

1.
Multiple temporal strata—very long sounds freely coexisting with quick bursts of activity.
Repetition—but not repetition so much as recurrence, the recognition of objects and events
reappearing in new contexts. Registral displacements—literal reachings up and over, inviting
participation in new registral spaces. Very long events—approaching stasis. The trembling of
bow on string as a player attempts to sustain a single very soft pitch. Or noticing the timbral
difference that occurs when a single bowed note, pp, is transformed into a double stop. “The
ambience of that mountain was the image–environment into which I composed my impressions
of those qualities of sonic being.”1 Tending-toward structure and then radically (or subtly)
disrupting where those structural implications may have seemed to have been heading. “[A]n
infinite chain of disappearing links, each a path to something else.”2 Expansions and
contractions—of intervallic spaces, of rhythmic gestures, of melodic cells, of densities, of
registers.
To conflate a few words from Ben, a few from Joseph Dubiel, and a few from Martin
Scherzinger, I am searching for (some of) the “modalities that flush out the radical
particularities” of Qixingshan, to “notice what is startling and abnormal” about it, to “become
perplexed by it.”3 I like very much the notion of becoming perplexed by a musical encounter—
suggesting, perhaps, that I’m initially not perplexed but that by repeated, sensitive engagement
my attention is drawn to aspects of the music for which I do not have a register of ready-made
mental configurations, and that perhaps I am discovering that I can’t so easily—without careful
and creative consideration—formulate new ones. I also like the Deleuzian implications of
becoming-perplexed (here recast as a compound procedure, always already in-the-process-of) as
an active deterritorialization animated by the radical particularity of this piece of music, my
experience of listening to it, the reflective meta-musical thought that goes into trying to subtend
music and experience with words, and the ecological space that emerges through the interaction
of all of these. And, back to Ben, how all of the directional threads that constitute this active
process are what determine the emergent ontology of the music-as-experienced. Below I’ll
consider whether some instance of perplexity results from my listening from the wrong
perspective; trying to hear structure in a particular way where that mode of listening is

Morris 2014, quoting Boretz.
Boretz [1979] 2003, n.p.n.
3
Scherzinger 2002, 162–163.
1
2
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inappropriate.4 Am I, in these instances, asking the wrong questions? (Am I coming to some bit
of music with the wrong “non-innocent eye” (or ear)?) As Gadamer suggests, to understand is to
always ask questions, to always be inquiring creatively into the ways of being in a relationship
with some object of knowledge, so I’m not too concerned yet, as long as I am asking and not
assuming. Don’t make assertions, ask questions. Listen. As Heidegger insists, we enter into
relationships with things so we can let the things be as they are, in all their relationality and inthe-world-ness. By teasing out the relationship between this perspective and the perspective that
foregrounds and valorizes our own experiences and affective states—the power to affect and to be
affected—this shifting relationship is what I understand interpretation to be.5
An analytic of experience, then, beginning by understanding the in-between-ness of
experience—the dialogue between the act of experiencing and the experienced thing; the mental
configurations that are formed, and how; what Dubiel characterizes as the relationship between
“how we shape ourselves to the music” and “what is presented to us as music.”6 This, for me, is
real phenomenological engagement; a dialogue that emerges between perspective (but striving to
stay away from terms like judgment) and apodictic experience—striving to engage the object of
experience as and how it presents itself, but not fearing the kinds of understanding that emerge
from perspective, personal engagement, embodiment, and so on (including emotional states
(including brute psychomotor responses)). And also understanding that our understanding is
being shaped at the same time as the ontological identity of the music-object is emerging. This
seems to be what Ben means when he suggests that we need metamusical thought to be
“functional right where the musical action really is,” contributing to one’s “self-determining,
evolving creation of their own music—as listeners, inventors, players—in the service of their own
needs and uses for music.” ([1992] 2003, 338) And that “[t]he temporally evolving act of
‘thinking in music’ constitutes the simultaneous ongoing creation and music-entity-productive
action of a fluid but determinate set of syntactic mindwarps which at any juncture could be
described as determining, for every possible soundthing, the range of music-meaning things it
could be.” (340) In this construct the musical-experience-having entity is explicitly given, and so
that range of music-meaning things really is the terrain upon which music and musicalexperience-having beings come into dialogue, creatively and affectively co-composing one
another.
Boretz as (Deleuzian) Spinozist—that’s a paper that needs to be written still.7 Throughout
Ben’s writing we find affective language: action, agency, impingement, interpretation,
4

This aligns with some important observations Ben makes in Meta-Variations, about appropriations of
previously defined functional terms into contexts that result in inconsistent or incompatible usages (1972,
149), explanatory inadequacies or reduced standards of structural uniformity (152), and inconclusive
appeals to extramusical domains for epistemological corroboration (153).
5
This is my reading of Gadamer reading Heidegger, with a Boretzian gloss. See Gadamer, 268–273ff.
6
Dubiel 1999, 268.
7
While he has not expressed direct filiation to any of them, Ben has been written about from the
perspective of the radical art aesthetics of Tolstoy, Collingswood, and Dewey (Maus 1988), and from
Deleuzian (Scherzinger 2002) and Heideggerian (Stein 2005–6; Scherzinger again, 2005–6; Gleason 2013,
68–72) perspectives. Scherzinger’s evocations of Heidegger in Ben’s thought is particularly compelling—
see pp. 82–83. Ben’s musical thinking has also been described as phenomenological, and even as
foregrounding a latent connection between Husserl’s phenomenology and Carnap’s phenomenalism (Rahn
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motivation, sensation. Ben doesn’t use all of the words per se, but his language shimmers with
their ranges of meanings and meaning-potentialities. As Fred Maus describes, Ben “writes that
musical awareness and conception deal properly with occasions and activities, not pieces or
works, and he identifies listening as ‘the primal expressive act’, moving us ‘exactly insofar as it
expresses us, the listeners’.”8 The following narrative recounts aspects of one such
occasion/activity.

2.
Adumbrating intervallic cells—not to exhaust all permutations but to explore potentialities,
expressive possibilities, sonic combinations. Up and over, down and under, around behind,
zooming in, pulling back. Outside-in and inside-out. Always a new perspective. The first Boretz
quote in the first paragraph above ends with an allusion to “qualities of sonic being”—what can he
mean by this aphorism? What does “being” mean in this context, and how might an
adumbrational approach allow us to begin to understand the nature of that being? Later I’ll
suggest a parallel between the “image-environment” into which Ben “composed [his]
impressions” and the “mental configurations” that are brought to bear in many of Ben’s
narratives about musical experience. But for now a recognition of “being,” as an ever-emergent
quality (there is always another adumbration) seems like a phenomenologically sound starting
place, turning our mental configurations around in ways that might map onto how the musical
objects themselves seem to be turning around.
Figure 1 abstracts two passages from Qixingshan that I hear as linked in some salient way.
Annotations show the ways I (choose to; for now) hear musical progression through each of the
passages, or put another way, what sort of immediate provenence some particular sound-object
seems to have—how some given gesture reflects the passage of what has preceded it.

2012; see also Gleason 2013, 46–7). I think the Spinozan implications of Ben’s various entreaties for these
particular kinds of active listening stances are highly compelling.
8
Maus 1988, 219.
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In this hearing, major seconds are the basic shapes around which musical processes unfold.
There are three, or maybe four, ways in which these simple shapes are developed: they are filled
in, as in the cello F# that fills in the long sustained G to F “pedal” in Figure 1a; the reverse of this,
where a single pitch is flanked on both sides to become a major second, as with the beginning of
the passage shown in Figure 1b; they are concatenated to form longer major-second melodic
segments; or they project continuations of further major-second gestures, such as those that
appear a semitone away in pc-space but displaced by an octave. In addition, they expand or
contract, as when the viola G rises through Ab to Bb, transforming a major second into a minor
third then a perfect fourth—the Ab–Bb dyad a linearization of F–G; the F# (leap away-from and
back-to) that temporally separates them at first mysterious but very soon revealed as projecting a
second melodic stratum, F# to a G#–A# dyad, whole steps to contrast the chromatic hexachord
that defines the pitch content of the lower stratum. As cello and viola climb in register, this
separation starts to disappear—strata fold into one another—but the generative significance of the
major second is reinforced, culminating in major ninth (F–G, again) and then minor seventh
(Ab–Bb, again) dyads, the last of which is filled in by the viola’s solo A, which, significantly, also
impinges on the whole-tone space of the original higher stratum. The passage shown in Figure
1b, several minutes into the piece, reflects a number of further developments that have occurred
in the meantime, but the projection of major seconds is an easy, and I'd argue useful, way of
hearing through the passage, beginning with the bifurcation of the violin’s G# pedal into a G–A
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dyad, its octave transfer to Bb–C (following the same transformational path that the cello and
viola took in measures 20 to 25), the rapid proliferation of whole steps in the second violin’s
entrance, and the very salient major-second relation between the viola and second violin’s final
notes (and their relation to the first violin’s pedal).
There is a different form of adumbration at work here too, by which I mean my repeated
listenings, approaching Qixingshan from as many different listening perspectives as I could
imagine, understanding it as an aural event, as an experience. Boretz: listening as experiencing
the music as experiencing my experience of the music. John Rahn: rewind and play again. Turn it
over again: what’s on the other side? Turn it back over: what can I find that I didn’t catch before?
Through adumbrational listening I am accumulating knowledge—knowledge of what Qixingshan
is communicating to me, of what meaning-indicators it is offering, of how it is inviting me to ask
questions. Repeating experience—how do we think through the “again” of playing it again?
Reminding myself that this is experiencing not only Ben’s Qixingshan but also the Momenta
Quartet’s CD recording of Ben’s Qixingshan (there is no other performance I have access to,
except the one that plays in my head when I follow the score without the recording). The
recording is mostly excellent—aside from a few liberties taken with Ben’s tempo indications, a
few expressive dynamic embellishments that I would have interpreted in a more stark manner to
emphasize the subito nature of Ben’s indications, and an occasional tentativeness with the very
soft and exposed double-stop passages, they offer as sensitive a reading as one could hope for.
And I’m the kind of listener that also likes to stop and rewind and play over and over some small
passage that interests or excites or confounds me, which I find myself doing a lot with this piece.
I first approached Qixingshan, and Qixingshan, from an unusual (for me) perspective. In
short, I approached from the perspective of wanting to engage a new work of Ben’s that I hadn’t
yet come into contact with, for the express purposes of generating this essay. Ben had sent me
the CD but it was still in the queue when Dorota emailed to ask if I would like to participate in
this project; I asked if this would be an appropriate piece to investigate and if she could send a
score along, and so it began. Less unusual (for me), I began without the score, with about a
dozen listenings over the course of a few days, immersing myself into its sound-logic, into an
emerging conception of its syntactic terrain, into considerations of what its expressive gestures
mean to me. Zooming my perspective in and out, listening for syntactic details, thinking about
larger-scale coherence, beginning to form rudimentary mental configurations to come to terms
with what Qixingshan is expressing and how it is doing so. Many more listenings then, with and
without the score, and then increasingly close scrutiny as this or that feature began to call for my
attention...
Ben also does something unusual in Qixingshan, or at least in his meta-musical discourse
around Qixingshan, and at least in the context of how he usually presents his music to the
public—he hints at an extramusical program. “Qixingshan converged two experiences: walking
up and over the classically beautiful mountain near Taipei where, and just after, my
granddaughter Lyla Luyi was born….” It is easy to read the slow rising gestures of what Elaine
Barkin refers to as the “world’s slowest fugue” as mimetic evocations of the act of approaching
and ascending the mountain; it is equally easy to read the motionless sustained tones and clusters
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of tones from which those fugal gestures emerge as the mist surround the foothills of the
mountain or the sulphur springs that one encounters on the way to the summit. I see no reason
not to engage these readings—they are lovely and evocative.9 Even Bob Morris describes “a
subtle sensation of climbing” in this passage; at any rate these sorts of descriptions are playing a
role in my experience of the piece, even when I am listening with more structure-seeking (or
determining) ears.

3.
As is well-known, much of Ben’s work has circled around an extended critique of the claims of
music theory as an explanatory project. Scott Gleason characterizes as “the Turn” the extended
moment in which Ben and J.K. Randall, according to many observers, abandoned the hyperrigorous formalism of their earlier work to focus on matters of personal experience and
engagement with(in) musical contexts, with concomitant experimental language. A recurring
theme in Gleason’s narrative is that this turn is not as radical as some have made it out to be; that
“the Turn” was a necessary and logical extension of Ben’s earlier deep engagement with frames
stemming from the brand of logical positivism of Quine, Carnap, and Goodman that Milton
Babbitt was championing, which Ben was (I’d argue, as would Gleason and I think Ben), as early
as Meta-Variations, already channeling in the service of that exact critique, embuing a formalist
rigor with an acutely careful way of framing the object of analysis that always already challenged
any received (or preconceived) ideas about what the ontological identity of that object might be.10
In one of the most celebrated passages from Meta-Variations—the well-known analysis of the
Tristan prelude—Ben is doing nothing if not imploring the reader to bring an eidetic attitude to
the act of analysis, to begin with one’s experience of the object, to let analytic identity emerge
from that experience, and to be open to plural analytic identities. And of course Ben then
brilliantly demonstrates a few ways that this can be done. Dora Hanninen, in her analysis of
“Language ,as a music / Thesis” demonstrates how even in that radical project, a powerful
formal integrity can be demonstrated through creative, sensitive engagement with the syntactic
and morphological logics that emerge from the work (and from Ben’s recorded reading of the
work, which is surely a truer urtext of the work than the print version). Ben himself, in what might
be characterized as meta-meta-musical thought, has interrogated his own ontologizing self,
demonstrating for any reader willing to find it that the earlier, formalist Boretz and the later,
experimental Boretz are at the very least in close dialogue with one another—not exactly
reducible, but inflecting one another in crucial ways. See “Experiences with No Names” and
9

I say this, by the way, while fully investing myself in Ben’s ([1970] 2003, 228–229) very pointed critique
of what an artwork can/does and cannot/does not express representationally, including especially one of my
own biggest takeaways from Ben’s critique: that at the least, what an artwork literally represents is
probably the least interesting aspect of what is going on in that work.
10
For just one example of many, consider how Ben describes the way we should engage music works “as
individuals representing high-level articulation through elaborate syntactical ascensions which, however,
must be uniquely inferred for these individuals” (1972, 157), rather than than through the distorting lenses
of ready-made epistemological frames.
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“Rainyday Reflections” for two of many examples; I would include “Language ,as a music” in this
category as well—as a critique of the limitations of meta-musical discourse framed as an extended
utterance that effectively elides music and words about music into one another.
In “Experiences with No Names,” Ben offers two impressionistic accounts of musical
experience, of the prelude to Act Three of Parsifal and the opening of Mahler’s Fourth
Symphony respectively. As Ben describes (and celebrates), these experiential accounts are not
“used, or allowed, to invade and holistically pre-empt and remake the ontological interior of what
is experienced as those musics” ([1992] 2003, 350); this largely because (1) they are descriptive
rather than ascriptive, and (2) they describe aspects of a personal coming-into-contact with the
sonic stuff of the music, rather than reductively attempting to describe some essence of the music
in reifying terms.
Ben’s use of ontology needs some unpacking here. I've touched on it above, but ask more
explicitly now, what is the “music-ontological core” of musical experience, and how do we reach
it? The answer resists discursive felicity; it is a multiplicity, always in motion, involving flows of
intensities between experiencer and experienced object—as experienced, but in a way that is
sensitive both to the kinds of meaning-generative flows-from the object (as both a temporallyconstituted and -constituting musical reality), and to the knowledge that one’s experience is
situated and incomplete, that every effort to contact the music in its putative wholeness only
reveals new transcendental lines and new epistemological possibilities.11 Even more important in
this way of thinking about ontology is how Ben foregrounds choice in all of this: “the ontological
‘given’ of music is still always and comprehensively…a ‘chosen,’ by conscious or non-conscious
action of a perceiver’s perception.…” (351) This is a radically liberatory reading of “thinking in
music.” One of the biggest takeaways from this essay of Ben’s, for me, is how it dovetails into a
suggestion that all modes of inquiry, “from neanderthal chord-labeling to Jim Randall’s amazing
verbal compositions rendered out of deeply specific, creative music-hearing” (350), can and do
play a role in constituting that multiplicity, in colluding to define the nature and the terms of the
ontology with which we’re concerned here.
Elsewhere, and earlier, Ben has suggested that not only is meaning constituted through the
listening experience—structure and syntax are as well. In fact, he has insisted in no uncertain
terms that structure and syntax are where meaning comes from; for instance a telling quote from
his Nelson Goodman essay:
What, then, do art entities express? Ideas of relation…, particular coherences, in analog
form; and what they exemplify is their structures. That is, works of art may be regarded as
analog models of closed formal-systematic structures whose interpreting entities express
the relations of the formal-systematic entities through patterns of relative quantity of

11

See Haraway (1988) for a powerful account of how situated knowledge is really the only kind of
knowledge that we can access, and how that reality should be embraced rather than abstracted away
through reifying epistemological models. I find many deep resonances between Haraway’s work and Ben’s.
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perceptual qualities, such qualities being quantitatively articulated by scales of
measurement chosen by a perceiver. ([1970] 2003, 229)12
It’s important to note the phenomenological implications of this passage and the text that
immediately follows it—the suggestion that through perception we can reach ever closer toward
meaning-generative aspects of an art-object’s ontological nature, and that those meaninggenerative aspects are intricately bound with the art-object’s syntactic structure—resonates with
Husserl’s account of eidetic experience in a way that few models of music-analytic engagement
have achieved. It’s also important to consider that Ben’s focus on syntactic structures in his
earlier writings may have been part of the reason that many observers read such a radical change
into his work—mistakenly reading discursive rigor (which, I and many would argue, has never
waned in Ben’s writing) as formalist preoccupation, or in other words a misreading that
suggested that at one point Ben was pursuing syntactic knowledge in an inside-out, piece-driven
way, and then shifted his thought radically in pursuit of questions of musical experience and
meaning. But as Ben stated in 1970, “what I call ‘musical structure’ is just the coherent
juxtaposition of everything relevant to the identity of a musical work” ([1970] 2003, 226 fn 1)—in
other words, pre- and post-“Turn” Boretz are reducible; they are really just two ways of framing
the same sorts of questions, of working through the same sorts of problems.

4.
A very fast ff oscillating gesture from the cello starts things off, alternating Gs and As but with the
first G repeated to set things akimbo ever so slightly. An arrival on a sustained A changes the
mood dramatically—near-stasis, apart from a decrescendo. The cello’s melodically-articulated
dyad is then transferred up an octave to form a sustained simultaneity played by the viola, and
then A moves up to C, forming two new intervals, a melodic minor third and a harmonic perfect
fourth with the still-sustaining G. G’s possible generative primacy is reinforced by a unison
double stop, and the A is transferred up another octave, this time joined by a G# played by the
second violin. The G# fills in the G–A dyad, and opens up a new registral space—we have
traversed four octaves at this point. And as G# moves melodically down to F# and the viola A
moves down to E, two more major-second dyads are introduced (the melodic G#–F# and the
harmonic F#–E. The violin melody continues: G#–F#–D#–C# (<2,3,2>), the minor third
derived from measure 3? The viola melody continues: A–E–B–F# (<5,5,5>). The vertical dyads
between violin and viola expand from minor second to major second to major third to perfect fifth
(or, more accurately, the compound versions of all of these). Their paired descent is answered by
an ascent, violin G#–C#–D#–F# (<5,2,3>, duplicating the linear intervals that have appeared
thus far) and viola B–E–A–B (<5,5,10>), with vertical dyads of a major sixth, another major sixth,
a tritone, and a perfect twelfth. There are aspects of this last violin/viola phrase that I find myself,
already, becoming perplexed by, and/but I’m already afraid that it might be my mode of
attending, and not the music, that is causing my perplexity.
12

And there’s the invocation of choice once again!
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I hear this passage, from m. 1 to m. 10, fifty seconds of music, as something of an incipit for
all that will come. Not an introduction, or theme, or phrase, or section, but as a partial laying-out
of the syntactic terrain that Qixingshan will territorialize. There seem to be between three and
five musical objects/gestures impinging on one another, depending on how I want to hear
segmentations and associations, or how I feel I am being steered through their interactions. My
favorite reading (I think; at least for now) is five gestures, with four distinct connective relations:
counterposition, superimposition, repetition/sequence, transformation. Or, in a bit more detail,
the slow, gentle second segment (b) greatly contrasts the aggressive initial gesture (a),
accompanied by a change of instrument and dynamic level (but abetted by that decrescendo—not
quite as radical a contrast as my narrative might imply); the third segment (c) impinges on the
second (now abetted by a shared instrumental role—the viola participating in both); the fourth
segment (d) is a rhythmic and (melodic) intervallic repeat of the third (but the interval between
viola and violin is expanded—major seventh to major ninth stretched out to major tenth to perfect
twelfth); and finally a transformation that problematizes the five-segment reading—(c) and (d) can
be taken together as a single gesture that projects onto the final gesture (e), which is almost a
retrograde reordering of the last two. The viola voice doubles back on itself, fanning out in two
directions around a central F# (A–E–B–F# / B–E–A–B*), while the violin drops down a perfect
fourth to begin the new phrase and then loops back: G#–F#–D#–C# / G#–C#–D#–F#; another
way to think about violin line is as a rotated retrograde statement, with the second G# also
displaced an octave. In Figure 2 we see all of these relations, including the relationship between
the last segment and the previous two that calls into question the five-segment reading that
informs this early analysis.
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So what is it about my mode of attending that is abetting Qixingshan’s becomingperplexing? I fear that I’m letting my history of experiencing superficially sonically similar musicevents (post-, say, Bartók string quartets) guide me into a hearing that foregrounds intervallic
relationships, very particular ways of thinking about motivic development, and thoughts about
repetition and non-repetition of elemental musical objects, all through a filter that privileges
consistency across ranges of newness. This is not how I listen to many other kinds of music, and
it’s a way of listening that Ben would insist we should, at the least, be distrustful of. But that
return to B* in the final note of the viola phrase upsets my sense of where I think the music
should be going, and I'm pretty certain that it’s my hearing—or the protensive field that my
hearing is animating— that’s wrong, not Ben’s music. But at the same time, I am searching for
aspects of musical meaning in (my experience of) the syntactic structures that the music is
communicating. How to proceed?
What if, in a second reading, I attempt back-form a second syntactic terrain from some
aspect of that last, anomalous utterance? We are entering via another passage here, again always
careful to avoid anything that smacks of reification or that might falsify the meaning-generative
aspects of musical syntax and structure in search of a solution that “works".13

13

This line of Ben’s thought, woven through his various critiques of how reifying music-theoretical models
fundamentally misrepresent and distort the musics that they purport to clarify, also resonates with themes
that recur throughout Deleuze and Guattari’s writings. For one example that we could use to subtend Ben’s
critique and contemporaneous criticisms of the aims and limitations of structuralist thought, “[o]nly the
principle of multiple entrances prevents the introduction of the enemy, the Signfier and those attempts to
interpret a work that is actually only open to experimentation” (Deleuze and Guattari 1986, 3).
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In this reading the repeated B inscribes, retroactively, a new sense of thinking about the role and
significance of repetition through the passage leading up to it. Now, for example, the paired Gs
that began the opening cello oscillation acquire additional meaning—not only do they serve to
offset the submetric implications of the G–A dyad, they project a chain of paired repetitions—two
Gs, two G–As in two octaves, two As invited by the second G’s call, two descending majorsecond dyads, and so on. And, not insignificantly we’ll find as Qixingshan continues, a temporal
expansion as G–G gives way to A–A and then to B–B (and of course A–B is another major-second
dyad). I like this reading in conjunction with that above; how it inflects, retroactively, the initial
reading with a second layer of meaning, requesting a mode of listening that is attentive to both
retentive principles and the in-time ongoingness of the music as we’re experiencing it, and how
both readings emerge from syntactic matters from within the music itself, reflecting how “the
ongoing retroactive transformation of things is even more extreme, since no properties of
anything remain fixed by the operation of anything external to the context.” ([1977] 2003, 425)

5.
About that “world’s slowest fugue.” It’s not really a fugue at all, of course, but in the way that its
gestures repeat it feels like it should be one; at any rate it is evocative of imitative polyphony.
Rising stepwise gestures emerge from sustained sounds or clusters of sounds. Scale-like, but not
reducible to any conventional scales. One of the things that is lovely and evocative about this passage
is how a line will rise out of the mist, but then become part of that mist, engendering the next
rising gesture. An F#–G dyad gives way to a single pitch, G, in the cello as the first violin begins
its ascent. The violin’s arrival on E singles an answering ascent from the cello. The cello’s melody
is the intervallic inverse of the violin’s, by the way—<1,1,2,2,1,1> answered by <2,2,1,1,2,2>. The
cello arrives on E# (notated as F in the figure below, for visual clarity) to signal the viola’s
entrance, a transposition (T11) of the violin’s initial statement, now over the E –E# dyad
articulated by first violin and cello. The viola arrives on Eb, and the second violin enters over the
Eb–E–E# trichord that results. This fourth gesture is a transposition (T1, or T12 in p-space) of
the cello’s, and ends with an F# that extends the sustained chromatic sound-object into a four
note cluster. The fourth gesture is displaced registrally from the first three—why?
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So there is a great deal of formal coherence in this passage. Each melodic utterance is
symmetrical, and the pairs fold into one another, whole steps becoming half steps and vice versa.
The third statement is something of a synthesis of the first two, its initial interval filling in the
whole step of the second statement, which was in turn an intervallic expansion (by descent) of the
first. The fourth statement returns to the pc level of the first but expands back out to a major
second. And meanwhile the accompaniment is slowly being built out to that (inevitable?) fournote chromatic cluster. The way these wiggling up-and-down melodic onsets, together with the
mutually infolded intervallic content of each statement in turn, conspire to build the sustained
clusters is a marvelous example of expressive meaning generated through syntactic rigor, of
syntax generated from within the music itself, not adhering to, or requiring, any a priori
explanatory model. As the music continues this cluster expands and contracts, gently respirating
between full (now five-note) texture and a series of dyads that are extracted from it. The world’s
slowest fugue never returns, having set up a “chain of disappearing links” that lead to a new
space...

6.
Listen:
…
you can hear an image,
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…
or,
you can metabolize an image, as a symbol
absorbing it into
an infinite chain
of disappearing links,
each a path
to something else.

Can one hear Qixingshan in Qixingshan? What would it mean to do so? Or, can we metabolize
Qixingshan, the place (meaning not the mountain as one could go experience it now or at any
time, and certainly not the mountain as I have superficially come to know through internet
photos and travelogue descriptions in preparation for writing this essay, but Ben’s particular
experience of it at the particular time he was approaching and climbing over it) as an image or
symbol through hearing Qixingshan?
Perhaps I had this line from the Epilogue to “Language ,as a music” abstractly in mind as I
listened repeatedly and carefully to Qixingshan in the early stages of this project, but it was not
quite conscious. Nevertheless, the notion of “an infinite chain of disappearing links, each a path
to something else” sounds very much like how I have been choosing to hear certain kinds of
musical unfoldings in the passages described above. Perhaps it will be valuable to return once
more to the opening ten measures of Qixingshan tracing a line that touches on these key words:
absorbing; a chain of disappearing links; a path to something else. I’d like to add one more word,
proliferation, to this roster, as the possibilities animated by early moves open multiple
trajectories through the music’s continuation. This analysis requires us to progress past the
initial ten bars, as it should of course, since the version of those ten bars that matter most are the
ones that continue on to the rest of the work, finding their completion nineteen minutes later.14
A twice-articulated ff G from the cello sets an oscillating major-second dyad in
motion, a robust opening gesture that halts suddenly, decaying to give way to (make
room for?) the viola’s octave-displaced, verticalized restatement (twice turned up!),
14

Ben makes this point in his Tristan analysis when he critiques analytic readings that stop short of
addressing the prelude’s connection to the work as a whole. This has Heideggerian resonances too—any
engagement that stops short of developing relationships through time with, ultimately, the entirety of the
engaged object, with careful and creative awareness of the ongoingness and finitude of its temporal
identity, is inauthentic and impoverished (which is not to say inaccurate, just very incompletely accurate).
Of course in this small essay I cannot come close to engaging all or even very much of Qixingshan—that
will be another, larger project.
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expanding to a perfect fourth (up again!) then to unison Gs—a textural accent plus
ever-so-brief increase in dynamic intensity marks G still more as something to pay
attention to. But also the initial dyad as viola and now a violin join with a gesture
that both reinforces and complicates the generative status of the opening cello motif—
the A that completes the next G–A dyad (and opens another registral space; up
again) is coupled with a major-seventh-higher G#, filling in the opening dyad;
absorbing the open intervallic language (major seconds, perfect fourths, a single
melodic minor third) expressed thus far into a more variegated chromatic space. Is
the G# another up-again, or perhaps are we peering at a more distant rise? A
descent—every mountaineer knows that it's not up all the time. Descending through
an intervallic space that reinforces much of the reading thus far—melodic steps and
thirds and fourths; harmonic too! That major seventh is an aberration; wondering
how (if) it will play out. Wondering when (if) the spirit of the opening gesture will
return. Wondering when and how the first violin will make its appearance. Perhaps
the major seventh is a tiny opening of a path. Viola and violin auto-respond to their
last gesture (why am I hearing viola as the primary voice here?), which retrogrades
the previous utterance, but not exactly—the displaced retrogrades are a lovely touch,
fanning out in two temporal directions (yes, of course time can go backward too!).
There’s an inevitability about that last gesture that is disrupted by the viola’s final B,
which repeats the note three events prior—hearing backwards, hearing repetition,
repetition absorbed into newness, hearing sameness in change and thinking about the
particular ways in which things change. Then melodies and two-event textures give
way suddenly and unexpectedly to a tense chromatic chord (a weirdchord) topped
by an Ab from the first violin, who is finally making an appearance—we’ve heard
that highest note already as the beginning of the G#–F# dyad that articulated the
second violin’s first appearance, but now the interval is compressed, Ab as an upper
neighbor to another G. A semitone—a projection from the major seventh? Also: are
intervallic spaces (or are textural spaces more generally) starting to map to
instrumental roles? Three open fifths from the cello, A–E–B–F#, in a quick rising
melodic fragment that spans the registral space of the sustaining parts. They also
remind of the falling and rising viola fourths just heard. The cello’s F# forms a major
second with the first violin’s Ab—an echo of the second violin’s earlier utterance (but
also, after Dubiel, perhaps that’s not technically an interval at all), and then major
second is compressed to minor second—the chain disappearing—as the first violin
initiates a new texture (what is the relationship between this and the cello opening? I
want to hear one), and we're off to the races as a dialogue between violin and cello
commences, fast semitones in the former, temporally-expanding rising fifths in the
latter, three fourths of the weirdchord sustaining throughout. And on it goes…
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7.
That analysis is a creative endeavor. That experience is experience-of. That poetic language can
have both great precision and descriptive power. That music and meta-musical thought should
not be far from one another. That we should be distrustful of reifying systems. That thinking in
and around music should be rigorous but also open, creative, and fun.
These are among the many things that my 20+ years of contact with Ben’s music and metamusical thought have taught me. Another thing that I have learned is the importance of resisting
appeals to either positivist formalization, in the form of a priori systems intended to fix aspects of
musical design according to adherence to formal principles, especially when such appeals infer
that such analytic accounts reveal (or suppress) information that gets to count as first-order
significance for the constitution of musical meaning; or pseudo-hermeneutic exegesis, in the
form of appeals to cultural or social locations that (a) reify binary notions of insider/outsider
status, (b) locate “culture” as a thing that can even be determined, outside and above the
individuals and micro-cultural bundles and intersubjective interactions from which culture is
constructed (“there is no mother tongue, only a power takeover by a dominant language within a
political community”15), and (c) misread what musical expression even is, by determining it as
emerging solely from producers in their various modes of production and ignoring the coconstitutive, creative, evolving, affective flows between producer and experiencer—experiencer
experiencing experience, as Don Ihde would put it (and to add one more perspective to the
phenomenological theme that has threaded its way through this paper). In other words, all three
of these positions ignore “the ontological space of the contents of musical experience” that Ben
asserts is what we should really care about. I, for one, prefer Ben’s way.
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………
To CHRIS STOVER: F#-B is the junction between the two 5-chains (G#-C#F#-B) (F#-B-E-A) and is the arrival sonority of the 2-phrase passage, the (high)
F# of the violin and the (low) B of the viola. So the high point of the violin's
ascension-chain G#-C#-F#-B which sounds as the high voice is (in the viola) at
the bottom of the F#-over-B sonority, and the low point of the viola's ascensionchain F#-B-E-A which sounds as the low voice in the phrase is (in the violin) as
the high voice in the F#-over-B sonority - flipping the orientation of the pitchchains as the phrase-end becomes the emergence-point into the first violin's
entrance. Its identity as a subphrase endpoint is its parallelism to the 12th (C#over-F#) that marks the turnpoint between the two subphrases. It's a Bachrhythm
thing. Sans explication, it was the sound I needed for that moment to do that thing.
TO DAVID HICKS, PAUL LANSKY, ERIC LYON, JOSH MAILMAN:
Qixingshan lodged in my head as après Postlude - the world from above and out in the air
after Postlude's journey within (Downtime, composed within days after the completion
of Postlude, only began to exhale). And the literal and nonliteral affectmodel in my ear
(as I wandered on the mountain in Taipei) was the first movement of Beethoven's
Spring Sonata - its opening gesture compressed to be mirrored as a tremor in the
cello and squeezed down to the semitone violin tune and its cycle-of-fifths cello
reflection.
To JOSH MAILMAN: That musical effects are correlated with musical facts
seems uncontroversial. But if your entry into the territory of musical facts is
through the experience of musical effects it is likely that your fact-reifications will
reflect your effect-experiences, and be selectively biased by them. So that
something is assertible as a fact doesn't carry its own interpretation as to what
musical effect it effectuates. There's always a taint of "post hoc ergo propter hoc" in
the karma of any music-analytic discourse but even though it doesn't ever prove
anything, doesn't the affect of a wordname given to identify - even just heuristically
- some music-fact thing convey something musically meaningful? Shouldn't it
intend to have explicit experiential consequences?
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a joyous blast from the past startling off in medias res,
chuckggling along (but for which Lukas Ben composed Two
Musics I don’t know, a cluster of possibilities were always to
be had), now and then multiphonically unsynched, four
hands aligned, sometimes bumping onto and usurping the
other’s territory, clenched fingers thumping in strict sevens
and eighths non-stop off-kilter, Russo-Berlino-FrancoAmericano crunched-open Black&White triads and riotously
manic “ziggy-zagged” poly-“quailed” tunelines flamboyantly
cruising crossovered and undered, ironic unbound sarcasms
hurtling down locomotivic bullet-train tracks, BAB’s twinkly
grinning vigorously luscious IFSkyanian-like melodies and
octavoed-bass rifflicks throbbing multioctachromatonally

ah Lukas,
we hardly knew ye,
then again
Ben sure did.
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piano (midi) and soprano (midi vibraphone)
Donne 1

“Batter my heart, three person’d God …” Holy Sonnet 14
Lisztian fervor at the outset, dynamically tempestuous densely chromatic
Rhapsody, translucent, semitonal, polychordal, whose socko Essence
breathes hard and exhales long, no punches pulled, they’re all fully
packed, soprano undulating from opening to close, free jazzily as if
extemporaneous, giant steps spryly multi-directionally spreading o’er 3-5
octaves, hands meet and cross, successive four-note chords in either hand
span 9ths and 10ths, singing, speaking, ‘boplopping’, battering …
“breathe … blowe … burne … and make me new …”, with rapid ascents
of ever-widening skip-hops, syncopated bumpgrinding rhythms all
precisely composed, 1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2 and 3s:2s, off-balancing, altogether
breathtaking “… eccept you Ravish mee.”

Donne 2
“I am a little world made cunningly of elements …” Holy Sonnet 5
Wavelike single-toned piano and arioso mesh at the opening, sweetly
shaped song, again almost breathless, pauseless, texturally diverse, again
essentially occupying and redefining a universe of colored and clashed
post-diatonicism, lines and hands extend across, within, reshaping to
extra-widened 3rds-stacked tetrads in both hands (Robert Schumann’s
thumb-pinky stretcher might come in handy [not!]), “both parts must
die…” lines motivically chromatic and registrally discrete (resonances of
Ben’s later Donne piano sound creep into earshot), “Drowne my worlde
with my weeping ... It must be burnt … Alas the fire of lust …”, soprano
embeds within piano ripples, no time is to be had to escape the heat, the
dark, the intensity, the disappearing silence.
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Death Be Not Proud

Death be not proud, though some have called thee
Migthy and dreadfull, for, thou art not so,
For, those whom thou thinkst thou dost overthrow,
Die not, poore death, not yet canst thou kill me.
From rest and sleepe, which but thy pictures bee,
Much pleasure, then from thee much more must flowe,
And soonest our best men with thee doe goe,
Rest of their bones, and soules deliverie.
Thou art slave to Fate, Chance, kings, and desperate men,
And dost with poison, warre, and sickness dwell,
And poppie, or charmes, can make us sleepe as well,
And better than thy stroake; why swell’st thou then;
One short sleepe past, we wake eternally,
And death shall be no more; death, thou shalt die.

Composed on the occasion of the death of Milton Babbitt, Benjamin Boretz’s
rendering of John Donne’s “Holy Sonnet 10”, “The Memory of All That ”, is not
simply a musical setting of Donne’s familiar text: it offers itself as a reading of it,
both in the sense of a recitation and as a deployment of musical composition as a
kind of hermeneutic. And more than that, it “reads” as a hermeneutical reflection on
death itself, and one which inserts, through deep structural analogy and complexly
realized feeling, a subtle hermeneutic into Donne’s poem.
Donne’s apostrophe to “Death” rhetorically de-valorizes Death’s power and
its power to terrify. For the Christian believer, no doubt, the poem’s argument
follows from belief in the Christian afterlife; for the unbeliever, no doubt, the
argument seems a piece of pious sophistry. But the rhetorical play and logic of the
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text, on some reflection, offer a few conundrums that echo, in a manner that is
anything but superficial, the problematic nature of death itself. The poem, for
instance, suggests (though it carefully refrains from working this out) the famous
“liar’s paradox”: “This sentence is false,” which of course is false if true and true if
false. Death apostrophied is subject to death. But if Death dies and can be no more,
its capacity to slay Death itself evaporates. Annihilating Death disempowers its own
annihilation. Death lives once more to slay Death (and Life itself) ever again.
In another register, the very center of Christian theology vibrates with the
paradoxical proximity of the Crucifixion to the Resurrection, of the pathos of death to
the hope of immortality. For the triumph of Salvation is triumph over death; while
the soteriological cry — the cry for salvation — rises from the poignancy of death,
loss, anxiety, annihilation. If the prospect of death is unreal, there is no need for
Salvation; so the prospect of unrecoverable annihilation is not a concern for which
the Christian lives in blithe ignorance. The poem, then, whose sophistries would
remove the “mighty and dreadful” character of Death, can only do so if, against its
own apparent theme, it evokes that which it would deny.
*
For me, the setting of fine poetry to music has always been something of a
problem. On the surface it would seem that the composer’s first task is to suppress
the “music” that is the poetry itself: the way the poem composes its own time and
shapes the verbal energy of the poem, not only through the articulation of the
sounds of its syllables and its phrase rhythms, but by means of the total sound of the
poem as a field in which meanings, utterance, energy, rhetoric, syntax, vocal
sonorities, and time itself are integrated to yield a singular being that is the poem.
The composition of music involves these same elements; and the
appropriation of the poet’s words to the compositional intent of the music must have
the breaking down of the total field of the poem as its first task, so that its material
can be reconfigured in the total field of the music. It is possible, however, that in
some cases, the poem’s field survives in the music as a kind of ghost or revenant, a
presence/absence that haunts the composition and conspires somewhat subliminally
to condition one’s response; or even that the recomposition of the poem in the
music discovers intimacies with the poem’s meaning, newly emergent through the
music’s interpretation of it.
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In “The Memory of All That”, the destruction or destabilization of the Donne
poem occurs through the most direct of means: attenuation and elongation of the
durations of words and syllables, disruptive piano tones and musical phrases
counter-present to the poem’s phraseology — as well as aposiopoiesis, grand pauses
and suddenly truncated long tones — tones that poignantly “die” into silences, as if
the death-presenting/death-defying moods of voice and piano recognized their
incapacity to present the devastating reality of absence and must repeat or recover
absence itself in the form of dying sound and the subsequent silences; but those
silences endure in time and fail to present death’s termination of the durative
character of time itself. As if there were no way to represent Death except to die.
For all these reasons, the durations/terminations of the tones and their
relations and meanings override the sonic force of the poem’s rhythms. Still, for me,
the “revenant” of the poem inhabits the music on a series of phenomenal planes: my
ear seeks to hear the poem through the piece, listens for the poem through (not
only in) the music—listens to hear its argument, its images, the scope of its
reference, its rhetorical performance, even the weird logic that the poem evokes
without intending to. For the weird logic itself seems to play through Ben’s piece: the
paradox of the death of Death that in some sense is ineliminable from the paradox of
death itself: That the absence that is death cannot be captured by the absences
made present through musical means; so that Death as death dies into sound’s
present absences; and Death as absence lives in being presented so.
Or try it this way: death as absolute terminus cancels itself as a possible
referent within any experience, for experience itself has not yet terminated, and
experience itself inhales, as it were, atemporal or quasi-atemporal elements in order
for any experience to sustain itself as experience of something, even of its own
momentary durations and discontinuities. The death of Death — the impossibility of
rendering absolute termination — haunts experience as the very possibility of
experience, and yet death is reborn within it, as the inalienable prospect of
termination, and in the case of the death of friends and intimates, the fact of
interminable absence, or an absence that terminates only with one’s own death, the
termination of termination itself.
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The music is haunted by death and allows death to haunt one’s listening; so
much so that the slow deliverance of the text and its message of the overcoming of
death through the death of Death is overwritten with the direct projection of spare
sounds whose very extension is haunted by absence; whose interruption of the
closures usually achieved by syntactical means creates a sense of continuous
waiting for the next signifier to “fall,” both portending and presenting, with an
intensity that goes well beyond irony, the denial of the theme of the text. Death itself
will not be relieved by the sophistries of the poetry. And yet . . .
Again: the death/absence, haunted/haunting affect of the music is anything
but absence: death thus is present in an almost medieval sense; for the morbid
traditional symbols of mortality — skulls and skeletons, scythes, tombs, severed
hands and heads — though situated under the same theology as the Donne poem —
are no more than “The Memory of All That” able to represent the absolute absence
that their frightening imagery would deliver. It is in the contemplation of absence
through the presences such contemplation allows to emerge that the haunting of
death in fact occurs. Ben’s piece allows death-as-absence once again to project a
series of haunted presences, each one corrected or supplemented or replaced by a
further contemplation of the absence whose haunting it would both reify and
overcome — overcome the illusion of presence that the representation of death
cannot curtail; overcome death itself, if only, in spite of everything, that were
possible. Thus Ben’s piece furthers, in a most authentic manner, the timely-eternal
contemplation of the timeless-time-locked enigma of death and the problematic of
its rendering.

………
TO CRAIG PEPPLES AND CHUCK STEIN: together and within themselves
the voices of piano and singer are reading, as I hear them reading, where pitches are
languageinflections not musictunes. It was the sound of language speaking not the
sense of poetry interpreting or expressing.
Everything dies. But people, living people, invented Death; and only living people
can experience it: as language, word, concept, Idea. Not, and not in my song either, as living
extraverbal experience - not even as third-person event.
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a holy sonnet of John Donne
for Milton Babbitt (1916-2011)
Craig Pepples

This song does justice to the text. That’s not easy when the words deployed are large
monumental stones (“death be not proud”). But this has to be my favorite piece from Ben
so far.
If it were a color it would be black on black. If a space, then a rectangle, maybe a rock
garden.
The first toll comes so low and slow it should be a black note, but it’s a D, standing for
“Death”, which the voice lobs out on another D, like a skull rolling across the sand, or a
lead balloon that comes to rest on the closing th, notated with crossbones.

Struggling to reach escape velocity of molasses, voice fights its way up, half step by half
step (“be not proud”), gaining purchase only with difficulty. More piano tolls. And they
get worse. Melting down a half step (“mighty and dreadfull”). Slowed as in a dream.
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This part should be written in c# minor like the fugue in WTC 1, but it’s D flat.

Bogged down in a Chiasmus (“thou art not so”), voice is dragged by the ankles downward
into inky waters (“thou dost overthrow”), as the bell tolls low, low D, then sinks lower, Dflat. Voice touches bottom on G (“die not, poore Death”) and then rebounds, clawing
upwards towards the surface (“nor yet canst thou kill me”).
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But it’s very dark.
Chords come in to say there is music despite or because of the majesty of Death. And next
to that austerity, they sound like jazz, if tentative at first.
An accelerando (“from rest and sleepe, which but thy pictures bee”) tells us we are
dreaming, or someone hit fast-forward, but it ends on B, for Beethoven -- the late kind,
where time speeds up or slows down in treating of life-and-death matters.
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(This isn’t Beethoven.
Maybe older, or newer.)
Somewhere (Being About Music) Ben has written of listening inordinately to Beethoven,
wanting to write like that, not wanting to rewrite, wanting to reimagine a network
isomorphic, an effort or discovery of imagination. That’s what this is.
The lowest black note tolls, reminding. We step back, turn things over thoughtfully
remembering 9th chords, piles of fourths, recycling expressively (“Much pleasure”). The
piano and voice speak to each other (“And from thee much more must flowe”), painful
but consoling.
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If this were a room, whose room would it be? (“And soonest our best men with thee doe
goe.”) I’m sorry I did not really know him.
Voice hits back, angry again about those half steps at the beginning, (“Thou art slave to
Fate,”) then lapses poetic, a list separated by elegant commas from the piano (“chance,
kings, and desperate men”). Light calls up rosy colors from a piece of obsidian sometimes.
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But the score’s great extravagance, the mention of Franco of Cologne -- pause for
googling to find who he was -- begins a tangle and disintegration of pulse and pitch
(“And poppie, or charmes, can make us sleepe as well”). But the last recollection of jazz
chords props up the voice and launches it on its way (“one short sleepe past we wake
eternally”) to undo death through memory.
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There is a certain uncomfortableness to it all.

Elaine Barkin’s CD note touched it: “you might have found it difficult not to listen or
at times you might have become aware of your own thoughts while listening.” She’s
also right that the piece “unspools with a deliberation” not to be deterred.
It is a picture of what it is about.

And I don’t know how, but somewhere on the periphery I hear an echo of the
subject’s music, a feeling of encoding.

For someone who has spent a lifetime thinking music, thinking about music and
thinking about thinking about music, making a song do justice to its subject is a
great thing.
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Speaking of Listening, Speaking of Seeing:

GROUP VARIATIONS II by Benjamin A. Boretz and Russell Craig Richardson

or

Dialogue between Ibn Sīnā
on
EXEGESIS

fÄå=pīåā=C=fÄå=
oìšÇ=ãÉÉí=çå=~=
ï~äâ=~ÑíÉê=~å=
ÉîÉåáåÖ=
éÉêÑçêã~åÅÉ=
çÑ=
dêçìé=s~êá~íáçåë=ff

And Ibn Rušd

Time and W hat We M ake o f I t
DIALOGUE

Sīnā: ...goo'nite, excuse me... thanks! ...(hi...)
remarkable. (uttered under breath)...thank you...see ya.....[listening] ...i agree, see ya...mmm...
{walks, fumbles in pocket..}...{looks left, laughs,
addresses another.}:
Uh huh! Just as I thought...Hey hey! Ha! You
prickly old Cordovon...I thought you might
visit- and I almost hoped I'd run into you!
{extends hand mentally prepared for a firm
grip.}
Rušd: Ah! why you crafty 'ole Uzbek! Hello!
{extends hand expecting a firm grip.
-Hands are firmly shaken.}
Sīnā: Right on! But the concert is still going on...why
is it you have you left after the first piece?

GLOSS
EPEXEGESIS
INTERIORIS

They have
each left
directly after
the opening
work; the
night sky is
clear, and the
temperature
of the breeze
which travels
at a mean
windspeed of
4mph is
76º F. It is 5
days before
the New
Moon.The
scent of
eucalyptus is
faint.

Rušd: And what are you doing out here then? I bet,
then, that we both left for the same reason...:
inspired by Group Variations Two my mind is
over-full, and I'm totally motivated for a long
night of good work...

fÄå=pīåā=C=fÄå=
oìšÇ=ÇáëÅìëë=
íÜÉáê=ÉñéÉêáÉåÅÉ=
çÑ=ÉåÖ~ÖáåÖ=íÜÉ=
ÅçãéìíÉê=ãìëáÅ=
~åÇ=íÜÉ=ÇáÖáí~ä=
îáÇÉç=çÑ=íÜÉ=
ïçêâK

Sīnā: 'Seems, you and I are more alike than I'd care to
generally admit...the night air itself seems
redolent with the distilled colors, figurations,
or and figurations of Boretz' music...
Rušd: Uh huh, you couldn't be more right...in a
pleasant way it was different experiencing the
video too, to hear and to see the work so large,
and although, and I was tempted to tease out
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The
expereinces
shared are at
once
nostalgic,
critical,
situational,

Jon Forshee

remarkable differences between now and when
I first heard the solo computer music part,
albeit through headphones, years ago...
Sīnā: Totally. I thought of that too, but in an
instant Ernest Beaux's masterpiece of 1921
occurred to me : for sure it must be different
now since the civet and the musks have been
swapped out over time, yet who in our
bespoke and on-demand 2015, and surely not
you, could deny the magnificence of No.5,
bottled style, you could say, even when,
especially when borne on a florid breeze like
now...like tonight's?
Rušd: Believe me, I get what you're saying, and even
on top of that, you know the opening image...?

contextual,
and evidently
seek to
address
dimensions
chronologic
and
heirarchical

Why does
he do this
to me?
Don't let
him go on
about
perfumes...

Sīnā: Right! That stained glass...?
Regarding a
Yoruba ritual
vessel currently
housed in the
Yale University
Art Gallery,
Robert Farris
Thompson points
out how the
chiefly Scepters,
found on either
side of a central
square emblem
framing three
concentric circles,
underscore “the
essential nobility
of the persons
who embody and
comprehend
the-power-tomake-thingshappen.”

Rušd: Exactly...those crowns...
{attaca :}
...the tactile symmetry, a real entoptic mitzvah! Illuminating so slyly it made my ear zeroin on things I'd never caught before....in its
gregarity the music invites free-associative
reverie and speculation; at times, my intuition found things my intellect would never have
understood or sought....I almost thought I could
perceive an entoptic light. Transfixed by such
vagaries of perception, I could have watched it
all over! I was thrown off, though, by the misregistration I picked up on between, rather
in between, the seen and the heard, and just
as the image started to move on I had flashes of
the glass, the tantalizing stained glass, installed
in the apse of the East window of Christchurch.
Sīnā: Oxford?
Rušd: No, at Canterbury...
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“...an image
fit for the
kingdom 'o
variations
to come...”

“ Il y a des
choses que
l'intelligence
seule est
capable de
chercher, mais
que, par ellemême, elle ne
trouvera
jamais. Ces
choses,
l'instinct seul
les trouverait;
mais il ne les
cherchera
jamais.”

.”
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Sīnā: So...the one with the crucifixion in the middle?
{-triumphantly presents a small back-lit digital
glass-encased touch-screen, taps it, and shows
the other speaker the first illustration found in
the Reader's Addendum after the body of this
text.}
Rušd: That's it.
{gazes for one moment...submits halted
utterance:}

In
Bryson's
gloss on
this
“Image
as
relay”,
he notes
of the
duo
carrying
the
bunch of
grapes
that “
'This one
refuses to
look at
the
cluster,
the other
thirsts to
see it:
Israel
ignores
Christ,
the
Gentile
adores
him.' “.

What an image...Bryson...in Word and Image...
One I've seen in your library, incidentally...
but yes, this stained glass is discussed briefly in the opening of his book, and Richardson...
but you know it : a bright, square central image of Christ, crucified, flanked by those rounded quatrefoils on each side...when I first saw
just how the thing flickered from a distance, all
ambitious, vivid and dazzling light illuminating the wall....it totally draws one in; as
I got closer, the central image became clearer
'n more detailed, and closer still I could discern
altogether the details of the quatrefoils more
blatantly and could make out those side-notes: those two guys carrying a bunch of grapes, someone drawing water from a stone, Abraham and Isaac, and the little lamb
to be given-up by the priest; just as I the chutzpah, you know, my bearings enough to start
and consider how to explain the connections I
register between these different images, to
understand them for myself, I realize the
signification, as explanation, of the text
surrounding the panels on the sides, written in Latin around the borders of each pane:
literally, along the rounded outer edge...
Liminal energies seem ensconced here...
He's pretty

cavalier

...crazy how all these elements of the window with some
of this
reflexively conspire to elaborate and to detail
information.
a kind of meaning...Bryson and Barthes both
...is it
exaggerating
invoke Eisenstien's third sense...and I
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guarantee I unmistakedly sensed a similar , boasting,
or just plain
resonance of that dynamic in tonight's
lies?
iteration of Group Variations Two, and all the
chroma, the hues, Richardson's blues were so
haltingly beautiful it almost hurt to look at
all the color...
{lets eyes lose focus to conceal averted gaze.}

fÄå=oìšÇ=êÉä~íÉë=
~å=~åÉÅÇçíÉ=Ñêçã=
_Éåà~ãáå=_çêÉíòI
~åÇ=ÇáÖáí~ä=ëçìåÇ
ëóåíÜÉëáë=~åÇ=
ëçìåÇ=ÇáÑÑìëáçå=
~êÉ==ÇáëÅìëëÉÇK

Sīnā: Really, it's interesting you mention the
dramatic opening...I was just thinking about
some of that myself...the hidden symmetries
over the riffs of Richardson's imagery became
nested, or better, rooted in my take on how the
video and music might act together throughout
the piece. But though that stained glass is no
less fresh in my mind now as it was then, the
image has become textured and replete with
connections as I recall it now...each crown
almost modelling one of the speakers in the
quad placement...

Interesting?
Everything
is so
“interesting”

with this
guy...what
is this
catch-all
superlative
? What
does it
mean?...

Rušd: You know, I heard that Boretz once mentioned
he hadn't heard this iteration of Group
Variations sound good in a larger hall...or
something like that...
Sīnā: I think I could understand that a little,
actually...creating digitally-synthesized sound
colors that have attack and attenuate and
decay over time, as Boretz does, can be crucial
to the life of computer music, and this takes a
maniacally-microscopic attention to detail to
achieve...in lesser halls, boomier halls, those
carefully-wrought attenuations and spectra
could come off rough-hewn indeed, totally
losing focus and dimensionality....

How did
Bolcom
indicate it in
his clarinet
piece...a line
over one held
note with the
word 'color'
written over
it...hopelessly
deficient as a
symbol, but
surprisingly
clinically
precise in its
manner of
signifying
during
performance.

Rušd: I can imagine what you mean....yet, I don't think
I've heard a computer piece sound quite so good
and so full anywhere! There was real depth,
And I
acoustic
depth,
for
me
in
tonight's
thought
performance,
especially
compared
with subs were
usually
listening on headphones as I often have...what nondirectio
did Forshee say the setup was? Group
nal...why
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Multiple
synthesis
packages,
including
MUSIC IV,
have been
employed
over the
course of
attenuation,
alteration,
and
refinement of
Group
Variations –
the earliest of
these
programming
environments
are notorious
for their
timeconsumptive
lessons in
patience
which,
endured,
rendered one
at best a
saint, and
at the worst,
dull and
bitter.
It happens
that the
antanasclassistic
restatements
of the
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Variations is a two-channel stereo work isn't it?
{Wishes he could questioningly raise one brow}
Sīnā: Yeah...tonight the right and left channels were
mirrored along the three speakers on the right
and along the three on the left of the hall...
{outstretches both arms, palms facing in, like a
marshaller signaling a 747}
Rušd: ...and correct me if I'm off-base, but this
auditorium at Atkinson has speakers, especially
subs, veiled behind the video screen and
pointed towards the listeners...a lot like in a
good movie theatre....
Sīnā: That's right....and for me that's what pulled it
all together... I really picked up on some things I
had only kinda glimpsed before...
{thinking...resists biting fingernail...}...
Rušd: ...it's true that from my seat, the multi-channel
sound was palpable in a diferent way...yet the
video pulled me forward, distilling my
concentration towards what was in front of
me....

fÄå=oìšÇ=
ÉñéêÉëëÉë=~å=
áåíÉääÉÅíì~ä=
~åñáÉíó=~êçìåÇ=
~å=~éé~êÉåí=
~éçêá~=ÇÉíÉÅíÉÇ=áå
íÜÉ=ïçêâK

{shakes head}
You know, my head spins with all the
oppositions I consider in this piece, nearly an
outright aporia considering the way the music
seems to go, the way the video goes, the way
they both go together, it's like believing three
impossible things before bed!
Sīnā: How does the music seem to go?
Rušd: Many times, and specifically several salient
times, the music recommences...the score
doesn't recommence, like you were flipping
back to the start of the book; the drive of the
music recommences...re-initiates. It's not
repetition, because it's different in almost every
-189-

would it
matter
where in
the hall
they were?

musical
energies of
Group
Variations II
defies, for Ibn
Rušd, the
progressive
nature of the
imagistic
dimension of
the work.
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way at each re-instantiation...
Sīnā: Like a recapitulation...but an editorial
recapitulation...or a revision?
Rušd: Precisely...Eliot demonstrates something akin
to this when he writes...
{speaks evenly in just noticeably higher voice:}
The yellow fog that rubs its back,
The yellow smoke that rubs its muzzle,
Licked its tongue...Lingered...
Sīnā: Funny you mention oppositions – I myself am
agonized by an obnoxiously defiant intermodality aporia I believe I detect in my
recollections of the work. In fact, I've been
thinking of some things along the lines of what
we're talking about, and I wonder if you would
indulge me in a brief thought experiment?
Rušd: I'm all ears...what is it?

fÄå=pīåā=éêçéçëÉë
~=ÇáëÅçìêëÉ=
ÇÉëÅêáéíáîÉI=
ÇÉãçåëíê~íáîÉI=
~åÇ=~åäóíáÅ~ä==çÑ=
dêçìé=
s~êá~íáçåë=ffK

Sīnā: Consider the proposition that we describe the
contours of a discourse about Group Variations
Two. One that was both descriptive in its
methods, demonstrative in its formulation, and
analytic in its instance? An authentic way of
engaging Group Variations Two that was
indigenous to the work, to the experience of the
work, and that addressed a body of one work,
Group Variations Two? And as to any
tangential, binding knowledge we had about
the work...we could...

...the sun
rises in the
East and
sets in the
A discourse
West – the
about
earth
Group
rotates
around the Variations II
Sun...both need not be,
statements
and
are true but
necessarily
on their
own terms may not be,
can seem
only
mutually
descriptive
exclusive...
and/or
analytic in
its
speculations

and
statements.
But
Ibn Sina
qualifies the

Rušd: Yes?
Sīnā: {resists urge to crack neck and fingers}
I've been taken up with that lately...thinking
that a piece of music, or a poem, or a video, or
even a building, bears within it, each according
to the modality in question, of course, its own
special cipher, or primer, from which to best
get the gist of how to orient ourselves to the
-190-

discourse as
one which
is
indigenous
to Group
Variations II

as well.
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qÜÉ=éêáåÅáéäÉ=
çÑ==fã~ÖÉ=~ë=
dêçìåÇ=áë=
Ñçêãìä~íÉÇK

thing...for example, you and me just talked
about how the opening emblems and light of
Richardson's video grounded the rôle, for us, of
the video, of Image, as a principle of our
realtime experiential cognition and subsequent
speculations and recollections...
Rušd: But wait, we...I...also mentioned the misregistration sensed between the visual and the
auditional - the spaces created for speculation
during my experience of oppositions like these
are functional to my experience...that shouldn't
be forgotten...

qÜÉ=éêáåÅáéäÉ=çÑ
fåíÉêJãçÇ~äáíó=
lééçëáíáçå=áë=
ëìÖÖÉëíÉÇK

Sīnā: We might call it a principle of Inter-modality
opposition...just a guiding notion that the
situations enabled by competing reports of
time's passage are not worth leaving uninvestigated....a poem read, or projected, or
instructed to think about during a solo piano
performance occassions inter-modal
oppositions like this to critique, for example...
I want to bring up the importance of image in
our discussion down the road; specifically in
the case of music, my ears engage based on
how the music suggests to me how to
listen...does that make any sense?
Rušd: Yes, I think so...Temperley writes about the
computational nature of music cognition, and
in The Signifying Monkey Gates reveals how
tropes, deep topoi, in Black literature provide
clues to a discourse, to a theory indigenous to
the tradition, that takes the tradition on its
own terms...
Sīnā: That's the direction I'm talking about...now, in a
similar vein, I heard Boretz proposed in a
conversation with his then Bard colleague
Wadada Leo Smith that Smith teach an
instrument-building workshop as the
department's basic music theory course...there
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Did he see
Czerner's
Poppies /
”...my chart
shines high
where the
blue milk's
upset...” ? Is
he talking
Ginsberg?

A hermeneutics
which
seeks to

Where is
that...in The
Cognition of demonstrate
Basic
as well as
Musical
explicate
Structures?
in its
Where is it
speculative
in those
words?
imaginings.
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are several ways to imagine ways this could've
played out and pursued conceptually, and it's
not difficult to extrapolate the eventual
possibility that, in a very legit way, a clarinet is
a theory of music, being, in a sense, the
enactment of what music is to the performer,
while also allowing for speculations about what
music is possible to the player...the differences
between these examples strike me as ones of
magnitude, not of nature...would you agree to
that for the sake of our experiment? That is,
that we can come to know an work of art in the
way it orients us to get to know it.

Surely the
reference is
to Joshua
Mailman's
recollection,
reported via
interview, in
the 50th
Anniversary
edition of
PNM. Or no?
How could it
not...?

Would

Rušd: I would...but I detect trouble ahead...
{smiles inwardly}
Sīnā: Maybe you're right...since, as we're talking
about works of art, someone could as well
object that a chair or divan or drumset also
suggests how we should engage it...you've heard
of this, giddyup?
Rušd: Sure: 'object agency'...
{makes scare quotes with wrong fingers}
Sīnā: Right...but I hope we can agree that that's not
what we're talking about...
Rušd: Why not? Isn't that a part of what we're talking
about? If a clarinet can be, or enact, a theory of
music, it's also a very clarinet-specific theory of
music, isn't it? There's only so many things the
construction of the instrument will allow a
clarinetist to do, though, so there's an amount
of agency or restriction built into the physical
instrument itself...
Sīnā: For sure. And I bet we could imagine
fascinating ways to make music by composing
the interaction-modality possibilities between
a musician and a new sound-producing
interface or instrument...Alvin Lucier's Music
for Solo Performer may be along these lines, if
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Karl Popper

disagree?

A speculation

remains
just that,
maybe an
hypothesis,
if it is not
falsifiable...

“...trope-adope...”
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you see what I'm getting at. But, throughout all
this, object agency alone is not enough...there
may be only so many ways we can hold and play
a clarinet, but there are many ways we can
listen to and cognize a piece of music, even
multiple ways which would seem to exclude
each other...and the kind of primer I have in
mind is one which facilitates all of these...
Rušd: I have some thoughts, but for now I'm with
you...go ahead I guess...
Sīnā: {instantly notes then discards the possible
perception of irony.}
Thanks...in all these cases, in whatever special
concentration of object-agency and, what,
cultural intellection we posit in these works,
and in whatever ways we cognize and engage
the effloresence of this special concentration,
there are still other things that come to bear
that are not, say, explicitly binding to the works
themselves....that's not a clear way to put what I
mean...
Rušd: Like what? I thought that's what we were
talking about?
qÜÉ=éêáåÅáéäÉ=çÑ
béáëíÉãçäçÖáÅ~ä
j~êÖáå~äá~=
áë=ÉñéäçêÉÇK

Sīnā: Something like epistemological marginalia,
relevant but non-imperative points of
awareness about a work of art that might or
might not enlighten our engagement with the
thing, but certainly not delimit our
engagements with the thing if not known...
Rušd: Explain.
Sīnā: Well, it's relevant because this awareness has a
direct bearing upon the possibility of
discovering different and unpredictable ways
in which to engage and know the work, but
non-imperative because what I'm talking about
lay outside the bailiwick of what the work itself
imparts to us, is even able to impart to us, as we
-193-
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experience it in real-time, and so ultimately is
not necessary for a deep, or even lifetime
engagement with the thing..{cracks both index
fingers with the thumbs of each hand}......And
before you say anything: yes. I realize that a
careful reader like yourself brings everything he
knows about a piece to bear upon his listening
and within his gaze, and that finding out some
insider info becomes part of all this and you, of
all people, can not un-ring that bell {smirks
beseechingly}...but you get me, right?
Rušd: Sure...look, we always talk about how music is
the temporal art par excellence...it would seem
some idea or defensible citation or anecdote
about how the composer of a piece of music
thinks about time would not be un-interesting
to think about tangential to our experience of
the thing...
Sīnā: It could be functional if it's apropos...
Rušd: Why not? As long as it's apropos...if tangential,
compellingly-bound tangentiality is not
nothing...
{wishes in vain for recognition of his
perspicacity}
Sīnā: Then we can proceed with our consideration of
a description of a discourse about Group
Variations Two 'on its own terms'
{makes air quotes “correctly”}

fÄå=páå~=~ëëÉëëÉë=
~åÇ=êÉJëí~íÉë=íÜÉ=
ÅçåÇáíáçå=çÑ=íÜÉ=
éêçéçë~ä=ìåÇÉê=
ÅçåëáÇÉê~íáçåK

So, an analytic discourse around Group
Variations, one that is indigenous to the work,
to the energies of the work, and its tradition...a
discourse which purports to address one single
body of a body of work, and one which might
demonstrate, if I may, in its ascriptive
statements, something of the very dynamism
ascribed to the work under recollection. From
the stance of a kind of informal response to an
informal question, along the lines of how John
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I can't
believe
he
went
there...
par
excellence..

More
like
'subpar' ha
ha ha...
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Myhill would have it...

Oh yeah, I
recall his
citation:
“A question
is an

After all, you and I have listened to the music of
this piece many times, and we've both seen
tonight's iteration quite a few times as
expression
well....according to our notions about theories
of
intellectual
of Music, this should be enough.
anxiety...”

Rušd: One needs only one's powers of observation! At
least that would seem to be the gist of what
you're saying. But, you wouldn't have made
such a fuss about all that conceptual marginalia
if you didn't have something else to entice me
with...?
Sīnā: Thank you, you know me too well – I have two
more bits of info – sub rosa, as it were – which I
want to share before laying out the
troublesome aporia I have located in this piece
regarding the notion, rather two notions, of
time...
Rušd: Time? I thought that's just what kept
everything from happening all at once!
{both laugh out loud, each for reasons different
from the other}
Do proceed...
Sīnā: : at a dinner with Forshee in Manhattan one
Fall, Benjamin Boretz related a conversation he
had had with Joan Tower at Bard College...the
subject was time, and Boretz recounted how he
had explained that we experience the flow of
time retro-spectively, counting back from the
present...as in, we usually conceive of our
experience of time in terms of us looking
forward from the vantage point of the
present...but a quick look under the hood shows
that we experience the present as an accretion
of previous times, or instances, maybe, that
constantly feed into the present...each instance
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Derek Parfit's
R-Relation
sites an index
of just such
'psychological
connectedness'
between
mental states;
in many ways,
the Relation R
is foundational
to Parfit's

Jon Forshee

He always has to
take it to the next
level...
don't let him dive
into his gnostics...
again...

makes sense in relation to a “just previously”
instance, which makes sense in relation to a
“just previously” instance, and so on....the
psychological connectedness throughout these
“just-previously” instances is what makes our
present state make sense to us...in fact, makes
it hard to imagine our present state being any
other way....even the devil himself affirms this,
though admittedly caught in a retrospective
mood at the time...

I'm sure
he knows
Ermerson:

We are
always
coming up
with the
emphatic
facts of
history in
our private
experience,
and
verifying
them here.
All history
becomes
subjective;
in other
words, there
is properly
no history;
only
biography. “

Rušd: And reflexively we make sense of the past in
terms of the present...can we say: the present is
framed by what has happened in the past, and
events in the past are retrospectively framed as
logical consequences by the present...hindsight
is twenty twenty, and foresight depends on
Jonny
hindsight...
Sīnā: If you don't have a past, you don't have a
present...and, as Sid Vicious would say, no
future...

Rotten?
Another
one to
realitycheck
with this
one...

Rušd: Then wait a tick: is Bergson incorrect when he
observes that the “present is where the future
plunges into the past”?
Sīnā: Not at all, as far as what the present is, but as
far as how we experience what it is he might
have as well said that the past is what plunges
into the now...and maybe Sid was more right
than we joked about, because even with a past
and a present there ain't no future to really
speak about...just our traveling now and our
fantasies...
Rušd: Bon. Bien. Et Alors? Lemme get it straight: The
idea is that Group Variations Two tonight
provides all we need in order to engage it and
speculate about it on its own terms. And
further, since music is the temporal art par
excellence, knowing that Boretz made a case
for how we experience time retrospectively, we
aren't wrong to keep that in mind during our
-196-

Dear
horizontal
place,
I do not
wish to be a
rug.
Do not pull
at the
difficult
head, this
teetering
bulb of
dread and
dream . . .
“ ...Russell
Edson's
poem...

philosophy of
Identity, his
deontology,
and his ethics
in general.

“We know no
time when we
were not as
now.” Satan's
declaration in
Book 5 of
Milton's
poem.
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engagements and speculations; might we even
allow this insight to help frame the matter of
our conjectures...?
{decides to be himself.}

qÜÉ=éêáåÅáéäÉ=çÑ
bÇáíçêá~ä
oÉÅ~éáíìä~íáçåL
_~ÅâJíê~ÅâáåÖ=
áë==í~âÉå=ìéK

qÜÉ=éêáåÅáéäÉ=çÑ
gçáåíJãçÇ~äáíó=
hÉåçëáëL=
oÉÇìÅíáçå=áë=
çìíäáåÉÇK

Sīnā: Yeah. And that's where your observation about
the statement-re-statement T.S. Eliot-esque
nature of the flow of the music comes in...the
principle of Editorial Recapitulation and-or
Back-tracking
we
started
to
mention
elsewhere...of musical designs re-cast and revisioned...the principle of ERB applies to many
of the essential passages of this work, even
across veritable registers of explication...
Rušd: And part of that statement-re-statement
energy necessitates, inasmuch as it engages
repetition vis-à-vis antanaclassis or any other
subset of ERB, something left out, a dearth, or
loss. We ought to propose a principle of
reduction, on the order of a musical kenosis,
effectively sited in the spaces of inter-modality,
or joint-modality, as a guiding notion of our
experiment, loose-limned though it may
be...but my friend, you know as well as anyone
that I enjoy your self-indulgent examples of
musical metaphor and indulgent metaphors
with which to discuss music…but I wonder, do
you still run audio-signal analyses through your
arsenal of spectral-analysis software? I’d be
interested to….
Sīnā: Do I?! I thought you’d never ask! I've amassed an
excellent library, and was looking at snapshots
of Group Variations earlier tonight...
{both chuckle, one less comfortably than the
other; the other pretends not to notice}
...I’ve happened to bring several choice spectral
images of sections of the music with me…
Rušd: Well, I'm sure you have a lot to say about all
this, but I wonder if you'd indulge me for once
for just a moment? What does the ending of
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Group Variations look like? I am still
mesmerized by the indelible suspension of time
that closes off the piece...what's going on there?

péÉÅíêçÖê~ãë=çÑ=
dêçìé=s~êá~íáçåë
ff=~êÉ=éêÉëÉåíÉÇ=
çå=fÄå=páå~Dë==
í~ÄäÉíI=~åÇ=
êÉÖáçåë=çÑ=áåíÉêÉëí
~êÉ=êÉÖ~êÇÉÇ=~åÇ=
ÇáëÅìëëÉÇ=Äó=ÄçíÜK

Sīnā: Check it out – I brought my tablet with me…
look....
{brandishes and plies illuminated tablet with
swift inscrutable gestures of right hand,
producing Figure 1.0}
See – I know what you're talking about...the last
30 or 40 seconds of the piece, right? The whole
work is about 13 minutes and 53 seconds...
Rušd: {face illuminated by surveilling the image}
Ravishing…this is how much of the ending?

péÉÅíêçÖê~ã=NW
oÉÖáçå=NPWMRJNPWRP

Sīnā: This image is a spectrogram of the last 45
seconds or so of Group Variations as rendered
with Sonic Visualiser....you know the routine...:
the passage of time is read left to right,
frequency bottom to top, and the relative
brightness
or
intensity
of
the
color
approximates sound intensity, or amplitude...
Rušd: ...yes, and right there, at 13 minutes and 22 and
a half seconds, appears that attack that lets
those last 6 ring out...what were they?
Sīnā: ...43, 818, 1205, 2368, 3919, 4306, and 6244
kilohertz or so…I think we can forgive that low
frequency around 43, since there's a lot of
beating that goes on in this piece, difference
tones and the like...so this particular bouquet of
frequencies from 818 to 6244 is quite lovely,
don't you think?
Rušd: Oh, we should keep that 43khz in that bouquet
too, since it's there in the spectralanalysis. But
lovely, yes...and I'm glad you too noticed the
beating and difference tones resplendent
throughout all this – there are many times
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Speaking of Listening, Speaking of Seeing

where the music positively shimmers, like at
12:45 [Figure 2.0] , where a fast-fader studio
effect makes the frequency accords flash wildly
around the acoustic space. Some of this is
surely due to the slightly drier digital reverb
created for the work, but the result is a a sonic
image which avails itself of every inch of the
acousmatic space.. It's also really salient at
9:47, and we can see this in the spectrogram in
sections at 9:47 to 9:55, 10:11 to 10:22, and 10:33
to 10:42 or so …

péÉÅíêçÖê~ã=OW
oÉÖáçå=NOWQRJNPWRP

{touches screen with thumb and forefinger
together, makes little pirouette, and the image
zooms to Figure 3.0 in the Reader's
Addendum} ...these instances of flash and
ebullience counterpoint the reflective 40
second sillage at the end you have...

péÉÅíêçÖê~ã=PW
oÉÖáçå=VWQTJNPWRP

Sīnā: {pinches at the screen, Figure 3.1 fades-in}
Indeed they do. Just as they counterpoint with
region 11:05 to 12:40, where the frequential
terrain is conspicously gapped, as if sculpted in
the negative...as if these holes in the densities of
the music provided subtle spaces for the fadereffect shimmerings of 9:47 to still resonate,
noticed by their absence...something of the JKR
principle is at play here.
péÉÅíêçÖê~ã=QW
oÉÖáçå=PWOMJNPWRP

Rušd: Look at 3:20 to the end...zoom in to 3:20 to
5:20...
Sīnā: {obliges with swipe and pinch of right hand,
producing Figure 4.0 then Figure 4.1...}
Rušd:

– I swear this is an instance of the ERB
principle you propose...the music breathes
here, and the frequential roll-out saunters for
these few moments...and the graphical
oppositions I make out between this region and
the region described at 4:40 to 6:20 do not
seem foreign or unexpected. Orchestration may
engage a discourse all its own when done right,
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am I right?
Sīnā: You're not wrong. It's intriguing to point out
that some of the melodies, little musical
strands that stand out to me and which I
conceptualize as markers of my experience of
time, are not obviously detailed in these images.
And also, considering the range 4:40 to 6:20,
and the principle of loss or musical kenosis, of
your antanaclassisism, or even something
verging on the progressively lipogrammatic
and-or musically aphetistic, I can't help wonder
at other instances too to this effect; for
example, there are not glissandi in this
music...not along the frequency contnuum, at
least...and...
Rušd: Markers, eh? I can't believe I know what you
mean...check out what we hear versus the
graphic result of the region starting at region
1:30...
péÉÅíêçÖê~ã=RW
oÉÖáçå=NWPMJNPWRP

Sīnā: {brushing hand over tablet touchlessly,
produces Figure 5.0 in the Addendum.}
Right here at 1:30 to about 1:44...there are
salient lines and sound colors that accelerando
into a little caesura, allowing a breath, then reupping with another possible instance of your
Prufrockian revisionism...this trope becomes a
clarion call to my auditionary attention
throughout the piece; not just in the increased
density
of
frequential
groupings
and
unfoldings, but orchestrationally as well:
certain frequencies are colored by impressions
of clarinet and english horn spectra, creating a
melodic string recurrent, antanaclassistically,
as you put it, throughout the piece.
Rušd: When I hear this at different times in the work,
these melodic strings reveal themselves not so
much as 'tunes' or 'melodies', but more as multidimensional vertices which crystallize certain
figurations of the multi-valent frequency sextet
we discussed closing the work...the little tail...
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Sīnā: But in the image here the protuberance of this
dimensionality from Group Variations' musical
depth-of-surface is much less in evidence.
{taps screen and makes handmotion of turning
doorknob. Pirouettes. The screen exuberates
with the colors of Figure 5.1.}
Now, if we switch the color palette of the image
and attenuate the contrast between two
contrasting colors, like aqua blue and pink, we
can zoom in and detect something of all this in
the blue detail at the bottom of the graphic,
right before things re-initiate just at the
anacrusis of 1:38; there's a lesson in that
somewhere...
Rušd: I know the bassoony lines you're talking
about...there are little melodic segments from
these passages that I find myself whistling
sometimes.
péÉÅíêçÖê~ã=SW
oÉÖáçå=MWMMJNPWRP

{outstretches arm and waves hand over the
screen as it is held by Ibn Sina, producing
Figure 6.0 in the Addendum.}

-mira, starting at 0:00 we can track the

contours – the excursions and valleys, the
abrupt eruptions and exsanguinations of
terrain, of Group Variations in their
entirety...there are the orchestrational
oppositions we talked about at 4:40 and 11:05,
with their negative spaces punched out like a
Robert Irwin installation. And the dark sillage
at the end, our visual primer for what lay
ahead, as it were... Turning up the gain on the
image highlights the studio-fader shimmer,
too...and adjusting just so puts that delicate
reverb back in the picture at the end...
Sīnā: The contours along the frequency continuum,
the amplitude spectrum, and other musically
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dimensional continua like orchestration and
sound color and sonic localization and more all
cofunction to proffer a profile of Group
Variations Two that seems to persistently
affirm a binding relationship to the real-time
experience I have of the work.
Look at this last image :
{produces Figure 6.1 }
This lightning contour describes a frequency
analysis of the audio of Group Variations at a
given point in time; unlike all the other
spectrograms, time is not read left-to-right in
this image; instead, the x-axis corresponds to
frequency, with lower frequencies on the left
and higher frequencies on the right of the
image, like on a piano keyboard. The y-axis here
indexes the occurrence of a frequency, and
proffers a “frequency of frequency” continuu,
to the eye. And the given point in time in this
case is Group Variations, with a duration of
about 13 minutes and 53 seconds. Looking at
this image is like looking at Group Variations
vertically, stepping from the side of time's
arrow, and viewing Group Variations head-on,
so to speak, and seeing the range of spectra
colored higher and higher.... We can imagine
this?
Rušd: We can. And that's different from how we
construed the passage of time in the other
spectrograms...an instant versus a region, a
moment versus a
Sīnā: Right. Now, it happens that because the
environment in which we are creating and
viewing these different images is the same, the
graphic window of frequencies in this image is
the same as the graphic window of linear time
in, say, the first spectrogram . And we can
overlay the contents of these different windows
graphically, observing this...
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{flicks, pinches, calling Figure 6.2 up onscreen}
Lukkedoere
ndunandurr
askewdyloo
shoofermoy
portertoor
yzooysphal
nabortansp
orthaokans
kroidverjk
apakkaphuk

Sīnā: Et Voila.
{both regard the image a long moment}

Bababad
algharag
htakamm
inarronnk
onnbron
ntonnerr
onntuonn
thunntrov
arrhouna
wnskawn
toohooho
ordenent

hurnuk

Rušd:

Sīnā:

Here we can clock two conceptions of time's
palpability: in its passage, or regions, and in its
dearth, in its instant, both in this one
representation. These conceptualizations of
time would seem mutually-exclusive, but in
Group Variations Two we can appreciate their
evidentiary simulataneity...the articluation of
our first principle is more intra-modal than in
our own more general formulation, but do you
get my drift?
= a temporal view of the work in profile, as it
were, and a spatially-vertical view of the work
at a cumulative instant. And both falling under
our
gaze
in
one
frame
can
seem
complementary, less mutually-exclusive, more
jointly-exhaustive.
And now let's suppose: if the clarinet can enact
a theory of music, then the contours of that
theory in action would surely be approximated
by the three-dimensional contours of the
physical clarinet. And here we can finally,
ruggedly speculate: What if there were a
special theory of Music...a theory with only
Group Variations Two as its object of address
and conjecture,
one which sought to
demonstrate in its descriptive modality and
explicate in its real-time analytic engagement;
wouldn't the contours of such a theory seem
approximated by the contours of the work as
we construe it during experience, as you have
and as I have: in the frequency domain, along
the intensity spectrum, in the sound color
domain, and also along the intersections,
confluences of and polar-oppositions between
all these dimensions?
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Rušd: Yes: it would seem so. And that would be quite a
special theory of music indeed! A theory that
would certainly be limned by a fecund diversity
of contours, even contours as unique as those in
this last image...in fact, a bona-fide theory of
Group Variations Two, as we have cast it, would
invoke the 'impossible' contours of that last
image...necessitate them, even...
Yet also, with its principles and intra-textual
relations and diverse sub-rosae, a theory
perhaps that poses more questions than it
motions to address. But a theory, at least, that
can articulate the right questions in the first
place, which is a start.
You know...
{combs fingers through hair, looks up at the
waxing albedo of the disc...}
I 'm eager to get to work...I want to reflect on a
few details you got me to thinking about...
{moves to go, nods}
Sīnā: {moves to depart}
Sure-thing. I'm glad we ran into each other.
And hey, if you'd indulge me for just one last
bit: we surely only touched upon it all, talking
more around than about the whole thing...yet:
who can say what is a good theory and what is
deficient...but, considering the possibility of us
describing an analytic, descriptive,
demonstrative discourse about Group
Variations Two....whaddya say?
San Diego CA

Consider it done?
Rušd: And done.

#
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Time and What We Make of It

Dialogue Between Ibn Sīnā And Ibn Rušd

or

GROUP VARIATIONS II by Benjamin A. Boretz and Russell Craig Richardson

to
Speaking of Listening, Speaking of Seeing :

Reader's Addendum

Speaking of Listening, Speaking of Seeing: Reader's Addendum – Jon Forshee
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Illustration : Apse, East Window, Christchurch Cathedral at Canterbury.
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Figure 1 : Spectrogram of region 13:05 - ~13:53. [Palette: SoCal Sunset]
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Figure 2 : Blue Spectrogram of region ~12:45 - ~13:53. [Palette: Eine kleine Klein]
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Figure 3.0 : Spectrogram of region ~9:47 - ~13:53. [Palette: Sunset Post-Transgenesis]
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Figure 3.1 : Spectrogram zoomed to display range from ~10:11 - ~11:10.
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Figure 4.0 : Spectrogram of region ~3:20 – 13:53. [Palette: Chypre]
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[Palette: Chypre]

Figure 4.1 : Spectrgram zoomed to region ~3:20 - ~5:10.
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[Palette: Sunset Post-Transgenesis]

Figure 5.0 : Spectrogram of region ~1:30 - ~13:53.
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[Palette: Antanaclassipogrammatica]

Figure 5.1 : Spectral image zoomed with adjusted color palette of region ~1:38 - ~1:41.
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Figure 6.0 : Spectrogram of Group Variations 0:00-~13:53 (end) created with SPEK v.2.0.2. Approximate
amplitudes with associated colors are given to the right of the image and time is noted along the bottom.
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The X-axis displays frequency, with lower frequencies on the left and higher ones on the right.
The image frames a snapshot of an instant lasting ~13:53.
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Figure 6.1 : Frequency Range Spectrum Analysis of Group Variations 0:00 - ~13:53.
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Figure 6.2: Intra-modal rendering of Group Variations, region 0:00 - ~13:53. The white 'piano keys' at the bottom
of the spectrogram refer to the 'white lightning' line plotted in the middle of the image.
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Considering “Group Variations II for Computer”
Aaron Keyt

“… when you are lost or isolate inside the way time is passing …”
Thomas Pynchon, “Gravity’s Rainbow”

On first listening, and subsequent, one thing that is remarkable to me, and becomes the
subject of frequent thoughts during repetitive walks and T-travel -The distinction between repeated tones and duplicated tones, and even duplicated repeated
tones (hardly distinguishable from repeated duplicated tones); this allowed through the
medium of computer-generated tones especially, acoustic instruments being incapable,
absent the intervention of a true time-shifting mechanism, from such exactitude as would
cause a repetition to be perceived as a duplication, and even analog electronics being
subject to the wind-shifting metaphor of voltage irregularity.
(Preconception duly noted, but a glance at the printed score confirms an abundance of
horizontally adjacent events identical in every notated detail.)
To duplicate a tone is to double our time, to replicate the same moment, not as a sticking
point (that being more the metaphor of the irksome repetition) but as an act of momentary
generosity. We are so rarely given second chances!
A tone, once duplicated, becomes not only out of perceived pulse, but out of perceived
time; or rather changes the linearity of temporal perception, particularly when moments of
duplication, of time doubled back on itself, occur contemporaneously with moments
occurring in, for lack of a better word, the normal flow.
------(A) A series of film stills arrayed along a wall. (B) A series of identical prints of a single
photograph arrayed along a wall. Two different counterpoints to the space of the wall itself.
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The series of stills, even a series videographing a tiny movement, perhaps even the efforts of
the subject to remain utterly still -- this still documents a temporal experience of ordinary
experience. The same image, reprinted over and over, is a grinding to a halt, an end to
time, or else an infinite expansion, permission to remain forever in one moment.
Another distinction: duplication of the moment and extension of the moment. Having the
same brief moment again, twice or more; having the same moment be a longer moment. Is
it better to be given a second chance, or more time to complete our task in the first place?
(Pirkei Avot tells us: It is not necessary to complete the work, but neither are we free to
desist from it.)
------Usually the parallel universe versions are inaudible, since they are happening at exactly the
same time, and get drowned out. But, by shifting things just a bit, a half second or so, they
become like an array of translucencies, one atop another.
-----The size of what is being duplicated becomes over time more certainly larger than what we
first suspected. The gravitational pull of these large replicated segments every once in
awhile grabs the figurative musical cloth and tugs at it with the same sudden surprising
energy that so quickly brings Wile E Coyote to the canyon floor after the discovery that
only air has been underfoot the past several yards.
-----Duplication of sound events as a major foreground concept can cause differing pitches to
dis-cohere at this level. A secondary intervallic foreground is created, seeming to move
more slowly than it actually does. Temporally there is often a lurching when notes move on
without being duplicated, without being re-examined.
-----Short snippets of tone series without event duplication remind me of people overheard
whistling in the kitchen.
------The minor thirds in the “oboe” at Reh. 29, about midway through, sound as a particularly
significant event, like a “big tune” in a Verdi opera. A hinge. Here it is as if time reverses.
Not in the simple pitch-retrograde sense, but rather as if time itself is asserting a backwards
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flow. So primed is the concept of the duplication, that the interruption of the A by the F#,
and the A’s insistent return, comes through as a forced temporal turn back.
------(That minor third at Reh. 29, BTW: a moment of triumphalism for that little interval, a
quiet loner among the fourths and fifths that open the piece and remain the clique of cool
kids, even banishing the loner into near oblivion from their party at the end.)
-----Compare the time-halting effect of duplication with the more familiar sensation of the long
note, remaining rather than revisiting:
The temporal vastness of that final chord, an event infinitely huge compared with what has
gone before.

………
TO FRANK BRICKLE, JON FORSHEE, AARON KEYT: "Relevance. Liberation."
- spoken in Rochester in 1987 to an SMT symposium on Meta-Variations - was a screech
in the void pleading that 1. the alternative-culture liberations of the Sixties were multiple,
not just the ones on the official counterculture list; and 2. in consequence of the
general misapprehension of 1., works like Meta-Variations and Group Variations
(and Jim Randall's writings and music) whose surfaces couldn't be aligned with the
texts in SOURCE Magazine or the sounds on Time Records, never registered as an
elsewhere in the geography of contemporary music and musical thought. In the
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Rochester talk I groused that Meta-Variations was probably too intimate a
transcription of the inside of my head to have been comprehensibly exposed in
public; odd because nothing I've ever written except Nation articles has had such a
public history. What wasn't seen or heard was the strenuous claims that both of
those works made on behalf of a quite alternative-cultural vision of music, an avantgarde liberation which would not "throw out the cognitive baby with the dogmatic
bathwater" (of Positivism - the quote is from M-V). So Meta-Variations - written
after Group Variations and essentially a retroflection on its musical idea - was
dedicated to the discovery of how musical thinking could address the question (I
asked it in "Of This and That"): "Does experience/sharpen experience/or does
experience/blunt experience? / A. I've heard it all before. / B. I've learned to hear it
as never before. / Two ways to use imagination." The idea that a musical system was
a field of possibilities liberated by a reference rather than a set of prescriptions and
prohibitions was central: "The room for 'choice' at every level of [composition]
seems to evidence that maximum determinacy in every dimension of structure is a
prerequisite to maximum 'creative freedom',... For the 'freedom' to create and perceive
vacuously is hardly to be preferred to a completely conventionalized 'determinacy',
where the rules are not chosen but given...." (M-V). Group Variations was the true
manifesto of this cause; its ambition was nothing less than the recovery of time, the
creation of a time, a Suzanne Langer-species "virtual time", a cumulative ongoing
non-amnesiac time, experienceable as an inhabitable time-transcendence. In both
the essay and the music, experienceability is not what seems to have communicated;
but it was the heart of their aesthetic vision. And in Russell Richardson's luminous
video creating space out of time I think that vision became present.
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with Benjamin Boretz at Eighty
Scott Gleason

A Kind of Healing
with The Memory of All That
But what we want is for the discourse to act as a kind of healing, an energy-work
surrounding, not touching, not too close, but close enough to convey concern,
care.
Sweeter than expected, but attenuated by placement. Perhaps not close enough,
but also too close. A piece we’ve heard before, but drawn out, away from its
earlier… contemplative now. Yet defiant. Time to remember. This will take its
time, the fundamental act of concern, unravel slowly. Be prepared. For, shifting
up, expanding now, opening in which nothing fills. Too wide. Swung within
squares. Remember how far we’ve come, without really going anywhere,
without really getting there. Yet. Too much time to breathe, not wanting to hear
breath, because to do so is to remember, and to remember is to feel absence. If
only. But growth, assertion. Will become. Not too late. Picks up that step and that
bigger. Not prepared for this. Effective repetition with so much comparatively
going on. Expected something more extravagant, but a long way, and quite too
much. Much. Feels itself pulling out of and coalescing and staying. Flipped. You
did it that way, now do it this way. Nice to have been an origin. Even the
notation. How different it must have been. But it doesn’t repeat. Invention.
Could have taken time, but didn’t. It must be. No strong sense of possibilities.
Feels through the interior. A long-range turn. And. We lose that sound as it
fades. We remember but it fades. The high-point slips in, unnoticed. Too close,
caught and catching. Has to end this way. No other option. Although faster than
expected, hoped.
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Fantasy on
Fantasy on an Improvisation of Jim Randall
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Just Listening to Qixingshan

A sense of melancholy, resignation but no regret, but a sense of learning, learning
to extend oneself not in some modernist sense (though that does, interestingly,
come through at times) but in an ethical sense. Is the problem of the piece, how
do we move from naiveté regarding, to shall we say, full comprehension of, our
own limits, with those limits being the limits of our abilities to care for others?
Obviously I’m projecting, but I’m enjoying your music, and that’s where I’m at
just now, this morning.
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Listening to/with Group Variations II for Computer

listening (having read the score and Meta-Variations and Boretz’s program notes
and Slawson’s analysis and listened to the piece before, but all much, much
earlier):
motivic, gestural, intervallic, timbral (all of which coordinating a shared sense of
responsibility for the distinguishing but also forward motion of lines within but
also growth of the whole) but paced rhythmically, largely because of the
lower/lowest recurring bass event that recurs
any sense of trying to attain something is mitigated by the relatively short
duration of the rising lines being themselves relatively small in rising
around 3:00 the whole turns and we get longer durations between event onsets,
with a rather dramatic series of event onsets arriving in a bass, a move which
lingers so long, covering my hearing of the remaining music’s gentle but
occluded gestures trying to become lines
by six minutes or so I can’t help but hear not so much a third or even second or
middle section, but rather the music attempting to become less so because in
reality it is tired, by which I mean, the spacing between event onsets is distant
and also consistent enough, along with a relatively uniform timbral palette, with
relatively short durations of events but none leading inevitably into the next, no
series of onsets with a, say, rising line, or descending series of events one
following the next
of course by 8 the very short durations (shortest durations we’ve heard?)
attenuate that feeling and instead give rise to their own sense of a new section,
one which includes multiple rapid durations and short spaces between durations
10’s longer, longest?, durations mean something, then, in relation to what we’ve
heard previously. By the end, was that, had that been, rising? A smart ending,
smart because it’s rhetorical, perhaps the most rhetorical series of events in the
piece, a crowd pleaser, and so this is not the kind of piece where I’m wondering
how will this piece end: no, there’s a real sense of rhetoric, which itself produces
sections, growth, and importantly and thusly, inconsistency among durations,
motives, intervals, lines, gestures. (If there were too much consistency we
wouldn’t perceive or understand the music rhetorically.)
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***
Is this definitely music that tells you how to listen to it? That is, is this
music to which you listen, and therefore, not with whom, you listen? I can think
of musics with whom you listen, and so I’m wondering now if, if this is music to
which you listen, can we instead listen as if it is music with whom we listen,
should we? And, do we answer that question by listening, listening again?
What kind of listening?
***
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listening (having written about listening to which, as the tradition would tell me
I’m supposed to):
expanding gestures, up and down not to and fro, not infinite, but controlled but
not controlling, expanding before my ears
attempting to increase range and duration of durations and accomplishing
intensity each time
ictus still presents a sense of arising from within
beauty is an accomplishment—short-short-long, higher in register, swung, lilting
quieter, each gesture feeling as if short-short-short-longish-longer-long-long
but is the reality that there is a greater range of durations or spans that the music
presents than the music seems to present?
still not settling into a tactus but it’s there and it’s specifically trying to organize
the surrounding material
and then, the big, understated event at around 5:30 which returns at circa 6:30
which frames the ambitus, imposing one I hadn’t heard previously
tell me it won’t end this way. tell me there will be more.
unbalanced splashes into balance, balance being concerned here with left-right,
physical
the attempt to complete a thought followed by the completion of too many
thoughts, identity being created by timbral and durational continuity as much as
specifically pitch consistency
around about 9:30 pitch begins to feature bends, now pitch having seemed
previously the most consistent aspect, now we’re pulled here and there, before
having been specifically placed each time
the ending. that ending is. emphatically is. outside of me. there. placed. is.
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***
And, so, who cares? Listening to (which) implies achievement, an ability,
to have overcome and attained a certain proficiency and rigor and discipline,
aurally, and subsequently a certain relaxation and satisfaction. Okay, I was able
to discipline my self, in this situation without it particularly feeling as a
discipline and without particularly attempting to so discipline myself, by hearing
durations, both timbral and pitched, both any given event’s duration and
multiple events’ successive durations, as coordinating form, and by disciplining
my language away from employing metaphysical language and instead toward
employing mostly observational language—(“harmonic progression”) becomes
(“harmony” and “progression”) becomes (“simultaneity succession”), and the
like. Listening with (whom) implies a person, a hearing with, a being with, a
shared space and resonance, and non-competitive relation of shared concern,
care, during which lives unfold, lives which have their needs met and can thus
self-actualize, together. Listening with seems to answer a higher calling, that of
bringing out the best in who we are, as listeners, musicians, and thus people. It
does so by at first simply realizing or recognizing that listening is an ethical
situation, and then subsequently answering the implicit question of how should
we listen, for whom, and, with whom?
***
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***
A question then, is, is this dependent upon language, at all? That is, can
we use a listening to language to create a listening with space? Does
observational language necessarily objectify the body of the music to which we
listen? Or, rather, was it not the whole point to use precise language in order to
listen with our pieces?
***
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***
Anyway, I’m not striving for an Aufhebung, positive or negative, but rather
just continuing to think and speak through some shared concerns.
***
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***
One way to circumvent the issue might be to ask to what or with whom
am I listening as I am listening? Why, that is, in either situation, is the listening
directed to another? Why am I not listening to myself? What might a listening to
myself in the presence of this music, then, be like?
***
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listening (having written about listening to which, having written about listening
with whom, the whom still then being the music):
fairly calmly absorbing attention already drifting to my writing and not music
imposing an ictus to carry me through the domain of sounds which otherwise
arrive consistently but not predictably
marked increase in gestures as a short-term ending
while writing trying to catch up, the sounds don’t pause, until, and when, they
do
after that initial section I find myself drifting
being with one’s self isn’t so interesting as being with another
the music may fragment even though it attempts to maintain durations, but I
don’t so fragment; I’m in some ways more, in some ways, less, consistent—the
specification of which is the issue
I suppose I notice mostly duration, with gestures and eventually pitches arising
out of durations
so I suppose I’m supposed to hear repeated articulations of the same pitch as
splintering off into adjacent lines, but I don’t, just now
definitely finding it difficult to be with myself during this central, slow, section
the question the myself-listening-to asks: is this myself-listening-with an easier
form of listening?
I’m just glad that didn’t last too long, because so present in my stereo field
percussive section should create a sense of lingering, standing as a summation of
the previous section’s percussivity, enabling the penultimate section to be about
hearing itself through the longer durations, enabling the last section to present
articulations we should have but haven’t heard before: filling a conceptual gap
listening (having just reread Boretz’s 1974 liner notes: “For those whose auditory
way into Group Variations might be improved by some extra-intuitive assistance,
the following leads are offered….”)
networks: to hear passages as connected but still emerging and dissipating
suddenly
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and what it becomes while ceasing to be
recursive wholes recursively elaborating parts becoming recursive moving
forward
attacking together in succession
listening, conceptually, but not linguistically, is a problem for writing
about/while listening
and so then the opening passage is too much, delights in sensory overload, in
trying to avoid a standing but rather attacking together, with the succession
arising from different combinations but importantly without much distance
interruptions then simply figure in the foreground of my hearing through them
past to the longer-spanning but not yet sectional continuities the ictus providing
guidance here
the mental images (and they come at you like images, in this hearing) persist
through via memory current events, so that the piece becomes, if not cumulative
containment, then at the very least tracking and holding in memory the images
of preceding events persisting through later events
almost as if attempting to negotiate organic and moment forms, almost as if
and so the penultimate passage sounds anything but cumulative but rather
outside the rhetoric of the piece
as does, then, the ultimate section
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***
And so further distinctions emerge/arise as those between listening and
writing and as those between writing about and writing during.

***
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listening (having just reread Wayne Slawson’s 1985 analysis: “Boretz’s computer
piece called Group Variations (1974) is primarily about pitch and duration. The
timbres in the piece serve to differentiate the contrapuntal lines—the ‘tunes,’ as
Boretz terms them….”)
open front—high
mid central—middle
close back—low
not so simple as to assign durations based upon these characteristics, but
certainly timbre can be stratified into three lines corresponding thus
questions arise, again, while listening to duration: duration of a given individual
gesture, passage, line, or motive
questions arise, also, while listening to form: form of a given passage, but how
timbral assignments relate to, carry across, or emerge within, longer passages
but answers, or at least productive prompts as realizations, arise while listening
to registral shapes or forms, that is, how
high—middle—low
coordinates not only with timbre but also with duration of passages specifically
on the level of
beginning—middle—end
I’ll admit to being unclear how to aurally ration all this in any given hearing with
any specificity that can be captured in this medium, with any level of rigor that
would demonstrate the degree to which I care
I suppose the problem, however, is not so much one of linguistic-graphic
representation (marks on the page) but of linguistic-aural representation, which
to a degree simply repeats some of the problematics of Boretz’s writings after,
but which also represents them anew, and newly, in relation to his music
all of which I’ve been prompted for by listening while having read Slawson’s
timbral/phonetic/electronic music analysis into Boretz’s temporal
phenomenology of recursive durational, gestural, passage-level, formal analysis
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***
And so perhaps the problem was never hearing, and perhaps not even
simply listening and writing before, during, or after listening, nor perhaps even
listening to which or with whom, but rather duration, temporality, time, and
taking time. Which, this music does. (Taking time being different than simply
time or temporality.)
***
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***
But, what time are we discussing? That is, whose time? I ask because if
it’s a matter between my descriptive time and the piece’s time, then the issue is
not time and temporality but rather the spacing between the two times and
someone’s (my) desire to minimize that spacing, or, redescribed, to align or
otherwise match the times, with the assumption that a closeness of fit in some
sense matches or otherwise accords with human closeness, that is, that pieces
and people can communicate as people and people communicate, and that
communication is the utopian moment in these texts.
***
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listening (having just reread the “Compositional Postscript” chapter of MetaVariations: “Since all of the foregoing has been advertised as the elucidation of
a rationale for the composition of a particular piece, a reasonable final question
might ask how such a rationale is observably manifest in the piece itself….”)
knowing I’m listening to the computer version, not the orchestral version, makes
listening under this rubric particularly difficult, and, listening under one pass
compounds the difficulty
but what we’re not expecting, then, is a timbral alignment, which is going to
make listening to, with, and for, difficult
at a certain remove there’s a timbral uniformity that attenuates assignment of
meaning, or maybe even understanding, to certain lines
when certain intervals—tritones especially—are assigned to certain timbres it
becomes difficult to segment according to set structure
if each pitch’s envelope arises and decays in a similar manner, it becomes
difficult to hear larger gestures; medium-length gestures become emphasized by
the sheer need to avoid a bouncing or bubbly hearing of each timbre rising and
then falling in intensity, so it becomes a matter of connecting, and the issue of
how many to connect becomes placed forefront
of course not nearly every timbre so occurs, the legato cello-ish lines are more
connected, the pizzicato relatively second violin lines are connected by their
relatively rapid repetitions, the organ panning left-right, too left-right, attenuates
that hearing
although this is music that begins as music that presents a solid plane before me,
for much of its unfolding this is definitely a music we listen through, not against,
or at, its unfolding especially in the penultimate section being a space as much as
a time
the ending, then, also the beginning, presenting a time, a time with which, for
which, against which?, we listen, the beginning not initially presenting a
rhetorical/discursive overload, waiting to build its momentum, continuing, into,
through, throughout, the present
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***
Again, how should we listen—for whom?
***
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***
And, but ambivalently ending, with: perhaps the issue then becomes
maximization, maximization of listening and writing and being and people and
communication and times, but, now, of the time of duration, the rate or tempo,
we might say, of events, their spacing, and the need, simply practically, to slow
them, to allow them to linger and last, to think, to just take the time to think and
care and, importantly, express that time. Thus, “…my chart shines high where
the blue milk’s upset….”
***

………
TO SCOTT GLEASON: What is being assuaged is sometimes the self-centered
need of the thing itself, ding, phenomenon, it, demanding my unforgiven
performance of its score, its nonnegotiable demand to be, become, fulfill its
prequired existentiality; who am I with when I make that happen? It doesn't get
beyond me, it always was. Possibly there are as many other schemata as there are
retrievable traces of my mucking: being, sometimes, directly addressed by what
comes at me in the immediate loop of its own creation; or it's a microphone being
me saying IT to you; or a screen for showing you (meaning me too); or it's a sitting
together working out how to read this, track it, make it mean; or from me to you (or
to the empty night) creating the tropic illusion of intimacy speciously permitting
unofficial invasion and infiltration of something I want to be identified at least by
me in you as me, just right then, just there. Or, even, sometimes, just making
something surprising appear - that at the same time doesn't need any actual other
because it's so obviously to surprisedly delight an awareness out there that could even
just as well be me. Depth it seems looking back I can do; distance though is
probably not an option.
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Axial Music

for Ben Boretz

A little over a decade ago I was busy theorizing what I’ve called the axial principle and casually mentioned to Ben that I thought it must apply to music and that in fact I felt I heard it in
some of his music as well as others (e.g., J.K. Randall), and he being a man of spontaneous,
even impetuous, generosity invited me to write about it for an upcoming issue of Perspectives of New Music devoted to him. I declined on the basis that I don’t write theoretically
about anything that I’m not doing myself, and I was not making axial music (or any other
kind). In fact, I was only speculating privately about the possibility thereof, based on a very
active practice of working axially in poetry (especially what I call preverbs), drawing, sculpture (axial stones), and video. And while my ego had already driven me uncredentialed into
too many domains, I wasn’t so out of focus as to presume I could write about music in a
professional context. (The present statement will offer no contradiction thereto.) But since
my intention is to develop just a little the theory of a possible music called axial, I have
decided to include below a couple of short sections from the longish Prologue to my book
Axial Stones: An Art of Precarious Balance,1 which puts the above story in its original con-

text. After that I can say a little more of where the thinking has gone in recent years.
The axial is not subject to full definition because it stands for a principle, and a
principle, unlike a concept, can never have a definitive expression, but only further and
variable extensions of itself. For example, one experiences and can track instances of gravity (named “law of” but probably more like a principle) even if there is no satisfactory
all-encompassing definition. Axial refers to an unknown but felt center variable and moving
within a generative action in a given medium, and it may apply to any kind of art or indeed
human action. On one level, primarily physical and energic, it is more or less identical to the
core principle of t’ai chi: namely, completely free movement around an axis in a living body
releases energy in optimal intelligent self-regulating expression.
Free movement around an invisible axis—a radical centering—applies as well to the
unobstructed play of mind; but this is where discussion gets tricky. Demonstration requires
a medium and the feedback that the medium allows. In t’ai chi or ch’i kung the body itself is
1

North Atlantic Books: Berkeley, 2006.
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a feedback medium (which is the basis of acupuncture, for instance, as well as other forms
of subtle bodywork). Moreover, meditative/reflective practices can work the mind as a
feedback field in which a sense of radical centering may become virtually palpable. And any
of these practices may discover that axiality has a resonant relationship with its immediate
environment, its field of interplay with the world; but, except for t’ai chi in its realization as
a martial art, music offers perhaps the most vivid evidence of this enigmatic reality.
In my inquiry into how the axial works in various mediums, I look for openings that
allow the feedback to come through and be actively engaged. Now for a couple of slightly
modified sections from the Prologue to Axial Stones which say what I wouldn’t say differently:

elemental opening

One gets a sense of the elemental in relation to specific material. What constitutes an
element seems to be an open category—we say earth, air, fire, water; the Chinese (perhaps
due to the lobbying of ancient artists) add metal and wood and somehow leave out air; the
Tibetans add space to our four (some call it mind). Why not stone? Why not sound? And why
not language? The elemental would seem to be the site where, in manifest reality, you get
through to the most essential, an access to the irreducible in a lived world. An element, at
this level, is something you cannot imagine the world without.

Axial poetics, the earliest of my practices, late ‘60s, derived a sense of “torsional syntax” from Blake’s Illuminated “prophecies” (Milton, Jerusalem)—that is, syntax that takes a
reader through complex states of attention as it moves along. I was drawn to what the poet
Robert Duncan called “the living changes of syntax” in which he found a “snake-like beauty.”
His stance, like Blake’s, was as a “servant” of the art:
I ask the unyielding Sentence that shows Itself forth in the language as I make it,

		
		

Speak! For I name myself your master, who come to serve.
Writing is first a search in obedience,

(The Structure of Rime I)

Whatever the medium or art form, this is a view of art as a physical as well as mental
practice inside a material regarded as living and revelatory, and indeed elemental. For me
the primary, originary medium was language both as text and as sound, manifesting first
in textual works.2 The work becomes axial performance initially as “sound poetry,” developed in collaboration with Charles Stein in the ‘70s, in which performative dialogue worked
2
Including: Amanita’s Hymnal (1971), Magic Spell for the Far Journey (1971), Somapoetics (19731980), Giving the Lily Back Her Hands (1979), Ainu Dreams (1999, with Chie [buun] Hasegawa), Preverbs
(1998-present). There are nine completed books of preverbs, of which four are published as of 2015: Verbal
Paradise, Glossodelia Attract, The Daimon of the Moment, Things Done for Themselves.
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between sound abstraction and semantic figuration.3 Our work together in turn became intermedia performance with Gary Hill from the late ‘70s.4 Thinking about any actual performance it often seems merely academic to separate one medium or art form from another,
or one person’s work from another’s. The “component parts” include language/text, video
images and sequences, physical body-movement, multi-screen simultaneous projections
of prerecorded and live performance elements, a range of sound (including “axial drumming”), multi-language utterances, live projected drawing in air, and so on. One experiences
in such performance a single complex phenomenon of continuous new diversity that produces itself further, or what in complexity science might be called a collectively autocatalytic
system (or field). Very different art entities discover one or more common axes and spin out
unprecedented time-space events; they make more of themselves without relying on repetition. You could say that each moment gives rise to a unique life/art liminal object.

stone/drawing/music
My experience of axial drawing, especially as drawing on paper with graphite, ink or paint,
shows the liminal connection between mediums as well as any other art. It’s an art whose
flow is sustained by a special vigilance within its process of engaging elemental material
(graphite or paint on paper), and it is focused so as to track unprecedented emerging form.
Like axial stones, axial drawing has a relation to both the martial arts practice of pushhands and subtle bodywork, where one remains in listening posture at the precise point of
physical contact and follows an emerging event without exerting direct pressure. This is a
difficult idea for artists who have been highly trained in drawing, where point specific control and precision are highly valued. The quality of touch between the graphite and the paper tends in axial practice toward the receptive, as though the graphite is receiving surface
guidance, perhaps somewhat as a surfer is listening to the wave beneath. In this approach
drawing is a wave phenomenon.
There is here very little attention on technique, which is regarded as, literally, heavyhanded, manipulative. Emphasis falls rather on the changes in oneself through the practice,
how eventually there is a reversal of reflex, a sensory inversion. One comes to a discovery of
objective surrounding as something like a zero world, empty of predetermination, yet resonant. Somehow one manages to approach this facticity palpably, with sheer listening intensity—listening, that is, through the hands. Accordingly one cannot hold a model or ideal in
mind, yet one tries to stay alert for the optimal, which is openly relational and concretely
3
Videos of this early work by Gary Hill can be seen at http://garyhill.com/work/figuring-grounds.
html and http://garyhill.com/work/tale-enclosure.html.
4
Beginning at the Arnolfini Art Center in Rhinebeck, New York, 1977, and Barrytown, New York, and
registered eventually as single-channel video in Tale Enclosure (1985). Our three-way collaboration became
full-scale multimedia performance, for instance, in The Madness of the Day (1993, Museum of Modern Art,
Oxford, also with Marine Hugonnier), Site Cite (1993, Long Beach Museum of Art, also with Joan Jonas), Two
Ways at Once (Deux sens à la fois) (1998, Musée d’Art Contemporain de Montreal), Spring from Undertime
(Awaking Awaiting) (2000, On the Boards, Seattle) and Mind on the Line (2004, Poland and Czech Republic).
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connected to what is at hand.
The drawing prefigured the stone work, in that I was drawing in the axial way (no
effort to represent, no control over the line) well over a decade before working with stones.
But then the stone work refigured the drawing, when I noticed that the action of moving the
stones on a pedestal left a trace drawing scratched into the surface, a two-dimensional record of a four-dimensional spiraling event, something like a reverse musical score. This led
to a moment when, picking up a small stone in Barrytown, I flashed on a practice of dipping
the stone in ink and letting it draw. It produced drawings rather like the axial stone traces
on the pedestal—a further scoring.
The sense of music is always present in axial work. There is the sound of the stones
grinding together as they rough out the move toward fit. And graphite on paper, frictively
sounding the paper to feel it through. Feedback from the medium is both tactile and aural,
and could be measured in “excitable decibels,” as though the sound is what is in excess of
physical touch.

This experience of inevitable music made me wonder what an axial music would be.
As mentioned above I speculated about this with Ben Boretz, who in Open Space had published the first versions of my pieces on the axial (“Axial Poetics,” “Axial Stones,” and “Axial
Drawing”). I discussed a bit of what I’d found axial in some of his work (and later I thought
of composers as diverse as Morton Feldman, Pauline Oliveros, Franz Kamin, Cecil Taylor,
and Marilyn Crispell), but mainly I said I could only write theoretically about something
that I was doing myself; and I was not now making music. Shortly afterwards I noticed a
disturbing feeling in the back of my head, something like static, and I eventually interpreted
this as an involuntary response to the question—axial music showing up as headache! Once
I had thought this, the sound/headache went away. The realization became the cure to my
blockage and something was happening.
Soon afterwards I impulsively went out and bought a snare drum—the only instrument I had seriously played in my teens (in my high school orchestra and marching band
in Miami, Florida). And I began playing at the drum everyday with a single goal: to subvert
the art as I had learned it and thereby allow the axial to arise in the emptied space. I began to reach this level when I allowed myself to break the rule of only one or two beats per
drumstick; I allowed three or more, indeterminately, and that took me beyond control and
outside the scope of my training; I was freed. In this apparent chaos, rhythms began to arise
of their own accord (autocatalytic), and I learned to follow them without trying to sustain
them. Then I began to hear what I had not heard before.

It related to listening in drawing and stone work. Yet the strangest thing was the impact it had on the drawing. One day in August of 2004, as the first signs of axial music were
showing, I played excessively, until I noticed that my two hands were actually getting hot.
I stopped (actually I dropped the drumsticks, startled by the burn) and just felt the sensation in the hands: they were equal, as though I were no longer right-handed. What if the two
hands could draw simultaneously? Then I remembered a dream reported to me a couple of
days before by a friend, Jenny Fox, in which she saw the drawings as they had been, except
that there were two figures on a page— something that had never been. And I also remembered Susan Quasha’s cryptic remark, when I had asked her advice on whether to buy a
drum: “I think it’ll help with the drawing”—words that, although incomprehensible at the
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moment, had sealed my decision to start drumming. So now I was excited at the strange
prospect of drawing with both hands, and I immediately picked up two graphite sticks and
let the two overheated hands draw independently and simultaneously. The results were far
beyond any expectations, and this was the beginning of a new practice. Since that moment I
almost always do two-handed drawing when using graphite; and I eventually added acrylic
ink and paint, using multiple brushes in two hands.

The double action gave the feel of emerging four-dimensionality, the birth of a complex sphere that is always there when working axially with stones, as if fashioning a ceramic
bottle that fits the stones in their balancing. It’s an event of the between. One becomes more
aware of the space around a touch, a mark or a line—the all-important first mark that sets
in motion the fate of the drawing. Even a so-called point is a line, a very small line, and a
line in this actively curving multiverse is a wave. And the movement has a pulse, like a living being, which the art entrains to. This surrounding space is not entirely spatial; it moves
through degrees of energetic intensity and temporality; one is tempted to speak of a resonant surround. And it has a certain multiplicity that, once recognized, pulls one away from
attempting to create unity as such. Instead, one waits for a sense of completeness, where
pulsation ceases to compel further action. Yet the urge remains, embedded in the liminal
object, where the traces of fully sounded friction become the attractors of further viewing.

[This ends the excerpted two sections adapted from the Prologue to Axial Stones, which has
much more on the axial.]

axial discipline

All the arts are both empowered and haunted by the specter of discipline. Axial art seeks
both to escape all known and previously understood discipline/technique/skill and to discover a sense of discipline intrinsic to its emergent configurative force. In this respect axiality differs from the most familiar practices of improvisation which retain technique, skills,
forms, styles, etc. and work freely with them. And while it would be presumptuous to claim
that one is ever fully free of these hard-earned building blocks of art, the axial discipline
begins with the clear intention to leave them behind—to work in open space with intense
uncertainty and clear listening. No doubt this gives easy justification to those who deny that
axial expressions are art at all; and as one who loves both the axial and the, as it were, nonaxial, I don’t necessarily disagree (although in making any art I only practice the axial). The
practice of the axial keeps alive and present the question as to whether or not its productions
belong to the category art/poetry/music. The I-don’t-know is a core element of its discipline
in the most immediate sense.5
5

For the first year of working with small stones, studying their properties while balancing them on a
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To be explicit: the discipline involves an intensely (un)focused awareness of noneffortful, non-controlling engagement in energic configuration. Practice is watchful for any
arising of effort or management or designing intention. A state of release within the medium is cherished. Optimally one plays when the event is self-generating and quits when
it’s not “happening.” Perhaps the only real difference between the axial and highly realized
artists/musicians/poets, whose performance is effortless and flowing, is the degree of commitment to unmediated present emergence and non-discrimination of the result.
The axial makes no claims about the status or relative standing of its productions.
It cherishes the sense of the real, as no doubt all realized artists within any medium do,
and it does not defend. One of the most difficult aspects of the discipline is to maintain this
non-judging awareness inside the active practice. The fact is, making or experiencing art,
we tend to evaluate reflexively, taking aim at ourselves, our work and others. A value of the
axial is the awareness that things allowed to be freely themselves self-discriminate over
time. They become self-organizing. Values themselves are emergent.

principle vs. concept

A principle in this rather special usage has a status of abstract truth something like a “law”
but which can never be completely defined or limited by any manifestation, set of circumstances or theoretical formulation, and it can only be optimally known or experienced in a
particular (relative) instance, non-perfectively—as a singularity. Its sameness inheres in its
non-exact representability or repeatability. A concept, by contrast, can be precisely defined
and ideally represented in a perfective instance. Accordingly I make a distinction between
conceptual art and principle art, where the former might aspire toward definitive embodiment and the latter enjoys unlimited variability. We use provisional concepts to grasp the
uncertain possibilities of principle. “Axial art” is a provisional formulation of a species of
principle art.
At a remove from aesthetic justification, the axial is alert to related principles, which
aid one’s more cognitive configurations in continuously reframing axial activity. (Needless
to say principles located through formal discourses like science become applied concepts
with high metaphorical affect, which indeed they already are in their original usage!) One
of the most powerful notions came to my attention a few years ago through connecting
with the nano-physicist James Gimzewski6 who explained the basic idea of self-organized

tabletop, I did not think I was making art but simply exploring the axial principle with stones, motivated by
the excitement of seeing stones that artist Chie Hasegawa (now Hammons) had balanced.
6
A Scottish physicist of Polish descent who collaborates with artist Victoria Vesna, both of whom teach
at UCLA; he pioneered research on electrical contacts with single atoms and molecules and light emission using scanning tunneling microscopy.
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criticality7 (SOC). Self-organized dynamical systems have critical thresholds that cannot
be preformulated or predicted. Complexity can emerge from simple local interactions and
be spontaneous. The famous metaphorical visualization initially was the “sandpile,” later
ricepile, where grains are laid on top slowly, causing sudden avalanches. Major consequential examples are endless: weather systems, earthquakes, global economy, even the human
brain itself.
Thinking about SOC gave me new insights into axial process. Speaking with Gimzewski about axial poetics—the way my work in preverbs had evolved very slowly over a
decade and a half from a non-linear piling up of individually executed self-contained lines
breaking unplanned into groups of lines (“stanzas”), numbered and titled page-length
“poem”-units, titled series of these units, and finally books. Over time this freely evolving process gave me a sense of self-organized system intelligence with minimal conceptual
formulation showing up as sudden thresholds of ordering; spontaneous (re)configuration;
and “natural complexity.” The emergent system, that is, took on order(s) and became more
“intelligent,” gaining discriminating self-awareness as it went along over years. There were
several initial years of mainly piling up of lines and arbitrarily breaking them into large unsegmented groups. I had no real idea of what I was doing, particularly at the level of evolving form, but I was learning from the process—mostly learning not to interfere and how
to position focus so as to discriminate false starts from true starts. Looking back I’m fairly
amazed that I had the faith in the process to continue with so little articulation of discrete
order beyond the conception of the internally free (proverb-like) line (defined as the length
of a line before turnover in MS Word). When the new levels of unreasoned but satisfying
order showed up I would feel awe and new clarity at the critical thresholds, the openings.
What is most difficult to discuss is the palpable intelligence inside the process. Is it
real or in any way different from the common understanding of a learning curve in any new
activity? The seemingly radical difference is that, unlike learning a repeatable or perfectible
activity, it doesn’t evolve a skill as such, although one can improve the mechanics, such as
one’s physical position in drawing or drumming to allow for freer action; one gets better at
strategy and recognition without acquiring a repeatable skill. The process is self-interrup7
In physics, self-organized criticality (SOC) is a property of (classes of) dynamical systems that have
a critical point as an attractor. Their macroscopic behavior thus displays the spatial and/or temporal scale-invariance characteristic of the critical point of a phase transition, but without the need to tune control parameters to precise values. The concept was put forward by Per Bak, Chao Tang and Kurt Wiesenfeld in a paper
published in 1987 in Physical Review Letters, and is considered to be one of the mechanisms by which complexity arises in nature. Its concepts have been enthusiastically applied across fields as diverse as geophysics,
physical cosmology, evolutionary biology and ecology, bio-inspired computing and optimization (mathematics), economics, quantum gravity, sociology, solar physics, plasma physics, neurobiology and others. SOC is
typically observed in slowly driven non-equilibrium systems with extended degrees of freedom and a high
level of nonlinearity. (Adapted from Wikipedia)
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tive and non-cumulative. The action is honed as a state of release and relinquished control,
or minimal control within a delimited zone. In this state there’s a discernible sense that
another species of intelligence takes hold. The process of discrimination involves recognition of emerging formal relationships, at least to the point of accepting “on faith” when the
feel is right, so that the process goes on unimpeded. Of course it’s tempting to characterize
this intelligence or map it onto some previous understanding (automatic writing, the unconscious, channeling, etc.), but, aside from those terms simply seeming wrong, the axial
discipline resists any such characterization that would lead to the comfort of a doctrine,
philosophical systematics, or religion. Neither does it rule anything out—hence a special
kind of intellectual tension.
Along the way one is guided by refinements of the emerging view of the work. A view
in this sense is different from a reigning concept in that it is principle-related in its growing open awareness. Principle-supportive concepts arise: for instance, I use the notion that
rhythm happens between poles of the metrical and the pulsational. In axial drumming the
pulsational is in the foreground, freely allowing sudden changes in tempo along with pattern. Consistency like exact execution of beats is hardly a virtue in the axial field, and this is
in accordance with the middle-body-centered action of axial drumming. Shoulders, arms,
and wrists are open and free in this approach to drumming (and drawing), the wholebody action generating from ground up and articulated from the belly (lower tan t’ien or
hara)—what is called the “second brain”8 (enteric nervous system) by neurophysiologists,
especially neurogastroenterologists. There is a precision in axial process that is of course
quite different from that of practiced performance. It has to do with the self-true realization
of a singularity—a principle hauntingly indicated in poet Charles Olson’s phrase: “nothing is
anything but itself, measured so.” The whole-body-action centered in the middle body discovers over time its own kind of accuracy. And this “over time” indicates a journey through
seeming chaos, wherein one continues the action of pure non-expectant listening as long as
it takes for a new self-direction to show itself.

axial listening/composition as listening

It may not be possible to say exactly what axial listening is; it may not even be desirable to
do so. Reading Joshua Banks Mailman’s instructive phenomenology of listening in a recent

8
The term was made famous by Michael Gershon in The Second Brain (HarperCollins, 1998), who
gives it wide importance (its 100 million neurons second only to the brain and operating independently
thereof), including controlling a big part of mood and emotions; but he says, “The second brain doesn’t help
with the great thoughts… religion, philosophy and poetry is left to the brain in the head.” Here is one place
where axiality could contribute to a paradigm shift in allowing that “thinking” may occur in an oscillatory
state “between brains” when the lower center is activated over time and allowed to evolve its intelligence. Of
course this means thinking differently about thinking—not just gut feelings but gut thinking.
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Open Space9—he calls it a “routine ontology of sound”—I considered exploring how axial
listening fits in his seven types: Digestion, Recording, Adaptation, Meditation, Transport,
Improvisation, and Computation. The first thought is that one’s listening is typological according to one’s personal make-up plus experience and occasion; and, further, that there
are no pure types except in our conceptualization of them. And in any given instance we
may shift the type of listening we do many times. All of Mailman’s types strike familiar
notes in one’s experience. It’s tempting to map the axial onto aspects of one or another,
especially, say, Meditation or Transport, but each of these concepts/categories is itself a
mapping or configuration useful within the limits of a rational approach to a mainly non-rational process. The intention is heuristic, yet it’s interesting how tempting it is to “believe”
the rational categories for experience, the nature of which—and our basic attraction to
which—is beyond rationality and its categories.
And yet here I am writing about the axial and pleading my case for not making a
case. Thinking about the unthinkable is its own pleasure. It is unaccountably important
for me to say, for instance, that while music appears to express something inherent in the
composer at least during the time of composition, “I” “contend” that axial music does not
appear to express the maker as the maker is known to herself, but to bring expression of an
unknown to her. If it is expression it is being manifesting as never before that very moment.
I find it powerful to perform with the view that the category of mistake/error/wrong is
inoperative in the moment. There is an intensity that allows itself to show only under such
neutral conditions.
When I told Ben that I thought I heard the axial in his music ten years ago, I was referring in particular to short pieces he recorded on piano in response to my book of poems
Ainu Dreams. I have no idea what his mode of composition was but it gave me the sense
of the axial, perhaps as I needed to have it be. My listening seemed to become axial in the
presence of that actual music. It certainly inspired me to seek the axial in music. It transmitted that sense of a possible. And that has motivated my further attempts to say something
meaningful about axial music, if only to raise powerful questions.
Theorizing axial music raises the question: can you hear the state of a given creative
event through the music it produces? I think a musicmaker automatically tends to answer
that in the affirmative. Music transmits its state of being—as, the poet might assume, language does quite intensely in its state as poetry. Music is language is poetry—in principle
and at the optimal level of effect. What might be called meta-listening—the non-controlling
yet fully conscious awareness of what one is engaged in—sustains the axial field of anything-possible and creates the listening appropriate to its moment—a singularity. Axial
9
Open Space, 15/16, Fall 2013/Winter 2014, “Seven Metaphors for (Music) Listening: DRAMaTIC,”
116-146.
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music transmits the primally axial.
Thirty years ago we published a talk by Ben in a beautiful little book, If I am a musical thinker, at Station Hill Press in Barrytown, containing what I could call his axial drawings in ink splotching, and it said, among many wonderful things:
Listening is the primal act; listening is primal composition; the music we hear, the
sound we hear, moves us to the core not because of the external things or persons
it expresses, but exactly insofar as it expresses us, ourselves, the listeners. To listen
tangibly is to be mobilized, as a total consciousness, to be present to an occasion of
sound experience.
Listening is primal composition….

………
TO GEORGE QUASHA: Very interesting how a piece I wrote for George (With
Respect to George: A Postcard for George Quasha at 70) can be tracked in terms of
axiality: beginning by flinging out a meteor shower of scattered notes it gradually
congeals under the irresistible gravitational pull of a pitch blackhole accelerating
inexorably to its end at the brink of an event horizon, compressed to an
impenetrably dense pitchknot. And it is composed as a percussion piece, for
vibraphone solo or duo, wanting to speak in an intuited image of George's musical
voice.
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a poatcard for George Quasha at 70
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River Road, June 2012

Downtime is about as perfect a fusion of acoustic and electronic materials as

anyone can hope to find. It is among the few synchronisms that blend so well
that the two sound sources appear to coalesce as a single musical organism.
Steadily, Ben Boretz’s music meets a fundamental challenge of all art —
the presentation of material that is immediately compelling enough to create
the desire to experience the work repeatedly. Beneath the surface appeal of
Downtime are layers of musical inventiveness that reward multiple hearings.
One reaches the end of the 20-minute work eager to return to the beginning
and listen again.
Melodically, harmonically, rhythmically, and gesturally, Downtime projects
a sense of musical inevitability that nevertheless opens doors to unexpected
possibilities. The combination of assuredness and fragile intimacy is a rare and
beautiful quality; the seamless fusion of these elements is a result of Ben’s
talent, technique, and taste, and a symbol of his recognition of our shared
humanity.

Noah Creshevsky
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JK Randall — WHEN THE BIRDS COME CALLING (again)
20
had hitchcock’s birds won
time wouldn’t do much
declocked
no drift, no deviation
spatialized out there.
just sit up there on phonelines.
religion triumphant?
sure.
LA ROUSSEROLLE EFFARVATTE
birdspeak is godspeak so to speak.
is worldspeak.
what is.
MessCatVII(4)
not the birds that come calling in beethoven’s 6th. those birds
pass smoothly through the exigencies and amenities of a
B-flat major coda in twelve-eight time. those are our birds, created
for human diversion. they show up at our picnic to adorn our
twilight.
nor the birds that infest cutesy orchestral scores with their
humanoid rhythms and phraseology, and introduce children
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painlessly to the woodwinds.
nor birds in blackface seeking our approval of what we can take.
nor yet the soothing new-age flocks that “put us in the mood”.
these birds, devoutly researched, convincingly spew strings,
scrambles, of oddly changing dyads between basso profundo left
hand and sopranino right hand.
some of the husky ones chirp chords.
all acquire their woody timbre from those special messiaenic
scales.
and the timeflow within and among the birdcalls is like nothing
human, like nothing musical, like nothing which is itself an
evolving organism.
rocks, swamps, times of day, frogcroaks, sunrise & the colors
thereof, are but alternative slices of this timelessly flat birdworld,
of those demagnetized antirhythmic chords, of non-event-types
succeeding one another within a timeless ontological simultaneity.
messcat is as devoid of urgency as a list.
a catalogue.
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21
(test it. probe it. make it bite back.)
think a patch of infantile pianobang.
( -- it never does.)
(attention replaces intention.)
pitch-changes swagger with insignificance.
(it matters that the notes don’t matter.)
(complex patches)
let patches of sound succeed one another
by happening to occur,
or by happening to be brought up.
(sparse patches)
(beyond random)
DOWNTIME
(attention stays intense)
determine duration directly,
by unmotivated switches of attention.
(whatever the patch)
internal quality and continuity of a patch is a resultant -- a product
of poking and prodding, not of design or anticipation.
of imposing, shaping, confirming, never:
(ben, unmediated)
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(piano and percussion speak to each other only as a last resort.)
the stuff going by must be on its own.
(humanly uninterpreted)(observed with equanimity)
loud & bangy must be without energy or excitement or momentum.
soft & sparse must not turn languid.
sudden must fail to startle.
(phraseology has become loose bodies)(walking fingers)
it’s vital that the notes not matter (even though they’re mostly Bflat, F, E, E-flat and derivatives) since any patch ( -- check out a
wandering single-note sequence: not phraseological, harmonic,
like o -- ) is acceptable so long as we attend to it and accept its
acceptability.
no verities of composition.
no “techniques” or “implications”.
seeks no approval, or even notice.
ignorant of subjectivity or expression.
a workcomposerlistener meld out there.
as impervious to itself as to us.
a secondary consciousness itself out there --- out there where the birds speak.
-- out there as itself an infrangible object.
awareness itself as an infrangible object of awareness.
(who are we?)
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KRISHNAMURTI: (in meditating) don’t mess with your mind by
emptying or guiding. let all experiences through, but without
whatever affect or attachment or interest may have qualified them.
and don’t gussie them up: leave them alone: just observe without
evaluation, without judgment, without satisfaction or joy or shame
or sorrow.
don’t assume that you and the composer are on the same
wavelength ( -- or that you aren’t).
the stuff and its sequencing will disengage you from your habitual
musical inflections: won’t tell you what you want to hear.
( -- but not what you ought to hear either.)
within this ground, all should be comfortable, unstressed,
impersonal, transpersonal -- has come calling already accepted.
without indifference -- in fact as revelation -- we accept these
acceptances.
downtime is, for us, an awareness of an awareness of awareness;
an experiencing of experiencing experiencing.
we have not krishnamurtied.
but we have aurally witnessed an aural krishnamurtization.
downtime is more like music in some other person’s mind than
most music.
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downtime is less like itself than most music.
downtime is closer to krishnamurti than krishnamurti.
downtime is more like MessCatVII(4) than most birds.
no passports to humanoid, anthropomorphic.
castanets or motors may rattle or hiss, but not drive anything.

………
TO JIM RANDALL'S BIRDSTEXT (AND NOAH CRESHEVSKY): Jim's idea
of a Messiaenic/Krishnamurtish reading of Downtime is curiously consonant with
my own sense of the piece as I composed it, of the piece turning its own objects over
for its own contemplation, listening to itself, or not so much to itself as to what it
was being as it went, what it was made of as it was being made of it, taking in what
had just happened as it was still happening, finally stepping back and reflecting in
the afterspace, exploring the anatomy of its own tranquility in the wash of its own
self-created chaos.
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Elaine R. Barkin — from the liner notes — Open Space CD 31
Erupting out of somewhere, overpowering, persuasive, seductive, which, after all is, and in
mutually consensual circumstances, what it’s all about, isn’t it? Desire, libido, interplay;
Dionysian frenzy at the outset, Apollonian serenity at the close, everything in between in
between. Invented percussion instruments, created from midi-scratch … few other
temple/woodblocks sound like Ben’s, rich warm deep as if made of wood in an Equatorial
forest tree that’s been sun and rain drenched … Crayola’s Burnt Sienna … eccentric
echoic drums and bell poke and sizzle through my speakers … Solo piano and percussion
don’t partner equally, yet they’re like a power couple, clingingly together, distantly apart,
often at the outermost edges of pitch and unpitch, distinguishable most of the way through
until they ultimately and tranquilly coalesce. Downtime, not quite a mini-concerto but for
sure conceived for a virtuoso pianist who must not only keep in and to his own
scrupulously notated time, especially the ubiquitous tripletted 32nds, but must also merge
and unmerge with midi-percussion, whose entrances and exits are of course trouble-free.
Ian Pace seems to have “eaten all these problems for breakfast”, as Zita Carno once
remarked of her own ability to sight read the piano music of Pierre Boulez. Ian Pace does
far more than sight read: within the predetermined bounds, he re-creates the out-of-theblue deep down Givens and makes all sound like a wondrous bona fide Chosen.
A few minutes after the zingy explosive opening, you are transported onto almost flabby
fidgety, wiggling fingers, up against the keys, soliloquizing … squished fifths-cycle motif, as
at the start and recurring later on (so maybe it’s a Rondo), no fuss, no muss, semplice,
heart stopping, spine shivery, conveyed and nailed right on by Ian Pace who manages to
sound as if he’s making all up, with extraordinary brilliance and authority, his pedaling
enabling just the right tones to sustain, not performing, Downtime, the most paradoxical
title Ben might have chosen in the conventional sense, schmoozing at the water cooler …
but all so commonsensical, in the sense in which systems are unavailable, have gone,
spontaneity takes over, moment to moment your sense of being unprepared is forthwith
overturned, each partner near-silently egging the other on. At about halfway in, a string of
slow, single midrange piano tones, harmonically akin to the other piano solo, grabs your
attention, in which — as in Ben’s other music on this CD — these singletons have a
weightiness, as if you could hold, feel, touch them, Ian Pace imbuing them with multidimensional tangibility; after which follow whispery gong-chime tones, out of which
springs an intricate, bouncy Babbitty passage, once again precisely spun by Ian Pace, after
which all is recovered and you’re switched onto another track but “We’ll meet again, we’ll
part once more. The spot I’ll seek if the hour you’ll find. My chart shines high where
the blue milk’s upset. Forgivemequick, I’m going! Bubye! And you, pluck your watch,
forgetmenot.”
Ben as shamanic intermediary, takes you on a metaphysical journey, an overtly, discreetly,
covertly, sexual trip, corporeality and incorporeality intertwining: what once was
speculative is now transformational; coming and going, entrancing, leave-taking, with
confidence and power that seizes yet liberates. All about, if aboutness is what Downtime is
about, intimacy, its qualities, its attributes, about an intimacy that takes away your breath,
your balance, all coming upon you suddenly, switching gears, reassuring as if listening to
you at the same time in which — and Time is always taken, made and remade by Ben —
in which worldmaking of its own invention continues to beguile, enfold. About an intimacy
at times of such intensity as to be overwhelming in its directness, in its grasp, Ben’s outer
selves and shadow selves gripping us. Downtime radiates unbounded vitality, an
abundance of guiless assurance, a compelling erotic energy, expressing, conveying joie de
vivre from piercing thumps at the start to tranquil murmurs at the end.
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Dorota Czerner, Downtime Spaces, (Open Space CD31)

Ask

for

Ask the lake

a lake
Listen

Looking toward the inland waters
Of vertical dreams
Poured in
Single syllables dropped into the night
The night

a single

resonant sound

afloat on the surface

The rapids of the broken syllables.

Sound, touch, smell, vibrancy: Night birds. Splashing and stirring.
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“ As I was thinking of you tonight while I was out dreaming; letting rest in
the sepia behind my eyes one image at a time, a fluid petal touching
another petal, (all attached to the center), painfully, deeply, I looked down
folding myself around the ambiguity of the bed and found a little effigy of
a man made from nothing but my own sensations, a little man mad with
feelings, my feelings. “

I hold what the dream blows my way
— like an hourglass try to winnow time from one chamber to another —
opening with its movement,

inside the listening.

The quiet I can’t achieve at first comes to me as the piano sounds slowly turn out
all my pedestrian lights, as they respond and relate to what other sensations are
doing, slowly moving over the dream, distinctly individual, scattered drops plain
unsealed, buckets of crystals, linked, impregnated with both the privacy and the
resonance of passing through the emerging time.

The architecture of the internalexpanding, in loops, builds an alembic of sound.

In the eye of this pellucid dome lies a fragility, which allows an access to the
music: to hear and to be it, and to lock in the mind the elapsing events so they
can form a spiral window — a sudden vertigo of being laced with the continuum,
on a flickering edge:

Asphalt
Throat
warm with night
the voices
of galloping tree-frogs
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under a blanket of dust
my presence

still clutching onto the effigy

I look for this space like a girl child who needs music to sleep.
The ear has heard, has collected — Imagination generates fresh integrity and
holds a new sense of balance. The lemon hourglass is perfect, so are the
images it rushes through. The eyes in the dark are watching me from the
elevator of time.
From a trusting leap, an inward dive into the flow of the beat-skipping heart
decisions in bending, refracting, reflecting time.
Bonds. Same. Or other. Bonds. I was. I Am.
The Dreamman’s figure buried somewhere in un-mown grass, Vinculum
quippe vinculorum (amor) est — an alchemy of depth rippled through the
wild surfaces
busy green
I am myself each thing speaking, each separate, lost into one another ready
with infinite ease
in flight
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* The original title of this piece transcribed literally how my 9-year-old ears heard the words
on the crappy headphones at the Brooklyn Public Library’s record-listening table.
To convey that I was reaching back to my own musical origins, not to tease or confuse.
- B.B.

Michael Fowler

“Hearing through chart: a second listening”
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|
an astonishing tale,...
a surprising result,...
a quiet calm,...
an engulfing feeling that it,
just,
might collapse
within (without) its own weight,
or perhaps it will continue along,
forever perhaps,
without me,
yes
of course, hit play,
listen,
experience the resonances.
Ben told me that,
hear the ends of the notes,
not the beginnings...
now it's been many years since the death of those resonances,
many years since my own vision of what a pianist is (is supposed to be) died,
left,...
beyond it now,...
yet still hearing,
still considering,...
if those resonances have left me (and where is my milk?)
With much respect, dear friend
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P ian o, On tological Obj ect:
On ( “… my chart shines high where the blue
milk’s upset …”) by Ben j am in Boretz.

Mar ti n Sc h e r zi nge r

I.
… a music, entirely without silence, enveloped in silence …
… of silence without silence; quieter before the quiet?
… sound timed and spaced openly enough to provide frame
… an earhold for emerging form.
And so a duo of dyads dance in slowtime and closespace,
sad as petrified animals …
… one to the other,
… expand in repetition;
… another to one,
… repeat repeating.
… crunchchord
Then again:

(beautiful blue milknote)
(what of another?)
(one another)

… one to the other,
… repeat an expansion
(shine high)
… (of) blue milk; like one to the other
… repeat repeated repeating
...without crunchchord (but instead:
… another to one,
(beautiful blue milknote)
… half repeating
(another of what?)
Then again:
… another one
… holding (a different way of half repeating);
… blue expands to shine high
… and repeats the half repeating
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And so it goes.
Then again,
perhaps not quite so:
The chart upset, shines high.

The only true repetition is the earworm.
What is this? What does this?
relation or color?,
relation and color?
relation as color?
relation with color?
relation in color?
(… not a painted flag, but a flag in paint ...)
line or sonority?,
line and line?
sonority as line?
color with line?
relation in relation?
Tuned tones tress a timbre by timing.

2.
The modern industrial piano – an archetypal mechanical inscription device; a formal
music-maker that enjoys a world monopoly – is of a peculiar technological species. It
emerges from a grand history of illusionist machines, standardized within economies of
scale. Unable thoroughly to prolong sound or inflect timbre, it behaves like a zoetrope;
it animates lines by way of stop motion, key to code, blow-by-hammer-blow. Its lines of
flight are criss-crossed – a pixelated plasticity borne of permutations gridded to multiple
parallel keys. It’s a peculiarity of history that music-making in the high period of the
piano was underwritten by an aesthetics of temporal transformation and transience,
fluidity and flow, motion, mutability, expression and curvature, morphosis and wave,
indivisible time, diagonal and deterritorialization. Because, in truth, the winged arrows
of music’s sonotropic metaphysics were mesmerized by a standardized succession of
detached filmic quanta. The polyphonic flow of the piano was, more accurately, the flow
of full stops, a refusal of time. The finger dance on its gridded black and white series was
stringing along the ear in beads of time, undertaking a music that was without music.
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Figure 1: “shiny black coffin looks just like a piano”

Our perception is quick to identify already-known order from rapid sequences of still
frames. We see things in other things; we hear signals in sliced noise; we finish
sentences for one another. Like oracles of predictive text, our senses send envoys (into
the future) to seek out plausible form (from the past). Our eyes and ears are good at
bending the facts, finding the sweet space and spot that gives shape and face to
fragments and dots, and that gives contour and continuity to pitch puncta. In pianism,
the romantic virtuoso performs a stunt founded on mechanical dexterity for the senses.
Set to work on the chromatic interface, his finger dance synchronizes key to tone-type in
tessillations that conjure the anamorphic ear. The virtuoso is the piano’s charismatic
Franz Mesmer. Like Daedelus, the 18th-century celebrity physician used illusionism to
assist young pianists, including Mozart, with the art of “animal magnetism”.

Figure 2:

{your hands agile (rats)}
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The pianist subtends time by way of finger pointing, hammering out details that
mesmerize the ear toward constellations that seem to lie behind, if not beyond, a
mechanical trapdoor. By punctuating points, the virtuoso sings in lines and operatic
curves. Chopi Chopin.

3.
Then again,
perhaps not only so.
(“… my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset …”)
… relation without relation

(patterned unpredictability eliciting acts of framing)

… form without form

(formalization, not formalism)
(re-link, not pre-link)

… virtuosity without virtuosity

(understated virtuosity, stated)

… a piano without the piano

(unsustainable sound, sustained)

(“… my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset …”) is, on the one hand, seduced by
the relentless disappearing act of the piano’s coded tones, but, on the other hand, it
recoils from the abstract phylum of ideas that lock-in pianism to a subset of musical
praxis today. The piece back-winds to ontological basics, reckons with the intrinsic
elements of the piano – at the crossroads – if only to ponder the road not taken. Here
we find timing in open space (smooth time?), returning to the musical figure the sensual
qualities paradoxically stripped by the sensualism of its customary ground, so altogether
overplayed.
It should be clear that the piece, shining high on set-oriented permutational logics, does
not inveigh against music construed as an established system of coded relationships as
such. (As if the “indivisible time” of “virtual” phenomena – from noisy curvature to
grains in voices – were not themselves ingrained and systematically deployed as sites of
great deception, big lies even). But if the enduring digital interface of the piano, which
subtends a subset for music, has silently amplified a hypothesis into reality,
transforming, by repetition, a form into fact, then Chart takes as its task the act of
transforming such fact into form.
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APOSTROPHE
For Benjamin Boretz’s Eightieth Birthday
Neal Kosaly-Meyer

Choose a recording of (“. . . my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset . . .”), or enlist a pianist
to play it for you. In Part I, Chapter 8 of Finnegans Wake by James Joyce, find the sixth paragraph
from the end of the chapter. In the original edition, this paragraph begins on page 209; in The
Restored Finnegans Wake, the paragraph is on page 164. The first sentence of the paragraph, in both
editions, is “But what was the game in her mixed baggyrhatty?” I use that paragraph as starting point
based on the duration of Sarah Rothenberg’s performance of (“ . . . my chart on OPEN SPACE 1,
ca. 28’30”. Adjust the starting point in Finnegans Wake either forwards or backwards depending on
the duration of the recording or performance chosen.
Begin the recording or performance of (“. . . my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset . . .”)
and at the same time begin reading from the chosen starting point in the Finnegans Wake chapter, all
the way to the end of the chapter. Read expressively and at an unhurried pace. The reading from the
Wake should end up being about the same length as the performance of (“ . . . my chart. If they don’t
end pretty close to the same time, adjust either reading tempo or starting point, and try again.
Once a reliably synchronized agreement is found, do it again, but this time with highlighter
or other writing implement at the ready, and a photocopy of the Wake portion (enlarging it is a good
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idea). While reading, underline or highlight each word in the chapter that lines up (or approximately
lines up) with the playing of a note, or of simultaneous notes, in the piano piece. When finished,
check the number of highlights/underlines to see that they match the number of
notes/simultaneities in (“ . . . my chart. Create a new score, retaining dynamics, pedaling, notedurations and rests, but substituting, in sequence, the highlighted or underlined words from
Finnegans Wake for the pitches or simultaneities. This will be the score from which APOSTROPHE
may be performed.
Two-performer version: One performer sits at the keyboard of a grand piano and performs
only the pedaling, as notated in the original score. Another performer, a vocalist, stands at the crook
of the piano, speaking/singing the words from the Wake into the piano, in sequence, using the
notated durations. Pitch, and to what degree the performance ends up as song or as spoken-word, is
left to the discretion of the performer.
One-performer version: Block the damper pedal and just let the strings ring throughout,
rather than using the exact pedaling. Vocalist performs as directed in the two-performer version.
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JOHN RAHN: Blue Chart:
(“...my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset...”)

It’s hard nowadays to appreciate fully the effect this had when it appeared in the
late 1970s (1976-7). We were accustomed to intricate, high-density, high-energy
writings from Ben, both prose and in music. Certainly this was the modus operandi
(high-density) of most music in his community then, which included the group of
composers at Princeton – just remind yourself of how intense Milton Babbitt’s music
is. Ben’s PhD thesis “Meta-Variations” had recently appeared in Perspectives of New
Music, puzzling everybody with its thoughtful, thick, and somewhat opaque prose
and ideas.
Let’s recall also that when Gerry Warfield asked Ben to do a keynote talk for the
first conference of the then-proto SMT in Boston around this time, he asked Ben to
do something “explaining Meta-Variations.” Everyone thought it was an important
piece of writing, and we all thought it could use some explaining. I myself had, as
Ben’s graduate student at Princeton, spent at least a year discussing it with him –
you won’t be surprised that I challenged him on the opacity issue and indignantly
made Ben “explain” just exactly what he meant by this or that difficult paragraph, if
anything. And we also should recall what Ben did for his keynote explanation. The
first words out of his mouth, up there on the podium, were “Plato’s Theaetetus.”
Far worse than a curve ball, maybe a spit-ball. A clash of universes. Not an
explication of the formal logic in MV, nor an elucidation of some of its main points
for clarification, but talking about rhetoric, about duplicity and revelation, and the
bouleversement at the heart of that dialogue, wherein the process is probably more
to the point than the point. So in a way, it was indeed a meta-variation on “Metavariations”. Don’t worry so much about what I said, pinning me down to some
reification. Look at how it goes.
So in both cases, at the same time (within a few years in the mid 1970s), Ben’s
music and prose took similar turns, a major inflection point, a shift of universes.
Bear in mind that the piece Ben wrote next after the Blue Milk was his virtuoso textsound-music “Language ,as a music.” Of course it was also around this time that
Ben (and JK Randall) became heavily involved with free improvisation.
It was not just a change of style, but a turn of expression, a turn to expression,
and what is expressed in Milk is an ancient Greek-like sense of the cosmos,
which unfolds so slowly, so very, very slowly, so that it imitates (as well part of its
expression) the aeons of the constellations turning in the sky (the Milky Way, where
the blue milk’s upset, as James Joyce would have it). It’s now all on the surface in a
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way, the bare chart, right in your face. It’s aggressively uncomplicated and obvious.
There is nowhere for you to hide! It’s embarrassing.
One could “analyze” this into a rhythm something like
((4+3)+4)+((3or4)+(4or5))+5 the end. There are no measures, so this is a rough
idea from the number of pages. But it’s not about the numbers.
The sound of it is all derived from perfect 4th and 5th dyads, like UN (-), aggregating
into clusters introducing other intervals of varied crunchiness. At the beginning, it’s
two 4ths one pitch semitone apart. The space is pitch space more than pc space,
register is essential to it, and the dying-away qualities of the piano during these
long, long dyad-chords, layered on each other.
Does it do a Theaetetus, like Ben’s keynote talk? I don’t think so. It’s earnest and
straightforward. The rhetoric of the piece is a familiar kind, with a beginning, a
middle, and an end, once you get past how long everything is taking to take place.
It reminds me now a little of Satie’s Socrate, bafflingly simple and lucid.
So what does this have to do with my companion piece, Greek Bones? You figure it
out.
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Flats in Thigh indicate the interval at the bottom of the pyknon; e.g. Cb is less than a semitone
above B, as is Eb above D#. Use your favorite tuning; I like Archytan.
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Recollections on
“...my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset...”
by JEFF PRESSLAFF

In the spring of 1978, J.K. Randall, my mystifying, inspiring undergraduate thesis advisor,
instructed me to call a certain Ben Boretz about a “job”. To my jazz musician ears, this could
only mean a “gig”, and out of town, too.
After missing each other many times in those ante-answering-machine days, Ben and I had a
conversation which went something like:
BB: Are you interested in the job?
JP: Sure, should I bring my band?
BB: Well, that could be cool at some point, but are you interested in the job?
JP: Oh, so you want me to play with some cats up there.
BB: That would also be cool, but would you come up for an interview?
JP: (Thinks: what kind of a gig requires an interview?) Uh, ok...
And on like this until I was made to understand that the offer at hand was to join the music
faculty at Bard College — not on the list of considered post-graduate options, but intriguing
enough to borrow a car and drive from Princeton to Annandale-on-Hudson, 3 hours on the road,
interplanetary in vibe.
By the end of a very curious day, I had a welcome 2-year reprieve from the real world as a
sabbatical replacement for each of the two full-time professors in the Music Dept. (I ended up
staying for eight years.)
Ben’s leave was ﬁrst, which meant that except for that brief afternoon, it would be a year before
I began to know him. Yet his mysterious conﬁdence that I would be great for this job set the tone
for our relationship, and was only the ﬁrst of many he would show in my abilities, well beyond
what I could see in myself.
One of his convictions was that I would be an ideal performer for “…my chart shines high where
the blue milk's upset…” — despite my rudimentary ability to read traditional piano notation, lack
of “legit” chops, and complete misapprehension of what the piece was about. Ben did not think
these were serious handicaps.
Instead, I think he saw:
A willingness (yea, necessity) to play very slowly and listen very carefully
A nearly complete innocence of classical piano and contemporary music performance cliché
A local address, meaning we could spend a lot of time together on it (see subs/sundaes below).
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At the time, James Joyce seemed to me a mythic ﬁgure read only by intellectual titans, so Ben’s
title/epigraph was no help in understanding the task at hand, but in the past few years I have
become a great fan of the Wake, which I’ve pursued as a read-aloud project with a quirky group
of artists and mystics.
We’re on our third pass through, have encountered the sentence twice in context, and possibly
now I have a clue what Ben was on about. Or not. As with Finnegans Wake, pretty much
anything you think you’ve ﬁgured out about Ben must be provisional -- though it helps to have
spent a lot of time with him, and allowed him to reveal himself at length, preferably over a
meatball sandwich followed by a sundae at Four Brothers (does it still exist?), or over a piece of
music. Or both, as was the case with my chart.
So it seems perfectly appropriate to frame an appreciation of Ben in terms of what the piece
symbolizes in my memories of our colleague/friendship.
Here are some of the angles:
The score looks clean, antiseptic, minimal, coldly commanding, austere. It would be easy to be
intimidated by the implicit intellectual power that this surface may deliberately belie.
And thus you’ve made a wrong turn right at the start.
The piece is not an exercise in emotional distance and arithmetical abstraction, but a space for
passionate drama and incandescent moments, a long trajectory of feeling held on the rails by
intense commitment to rhythm and dynamic.
Though I ﬁgured I should start by looking at where the pitch sets change — Princeton training at
work — it is hardly the top priority. Pitch language is there, and grammatical, but like grammar in
Shakespeare, it’s not where you’re going to get your juice from. For instance, to focus on the
opening pages as superpositions of adjacent fourths/ﬁfths, or to add them up and start
assembling a set, is to miss that the second of each pair is the warped reverberance of the ﬁrst
and your invitation into the timespace of the piece: a suggestion that you recalibrate your sense
of movement, resonance and drama to a new scale. Follow the accelerations and attenuations
of the pace set by that opening, and twenty minutes later, you will be elated, or devastated, or
whatever happens to you when you’ve come to the end of catharsis.
The task of playing the same notes in the same order more than once was formidable for me,
but inhabiting that time/emotion space was natural. It was not at all unlike the way I play my own
music. Ben saw that well before I could.
The piece became my main focus, and after a few informal public readings, I did some solo
recitals, with my chart following Jim Randall’s Greek Nickel pieces. After one of these concerts,
Ben emerged out of his deep listening attitude, approached me and said, “That was what was in
my head when I wrote it.” Though he was always saying encouraging things to me, I’d like to
think I really did that. It would be a small payment on my debt to him.
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The passage in Finnegans Wake that Ben quotes comes near the end of a very long paragraph
set at sunset by a river where two washerwomen have been gossiping the liffeylong day. Night
falls as one bids the other goodbye. (“…where the blue milks upset…” may be the Big Dipper.)
We'll meet again, we'll part once more. The spot I’ll seek if the hour you'll ﬁnd. My chart shines
high where the blue milk's upset. Forgivemequick, I'm going! Bubye! And you, pluck your watch,
forgetmenot. Your evenlode. So save to jurna's end! My sights are swimming thicker on me by
the shadows to this place. I sow home slowly now by own way, moyvalley way.
At the time, it seemed my chart was the last piece Ben would write for someone else to perform.
By the time I was playing it, he had plunged into long collaborative improvisations, which he
recorded, listened to and pondered. I was privileged to join him on quite a few of these, and
even though the process was much closer to home for me, the revelations were typically deep
and unexpected.
So was the piece a goodbye for Ben? A clean break with a notable past that seemed no longer
able to contain his desire to commune-icate?
Scholars can take the ending of Language ,as a Music as indicative, but if they ask me, I’ll report
that it couldn't quite be that way. After all, he wanted me to play it. He wanted a recording. The
sense of repudiation that many around him apprehended when he dove into improvisation
doesn’t jive with my memories of our conversations. Ben was always less rigid than many
perceived, and more humane. He was elaborately clear about what he was trying to escape and
where he thought he needed to go, and relished good company on the journey.
He certainly was good company on mine. One reason I never felt much attraction for grad
school was that I couldn’t see the need after the seven years I had with Ben.
Almost thirty years later, that still seems right.
(Happy Birthday, Ben. May there be many more.)

………
TO JEFF PRESSLAFF, MICHAEL FOWLER, MARTIN SCHERZINGER,
NEAL KOSALY-MEYER, JOHN RAHN: There are multiple threads woven
into my title for ("...my chart shines high where the blue milks upset...") very much
involved with its proximate stimulus, a celebration of Milton Babbitt at 60 (see
the epigraph at the end of the score). I was responding to an inner anxiety: my music was
growing further and further "out", elaborating and proliferating its external multiplicities.
What I needed was to go "in", "down" rather than "up", to retrieve and explore the
experiential heart of where it all began. When I was still a pre-teen hungrily
ingesting every sonic phenomenon I could get my ears on, I stumbled across (in the
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Brooklyn Public Library on Grand Army Plaza, my source for all experience and
awareness) - in the headphone-equipped listening room - a music of a totally
different nature: a person's voice making a music with the sounds and senses of
words: James Joyce's recorded reading of Anna Livia Plurabelle. Which burned itself
into my ear so that I could practically recite it verbatim to my sister when I got
home: do you know what this is? (she did). So it represents something primal in me
(the "incorrect" absence of an apostrophe from "milk's" in my title was a lame way to
capture how I heard it in my 9-year-old psyche). So I was reaching back, and
singing to Milton of a way that I imagined composing with "charts" (the piece is
strictly serial, made with a hexachord undergoing compositionally invented rather
than canonical transformations, oriented throughout around a pair of central
pitches, never sounded; its affect is the continuous coloration of resonance by
everaccumulating pitchsound and piano decay). My most intimate way of
metabolizing everything I had learned from Milton within the music-psychic space
I most urgently wanted to explore, to recover.
Also, after witnessing the most gifted and dedicated performers of new music in New
York (the Group for Contemporary Music) strain mightily (and effectively) - twice under the masterly leadership of Charles Wuorinen to perform the orchestral piece
Group Variations (in 1967 and 1968) my consciousness was sharply raised to the
human context of musical performance: that writing "oboe" on the left side of a
music staff created a directive to a particular person to act and behave in a
particular way - a way which in traditional music was full of creative music-making
initiatives and possibilities but in my music was mostly a strenuous requirement to
place a particular sound into a musical fabric at a particular moment, using
maximal musicianship and instrumental virtuosity purely in the service of
materializing my expressive message. So the original subtitle for "chart" was "for a
pianist alone" - and my affective image was a player's experience at the keyboard
soundreading a Bach two-part inventions. My next piece (Passage, written for Roger
Sessions at 80 - Jeff's Princeton performance is on the CD) was almost literally a
dialogue between me and the player; the notation of the score is in the form of a
running imagined conversation with a person at a keyboard. And then I made my
music by real-time soundmaking with any available means with partners and in
solitude. Jeff's presence in all of this was organic.
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three nocturnes for Ben
Sometime in 2009 Ben and I began an open-ended series of collaborations in which
he, the composer, imagined music around my readings of chosen poems. With the
exception of Caves, the first piece whose vocal track we produced together in Ben’s
studio on a sunny afternoon, all the recordings are nocturnal. All the poems speak
from the space of the night, about Night. Quickly, we settled on the same unspoken
protocol: by hook or by crook, usually with a Zoom H4 Handy recorder, I produce
a sound file and simply hand it over to Ben. I have no idea when he will sit down to
compose but somehow I always trust that the music too will be born “round
midnight”. We often refer to these collaborative miniatures as our nocturnes and
while, mostly, we find ourselves on the same page as to their final affect, once Ben,
indignant, threatened to tear down his intricate architecture of St. Andrew’s Night
in reaction to my changing the title to St. Andrew’s Eve, which would be a more
correct appellation for this ancient Slavic ritual… Ben had composed a musical
image of the night and that was that.
This singular incident was itself suggestive. No matter how much both the poet, and
the composer would like to believe that they are only going by ear, listening to
language as music, or music as music, meaning — at least some form of meaning by
field — intervenes. Once in that original field of the voice speaking the poem, the
music can allow itself be allured to, absorbed, informed by its sonorous energy.
The three texts that follow are my own fantasies on how Ben likes to listen.
By turning over the leaf of each of these compositions I am amazed to learn about
the poems; observing the musical lines & color saturation, the nervure, the ribs, the
whole specificity of his composing-listening-together-with-reading, I rediscover the
poetic images I might have otherwise thought complete. Each of the returning
Nocturnes is focused on a different aspect in which music engages with the voice:
Caves, a lava-dialogue where two proto-forces play with each other emerging as
language, as music, as One song;
St. Andrew’s Night (sic!) in which the instruments spin the same image at different
tempos shaping a complex polyphony;
and bright Fireflies that superimposes the deepblack exotic luminosity of a
homogenous environment with sparse sparks of bright figuration.
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Caves

Thin mica flakes, iron gray bone, before the iron tools the metal sky. Gray iron,
intelligence that is wind, colors sung from the silent intonation of granite, first
frozen in deep stillness. Hinted only by this mirroring gray. Beyond the cloud limit
the iron marrow of tiny flakes moving over as the reflections of scintillating
shadows, tone by tone pulled out of deep gray. Down out of hearing in muted
murmurations of words. Dark magic flocks that feather the wind until it sings. Out of
hearing, out of the rock. Since our soft rock urn is the heart of ear, its dark entrance.
The opening that is divination in flight, riding home, a muscular net by which we
harness the song. But already shining at the back of the cave a flicker of meanings a
soft murmur across the split heart, straining forward. To where the voice lands on
stone, same as when body and breath exchange temperatures, the whole thing oddly
already warm. An iron bone. A granite bone. A stone bone that is hollowed, made
out of human listening. A bright black moon poured dark down onto the rock desert.
The heart like a beveled bone that must be held close to the mouth.
The wind blows from the mouth to the bone, the world spins. And from inside the
cave the thin mica crystals of mutual attraction, in a slow buildup toward patterns.
Shiny bands of sound. Long tails of silvery gray ribboned behind the voice. Riding
the vowels. From under the brain to where gray begins, in glassy flint, straining
from stillness. As soon as the voice signals to itself in this caved dark it peels away,
away from stillness. Dressed in feathers the voice begins to pick up the wind, the sky
its headdress. Flickering color, all sky rock face first in gray now suddenly drawn to
the energies of color. Already forming around the inner sculpture of its own
listening, on bulges, in recesses, around and from the black dot of a pupil. Casting
the shapes. Always on the go locating the function of each feather within the
structure of process.
From the inner pupil steps an eye. With a massive crushing beak and a heavy belly
and toppling over from all the blood tincturing the eyelight from the inside out, the
red jasper sets its glow blowing the red pigment through a Paleolithic pipe, an eye of
a bird, the whole bird is an eye, an ember.
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From the pupil a seeing eye.
An Emu-like bird, with his enormous neck outstretched, the bird steps from the blob
of solid pigment, his neck on out beyond the egg of rough uncolored rock. The egg
hatches a squawk, Arrrrgh-Arrrrgh, Arrrgheee. Hungry redness. A red ochre
painting filtered through a memory of a bird. Languaged into a stone bird. The bird
speaks, spills syllables. Syllables mean hunger, mean meat. Feed me, so I can grow
beyond the boundaries of my body. In the overtones of the first bird a dainty
shadow of a second creature, its nimble skeletal echo.
From the pupil a hearing eye.
The bird seems closer to the bedrock now, where all the shapes bound together
wane color to blackness, but where in moss-lined dips their sound is resonant
against what light cuts out, dead on dead.
Arrrrgh-Arrrrgh, Arrrgheee, Arrrghaaah. Sway, sway. The Emu neck bigger
and bigger stretches folding unfolding sound. At the tightest point a sound. The only
body the booming sound this neck on out blown through or beyond, played beyond,
the silence now that becomes the source. The resonance. The body of sound. The
palpable listening of the bird is its own music, its hearing eye. The bird sings.

We walk together in sound. Two traces. Two birds wading together in the graying
life nesting close, their routes drawn upon the internal shapes of their hearts, the
archi-textures of rocklines to dwell in. Love calls sex calls pain calls. Always within
reach. Since we live in caves it is easy. Cave me into you. Cave you into me. Listen.
Around recesses composed in stone mind, in low humming lines. In shrill earrivulets shot straight from one dream to another. Through one another, on trills.
Bird in, bird out, shifting shapes in gaps between breaths until each weight, each
contour embraces itself in the other’s dance.

Then beyond any shape to the place where phrases suspend all breath, and die out.
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Hold my language to the flame like an egg so I can know its music. Open up my
music so it can get to the yolk of meaning. Sung outward redgold dark.
***
Then hundreds of long-necked egrets writing along the twilight mirrors of the bay.

Fireflies
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St. Andrew’s Night

And if we go gentle, will it be the same?
Same summer filling us with light, pour, grow?
Tend self-renewing green (villanelles) filled with delicate reminders
Of time, cut, collect, tress the green ears, ask,

Does it grow when we grow?

Thunder.

Summer night.

Tend the heart,
And if we go?

Will it be there?

Gentle. Gentle.

Polyphony of the blades of grass.

Shiny black. Can we sing now? Shiny black. Can we dance?

Can we put down the tools, the scissors, the rake, and pause to sing or dance, or maybe both
together, now singing now dancing, can we project our story onto the sky like an orange time
rain, each sound a slow burning copula in a trail of sparks? An image a star, a star a traceafterthought in the blue fire freed from the eddying smoke of contradictions, harmonized, the
meaning exploded into brocade music, the suddennight onward black interfused with gold,
among faces among lilacs among voices, their instruments up, the first gesture a dance a song a
joy.
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Who are they?
What are they?
What were they before they came together?

Then again, perhaps
still are?

Greenblack hazelblack blackblack eyes, many colors to the pitch-night
from the underbrush roll walks a voice, a luminous streamer of the wind-sound-hair
all over her face, a gourd rattle distant in the shallows, darkness shared

increasingly close
the eyes enthrall through
the thick willows, come,
spell the impossible, curve
again close, the impossible cues, closer,

And the eyes of earth fly toward the blueblack purpleblack above where the fabric is gashed
with the holes of light racing back and forth between the soul-depth and the sky-depth float in
the bottomless turbulent air filled with the sweet coriandoli chanting in & out until each face is
sweetened by this light dissolving in its own light:

Luminous tears
Salt added to salt
Days sipped
From the Big Dipper

Luminous tears
Salt a dry water
The desert I cross
Carrying the Gourd

Luminous tears
Fall at the skirts
Of the Great Bear
Promising Promising

The Butcher’s Cleaver
At the last log, pine
Scents frozen air
Rushing spring blood

“The seven stars wheel around the Pole Star like oxen on a threshing floor…”
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And She travels the sky
On the Great Golden Wain
Carves the sap away
Unfixing life’s wagon.

Always returned by a mirage movement

images glow in yesterdays’ halo

point against

point highlighting the presence behind sound apparitions, space opened up then closed again
around each mouth each pool of warmth teased into apartness then the hand reaching out in
that dark holds another hand the pools invert, black timeless

Always returned
your sunset set into my water, a single red dahlia there on the edge barely afloat

And She travels, She travels.
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………
TO DOROTA CZERNER: I don't know how I got through my whole life
auralizing the music of language as a sound I desperately wanted to hear in place of
the industrialization of voices created for the "serious" musical articulation of
poetry's language. But couldn't because it didn't exist. Not in poetry reading Dylan Thomas had the idea but it was always the same idea. The closest I came was
James Joyce reading Anna Livia Plurabelle (or probably that's actually where it
started in my psyche). My own efforts (Language ,as a music;
music/consciousness/gender; many Inter/Play sessions) were something else: in the
same direction but cheating in that the language was music to begin with and my
vocalizing was more a "reading" than a realized performance. But then
miraculously there descended into my life Dorota, whose entire concept of poetry
and whose way of "reading" was at the same time precisely what I imagined and
unimaginably something transcendently beyond - an expressive genre unto itself,
for which I was after long last inspired to create sonic environments - pure
realizations of what my earlier pieces had in my consciousness adumbrated - Song
as I could, finally, convictually, embrace it. But you can hear in her solo readings
without my intrusion - Dunes, Poppies, the poem for Bob Morris, on the Open
Space CDs, for instance - that the fusion of musiclanguage in the voice all by itself
is already complete, perfect, and dangerous.
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reexperiencing Language ,as a Music revisited
Elaine R. Barkin
Take 2 / Roll 2
Trip 2
begins:
As THESIS unrolls, a voice—of unmediated inner experience—is overheard:
worldforming, giving birth to consciousness and language; neither incoherent
nor non-cognitive yet not yet cohering as ‘meaning’; not yet identifiable or
measurable in units or as qualities: “in specious increments attaching”; neither
naming nor calling; ‘here’ and not-‘here’; inchoate ‘it’ and not-yet ‘thing’; not yet
‘referring to’; a feedback of whatever is in process of forming—consciousness,
language, meaning, allusion; wanting to express the “vanished traces of elusive
experience”, worldforming which “begins” again and again with the evolving
accumulated experience of earlier beginnings entwined within; fully formed
verbal language—language in order to speak with and to oneself—not yet the
bedrock of experience; born from within, fusing interior with exterior; out of the
confrontation of in-thing with out-thing, ‘reference’ gets to make it as language;
language and meaning arise with the delivery of reference.
∗

THESIS imagines awareness of those somethings called language and music;
how, in a not-yet supra-stage of consciousness, I might take in and process
sensory and sensual experience “without benefit of theory”; any some thing not
yet any thing in particular, not yet belonging to a, not yet a member of a, ‘group’
or class, not yet named or termed or defined or associated with; how for a time I
might take in what there is to be taken in ‘pre-articulately’, “nowhere
metabounded”; moving from ‘noworld’ to ‘worldnow’, at best at first I am, it is,
uncertain, wideopen.
THESIS is about time, about not-yet qualified ‘things’ originating and arising in
their own particular singular unitary time and place; an aboutness characterized
by time-marking and place-changing modifiers, a profusion of ‘withins,
betweens, befores, sooners, laters’; about how as time goes on ‘awarehood’ of
how from some “firstindexed moment” then and now and was and has been are
received, perceived, recalled—from “metabounded nowhere” to “metabonded
herenow”; is of Experience speaking pronounless: there is no “I” or “we” or
“you” (for a long time an absence I was unaware of), an absence enabling
listeners to get ‘into’ what is being said about what is being sensed, unhindered
by who is speaking to whom, in the best possible yet least palpable dimension:
time; in the time of its own time; in time-meaning utterances, in everyday words
and in struggling-to-be&mean&relate-to words expressly madeup for the
occasion:
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“from now was begins then emerging elapsing along a line
anytime immemorial is here allways following nowhere unfolding
itself beyond its time retrieving remembering recounting
conjoining backcumulating multiprescient urnow”
Time-meaning and meaning-meaning utterances, neither claiming nor declaring,
in process of trying themselves on and figuring out how they belong to one
another, in re-ordered, re-syntaxed, or re-contextualized successions of contentinvariant 4-5 (or 6)-word ’units’, where possibilities are given for conjuring how
a word can mean, re-mean, and refer-to:
“An utterance within, a view about…
utterance within view (: about),…
view within utterance about,…
within view of utterance about;…
utterance within of view about:…
view within utterance of,…”
In THESIS, not-yet ’correct’ grammatical wordflow twists and meshes, wordflow
re-arising in new beginnings none of which deny earlier beginnings; the birth of
a grammar becomes evident in a language with which we are familiar;
I and not-I struggle with slippery multivalent:
“there

recalls

something,

[or]

only / increments / onflowing / torrent / perhaps / slightly / tilts /
warp /ridging”
all sounding in someway familiar, not yet “touched by reference”, but once
‘touched’ and ‘things’ have become “irreducibly reshaded”, formed as language,
THESIS ends and closes with its sole period: “to be: is: to mean.”
At the core of THESIS, the ‘single-doubledup word passage’, lies the story of
thing-to-thing confrontation; Ben’s voice erupts as he tells of worldthings
meeting and encountering. Erstwhile unmediated interior experience begins to
know connections, begins to sense qualities, begins to recall:
“an echo / of self / or other / reverberant / within / the screen of sound”
as “each and both” begin to bond—“each recalling the other”—“selfness
qualified by otherhood infused”, and when the “speciously incrementing” ‘it’
“returns to place” it is with a sense of having been forever transformed, linked
evermore: reference within creating reference without. Thing-to-thing
concatenations themselves unnamed, unidentified, undefined, embodied,
expressed ‘in action’:
“attaching; membering; resounding the gathering echoes, detaching;
retrieving; conjoining; encreaturing; creaturing, confronting”
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(soon palpable as a musicsound-metalanguage in ARGUMENT in those recombined, re-registered, and re-ordered—in time and space—2-sound and 4sound successions which re-reveal who and how they are and can get to be).
Musicsound in ARGUMENT does what THESIS says: through its first ‘half’ (up
to 3:04 minutes in), I can hear successions that seem to be similar in some way to
each other or I can hear how such seemingly similar dyads never identically
succeed or attach to one another or I can distinguish between such seemingly
similar dyadic successions yet observe exactly how they differ or—if I think I’ve
gotten accustomed to a stretch of similar sounding successions—I can hear just
how something can be different and uncommon or I can hear either totally
different, hence unique, successions of attaching, conjoining ‘dyads’ or, later on, I
can hear how no-things in common sound against a backdrop of so-called
recurrences—all shape-shifting about fluidly, not stuck in a hard place.
“the shaping spans of singularity retrieved / plurally compounded as
unitarily infused / endlessly recalled to the brink of awareness” [THESIS]
THESIS’ ideas of births of language, consciousness, and reference, and the
unmediated experiencing of those evolutionary births—whose at-first “noworld”
of “specious increments”, expressed in and with fuzzy grammar and equivocal
referentiality I ‘struggle’ to get—do not transfer directly to ARGUMENT. In
ARGUMENT, a music of thing-to-thing concatenations is created;
preoccupations with ‘correct’ grammar or evolving syntax and awareness of
reference are conceived and experienced appositely, differently here. I hear, I
“retrieve” ‘re-ordered, re-syntaxed, and re-contextualized successions of contentinvariant’ 2-4-sound ‘units’; in language and in music:
“retrievable now / as was...attaching what there was to what there was...as
now of then / foreshadowed / as then of now / as here of there / reechoed /
as there of here / as nowhere / emerging / as somewhere” [THESIS]
ARGUMENT’s 6+minutes length is just about identical to the time it takes in
THESIS for Ben to perform the cumulatively crescendoing down and up again
single-double word unspooling. Attachings, re-memberings, re-collections, rebeginnings all sounding so at ease. At ARGUMENT’s start, I hear high F-A
attaching to low G-B which attaches to high B-G, at which time high F-A ebbs,
followed by low A-C attaching to just-heard high B-G, at which time low G-B
ebbs, followed by high C-A attaching to and holding on to low A-C. So what
befalls those 3rds and 6ths as they ‘attach, conjoin, encreature’ and become a
who-knows-what-to-call-it? In which ways is my experience of these 2-4-sound
units enhanced if I invoke all-too-familiar and standard names and terms and
symbols? (Lewis Carroll’s White Knight, my metahero, knew the score about
naming and calling and meaning: calling something by a name is not saying
anything about it. As the Knight says: “That’s what the name is called.”) If the
signification of these attaching Xs and Ys et alia is identical with their everchanging positions and roles, do their meanings get to be more profound when
they are called by the same or by a similar name?
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And halfway through ARGUMENT, triple whammy E-flat/D-flat (7th), then Dflat/E-flat (2nd), then D-flat/E-flat (16th) knock me out (even more so when I listen
from the very start of the complete piano work). Why? It’s the first time D-flat—
or even C-sharp—has sounded and its entrance is really a heard event. And a
minute or so later (ca. 4:00-6:00 minutes in), ever-luscious Chopin-y modulatory
multi-registral, multi(re)directional, un-specied note-against-note flatsidesharpside, arms & elbows & body swaying—an especially sexy widespread B/Csharp that “begins” again—single finger per hand 2-sounders take over, a
passage doubtlessly bewildering ante/con-phrase addicts.
In ARGUMENT, attribution of ‘phrases’—in the usual textbook sense—is
thwarted by an onflow of slippery multivalent successions. And let’s say that
quantifiable phrases are the counterpart of a syntax; yet however it is I might try
to ‘slice’ the passage, I’m flummoxed; the ‘tool’ and its cutting edge are inapt and
inept: onflow of “otherhood and selfness elicited in unison,...” obtains. While
futility intervenes in my attempt to pigeonhole phrases and phrase-units within
sections, longer-larger texturally distinct, Debussy-Stravinsky-like section-units
are easier to hear, as are their backgrounded diatonic and chromatic, 6- and 8pitch-class sets.
While parallels between THESIS and ARGUMENT abound, distinctions between
language and music are conspicuously revealed. With and in music, ‘meaning’
lodges elsewhere and differently than in language; in music, what joins and
follows next is what there is, is how music ‘becomes’; if grammar or reference or
syntactic structure-like back&fore&middle-ground concerns of ‘meaning’ crop
up as I hear a music, at best they are sui generically pertinent to the particular
work; music is always now and here; attachings and reference emanate from
within, thens attach to and make nows, but if and as I struggle to speak of them
I’m transliterating; music doesn’t need what language depends on; ‘meaning’
and reference within do not need to give rise to reference without in order for
music to be. Music as music, as recreation of experience, is totally liberated and
wild and free.

* * *
SPEC SHEET re-tells the birth-tale of reference, of encountering and coalescing,
of qualifying and re-calling, of identity and consciousness, a tale of reciprocity
and interaction told by a narrator who now and then explicitly addresses ‘the
reader’ (and auditor): unlike in pronounless THESIS, here a ‘text’ is speaking.
SPEC SHEET’s multi-hued fable-tale, which recaptures and specifies THESIS, is
told in smoothly shifted-into sections, each manifest by distinct timbre, tempo,
and descriptive mode, as the ‘protagonists’ venture out, progress, and transmute.
In no way is their end their beginning.
On first hearing, hints of THESIS are elusive, but once caught onto, affinities are
almost obvious—with a little help from your friends. As SPEC SHEET opens, the
narrator speaks of “the word”—“abounding about in a spate...[of] unrequited
referentiality ...inconsolate...alone...repeating its redundant refrain”. “Word” (a
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sense maker, making sense), endowed with encreatured thinghood, ultimately is
to encounter and confront “not-yet-bird” (a self maker, making self), a(nother)
“singular creature...of estimable qualities” whose ornitho-morphized thinghood
differs enormously from that of “inanimate...inexperienced” ‘word’. The narrator
expends much breadth and breath and time describing the demeanor and
characteristics of the approaching “whispering whirr”, and contritely tells us of
the “peculiar insufficiency of [the text/‘author’s’] vantage point”, preventing his
“access to that specific consciousness” within which the action takes place. Yet
not only do word and bird meet, but insofar as this is a story with a happy end,
they ultimately attach, ‘acquire nuances’, engage in “meaningful relation”,
enable ‘reference’, and become a whole new entity: “ordained together to be
forevermore BIRD”; should they ever be detached, each will remain
“forevermore” transformed: creaturesensesound/soundsensecreature:
“Living form become form of life....”
The ontogeny of reference is played out in the ‘single-doubled-up word passage’
in THESIS; an identical story is rhapsodically expressed in SPEC SHEET (“But
whether it was written in the stars...”), where the protagonists—’who’ in any
other world of reference would belong to different classes of ‘things’—are
conceived of and act as equals, meaning having arisen from the consummate
mating of sense/self/sound.
SPEC SHEET’s first literary-stylistic foray spews Joycean puns and rhythms,
more Finnegansian than Jabberwockyian. SPEC SHEET’s polysyllabic, multireferential, poetic, alliterative, descriptive wordplay is at times flashy, at times
elegant, at times sassy:
“...in dismal retreat, selfhooded in shameful solitary habits…” (the word alone);
“...a fleck of form…a fluttering downscendant shred of fuzz..” (an other
approaches);
“But whether it was written in the stars, or only on the wind, or emblazoned in
chalk on the white glyphs...” (“word” bonds with the “thing of flight”);
“...consummating an act of referential miscegenation...” (each creates the identity
of the other);
“…the cracks and the populace straining in hot pursuit…” (no comment).
SPEC SHEET treads and unfolds slowly, taking its time, traipsing through trails
jam-packed with words and images; replete with pauses, timbral and volume
change, and sing-songy tale-telling (and THESIS is recalled); I can hear the gentle
tweaking of Carroll’s White Knight and, deeper in. wordplay re-entifies as
foreplay; one thing gradually approaching another, opposites attracting, each
unaware of the other, one thing encroaching—albeit reciprocally—upon another;
and then—after a longish discreet pause—in so many words, so to speak: it
happens.
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During those moments of ‘consummation’—when “some antique fusion” is
(re)enacted, when each confers meaning and identity upon the other, one
becoming the other: bird/utterance↔bird/creature, “the named bearing the
name...the name calling the named”, when reference and meaning are (re)born—
the narrator voice softens and mellows; song of ecstasy echoing love-making,
puns receding—for the moment.
The mood-music trajectory ebbs; text in ‘narrator-persona’ guise returns in
prurient yellow-tabloid mode and speculates on a possible future scenario for
this ‘miscegenated’ ‘adulterous’ “wordbird” sensesound/soundsense creature,
an unmanageable and dangerous two-thinghooded entity, whose “progeny”
might cause difficulties for “fastidious” language police who prefer to call a
concord a chord. And with such speculation, the pun and games world turns
Keystone-Kops-wacky-below-the-borscht-belt-corny and—to call “a spate a
spate”—downright grungy. But the tale is done and the narrator, opportunely
and abruptly, cuts himself off.
Just as ARGUMENT can be heard through an experience of THESIS, SPEC
SHEET can be heard via the still-fresh pianosound of ARGUMENT. All
throughout, subsequent sections attach to what there was, and soon the twothinged referencing-meaning-attachment consummated in SPEC SHEET will
resonate in RED HOOK—getting deeper into the heart and brain and body and
soul of music—that is, language.

G. P.
The crossover into RED HOOK: suddenly new pianosound beginning that
becomes Annette Sanders singing Irving Berlin’s “Remember”, unselfconsciously
seductive. And then, stat!, whoosh!, prewar-postwar-DJ-Radioman, a with-it
persona, comes on real strong blurbing that “Remember” is “the payoff on all” of
THESIS-ARGUMENT-SPEC SHEET’s highbrow thing-to-thing-consummating
“purple burble”. Street-mouthing, fast-moving, Brooklyn-centric, jive-talking
deejay tells it like it was, with nary a pun nor a neologism: dialectal (“then I
could ax how he does it”) and slangy (“whiffed out on three and two on a nickel
scroogie a mile outside”), composed with resonances of, and 1910s-1960s
references to, jazz, pop, baseball, Tchaikowsky, Public (PS 45) Schooldays, modes
of public transport, theater/radio/movie celebs; fully loaded with a century’s
worth of ‘current events’ and local color.
More significantly, RED HOOK swerves into another realm, another take on
‘meaning’, on how: ‘how a thing sounds is how a thing means’, and how, in a
song, Irving Berlin’s “Remember” for instance, the way you say the words ‘in
music’ is not only how the words sound but also how and what the words mean
at the new, now, conjoined ‘sensesound’ music-moments. While the brittle
surface of Mr. DJ’s vernacular might not alert you to its depth, he talks straight
talk, his thought process is right in focus . He essentially relocates the issues from
language-or-music to language-and-music: song, or inflected speech. The
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creation of particularities of (essentially verbal) meaning within interactive
contexts, via words-with-music interaction, becomes obvious.
The move to RED HOOK from SPEC SHEET—physically enacted when CD 2 is
switched to CD 3—is like crossing a bay or strait, with a sudden shift in ecology
or culture. As in Indonesia, traveling eastwards from the island of Bali to the
island of Lombok just across the Badung-Lombok Strait, where you’ve suddenly
been transported from wet, tropical, super-fertile Asia to drier, desertlike, less
fertile Australasia. RED HOOK ‘speaks’ about inseparabilities, about what song
and its practitioners can do without metaverbal intervention, about song’s supramusical, supra-verbal modes of meaning, coming through—or despite—Mr. DJ’s
nonstop stream-of-consciousness jabber.
In breathless hyper-talk—once I get down from “Remember”—Mr. DJ lays it out:
embellishing, elucidating, embodying, exemplifying. ‘His’ gapless talk-mode
instantiates what he’s enlightening us all about: how you “couldnt pry it apart
with a tendollar toothpick...”; how he admires Old “honkyman” BERlin for
‘taking a flyer’ and putting together those “mickeymouse...lyrics,...those
tinkertoy words” with that “...tinfoil ...tune” and then coming up with “some
meaning in them that no way was there before...making those licks talk like they
knew their way in the dark”; he goes on and on, rapping on the same old theme,
never letting up, telling us how it’s like taking “some regular old words youd
known all your life and make them sound like something youd never heard
before” and when you say the words without the music it’s “like the meaning
just took a powder ‘n’ left you in the lurch...” And even if you heard lots of these
same old words as a kid, “when you’re a grownup and heard a lot of Berlin
songs...they keep sounding morenmore different than all the other words, like
they pick up some new crud...”
So now, after quoting Ben’s-DJ jive talk, I feel sheepish sliding back into my own
voice, ‘know what I mean?’ It’s like putting on heavy clothing, feeling a bit
klutzy. But maybe I can soften the blow by returning to “Remember” which is
where RED HOOK begins, its sweet ‘n tangy lyrics in 3/4 waltz-time, with rising
“remember” nearly always heard as query—in opening and tag positions—,
never quite sounding exactly as it’s been, but then, at the close, when
“remember” shifts into reproving declarative reverse, its everything —order,
character, ‘part of speech’, nuance, and meaning—totally transforms. So if I
wanted to recall “remember” apart from the whole song, each recollection would
‘mean’ something different, would have a unique identity and a unique reserved
slot, and any conceivable speck of referentiality would emanate out of, and only
out of, where in the song I am, a referentiality, a definition, an identity fully
explicit—yet verbal descriptive utterances about such matters are often banal.
All of us have remembrances of how something sounds, of what something is,
recollections retrievable with but the slightest sound-stimulus trigger, as in
games some of us used to play: a pianist softly plays a r.h. middle C and a l.h. C
two octaves lower and voila!, Beethoven’s “Appassionata”; another soft middle
C, played by violas, takes me into the Adagietto from Mahler’s Symphony no. 5;
a widespread, snappy and loud, e-minor chord in piano or harp, with or without
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winds, overladen with G’s, and Shazam!—the opening of Stravinsky’s
Symphony of Psalms throbs. The absolute specificity of sound is all the reference
needed; how it sounds is what it means, which is what I get from RED HOOK;
(and perhaps too what’s lurking about is the sense that music-language might be
closer to body-language than it is to verbal-language, ‘because’ it’s possible to
say that the former two expressive languages can easily convey their meanings
intersubjectively and interpersonally without ‘benefit of’ the latter); but yet I (and
Ben and you) still want and like to talk about ‘our’ music. Which helps me get
into IVY, where the stage is taken by another of Ben’s invented personae. But
given the lingering resonances of Mr. Deejay’s street-smarts savvy, IVY’s schoolsmarts Professor comes off as a plodder (and a bit of a wimp).
Right at the outset, IVY’s persona (speaking his letter to a former, revered,
mentor, or maybe even performing it in his head ) comes off as eager to remain
respectful in his hierarchically subordinate position, almost obsequious, but at all
times painfully sincere, compelled by his intellectual obligation to convey his
deeply subversive qualms, desperately trying to think through and communicate
his troubling perceptions on some matters that deeply concern him and,
presumably, his old professor as well as the community which they—and many
of us—inhabit. He addresses us in the collegial “we”, a locution scrupulously
avoided elsewhere in this work, insulating himself from direct confrontation
with his letter’s recipient. Everything about ‘his’ mode of inquiry—fastidious
locutions, intellectualizing manner, scholarly analogies, multiple reformulations
of a few points, conventional discursive-speech forms—is fixed in the timbre,
rhythms, and breath in which he is performed and was imagined. (Of course, it’s
intended to be experienced as heard; that’s part of how it’s ‘a music’.) To me,
there’s a paradox, a duality which derive from IVY’s academic-surface-voice
received within the context of Ben’s life and role within the ivied-academy; how
Ben himself might then have been (and might still be) perceived by some
members of The Academy to be speaking IVY ‘in his own voice’ (a subject which
Ben mentions in his CD notes).
It’s even possible that IVY fits the descriptive label ‘rondo-sonata-andante-formthemes-and-variations movement’, a traditional way of hearing it that epitomizes
IVY’s concerns—and its own problems in saying what it wants to say—and,
rather like the speaker’s own frequent modus operandi, covers many bases.
Among IVY’s leitmotifs are the solemn locutions: “I have been thinking...”;
“rhetoric of discourse”; and varied references to creative work, such as “works of
art” or “socalled works of art” or “Suigeneric objects of thought...objects of our
interest”. During this exegetical talk, the speaker implores us to consider
contradictories that lie between ‘our creative work’, so “inexhaustibly various in
color”, and the “colorlessness of our...invariant...neutral...monochromatic…
linguafrancic rhetoric of discourse”. That he speaks to us about the potential
benefits of diverse linguistic modes in a species of the “rhetoric of discourse” is
part of the plot, the ploy. IVY-speaker-persona almost collapses under the weight
of his efforts to persuade all his recipients of the gravity of his mission: his (and
Ben’s and our) heavy concerns really do matter.
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In order to be sure that he not only touches all bases but covers his ass all the
way around, the speaker modifies and uses grammatical qualifiers to a
caricatured fault. At every careful, fearful, ponderous step along the way, he
makes every effort to be sure that his mentor, his colleagues, his students, his
community, really really ‘get’ what he is so painstakingly trying to convey to
them—and to himself:
“And how can we be persuaded by, assent to, disagree with, or correct,
anything which merely is, even if what it merely is, is thought, but
thought which has signally failed to address us in the rhetoric of
discourse which we know how to receive, and in which we know how
to respond?”
“Perhaps we could even agree that in language of any degree of
individuation, from outright plagiarism to total paraphrasability—and
not excluding, certainly, any instances of the rhetoric of discourse—it is
possible, depending on the circumstances and content of utterance, that
something is being said.”
Given such solicitude, a listener might be confused, or at least might worry
whether what is being professed is really where the speaker is ‘at’; the sentences
are plausible but is this guy for real? Moreover—and with all of his disquietude
about the vagueness and imprecision of the particular languages ‘we’ may find
ourselves resorting to in the formulation of analyses and descriptions, or his
anxiety that if we find ourselves helpless to formulate within “the common
rhetoric of discourse an intelligible duplicate of what we have received” we
would then need to acknowledge our inability to “verify...to identify what, in
fact, was there to be understood, or even whether anything was.”—the speaker
is, according to his own fervent confession, in a bind.
His bind is deep, for he himself, along with his sense of the expressive
inadequacy of the “rhetoric of discourse which we share and in which we
depend” is still obliged—why?—to struggle to compose a meaningful ‘thinkpiece’ from within its confines. In an ironic twist on the idea of ‘being what it’s
about’ he (the text) tries to capture the deficiencies of the “rhetoric of discourse”
while fatally exemplifying them: “Can a lingua franca such as is adequate to
casual conversation transmit the nuances of what we have deeply pondered and
intensely observed?”—a question many among us have agonized over in our
efforts to interpersonally and intersubjectively express our thoughts about our
music. How is it that we all speak about what we evidently value most deeply,
those “suigeneric objects…inexhaustibly rich in color”, so totally precise in their
being yet so often rendered, described with the vernacular attributes of a Dust
Bowl—abundance and plenitude transformed into desiccated wasteland; feasts
are offered yet accounts suggest famine. How is it possible to speak of something
whose very expression and identity derive from its being uttered in a ‘language’
other than our common language of intercommunication? How much am I, are
you, willing to risk losing?
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And then, listening split-personality-wise to himself as if in a Socratic dialogue,
the speaker begins to question constraints and limitations ‘self-imposed’ on us all
by our invented music-descriptive modes of verbal expression. As he gets into
his own thought process, IVY-speaker considers the question “while we may not
speak as we perceive, we will soon enough be perceiving as we have
spoken...description transforms the described”. His codetta query reverberated
back then (the 1970s), and still does:
“whether this neutral medium, this impartial arbiter of the issues of
thought, this unprejudicial vehicle...is really so innocuous after all.”
IVY likewise confronts us with predicaments not wholly peculiar to The
Academy, but alas habitually experienced therein, perils intrinsic to institutional
life: preoccupation with ‘merit badges and Brownie points’; the power to
influence others by means of our knowledge and our modes of “professional
intercommunication”; and the relegation to basements or vacant lots or
graveyards of so-called “purely intuitive” senses, and non-techie—“Are you
serious?”—modes of thought and discourse.
A discursion: From Jim Randall’s “Are you serious?”
From Commentary #4A:
2. “you’re not trying to dazzle us with your superlative and inimitable
gifts”
3. “you’re not confirming for those who Can’t their special dependence
on
those who Can”
Commentary #5B:
“Outrage lingers over ‘the threat to treat their sacred cows as bunfiller.’
Others cool it; hang tight with their pet cows and vedgies.”
Commentary #9B:
“The following three corollaries are apocryphal imitations of the
original:”
1. “composing sucks”
2. “performing sucks”
3. “professoring sucks”
IVY—heard after hypercharged RED HOOK, after the accumulation of creation
myths of consciousness, reference, utterance, language, and music; of attachings,
consummations, and inseparabilitiies—almost throws a curve. IVY confronts us
with the possibility of heavy-duty disparities lurking between music-talk and
language-talk. Many of us were or are still gripped by the illusion that in our
efforts to talk about music, some sort of one-to-one relationship, some sort of
one-to-one referentiality between what is heard and what is spoken is not only
possible but desirable. In our line of work it seems to fit the job description, else
why do so many of us get slammed for playing an entire movement, if not a
complete work of music, in class, and maybe not even talk about it afterwards?
A Supplement: In 1981, a few years after “Language ,as a Music”, Ben, , wrote
“If I am a musical thinker”, a text ‘in his own voice’ in which introspections of

music thought & expression, and language thought & expression, of our selfcreated social & musical identities and our specialist personae are contemplated
anew.
“The reification of competence and skill enables us to substitute the
visible tokens approval, admiration, and status for the non-negotiable
needs interest and expression....That web of structures which we erect for
our own protection may be strangulating us....We need to think about
our thought to salvage our expression; for we need our expression for
our salvation. People are always asking what music expresses. They do
not so often ask what language expresses. But they both express the same
thing; the whole person, the whole group of people—warped this way,
filtered that way, focused so, angled thus...the raging against extinction
of ourselves as person, shaped to a fine point of articulation, for
ourselves, for each other.”
“Language ,as a Music” exists and breathes within uniquely composed
reverberant spans: step-by-step /sound-by-sound multirhythmic THESISARGUMENT soundswords morphing into and out of one another; multivocal
resonances and textures of multitempoed pun-fabled SPEC SHEET, upbeat jiveyslangy RED HOOK, and steady serious-sober IVY; each movement ending
elsewhere than where it began; each moment, each movement bearing down
heavily on what comes next; multiform linguistic sound modes accumulatively
progressing—verbal soundsense, music sensesound, verbal-music
sensesoundsense; heard/time-ordered utterances essentially dependent on
external reference for meaning; heard/time-ordered utterances
characterologically undependent on external reference, mysteriously contented
with their own, internal as-it-happens, ever-changing phenomena as reference
for meaning; so how to speak about them?
At IVY’s close, Ben leaves me, I am left, waiting, wanting; wanting something,
clarity, resolution, room to breathe: open the closet! And then, taking its time and
making ours, EPILOGUE ensues: finale/conclusion/culmination—no, not a
wrap-up, open rather than closed; terse, not expansive, plain, not fancy.
EPILOGUE, heavy as expression, as listening experience, pulsates and beats, a
timeflow progression of one short phrase at a time; heard silences throb within
and without (it is possible to lose one’s self looking at and in its spacey bare
pages), darkness, mystery, intimacy draw me in. Ben is speaking to us: I am, you
are “you”, and for the first time, Ben is “I”.

ℵ

“Listen:”

command-speaks Ben quickly; a 30” silence follows, the longest intra-movement
silence in the entire work: silence(s) trajecting time to reflect? to improvise?;
silent time composed to wait, to hear fermatas and rests preceding what comes
next. (Just what does it take for one body, one mind to listen to and get into the
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rhythms, the sounds, the silences, the flow of another?) Silences, blank pages,
never easy for audiences or readers; silences all too often a signal for ahems and
coughing; blank pages a signal for page turning; Ben’s UCSD audience is
attentively and remarkably still. Each “Listen:” is singular; each sounds-ofsilence-span, placement, timbre, page-configuration is distinct, as is what follows
each. (In print, EPILOGUE opens with a visual cue, a neat graphic designed by
Ben: imagine a snippet of 5-line music staff notation, page-center, topped and
mirror-bottomed with fermatas.)

Nowhere in the entire work does Ben suggest any particular linguistic mode—
suggest as in tell which is best, which to choose—within which to render or
shape our own discourse about music; each and every utterance in the work is;
not how do you and I speak of music, but ‘in and on whose terms’ can/does
music speak to us? “Listen:”: both projectively: ‘Listen to this’, and
unmediatedly: ‘Listen’. Not as an idea or a commentary about listening, but an
instruction for immediate behavior—just listen!—at this very moment of
receiving this very piece. Listen, not ‘how to’ or ‘what to listen for’ but:
Listen.
“Listen:
you can hear an image

or
symbol.”

you can hear a

Rules are not laid down. Coercion is neither expressed nor implied.
“...listening is primal composition...”
An aside: Several years prior to L ,aaM, Ben was trying “image” on; “musical
image” multi-sensorially expressed, imagery with no world-outside
referentiality. Images/imagery whose meaning and being are as real as our
senses, our minds, our thoughts, our sensibilities, our experiences, our
sensations are real.
“...does a musical image incandesce because it flashes forth by a twinkle of
surface the full depth of the pool of reference on which it floats?...the pool
reshaped as twinkles unveil newfolds...time, shaped over time...If the
reference is the surface, then the incandescence never glows.”
As the text’s speaker, here in the room with us, Ben’s own image/symbol bias, if
not instantly apparent, becomes progressively obvious. His “image” voice is
breathy, raised and open; after he says “symbol” his voice lowers and closes.
EPILOGUE progresses, I am led down deeper in, differences between “Listen:”
choices accumulate and unveil, from “you can hear (an image or a symbol)...” to
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“Listen to: (an image of ... not, to a symbol of)…”; the lake turns itself over in
order to get at what’s undermost. “image”: retrieved tangible incarnation of our
“Suigeneric objects of thought...”; “symbol”: recreated instance, translated
image-token of our “Suigeneric objects of thought...”; “image...creating time as
sound of meaning,” inviting us to cherish, to cognize each emergent attached-toits-selves soundwave moment; “symbol”, always not heard as itself, but tick by
tick, in and out, “language [and music] vanishing in terminal utterances...”;
“image”: whose accumulated experienced heavily indexed identity is its
meaning.
Charles Stein writes:
The mind
of music
thinks a world
compelling where
words’ worlds
fail us.

And mind and world
both seem
as music is.
I wait upon my own intent
to hear what music worlds
when silence holds.
Now the sound
exceeds all sense—
and space resumes.
Toward EPILOGUE’s close, Ben says:
“Listen
to an image of
of thought presented
asking only to be
received,”
“asking only” is really groovy; music—wherever she’s come from—can’t speak
back, a bit like Plato’s Socrates, in Phaedrus, bemoaning the invention of written
words which “...if you question them...they always say one and the same
thing...when ill-treated or unjustly reviled...Every word, when once it is written,
is bandied about...and has no power to protect or help itself.” Two decades after
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“Language ,as a Music”, referring to metaphorical, theoretical, socio-ideological,
et alia discourse about music Ben says: “[such discourse] transfer into music itself
the very characteristics and functions...they attribute to it...As music, music has
to be its own interior discourse, its own, only, fully concrete metalanguage.”
Ben’s discourse-signpost is not: ‘I can’t go on.’ Rather it’s: Go on. Proceed
imaginatively, attentively, and passionately.
Detour B1: John Berger, in Ways of Seeing, speaks of the ways in which we
see and look. The “manmade” images he speaks of—graffiti, drawings,
paintings, photographs, advertisements—tap into our sense of sight and
seeing, where seeing “establishes our place in the surrounding world”:
“Every image embodies a way of seeing...Images were first made to
conjure up the appearances of something that was absent. Gradually it
became evident that an image could outlast what it represented.” And to
demonstrate the power of words, Berger presents a small black and white
reproduction of a painting, first without, then with, an explanatory label,
and he says: “It is hard to define exactly how the words have changed the
image, but undoubtedly they have. [With the words] the image now
illuminates the sentence...the words quote the painting to confirm their
own verbal authority.” Berger’s “essays without words”—oil painting
reproductions, photographs, and advertisements—are commensurate with
an absence of advance or subsequent commentary during a musiclistening episode, an absence quite rare in the experience of most music
listeners.
Detour B2: Might I—as did Jorge Luis Borges’ Pierre Menard, in order to
‘get’, to ‘have’ the Don Quixote (ca. 1605) of Miguel de Cervantes—no, not
replay, recompose, or respeak the work but rather—produce the work, “the
Quixote itself. ...word for word, line for line”; could I ‘produce the adagio
movement of Mozart’s D major String Quintet, K. 593 itself, note for note,
nuance for nuance’? In whose voice and in whose name? Borges writes:
“Cervantes’ text and Menard’s are verbally identical, but the second is
almost infinitely richer.” Whoa, I gasped!, and then marveled at Borges’
inventive comparisons. In this ficcione, Borges examines post-modernist
assumptions, that “all epochs are the same” and are thus interchangeable;
remarkable possibilities of reading are suggested by ‘his’ Pierre Menard’s
personaed ‘production’.
Detour B3: Ben’s “Experiences With No Names” probes the “ontology of
musical experience” and the ways in which “discourse and theorizing and
describing [had earlier on been understood by Ben] as ontologically
generative for ...what is captured, what is defined, what is conceived, and
what is experienced...” in and as music. He then speaks of “ontological gaps
among what is captured, what is defined, what is conceived, and what is
experienced.” But then too therein, he invents and speaks several musicdiscursive possibilities.
Ben’s quest is ontological and epistemological: he seeks to know what music is,
how it ‘means’; how does music, his experience and his thought about music
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come about? Where and how does music lodge within him, within me, within
you; in how many and in which ways can he compose his discourses and
intercommunicate thoughts about his composed-time-sound expressive
phenomena? (Can I, creature of verbal habit, totally renounce discourse,
reconcile myself to silence? To (just) imagine and listen. Do I really want to?)

∞
“Language ,as a Music”, intended to be heard as music is heard, inchoate at the
start, evolves into ever soniferous realms of language/music utterances, worlds
and modes of linguistic expression and expressiveness, worlds of soundsense, of
intense inquiry: “to be: is: to mean.”. In his own voice at the close, Ben’s sound—
in a here-space—is just barely there.
“I,

have been listening,

for something to speak, ...

so that I
may speak
to
you.”
As before, and in allways: here, not there / now, not then. I wait and listen.
Music gets at me, I can be possessed by it, at times I speak of or listen to music as
if it comes from another planet, untouched by human hands, I can become 'that'
music, it can happen to me, to us. Music, in Ben's words "can come and go like
thunderstorms....Music, received as music, might still be...enriched and suffused
by everything else in your life, your history, your world...being itself
unspecifiable in its transcendent metamorphosis of 'sounds' into 'a sound'.
...Music fills me full of things to say, which I can not have a way to say; I am,
ineluctably, completely,...on my own: alone with music."
Alone perhaps but still always listening to how others sound and speak, listening
to speak of and recreate those experiences which illuminate for him being in and
of, meaning in and of, interior and exterior, real and imaginary.
In “Language ,as a Music”* Ben has composed soundworlds so as to enable
himself to imagine beginnings, to question how things mean, how people mean,
how languages do and can mean, how to make the most out of experience, how
to find ways—genuine, singular, explicit—to actively imagine, compose, image,
and speak of those many expressive languages in and of, and yet-to-be in and of,
a world of times and sound and meaning.
October/November/December 1999
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NOTES
Reprinted from Perspectives of New Music, Volume 38, No. 1, Winter 2000.
Many thanks to Aaron Malver for providing me with a reprint and various files.
A NOTE to the Reader: In Perspectives, footnote numbers appeared in the text and in the Notes.
For whatever reason, perhaps a computer platform transfer glitch, the numbers vanished. Rather
than attempt to replace them and possibly mess it up, I’m including most of the Notes but without
their numbered text reference. Why? I like the Notes and figure that you’ll be able to make
enough sense of them as they are. The few that have been deleted are senseless without reference
to the text. If you choose not to read them, that’s okay too. – February 2015.
* Benjamin Boretz: Language ,as a Music / Six Marginal Pretexts for Composition, (MarchApril 1978) in Perspectives of New Music, 17/2, SS 1979 (the
issue); also published in
bookform—ivory-toned spacey pages within brown & black hardcover—by Kenneth Gaburo’s
Lingua Press, 1980; and now as soundtext on OPEN SPACE CD 10, 1999, with J. K. Randall’s
intimacy (a polemic).
From Ben’s “Interface Part II: Thoughts in Reply to Boulez/Foucault, ‘Contemporary Music and
the Public’”: “In music, as in everything, the disappearing moment of experience is the firmest
reality; but the fictions of permanence, invented for the benefit of discourse and contemplation,
are so much more firmly graspable by the conscious minds whose invention they are, that they,
rather than the vanished traces of elusive experience, are the referents on which the firmest
conceptions—intuitions, even—of reality are built.” In John Rahn, Ed., Perspectives on Musical
Aesthetics, New York: W. W. Norton Inc., 1994.
ARGUMENT is an extract from Ben’s: “...my chart shines high where the blue milks upset...”
(12/76-5/77), “reading score” published in Perspectives of New Music, 14/2-15/1, 1976; “playing
score” published by Lingua Press as a double issue with J.K. Randall’s “...such words as it were
vain to close...” 1979; recorded performance on OPEN SPACE CD 1, 1989, piano: Sarah
Rothenberg (and also on OPEN SPACE CD 10).
Kierkegaard has said “When you label me, you negate me.” In similar mode, Beckett has said:
”The danger is in the neatness of identification.”
During early listenings to “…my chart……..”, I suspected but couldn’t be certain—in my
unperfect-pitched world—that the entire chromatic universe isn’t included; uncertain and a bit
mystified since “chart”’s journey and trajectory are so all-encompassing; nonetheless
‘exhaustivity’ is not inexorably commensurate with such attributes; after further listening and
score-checking, mystery solved and suspicion corroborated: “chart” makes and navigates its
journey in a 10-p.c. world.
Toward the end of the Anna Livia Plurabelle chapter in Finnegans Wake, Joyce speaks of light
and moon: “My chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset”, the ‘sentence’ which Ben took to
name his piano piece from which ARGUMENT is taken, minus Joyce’s apostrophe.
“Calling a spate a spate.” is a Finnegans Wake pun.
The Balinese-Hindu regard their world and their place in it as being determined by in-tune- or
out-of-tune-ness of and with the ‘coordinates’ Desa, Kala, Patra—place, time, situation—and so
with Irving Berlin’s “Remember”.
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There’s little doubt that RED HOOK’s street-savvy DJ outsmarts and clobbers IVY-speaker, that
DJ is the deeper brainier guy ‘despite’ his lack of academic credentials. The sense and clarity of
DJ’s street-lingo seduces and charms, whereas Mr. IVY is clearly uneasy and strives to be
correct. Moreover, ‘expectations’ are topsy-turvied, that is, would most of us expect Mr. DJ to be
the head honcho in the deep-brains department?
That IVY is a letter escaped me for decades, notwithstanding obvious epistolary conventions at
the opening: “It has been entirely too long since we were last in touch.” and at the close: “I await
your response with intimate concern.”
Excerpts from Jim Randall’s “Are you serious?” (Oct.-Dec. 1984), first appeared in News of
Music, May 1985 (in Jim’s inimitable southpaw handscript); the complete text (in machinescript)
has been published in Perspectives on Musical Aesthetics. Many of us have been inspired by
Jim’s genius for composing/expressing profound music-thought in “casual conversation”, as well
as in sleazo-grunge, mode.
Ben Boretz: If I am a musical thinker, published first in Perspectives of New Music, 20,
FW81/SF82; then in bookform by Station Hill Press, 1985; OPEN SPACE 1995. The confluence
of text and graphics (which were done by Naomi Boretz) is extraordinary.
John Cage’s Haikai, a work for gamelan composed in 1989, includes a spate of fermatas which
separate singularly textured and orchestrated events. Cage asks one player to provide visual hand
cues—palm up, palm down—for the fermatas, a body language which cues in players and clues
in an audience. No doubt, the position of Ben’s body after he said “Listen:” spoke similarly to his
UCSD audience. (No doubt obvious to all: ‘listen’ and ‘silent’ are anagrams of one another.)
Charles Stein: “An Essay on Music” (from Essays 1, 3, & 4, in The OPEN SPACE magazine,
issue 1. I particularly delight in ‘worlds’ as both noun and verb.
John Berger, Ways of Seeing, London: Penguin Books, 1972.
Jorge Luis Borges, “Pierre Menard, Author of the Quixote”, in Labyrinths, Selected Stories &
Other Writings, 1962. Also see Arthur Margolin’s “Mozart’s D Major String Quintet, k 593 2nd
movement mm 54-56” in Perspectives of New Music, 18, FW79/SS80.
“Music, as a Music”. in The OPEN SPACE magazine, issue 1. As I read these words of Ben’s,
Mahler-Rückert-sound pours into my room, from opening harp B-flat/English horn B-flat to C,
to voice at the close: “Ich leb’ allein, in meinem Himmel, in meinem Lieben, in meinem Lied.”
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“WHAT IS ABOUT, IS ALSO OF,
ALSO IS”:
WORDS, MUSICAL ORGANIZATION,
AND BORETZ’S LANGUAGE ,AS A
MUSIC, “THESIS”

DORA A. HANNINEN

L

ANGUAGE ,AS A MUSIC (1978) is a polysemous, self-referential music–
text in six parts.1 Part II, “Argument” is composed of notes; parts I
and III–VI (except for the recording of Irving Berlin’s “Remember” that
begins part IV) are composed of words. Each of the six parts stakes out a
distinct position in a music–text hyperspace in which notes and words,
sonic qualities and transformations, rhyme and repetition, segmentation
and continuity, associative and syntactic organization, and expository versus improvisatory mode of discourse, are all significant dimensions for
variation. Boretz’s recording brings out the musicality of the five spoken
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texts, if most clearly in the great dynamic arch that spans the second half
of part I, “Thesis,” and in the endless-breathless melodic savvy-jive of part
IV, “Red Hook.” But both of these parts, and “Thesis” in particular, are
“music–texts” in a much deeper sense: approaching the subject of musical
experience from the inside out, “Thesis” is not only “about” music, but
“is also of” music, “also is” music. “Thesis” is a musical composition composed of words, organized in ways more characteristic of music.2
As an analyst, I was intrigued. A fantastic fusion of clarity and richness,
“Thesis” is a piece in which unruly ghosts of ideas take form, then flight,
enticing pursuit but gently resisting capture. Yet the means (one might
say, the mechanics) of its particular brand of verbal expression eluded me.
I wanted to know: Just how does this piece carve out its own anti- (or
ante-) categorical between-space of music–language, neither one nor the
other, neither a mapping of or onto, nor a schizophrenic bopping to and
fro, but in and of both?3 Hoping to get a better handle on how “Thesis”
is simultaneously “an utterance within” and “a view about,” I started to
look closely at rhyme and repetition, then to form collections of associated words and phrases which I called “wordspaces.” I began to think
about the internal structure of wordspaces, associative proximity and distance within wordspaces, characteristics of wordspaces, and interactions
between wordspaces. I looked at syntax—shades, traces, and transformations of syntax. Gradually, bits and pieces of observations and musings
developed into a perspective on how “Thesis” deconstructs and
reconstructs language in the image of a music, how it uses language in
such a way that words, subjected to patterns of association and syntactic
transformation fairly typical of music, but not of language, come to speak
of music in its own terms.
I decided to work out and write up my ideas on “Thesis” as a tribute
to Ben, whose abundant work in and about music has been an inspiration
to me and so many others. Broadly conceived as an analytical essay concerned with issues of object and reference; association and associative
organization; syntax and syntactic transformation; and interrelations
among these issues in music, in language, and in Language ,as a music,
this paper has three parts. Part I surveys these issues with respect to language and music in general, then reflects on some ways in which “Thesis” uses words in ways more characteristic of music. Parts II and III turn
to specific passages: part II looks at associative organization and form in
the first four pages (4–7), focusing on organization within and interactions between wordspaces; part III considers the workings of syntactic
transformation, associations, their interactions, and some perceptual
aspects of the wordstream of pages 13–20.
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I.
A language, a music
...
What is there to be on to,
logically; or ontologically (4)
Talk about “language and music” tends to center on notions of intersection: biological and cultural origins and histories; sound and rhythm in
the imaginative, evocative, and distinctive language of poetry; reference
and meaning in musical semiotics; perceptual capacities and cognitive
processing; concepts and models of structural hierarchies. As a “musical
thinker” (rather than, primarily, a poet or text artist), Ben Boretz has
spent a good deal of his time probing differences between language and
music, teasing out just what such perennial statements as “music is a language” might mean in regard to semantic reference and syntax, and ferreting out the kinds of comparisons and contrasts between music and
language that illuminate music and thought about it from those than
obscure (Boretz [1969] 1995, 64–6).4 Such matters are central to “Thesis,” which originates a form of poetry that actively explores and manipulates differences between language and music as a special kind of
compositional craft, and thereby offers unique insight into modes of
organization characteristic of music and language and the point “at
which music and language detach” (Boretz 1995, 64; Boretz 1969, 54).
A fitting place for an analysis of “Thesis” to begin, then, might be with
the question: What is it about language, and about music, that a work of
words must do, or undo, in order for language to become a music?
In spoken language, words segment the sound stream into objects of
attention with semantic or syntactic function. Recognizing and understanding individual words as linguistic objects with determinate meanings
requires, first, an ability to segment the sound stream into a series of phonemes that represent words in a lexicon or other units of meaning, and
second, a knowledge of the lexicon, morphology, and grammar of the
language in question that allows one to attach appropriate meaning to
words and their combination into sentences. In everyday speech, words
work—they “mean”—primarily through external reference. Although
words in an utterance or text do refer to one another and create meaning
together, the seed reference (or site for conceptual construction) for a
word is usually external: most words indicate things or actions, or perform syntactic functions that “exist” (in some physical or conceptual
sense) apart from individual utterances or texts. Most words in the lexicon function as Peircean symbols, not signs; they summon their referents
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by convention, without intrinsic connection to the objects, actions, or
properties so named (as homonyms make clear). Within a language community, morphology and syntax (or “grammar”) are also established and
maintained by convention. Morphology governs the inflection or combination of individual words or morphemes (such as prefixes and suffixes)
to create new words from basic lexical forms. In English, for example,
verb tense is carried by vowel changes or endings; plural nouns, by the
ending “s” or “es”; words can acquire prefixes or suffixes, and two or
more words can combine in solid or hyphenated compounds. Grammar
prescribes the construction of well-formed sentences with rules for things
such as punctuation, case, and word order, all coordinated with morphological markers for case, number, and tense. In practice, grammar is supplemented by cognitive and stylistic considerations for sentence length
(number of words or clauses) and depth of structural embedding.
The lexicon, morphology, and syntax of a language support communication two ways. Used normatively, they provide standards for everyday
discourse and ensure that communication will be reasonably effective.
Subject to some manipulation and creative reinvention for artistic purposes, however, words, morphology, and syntax become resources for
expressing fine and contextually situated shades of meaning. One can
invent new words and render them intelligible either explicitly, with a
formal definition in terms of other words in the lexicon, or implicitly,
through context, or by inflecting or combining morphemes in conventional ways. Writers (and self-conscious speakers from politicians to lovers) revel in words’ potential for multiple and multifaceted meanings,
summoning primary and peripheral connotations within and outside the
immediate context to construct and convey complex networks of ambient meanings. Language also admits syntactic creativity, through punctuation (as in J. K. Randall’s “a Soundscroll” (1975), which reinvents not
punctuation but the use of punctuation) and sentence structure (as in
Joyce’s Ulysses, where various deconstructions and reconstructions of
English grammar distinguish voices and psychological states). Note that
such strategic reinventions of words, morphology, and syntax do not
efface, but greatly enhance the communicative powers of language, such
that language reaches its full potential as a communicative device in the
range of utterances and intelligibilities it can produce, from literal to liminal (a range amply explored in “Thesis”).
In an attempt to transfer some of these ideas from language to music,
one might say that individual notes (or other sound-events) function
more or less like phonemes, whereas musical segments are roughly analogous to words.5 But in music, and particularly in contemporary music,
segmenting the sound stream into objects of attention is less a matter of
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object recognition than of object formation: in music, segmentation is
analytical in an active, not a passive, sense—even if it occurs “intuitively”
(that is, subconsciously) in real time. An important difference between
language and music is that musical segmentation is largely contextual;
even within a style, music has no comparably comprehensive lexicon, or
structural norms of morphology or grammar, that are necessary and sufficient to decide which groupings of tones form segments capable of significant reference within an individual composition. Whereas words are
grounded in external reference to objects, actions, properties, and concepts, and inflected by aspects of morphology and grammar, in music the
individual composer’s creativity often extends to the base of the lexicon,
with a segment’s capacity for internal reference (perhaps supported by
stylistic or structural norms) providing a critical rationale for the formation of perceptual objects.
So while musical objects are often quite free of external reference, they
are often highly contingent on complex networks of internal reference—
that is, on associations among segments, and their temporal and conceptual contexts.6 In “Orientations, Criteria, Segments” (Hanninen 2001) I
provide a detailed account of many factors that impinge on musical segmentation. For present purposes suffice it to say that segments form
within and in response to the particular musical contexts in which they
are literally and mentally embedded, through a delicate mix of various
sonic, contextual, and perhaps also structural criteria that encourage a listener or analyst to consider a specific grouping of notes to be an object
(“these notes form x”), and perhaps also a certain kind of object (captured in a statement of the form “this x is an A,” where A, for example, is
a particular musical motive).7 Explicit or tacit choice of a particular theoretic orientation also affects the formation and perceived relatedness of
musical objects (for example, major and minor triads enjoy privileged status among three-note sonorities in a Beethoven piano sonata but not in
Babbitt’s Du, where, arguably, “triads” as such do not even occur).8
Moreover, even within the context of a particular piece of music, the
ontology of musical segments is peculiar in that the rationale for object
formation lies within the piece but outside the set of notes one takes as an
object: much of what an individual segment “is” as a musical object—
many of its properties and all of its structural significance—is not to be
found within the notes of the segment proper, but dispersed in and permeable with aspects of its musical context, filtered through the analytical
knowledge and predispositions of the analyst.
Given the opportunities for music to invent its objects of attention and
the relative insularity of musical reference, it is not surprising that musical
segments can do a number of things that words, their closest counter-
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parts in language, can’t, or usually don’t. Like words, musical segments
can acquire prefixes and suffixes, form compounds, and have multiple
meanings. But musical objects can also expand or contract (think of the
many guises of the “turn” motive in the first movement of Beethoven’s
Piano Sonata No. 17 in D Minor, op. 31 no. 2 “Tempest”); nest inside
one another (as in the “hidden repetitions” of Schenkerian analysis or
multiple order function rows in twelve-tone music); or sound simultaneously (in counterpoint, in different registers or instruments), all without (necessarily) sacrificing their identity and capacity for reference (as
words often do under these conditions). Musical objects can shed or
acquire new characteristics, and even transform one into another in
something akin to semantic fusion. Elevated to a compositional strategy
in Elliott Carter’s String Quartet No. 2 and a realm of infinite potential
in electronic music, fusion and recombination of musical ideas happens
frequently in music of all periods as, for example, in the repetition of two
motives a and b coordinated with a reversal of harmonic function—a paradigm of classical balance—that opens Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No. 3
in C Major, op. 2 no. 3 (see Example 1). In general, and especially in
contrast to the substantial body of lexical, morphological, grammatical,
and practical constraints on word use in a language, music places relatively few restrictions on the nature, combination, amalgamation, transformation, embedding, or simultaneous presentation of conceptually
distinct musical objects.9
Similar opportunities for musical invention are available at higher levels
of organization; over time and even within individual compositions music
has a remarkable tendency to invent and reinvent its morphology and syntax. Musical morphology is, roughly, how a (piece of) music goes, its
means of growth and form (read as both noun and verb).10 Varèse’s “crystallization” and Wolpe’s “organic tasks” and “organic habits” refer, essentially, to morphology. More generally, musical morphology is allied with
what I call “associative organization”—roughly, the variety and relative
strengths of associations among segments and their disposition in time.11
Associative organization can work with or within a musical syntax (such as
tonality or twelve-tone organization) to outline a clear trajectory of discourse, but the clarity and degree of coordination between associative
organization and syntax is variable and capricious. In music, the range of
possible trajectories is wide, and works often change course midstream.
Think, for example, of the piano solo that opens Schoenberg’s Piano
Concerto, op. 42: a succinct thematic exposition in which motivic repetition, balanced phrasing, and row structure coordinate different levels of
organization in much the way that sentence structure supports the flow
of argument in expository writing. Contrast this mode of discourse with
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IN C MAJOR, OP.

2

NO.

the quasi-improvisatory first piano solo from Brahms’s Piano Concerto in
D Minor, op. 15, I, where a clear associative stream meanders through
fluid tonal territory. Different again is the cyclic organization of
Schumann’s “Traümerei” (from Kinderszenen), which revisits and
reworks its origins five times in twenty-four bars. Striking shifts in trajectory of discourse are a stylistic feature of Schumann’s piano writing, as
well as much of Stefan Wolpe’s music. Wolpe’s Trio in Two Parts (1964)
for flute, cello, and piano, for example, begins with a classic case of what
I call “high-profile associative organization” (Hanninen 2004), in which
five successive pairs of inversionally related cells interrelated by pitch-class
content form a tight sequence of events (Example 2a). In contrast, Part
II of the Trio begins with a more leisurely (and more loosely organized)
additive process focused on partial orderings of a gradually expanding
pitch-class set (Example 2b). While similar shifts in morphology, syntax,
and trajectory of discourse are common in improvised speech, in poetry
and prose they tend to serve artistic ends—for example, to signal a shift
in a character’s thought process. In “Thesis,” the frequency of such shifts
in associative organization, syntax, and trajectory of discourse contributes
to the “musicality” of a composition in words.
The fact that works of language use words and external reference,
whereas pieces of music tend to create their own vocabularies through
complex systems of internal reference, makes the act of composing music
from words inherently difficult. If words are to become a music not only
sonically but associatively and referentially—that is, in their very means of
formation and organization—one must first partially deconstruct words’
tendency to external reference and reconstruct language in the image of
music, such that, at least, a significant portion of words’ primary referents
form and are activated within the individual composition rather than outside of it. Working within “Thesis” at the level of individual words and
phrases, three strategies cooperate to deconstruct external reference and
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construct internal reference in the image of a music. Accounting for
some salient and otherwise only quirky aspects of word usage in the
piece, these are: word choice, self-reference, and the poetic devices of
rhyme and figures of speech.
On a first encounter with “Thesis,” one is no doubt struck by the
piece’s tendency to invent words. These lexical inventions have various
origins. Some words arise by prefix or suffix, such as “undeviate” (9) and
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“unspools” (10), or “metapresentable” (6) from “metapresent” (5).
Others come about by altering a phoneme that effects or suggests a
change in meaning, as with “sempiternal,” “sempinternal,” “sempexternal” (9). Some stylistically eccentric words form as traditional compounds of two or more words in entirety (“whatsoneverspeciously,” 6).
Most intriguing and cryptically evocative are those “struggling-tobe&mean&relate-to” words (to draw a line from Elaine Barkin (Barkin
2000, 224)) that fuse two or more morphemes to activate a composite
repertoire of meanings and connotations within and outside the immediate context. These lustrous and suggestive polymorphemic creations are
clear and resonant in context but become lexically indeterminate when
lifted outside that context. Especially luminous among Ben’s many polymorphemic gems are “philosophistry” (4, which induces an ironic parallel between “without benefit of philosophistry” and “without benefit of
theory” on pages 4 and 5); “urtexturous” (5, meaning, perhaps, something along the lines of “fundamentally, irreducibly and richly textured,
with a hint of musical erudition, whether via Urtext or Urlinie”); “omniimprescient” (10, which summons shades of “omniscient,” “omnipresent,” “prescient” and “impression”); and “backcumulating” (11, which
recalls “backclogging” one line earlier and suggests the kind of memoryladen, backward-directed accumulation of associations in music listening
that “Thesis” is both “of” and “about”). Words that appear in the
dictionary but occupy border regions of the reader’s lexicon (as “sempiternal” might) tend to work along the lines of (and often in dialogue
with) Ben’s polymorphemic inventions, summoning a body of referents
and connotations of component morphemes and their associated contexts as the reader or listener attempts to assign an appropriate meaning.
The extended vocabulary and lexical inventions of “Thesis,” then, arise
through playful necessity. Partly semantic fun, these words also have serious function, for they perform an idea central to “Thesis” and to Language ,as a music as a whole: that effective expression of original,
complex, and subtle ideas may require challenging and unconventional
language and depend on liberation from, rather than obedience to, the
standard lexicon, morphology, and syntax.12
Reflexive situations in which a word’s meaning applies to its use in
context are also common in “Thesis.” The word “reverberant” appears
four times within two pages (16–7) of the eight-page wordstream in the
piece’s second half (13–20): each instance not only re-enunciates, but
reverberates with, former instances. Shortly thereafter, the first occurrence of “referring” (18) refers, sonically and semantically, to the previous instances of “reverberant.” At the climax of the wordstream, the
word “detaches” (19) detaches from the long rising curve and begins the
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descent toward the close. Reflexive usage also extends to phrases, both
individually and in combination, as in “What is about, is also of, also is”
(4), which is both part of “Thesis” and a succinct account of its subject;
and in “attaching / what there was; attaching to / what there was;
attaching what there was / to what there was” (6), where “attaching”
inspires a syntax based on attaching. In all of these cases, communication
among multiple levels and kinds of meaning helps to elevate words’
capacity for internal reference relative to external reference.
Poetry often makes use of complex systems of internal reference,
whether through rhyme, meter, figures of speech, imagery, or their various combinations. In “Thesis,” rhyme and figures of speech are especially
important means to construct and reinforce internal references among
words and underlie aspects of associative organization explored in part II.
Rhymes range from literal repetitions (as in the four instances of “reverberant” on pp. 16–7), to alliteration and assonance (“stillformative startfeeling” (8), a double rhyme that involves word fusion), to internal
rhymes (“flickerthickening (11), a new coinage), slant rhymes (“specious” and “species” (6), and “reverberant” and “referring” (17, 18)),
and double and triple rhymes (“reshaded” (6) and reshadowed (7)). Figures of speech not only occur, but structure brief passages (and, as I will
discuss in part II, contribute significantly to associative organization and
rhythm in the piece as a whole). Figures of speech include the parallelism
(“A language, / a music” (4) and “without utterance within, without /
view about” (4)); the chiasmus, a figure in which terms repeat in reverse
order (“as now of then, . . . as then of now;” (7));13 more complex permutations (“within view of utterance about; . . . view within utterance
of,” (6)); coordination between repetitions and permutations (“then,
now itself irretrievable; then, / now irretrievably itself; then, itself /
retrievable now” (6)); and the polyptoton, in which a word or words is
repeated with a change of grammatical function (“What is there to be on
to, / logically; or ontologically” (4)).14 Some internal references forged
through complex combinations of rhyme and figures of speech pick segments out of the wordstream, as with the four-line sequence “the old /
refrains / the new / returns” that divides in half by virtue of the repeated
“the,” the antonyms “new” and “old,” and the synonyms “refrains” and
“returns,” further associated by the workings of initial and internal
rhyme (“re-,” “r,” “ns”).
Throughout “Thesis,” nests and networks of associations created by
rhyme and figures of speech interact with changes in the speed and surface rhythm of phoneme articulation, accent rhythm, and syntax, to create a music–text in which sonic, associative, and syntactic organization
are highly varied and fluid and ever open to spontaneous reinvention. A
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good example of organizational reinvention occurs in the first six lines.
Lines one and two, “A language, a music / An utterance within, a view
about” (4), consist of a four-phrase parallelism using common words and
a number of sounds that take time to articulate (in the words “language,” “music,” “within,” “about”). The next line and a half, “Circumventilation of hypercritical / counterfacts,” explodes to the boundaries of
the lexicon with a riot of syllables and a marked acceleration in phonemic
surface rhythm. With the end of line four, “nowhere metabounded,” surface rhythm slows in preparation for lines five and six, “without utterance
within, without / view about” (4), in which parallel construction returns
and the original, slower, pace of delivery (“within,” “without”) resumes.
Shifts in sonic, associative, and syntactic organization also create variety
and contrast in “Thesis” on a large scale. At times the piece bubbles
along in a stream of clauses: “a leading edge of a vanishing / act, uncatalogued hoards of phenomenal / finds, all comprehended within (without
/ benefit of theory), all systems gone / without a trace:” (5). Other
times (six, to be exact), the text stops short to announce, and repeatedly
repronounce, a new beginning (first, “. . . here . . . / . . . begins . . .” (7);
then, just, “begins,” (8, 9, 10, 13, 20)). En route from these multiple
beginnings to the final words “to mean,” the text wends its way through
strings of gerunds (“humming howling saying singing discerning detaching retrieving” (9)), adjectives (“depthed / dimensioned / ridged /
encreatured / membered” (16)), and an extended wordstream (13–20)
in which syntactic organization scrolls like a fading horizon over the
present to problematize, revisit, revise, and ultimately relinquish the
meanings of individual words.
Stepping back to relate the shifts in sonic, associative, and syntactic
organization to the content of the piece as a whole, one might align
modes of organization with degrees of self-consciousness in the text and
in its listeners. Where clauses bubble along, the text approximates everyday discourse and a listener’s apperception of meaning is relatively direct;
in these passages, text and listener ride the wave of a moving present and
enter a mode of being that is more active than reflexive, unstudied and
relatively unselfconscious. In passages where rhyme and figures of speech
establish and reinforce complex systems of internal associations and reference, the text repositions itself along the spectrum from the everyday
toward the artistic use of language; the listener’s apperception curls back
on itself, merging “perception” with active interpretation. In these passages, both text (through reflection) and listener (through interpretive
action) develop a heightened self-consciousness that merges “what is
about” with “is also of” and “also is” (4). From a listener’s point of view,
then, changes in the text’s mode of associative organization are not only
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formal and conceptual constructs but actual experiences: with each recalibration of the balance between external and internal reference, the listener performs a key aspect of the piece’s subject, form, and content.
The foregoing discussion of internal and external reference in language
in general and in “Thesis” in particular raises, at least by implication,
questions about how a lexicon, morphology, syntax, and internal reference might work in a piece of music. For purposes of comparative analysis I have chosen Scarlatti’s Sonata in D Major, K. 478, a piece saturated
by six motives that, within the context of the sonata, function more or
less like a musical lexicon.

EXAMPLE

4:

SCARLATTI, S ONATA IN D MAJOR, K.

478,

MEASURES

3 0 –1

Example 3 shows a number of prominent segments from the first half
of the sonata’s first reprise (measures 1–29); motivic origins, recurrences,
and transformations are bracketed and identified. Five motives are introduced in measures 1–3: a, an escape tone; b, a syncope; c, a rising third in
the bass; d, an ascending scale in sixteenth notes; and e, a stepwise
descent. A sixth motive, f, an arpeggio, enters in measure 11. Each of the
six motives a through f is an “off-the-shelf” figure, a convention in eighteenth-century European musical practice that has some degree of independent existence (but not necessarily external reference) but is
effectively constituted and used within the sonata as an aurally and analytically significant object. Through repetition, combination, recombination, and transformation, motives a, b, c, d, e, and f develop a complex
network of internal references that account for virtually all of the material
in K. 478. Even the “minor moment” that bifurcates the first reprise in
measures 30–1 (Example 4)—a striking contrast within the style—
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reworks and recombines instances of familiar motives (specifically,
inverted forms of a, b, and c, and a rhythmic alteration of e).
The morphology and temporal distribution of motives a–f within the
sonata warrants a closer look, both in order to construct and partially
deconstruct a view of associative organization within the piece, and to
frame a contrast between how lexicon, morphology, and syntax work and
interact in K. 478 and in “Thesis.” At first blush, associative organization
in the sonata seems straightforward. Starting in measure 2, motivic
design and tonal structure cooperate to establish quadruple hypermeter,
which persists through the first reprise (measures 2–60). Each four-bar
hypermeasure begins with a new idea rooted in one or more of the
motives a through f (measures 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, and 26 in Example
3); literal or varied repetition of a two-bar unit subdivides most of these
four-bar hypermeasures into two plus two.15 In a sense, the morphology
of motivic repetition, combination, and transformation within the sonata
approximates the lexical inventions and figures of speech that characterize “Thesis.” Each piece begins with a conventional vocabulary of verbal
or musical “words.” Much in the way that Ben combines morphemes and
their attendant multiple references and connotations to create words like
“philosophistry” and “backcumulating” in “Thesis,” Scarlatti repeats,
combines, recombines, and transforms motives a through f to create a
complex network of interrelated musical materials that facilitate internal
references both within and among passages. But the fact that Ben’s textpiece can rely on an established lexicon and external reference, whereas
Scarlatti must compose his lexicon along with the sonata through complex systems of internal reference, renders interactions between lexicon
and associative organization—and the roles and effects of repetition—
quite different in the contexts of the two pieces. Focusing first on
moment-to-moment flow: in “Thesis” pockets of tight associations created by rhyme and figures of speech such as the parallelism and chiasmus
tend to fragment syntax and deconstruct the course of natural language.
In K. 478, however, roughly analogous musical parallelisms created by
literal and sequential repetition of ideas based on motives a through f are
the source of the sonata’s surface continuity and progress: tight pockets
of motivic repetition and development set up the four-bar hypermeter
that is the basis of the sonata’s associative organization. Despite some
important similarities, dispersed repetitions also function differently in
the two pieces, reflecting the different environments of language and
music. In “Thesis,” dispersed repetitions of a word, morpheme, or phrase
have a cohesive effect that reminds of and approximates word repetition
in improvised speech or expository writing on a topic (see, for example,
the eight occurrences of “other” or “another” within the rising
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wordstream of pp. 13–8, or the three instances of “first[/]indexed” on
pp. 11, 13, and 20 that recall a cluster of instances on p. 10). In K. 478,
however, dispersed repetitions, recombinations, and transformations of
motives a through f not only contribute to the sonata’s large-scale coherence, but also counteract, complicate, and soften the segmenting effect of
its clear and regular hypermetric organization that is motivated (or even
necessitated) by the musical need to construct a lexicon through internal
references. Just as Boretz’s “backcumulating” and “philosophistry”
acquire meaning by summoning the collective connotations and associations of the morphemes they contain, each of Scarlatti’s motivic repetitions and recombinations has the potential to activate a host of references
for each motive a–f it includes. Complex networks of motivic association
cut across the sonata’s hypermetric grid, drawing temporally distant passages into close conceptual proximity. As a result, the sonata sounds far
more continuous than its rather square motivic and hypermetric surface
patterning might suggest: the sonata’s form and flow resides in its complex associative organization—tight from moment to moment, but
remarkably fluid at larger scales.
Before leaving Scarlatti’s K. 478, I’d like to focus attention on one
small gesture that encapsulates the remarkable complexity of relations
among words in a lexicon and higher-level aspects of organization such as
morphology and syntax. I have already noted that while Scarlatti must
compose his musical lexicon of motives a–f along with the sonata, these
six motives (along with aspects of the sonata’s associative organization,
tonal design, and form) are also conventions of eighteenth-century musical practice. But drawing the “words” of a musical lexicon or other
musical materials from a body of stylistic conventions need not diminish
the particularity of musical experience; even musical figures with clear ties
to “words” in an established lexicon can sound remarkably fresh when set
in the right context.
Consider the four-note figure that appears in the right hand just before
the cadence of the first reprise of K. 478 (see Example 5). Out of context, this figure is “just” a syncopated arpeggio, perhaps derived by grafting the syncope implied in b with an inverted form of the arpeggio in f.
But in context, the connections with motives b and f are hard to make.
Once the arpeggio has been worked out in measures 11–20, then liquidated through the syncopated sequence in measures 21–25, it is abandoned. By the time we reach the end of the first reprise thirty bars later,
motives b and f have faded from working memory and the figure in measure 57 sounds utterly new, something like a breath, but with a very special quality that is easy to hear—even to explain—but hard to describe.16
Reopening the high register with C  5 at the very moment that melodic
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closure is expected two octaves lower on A3, the “breath” gesture owes
its special quality to two aspects of its musical context: a striking coincidence between registral height, both relative and absolute, and an
unprecedented denial of cadential expectations.17 By virtue of its context,
what might otherwise have been a generic, even superfluous, detail
becomes a sublime incorporeal inhalation magically endowed with the
power to suspend tonal and melodic closure at a high level.
The essential features of this situation are hardly unique to music: in
“Thesis,” the first appearance of “referring” (18), a word in the standard
lexicon, has an aura all its own. In this case, “referring” enacts its lexical
function by recalling the four instances of “reverberant” heard on pages
16–7 with a slant rhyme that replaces the “v” with an “f.” Despite the
associations, “referring” sounds remarkably fresh: this “referring” is selfreferential; referring to “reverberant,” “referring” reverberates with it.
This “referring” sparks a moment of insight, as it names the game of selfreference, of medium and form inextricable from content, that is the
central “thesis.” The richness of “referring” at the top of page 18
derives not primarily from its sonic qualities (the rolling “r”s, and the
move from a voiced to unvoiced fricative), nor in the use of rhyme that
recalls “reverberant,” but in its reflexivity, its ability to name itself as “an
utterance within” and “a view about” within a piece that “is about, is
also of, also is.”
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II.
A musical poem less concerned with imagery than with the relationship
between words’ sonic and associative potential and their power to
circumambulate and inscribe meaning, “Thesis” both refers to and enacts
the process of sense-forming in music through the medium of language.
Whereas part I of this paper focused on aspects of object formation and
reference in language and music, part II looks at associative organization
and the process of sense-forming in the first four pages (4–7) of “Thesis.” Using a visual representation of associative organization among
words and phrases based on rhyme, figures of speech, and repetition, I
will develop an interpretation of the first four pages as a journey within
and among six wordspaces that evolve and interact as the piece unfolds.
Repetitions and associations in pages 4–7 suggest the formation of
three clusters of words and phrases centered on the ideas “a language, a
music,” “utterance within, a view about,” and “nowhere metabounded.”
Associations among words and phrases are easy to hear and find in the
text, but getting a handle on their habits of configuration and rhythms of
appearance is not. To facilitate analysis in this direction, Example 6 represents the first four pages of text in the form of a contextual association
map, a visual representation of associative organization among words,
phrases, and ideas. Reading from left to right and top to bottom, the four
pages of Example 6 reproduce Boretz’s text verbatim, subject to analytical realignment. Page breaks and punctuation are preserved, as are line
endings, represented by slashes. Horizontal white space segments the
text into a number of discrete words and phrases; vertical alignment
organizes these words and phrases into a number of wordspaces, networks
of associations among words and phrases based on rhyme or other kinds
of repetition. Within each wordspace, associative distances among words
and phrases vary, but tend to be shorter than distances to words or
phrases outside the space (put differently, associations among words and
phrases within a space outweigh associations with those outside). The
opening pages of text explore three primary wordspaces: in order of
appearance, they are: LANGUAGEMUSIC (at left), UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT (right), and NOWHEREMETABOUNDED
(center). Three additional wordspaces become active on page 6 of the
text (page three of Example 6); they are: THENNOW (far left),
ATTACH (center), and SPECIOUS (mid-left). Square brackets enclose
words and phrases that do not contribute to one of these six, or to one of
several other wordspaces (such as WHAT IS, mid left, and
UNSHADED, mid left) that are active in the context of this passage and
represented by vertical alignment on Example 6.
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as here of there, /
as there of here; /

as then of now; /

EXAMPLE

6

-347emerging, /

. . . attaching, in /
specious increments, /

7)

as somewhere, /

as nowhere, /

( CONT.) (LANGUAGE ,AS A MUSIC PAGE

. . . here, . . . /

reechoed, /

reshadowed, /

34

then, /
to now, /
as now
of then, /

. . . begins . . . /
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Before embarking on a discussion of these six wordspaces, I must say a
few things about the segments, wordspaces, and spirit of Example 6.
First, the segments shown reflect analytic interpretation; they are neither
neutral nor definitive. (Notice that fewer than half of the words and
phrases represented as segments on Example 6 are followed by slashes,
which indicate line endings in the original.) A segment can be supported
by one or more criteria from any of the three basic types—sonic, contextual, and structural. Punctuation marks such as periods, colons, semicolons, and commas indicate degrees of temporal disjunction in
performance; in effect they function as sonic criteria.18 Rhymes activate
contextual criteria, lifting the associated words, morphemes, or phrases
from surrounding text as objects of analytical attention and forming two
(or more) segments within a wordspace at a time. Contextual criteria
extend beyond rhyme to include literal or modified repetitions of words
or phrases at any temporal distance. Given a context sufficiently saturated
by a repeated word or phrase, even an “isolated” preposition can become
a discrete segment associated with a particular wordspace, as with the two
occurrences of “within” represented as segments in the wordspace
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT on the second page of Example
6. Finally, figures of speech (such as the chiasmus) and grammatical structures activate structural criteria. Notice that, with enough support from
sonic, contextual, and perhaps also structural criteria, clear segments can
form across the visual (and aurally suggestive) boundaries of line endings.
For example, on page 5, the paired segments “not a language” and “not
/ a music” join the two segments “not / a thing,” “nor anything” a few
lines later in a nested parallel structure, despite internal line endings.
Associative organization of segments into wordspaces adds another
level of interpretation—one intimately related to that of segment formation primarily (but not exclusively) through the workings of contextual
criteria. While the criteria one uses, and the segments thus formed, determine the forces available for associative organization, the choice of contextual criteria and judgments of their relative strengths in a particular
context are often motivated by the associative potential of particular criteria—briefly, criteria that take in many segments tend to be stronger
than those that take in fewer. Using a two-dimensional contextual association map to represent the associative organization of segments into
wordspaces adds an interesting wrinkle. Consider the succession “somewhere, metabounded nowhere:” (5), which embeds an antonymic
association between “somewhere” and “nowhere,” and part of a temporally displaced chiasmus between “metabounded nowhere” and
“nowhere metabounded,” first heard in opening lines of page 4 and
again toward the bottom of page 5. Association between the antonyms
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“somewhere” and “nowhere” suggests one of two vertical alignments
(either “somewhere, metabounded” aligns with “nowhere,” or “somewhere,” aligns with “metabounded nowhere”); but the dispersed chiasmus recommends a third vertical alignment between “metabounded
nowhere” and “nowhere metabounded.” In a two-dimensional map that
represents the original text verbatim (that is, without added repetitions),
it is not possible to satisfy and represent all these associations simultaneously; formal constraints of the analytical representation force a false
choice among multiple opportunities for association actually available to
listeners and readers through conceptualization and memory. The flexible, free-associative language of “Thesis” includes a number of such
cases that serve to remind that associative organization of segments into
wordspaces and two-dimensional contextual association maps reside at a
critical distance from the text proper; they do not—sometimes, even cannot—literally represent its content or structure.
In that “Thesis” is expressly of, and about, the process of sense-forming
in musical experience, some might question the apparent fixity of
Example 6 and the rationale for organizing segments into wordspaces
conceived outside the flow of temporal experience. Certainly, the danger
of reifying the conceptual objects and relations one takes as protagonists
in an analytical narrative or argument—and thereby distancing, rather
than reconciling, one’s “understanding” of the piece from one’s experience of it—looms large in the case of “Thesis.” While it is true that one
does venture into an atemporal mode of analysis when constructing and
contemplating the bird’s-eye view in Example 6, what is at issue in the
analysis that follows is not Example 6 per se, as an analysis (much less
“the” analysis), but its interpretation and use in analysis. Rather than use
this map to fix (or fixate on) the specific number, content, or configuration of wordspaces, I am interested in how one might use such maps to
explore aspects of abstract patterning and temporal process—that is, how
one might use an out-of-time analytic interpretation to explore aspects of
an in-time experience. The wordspaces in Example 6, then, are not to be
construed as “parts” or “building blocks” of the text, but as conceptual
spaces (akin to compositional spaces in Morris 1995) that a reader or listener might develop, navigate, renegotiate, and reconfigure as the piece
goes on. To recast the point in pictorial terms: in the analysis that follows, the wordspaces, as conceptual (and mnemonic) constructs, are not
figure, but ground; what is central to the analysis are the growth habits
that characterize particular wordspaces and seams between the wordspaces—the paths one might travel via the text within and between wordspaces and their rhythmic implications.
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Having set the segments, wordspaces, and associative organization
illustrated in Example 6 in an appropriate conceptual context, we now
resume analysis with a discussion of our six wordspaces and their interrelations, starting with the three primary wordspaces and continuing with
some subordinate ones. LANGUAGEMUSIC is a wordspace centered
on the two words most critical to the text in reference and action: “language” and “music.” Comprised of pairs of short segments set in parallel
constructions, LANGUAGEMUSIC is visited three times in pages 4–7:
in the first two lines (“A language, a music /”), in negation on page 5
(“not a language, not / a music,” which also draws in “not / a thing”
. . . “nor anything /” a few lines later), and toward the bottom of page 6
(“in a language, in a music, /”). The parallel growth habit associated
with the space sustains an important ambiguity: are “language” and
“music” to be read as analogs, antonyms, or homologs? The music–text
explores this ambiguity but does not resolve it, instead setting up and
working through different kinds of relations between “language” and
“music” as the central thread in a multifaceted discourse.
The largest of the six wordspaces, UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT develops as a series of free permutations on the words “utterance,” “within,” “view,” “about,” and “without.”19 Core vocabulary and
associations are enriched by satellite affiliations (the words “benefit,”
“philosophistry,” “theory,” “sound,” “sight”); a cross-association among
the words “within,” “without,” and “about,” wherein the first syllable of
“within” combines with last of “about” to form “without” (a relationship played out at the bottom of page 5); and the ironic parallelism
between “without benefit of philosophistry” (4) and “without benefit of
theory” (5). If LANGUAGEMUSIC frames the music–text’s central
issue in key words and parallel structures, UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT goes about its essential business, constructing a dense
network of internal references that recreates language in the image of a
music. As recollections and reworkings of words and phrases establish
strong referents for “utterance,” “within,” view,” and “about” within the
composition rather than outside of it, the language of “Thesis”
approaches the condition of music, which, with no external lexicon, must
construct its own “words” and referential meanings anew within each
composition. A constant presence in the music–text’s first three pages,
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT both articulates and realizes a
central idea of “Thesis”: the piece is both a view about and an utterance
within language as a music.
The third main wordspace in the passage, NOWHEREMETABOUNDED, has a freer, more improvisatory growth habit. Developing
by associative accretion rather than by parallelism or permutation,
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NOWHEREMETABOUNDED takes in a number of compounds featuring the morphemes “META-” and “-WHERE” (“metapresent” on
page 5, “metafested” and “metapresentable” on page 6; “nowhere” and
“somewhere” on pages 5–7), as well as words with a conceptual affinity
to these, in that they reference a place or time (“worldnow,” “hereplace,”
“anytime”). Key morphemes of the NOWHEREMETABOUNDED
space echo throughout “Thesis,” as on page 9, where “worldnow” is succeeded by “metamorph of therethen rescinded without, / in sempexternal
herespace,” and in the first three pages (pages 13–5) and next-to-last page
(page 19) of the closing wordstream, where instances of “somewhere,”
“somehow,” and “something” give the space an intermittent presence.
Starting on page 6, three additional wordspaces develop. The first,
THENNOW, comes in two installments. THENNOW I (6) involves permutations of the words “then,” “now, “itself,” and “irretrievable.”
THENNOW II (7) forms a chained chiasmus (“then, / to now, /” “as
now of then, /” and “as then of now; /”). Alliteration between “then”
and “there,” and repetition of the chiasmus construction brings in two
more segments: “as here of there, /” and “as there of here; /,” which are
actively self-referential in that “here” and “there” exchange places in the
phrase. ATTACH, based on the word “attaching,” also includes phrases
that enact their self-reference: “attaching / what there was” becomes
“attaching to / what there was;” then, through attachment and embedding, “attaching what there was / to what there was:” (6). Of the three
subsidiary wordspaces, SPECIOUS takes the most time to unfold: first
introduced on page 5 (“allso everspecious”), it only begins to develop on
page 6, where it takes in three segments (“from whatsoneverspeciously,”
“in specious increments,” and “species, /”) and is recalled on page 7
(“specious increments, /”). Although SPECIOUS is small and includes
relatively few words and segments, it plays an interesting role with
respect to form, as we shall see.
The six wordspaces LANGUAGEMUSIC, UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT, NOWHEREMETABOUNDED, THENNOW, ATTACH,
and SPECIOUS differ in many respects other than content. We’ll consider five points for comparison: size, contextual criterion strength,
growth habit, temporal disposition of segments, and thematicity. The first
point, size, is fairly straightforward. Some wordspaces include more segments, and more words, than others: larger wordspaces take in more of
the text. The second point, strength of contextual criteria, is much more
complicated: there is no definitive means to assess the strength, or relative
strengths, of contextual criteria, only multiple factors to consider. In general, text repetitions (which activate contextual criteria) that are longer, or
preserve word order, are stronger than those that do not. Markedness of
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words in the language is another factor: the strength of the contextual criterion tied to a particular word stands roughly in inverse relation to the
word’s frequency in everyday speech. In this respect, repetitions of “without” are relatively weak, while repetitions of “specious” are relatively
strong. Frequency also plays a role as a kind of priming effect (and, as a
further complication, ties segment formation to wordspace formation). A
third point for comparison among wordspaces is growth habit. LANGUAGEMUSIC and THENNOW are highly structured, based on
parallelism and chiasmus, respectively; UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT makes use of freer permutations, and NOWHEREMETABOUNDED is more or less improvisatory, evolving and
transforming through free associations with the morphemes “meta-” and
“-where.” A fourth point is temporal disposition. In some wordspaces
(THENNOW and ATTACH), segments cluster within a few lines of text,
whereas in others segments are more evenly dispersed throughout the passage
(UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT,
NOWHEREMETABOUNDED)
or
appear
sporadically
(LANGUAGEMUSIC,
SPECIOUS). Finally, the six wordspaces differ in thematicity—that is, the
key words and ideas of some wordspaces (such as LANGUAGEMUSIC,
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT) are central to the concept and
progress of “Thesis” (and even Language ,as a music) as a whole, while
those of other wordspaces (such as SPECIOUS) are more peripheral.
Example 7 locates each of our six wordspaces in an organizational
hyperspace that represents a number of comparative judgments involving
size, criterion strength, growth habit, temporal disposition, and thematicity. Each wordspace is represented by a circle; the circle’s properties
combine with its position to indicate a relative location in a fourdimensional space. Wordspace size is represented by circle size. Criterion
strength and growth habit are collapsed into a single dimension, rendered as position along the horizontal axis.20 Temporal disposition is represented by position along the vertical axis. Thematicity is represented by
line weight: thicker circles indicate wordspaces more central to Language
,as a music; thinner circles, those more peripheral.
In Example 7, the three primary wordspaces LANGUAGEMUSIC,
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT, and NOWHEREMETABOUNDED
occupy different regions of organizational hyperspace, drawing attention
to the fact that each space uses a different balance of strategies for formation.21 Modest in size and dispersed in disposition, LANGUAGEMUSIC
is highly structured and thematic. Although UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT is larger than LANGUAGEMUSIC (taking in more
segments and almost twice as many words), the two spaces are comparable in criterion strength, growth habit, and thematicity. Whether
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT is more condensed or dispersed
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SEVEN WORDSPACES IN AN ORGANIZATIONAL HY P ERSP A C E

Circle size provides approximate representation of relative size of wordspaces (number of segments and of words)

Lineweight:

KEY:

LANGUAGEMUSIC

UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT

THENNOW II, I

ATTACH

weaker criteria,
freer growth habit
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dispersed
over time
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condensed
in time

stronger criteria, more
structured growth habit
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than LANGUAGEMUSIC, however, is hard to say: because it is a much
larger space, its segments are (to some degree necessarily) both more
widely distributed and more strategically clumped than are those of
LANGUAGEMUSIC. Focusing on the fact that “Thesis” revisits
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT much more often than it visits
LANGUAGEMUSIC, and that permutations of the words “utterance,”
“within,” “view,” and “about” appear in condensed formations in a
number of passages on pages 4, 5, and 6, I show
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT as the more condensed space.
The third primary wordspace, NOWHEREMETABOUNDED, contrasts with
LANGUAGEMUSIC and UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT in its
freer growth habit and lower thematicity, but approximates
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT in size and temporal disposition.
Regions of the organizational hyperspace left vacant by the three primary wordspaces are colonized by the subsidiary wordspaces ATTACH,
THENNOW, and SPECIOUS—all small wordspaces of more minor thematicity. ATTACH and THENNOW achieve fleeting prominence
through a combination of strong criteria, highly structured growth habits, and condensed temporal disposition. SPECIOUS has a different
strategy, with its five segments associated only by the word “specious”
(or its slant rhyme “species”) and spread over three pages (5–7). Example
7 includes a fourth subsidiary wordspace, UNSHADED, as an example
of a space that occupies a region of organizational hyperspace as yet
untouched by the six primary and subsidiary wordspaces. Formed within
the word sequence “unshaded, urtexturous, / unextirpreted” (5), the
three members of UNSHADED are loosely bound by their initial vowel
and rhyme (“unshaded,” “unextirpreted”; and “urtexturous,” “unextirpreted”); resemblances among the words are highlighted by direct succession in the text.
I now return to Example 6 to pick up an important thread. So far, I
have focused on vertical alignment as a visual representation of each segment’s membership in a wordspace, but overlooked horizontal and vertical position as a record of temporal order and process. Reuniting
segments and wordspaces with temporal process, I’ll now consider some
aspects of associative rhythm and form in the opening passage—that is,
rhythms by which wordspaces are recalled and developed, and changes in
modes of associative organization from highly to more loosely structured
growth habits, and condensed to dispersed temporal dispositions, as
aspects of generalized musical form.
The first four lines of “Thesis” introduce the three primary wordspaces
of pages 4–7, core ideas of the piece as a whole, and aspects of patterning
that integrate form with content and perform conceptual work
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throughout the piece. The first two lines (“A language, a music / An
utterance within, a view about /”) introduce two of the three primary
wordspaces: LANGUAGEMUSIC identifies the piece’s subject and
hybrid medium; UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT, its holistic and
active approach as a composition both “within” and “about.” The isolated phrase “nowhere metabounded” on line 4 only hints at the formation of the third primary wordspace, NOWHEREMETABOUNDED,
which awaits an influx of segments at the top of page 5 to take shape.
Parallel structures resonate throughout the first six lines: “A language, a
music /” (line 1), “An utterance within, a view about /” (line 2), and
“without utterance within,” “without / view about /” (lines 5 and 6).
Whereas parallelism is the characteristic growth habit for LANGUAGEMUSIC, for UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT it is only temporary, a sympathetic symmetry that underlines relations with
LANGUAGEMUSIC through disposition of the words and phrases
“language,” “music,” “utterance within,” and “view about.”
As LANGUAGEMUSIC and UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT
expand and gain profile over the course of page 5, they begin to enter
into dialogue with one another. Two clusters of segments, each in parallel
structure, join LANGUAGEMUSIC (“not a language, not / a music,”
and “not / a thing . . . nor anything,” 5). UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT receives a number of segments, also often in clusters,
ranging from instances of the single word “within” that give the space an
intermittent presence throughout page 5, to the paired segments “utterance within view / ( : about),” and “view within utterance about, /” that
generalize beyond the straightforward parallelisms of page 4 and introduce the more complex permutations that are the space’s characteristic
growth habit. Temporal disposition of segments entering the
LANGUAGEMUSIC
and
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT
spaces in the bottom half of page 5 plays out a process of dialectical
development: segments enter in clusters, with the text alternating
between spaces. As “not a language, not / a music,” is succeeded by
“within sound, or sight;” and “not / a thing for a thing to be, nor anything / leftover to do:” moves to “utterance within view / ( : about),”
interaction between the spaces recalls and develops the subject–
commentary
relationship
between
LANGUAGEMUSIC
and
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT in the opening lines. Casting
LANGUAGEMUSIC in the negative, however, reconfigures the conceptual relationship between the two spaces in an interesting way: whereas
the affirmative “A language, a music /” “An utterance within, a view
about /” (4) stakes out four points in a field of potential analogies for
exploration, the negative “not a language, not / a music, within sound,
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or sight;” annexes the “within” clause to a non-LANGUAGEMUSIC,
rescinding the proposed field (or, more precisely, the idea that one can
name or even locate such a field as a distinct and meaningful thing) from
discussion. This idea that the field in question, that of experience—particularly the kind of intensely self-referential, intimately encapsulated
experience of music—is not something one can really talk about, only be
in, is taken a bit farther in the second pass (“not / a thing for a thing to
be, nor anything / leftover to do:,” “utterance within view / (:about),”),
where even the ability to name the field-distinctions negated dissolves.
Page 6 begins with three lines (four, on Example 6) that sample the five
wordspaces SPECIOUS, THENNOW, NOWHEREMETABOUNDED,
ATTACH, and UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT, before proceeding
to intense and successive development of two spaces, THENNOW and
ATTACH, each with tight associative organization and condensed temporal disposition. Permutations and syntactic transformations of the
words “then,” “now,” “itself,” and “irretrievable” repeatedly recall and
reinvent the limited vocabulary of THENNOW I in a crystalline growth
of meanings that transforms the THEN-past into an evolving NOWpresent. Linked to THENNOW I by a brief recollection of SPECIOUS
(“in specious increments”), ATTACH performs a similar fusion of form
with content, as it plays out the process of “attaching what there was / to
what there was” (6). With the recall of “nowhere, metabounded / ” in
the middle of page 6, the text spins free of the tightly organized, temporally condensed and self-referential eddies of THENNOW I and
ATTACH, to rejoin a more leisurely main stream characterized by intermittent but persistent motion among the three primary wordspaces
LANGUAGEMUSIC, UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT, and
NOWHEREMETABOUNDED.
Associative
rhythm
slows;
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT resumes its permutational dance,
interspersed with recurring but tangential members of NOWHEREMETABOUNDED (“somewhere,” “worldnow,” “nowhere,” “metapresentable”) and a fourth parallelism from LANGUAGEMUSIC (“in a language, in a music, /”).
The pronouncement “. . . here, . . . / . . . begins . . . / ” at the top of
page 7 instigates another change in associative organization, as a fleeting
recollection of ATTACH (“. . . attaching, in / ”) proceeds through “specious increments” to an intensive second development in THENNOW
II. This move from ATTACH to THENNOW II via SPECIOUS recalls,
in reverse, the move from THENNOW I through SPECIOUS to
ATTACH a page earlier. Placement of “from whatsoneverspeciously” and
“species” at the start and end of page 6 is also interesting. In retrospect,
the former can itself be seen as a link, or perhaps a turning point,
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between the rather casual associative organization of pages 4 and 5, populated by members of the relatively large, thematically central spaces
LANGUAGEMUSIC, UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT, and
NOWHEREMETABOUNDED; and the tighter associative organization
of pages 6 and 7, dominated by the smaller, more peripheral but more
highly structured spaces THENNOW and ATTACH.
In its first four pages, “Thesis” covers a lot of ground in terms of associative organization and associative rhythm, from sparse passages (as at
the tops of pages 4 and 6) that can be heard as introductory crosssections across wordspaces, to tightly organized and temporally condensed explorations of specific spaces (as with THENNOW I, ATTACH,
and THENNOW II), to alternation between rigorous development of
two or more spaces (as with LANGUAGEMUSIC and UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT at the bottom of page 5) and more relaxed visitation
among
spaces
(as
among
LANGUAGEMUSIC,
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT
and
NOWHEREMETABOUNDED at the bottom of page 6). Such variety and change in associative terrain is the stuff of form: roughly, how words become the
composition. In “Thesis,” this form has both literary and musical aspects.
A piece composed of words that carry external semantic reference, the
piece has a clear expository thread in which words, phrases, and ideas are
introduced, developed, refracted, deconstructed, and differently reconstructed. On the other hand, as the words’ associative organization constructs complex patterns of internal reference that shift the balance of
reference and significance from the external toward the internal (and the
normative toward the particular), words and phrases in “Thesis”
approach the semantically neutral quality (and approximate the starting
condition) of notes and ideas in music. From this point of view the compositional material of “Thesis” is no longer, exactly, words, but, as for
Language ,as a music overall, pieces of music–text.
III.
wandery
wordstream
flowing
growing
archcurve
traces
enshadowed
syntax
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therewhere
something
ends and
samething
begins as
something
else ends
a syntax
effaced
erased a
seamless
present
wordsnow
flowing
streaming
past and
over
and though
once
erased
again
present
traces
of oncewas
becoming
hereis
now
Much of the last third of “Thesis” is taken up with a long wordstream
that traces a great arc from page 13, up through the climax at the top of
page 19 where the rising curve “detaches,” down page 20 to the synoptic
closing line: “to be: of; to be: about; to be: now; to be: is: to mean.” (20)
Visually, aurally, and stylistically, the wordstream stands out from the rest
of “Thesis.” Words enter the stream one or two at a time, in an incremental passage through white space and the imaginary continuous
silence that serves as a backdrop for listening. Without punctuation, capitalization, or even the occasional relative pronoun to organize lines into
clauses and prioritize clauses within sentences, syntax is elusive and
changeable; the language is multiply suggestive, liminally intelligible, and
tantalizingly indeterminate, glistening with associations as wordspaces
form and are revisited. In this language “of” and “about,” form is content and content, form; paraphrase is impossible. Radiating with a special
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quality all its own, the wordstream resists definitive analysis but invites
response (as in my trope, above) and reflection. In part III, I focus on
two tributaries to the wordstream’s special quality: a vestigal syntax that
plays with norms of written and spoken English, and associations within
and among wordspaces. Along the way I also consider some aspects of
perception rooted in expectation, attention, and memory.
Linguists recognize three means whereby various languages articulate
relationships among words in a sentence: word order, insertion of certain
kinds of words or particles, and case endings. English relies primarily on
the first two. As an SVO (subject–verb–object) language, English often
uses a word’s position—before or after the verb—to indicate its function
as subject or object of a sentence or clause. In English, the presence and
placement of certain words also conveys syntactic function: the preposition “to,” for example, often precedes and locates an indirect object; the
relative pronouns “that” and “which,” and conjunctions such as
“although” and “unless,” introduce dependent clauses and thus serve to
prioritize clauses within sentences. As punctuation, capitalization, and
relative pronouns parse sequences of words into discrete clauses, they
perform an ancillary syntactic function: distinguishing words that begin
clauses from words that end clauses, they indicate which words function
as subjects and which function as objects or predicates. Thus, in English
syntactic function depends not only on word order, but on word order in
the context of a sentence or clause—an important point.

S
there

and now

EXAMPLE

indexed

8 A:

8 B:

O
first
S

confronts
V

SYNTACTIC REINTERPRETATION, PAGE

S
as each

EXAMPLE

V
recalls

and both

V
confront

Adv
within
Prep

16,

the other
O

reverberant time
Adv
N

S YNTACTIC REINTERPRETATION, PAGE

17,

1 3 –8

LINES

or space

LINES

1 –8

Without punctuation, capitalization, or relative pronouns to mark
clause boundaries within the wordstream, word order relinquishes much
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of its syntactic function and suggestive ambiguities bloom. Placing a
word or phrase that functions as a noun between two verbs sets up a process of syntactic transformation whereby the object of one hypothetical
clause becomes the subject of another, as in “there / recalls / first” succeeded by “first / confronts / the other” (Example 8a). Overlap between
clauses can reinterpret the part of speech, as on page 17, line 5 where
“within,” first heard as an adverb (“as each / and both / confront /
within [themselves]”) is transformed by the next phrase into a preposition (“within / reverberant / time / or space”) (Example 8b).23 With
parsing, syntactic function, and part of speech all subject to interpretation, multiple readings that stem from elisions also flourish—not knowing where clauses begin or end, one can’t be sure exactly where words are
missing, or what those words might be. From the three-word sequence
“there / recalls / first” (16, lines 14–6), for example, one could infer a
missing article, a demonstrative pronoun, and two instances of the same
noun to produce the more explicit reading “[that event] there / recalls /
[the] first [event]” (which perhaps references “the first / and most / and
only / moment” on page 15). Appealing to the previous line “and now”
(page 16, line 15), however, one could instead infer the passive voice and
read the intended meaning to be something along the lines of “there [is]
recall[ed] [a] first [event that] confronts.”
As ends become beginnings, words are recontextualized, word
sequences resyntaxed, and elisions opened and filled, individual words
and phrases cast shadows of expectation that pique and attenuate but do
not evaporate;24 once formed, each leaves its trace as a distinct perception
in a forest of intermingled phenomenological spaces.25 Hypothetical
clause piles upon hypothetical clause, context upon context, nuance on
nuance, and reading on reading in fluid superabundance. Intelligible at
every moment, the language remains open and non-teleological; generous with possibilities, it eludes any one definitive or privileged reading.
Rather than run headlong through a stream of words in pursuit of a
single message, the wordstream creeps, “unspools” (10, 13), and
“elapses along” (8) in labyrinthine twists and turns through the flickering
shadows of provisional and variable meanings in a nonlinear, nonhierarchic process of accretion.
Persistent uncertainty and repeated renegotiation of syntactic boundaries and function work magic on perception: ever spilling over the edges
of projected syntactic units and the (approximately) two-second horizon
of working memory, the wordstream frustrates attempts to put away the
past and forget the future in a tidy tune-out that sacrifices “what is” to
some cliché of “what was” or “what must be.” The result is a language
that, as a music, fixes attention on the evolution and transformation of a
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boundless present: as in music, each moment in the stream has distinctive
character and intrinsic value. “Meaning” becomes coextensive with the
accumulation (or “backcumulation”) of moments and their interrelations; the “end,” no more than the silence that follows.
As syntax relinquishes much of its force to organize and prioritize
words within the wordstream, and wordspaces form and are revisited,
associations among words and phrases poke out from the flow, bright
with local and long-range connections. Example 9 reproduces a substantial central portion of the wordstream (from pages 16–9), including the
climactic moment, “detaches.” Line numbers are added for reference;
typefaces highlight members of three among several active wordspaces:
REVERBERANT (in bold italics), CONFRONT (in bold), and SPACETIME (in italics, underlined). As before, wordspaces can overlap (for
example, “conferred” on page 19, line 19, which combines phonemes
from “referring” and “confront,” belongs to both REVERBERANT and
CONFRONT). Repetitions within the stream and resonances with other
parts of the text suggest more wordspaces, such as (AN)OTHER,
INDEX, and WITHIN (here closely tied to “between,” but also a subset
of UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT). Limiting discussion to
REVERBERANT, CONFRONT, and SPACETIME, however, will bring
a few points about the wordstream’s associative organization into the
sharpest focus.
Like LANGUAGEMUSIC, UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT,
and NOWHEREMETABOUNDED in pages 4–7, the three wordspaces
REVERBERANT, CONFRONT, and SPACETIME differ in size,
internal organization, and temporal disposition of their segments; in
other words, they occupy different regions of an organizational hyperspace like that shown in Example 7. With eighteen segments, REVERBERANT is the largest of the three spaces. A variegated space, it plays on
the sound and sense of the words “reverberant” and “referring,” taking
in a number of words derived from the verbs “reverberate,” “recall,”
“return,” and “refer.” Members of REVERBERANT are dispersed
throughout the wordstream at distances that range from one or two lines
(page 16, lines 25–6; page 18, lines 5 and 7; page 19, lines 23 and 25) to
twelve and thirteen (page 17, lines 6 and 18; page 18, line 18 and page
19, line 4, respectively); five lines is both the average and the median distance between members. The smallest of the three spaces, CONFRONT
has the tightest internal organization: all of its members derive from the
name verb through tense endings. In terms of temporal disposition,
however, CONFRONT is the most dispersed of the three spaces, with
segments set from six to thirty-six lines apart (fifteen on average). Intermediate in size and the most variegated of the three spaces, SPACETIME
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[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]

9:

I,

(page 17)
[1] indexed
[2] as each
[3] and both
[4] confront
[5] within
[6] reverberant
[7] time
[8] or space
[9] between
[10] at first
[11] unqualified
[12] except
[13] as each
[14] and other
[15] confronted
[16] elicit
[17] across
[18] reverberant
[19] span
[20] of scene
[21] an echo
[22] of self
[23] or other
[24] reverberant
[25] within
[26] the screen
[27] of sound
[28] or glow

LA NG U A G E ,AS A MUSIC, PART

and now
there
recalls
first
confronts
the other
across
reverberant
space
within
between
the old
returns
recalled
across
another

(page 16)

“THESIS,” PP.

1 6 –9

(page 19)
[1] detaches
[2] confronted
[3] no more
[4] returns
[5] to place
[6] relocated
[7] somewhere
[8] between
[9] the moments
[10] onflowing
[11] within
[12] the spaces
[13] expanding
[14] returning
[15] on course
[16] deflected
[17] selfness
[18] qualified
[19] conferred
[20] by otherhood
[21] attached
[22] touched
[23] by reference
[24] without
[25] by reverberance
[26] infused
[27] by confronting

( LINE NUMBERS, T Y P EFA C ES A DDED)

(page 18)
[1] referring
[2] between
[3] before
[4] the old
[5] refrains
[6] the new
[7] returns
[8] across
[9] the span
[10] of space
[11] or time
[12] between
[13] referring
[14] to qualify
[15] each
[16] recalling
[17] the other
[18] refers
[19] within
[20] to index
[21] either
[22] first
[23] confronting
[24] both
[25] and now
[26] the moment
[27] at once
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tropes on ideas of space and time with words like “span,” “scene,” and
“screen,” as well as words that, in context, are clearly associated with
them, such as “echo,” “sound,” and “glow.” Unlike the members of
REVERBERANT and CONFRONT, those of SPACETIME tend to
come in clumps, with these unevenly dispersed throughout the wordstream at intervals from five to eleven lines.
Differences in disposition within and among the three wordspaces are
not only visual. On the recording, Boretz places individual lines of the
wordstream within roughly equal time spans; thus, linear disposition of
words on the page becomes associative rhythm in performance. Significantly, this associative rhythm is aperiodic for all three spaces. Even while
unpredictable return visits to individual spaces play the power of recognition against that of surprise, recognizable interactions between spaces
start to develop. Most notable is an affinity between CONFRONT, the
smallest space, and REVERBERANT, the largest. Three successive members of CONFRONT are soon followed by one from REVERBERANT
(“confronts . . . reverberant,” page 16, lines 17 and 20; “confront . . .
reverberant,” page 17, lines 4 and 6, and “confronted . . . reverberant,”
page 17, lines 15 and 18). Located just before the climax and separated
from its predecessors by a long pause, the fourth CONFRONT (“confronting,” page 18, line 23) goes unanswered. Instead “the moment / at
once / detaches”; only after the climax does the pattern resume, as “confronted / no more / returns / to place” (page 19, lines 2–5; and, later,
“conferred . . . by reference,” page 19, lines 19 and 23; “confronting /
recalled,” page 19, line 27 and page 20, line 1). Interference patterns
among the three aperiodic associative streams further complicate the
sounding surface. Adding another layer of counterpoint to the slower
and faster trickles of the smaller and larger spaces CONFRONT and
REVERBERANT come a series of eddies in SPACETIME. Although
these eddies tend to develop a few lines after a word from REVERBERANT, the affinity between the two spaces is inconsistent. On page 16, the
succession “reverberant / space” (lines 20–1), suggests a link between
REVERBERANT and SPACETIME; but the suggestion then lies dormant until the fourth opportunity, only to return immediately with the
fifth and sixth (“reverberant / time / or space,” page 17, lines 6–8;
“reverberant / span / of scene / an echo,” page 17, lines 18–21; and
“reverberant / within / the screen / of sound / or glow,” page 17, lines
24–8). After skipping over two members of REVERBERANT on page
18 (“referring” and “refrains,” on page 18, lines 1 and 5), the two spaces
are linked once more in “returns / across / the span / of space / or
time” (lines 7–11).
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Subtle in expression and wayward in its progress, the wordstream
achieves its striking effect largely through artful use of technical means
that are outside common practice for written and spoken English—shifting horizons of syntactic implication, overlaid with prominent aperiodic
associations among words and phrases. But malleable syntax and the
recontextualization of individual “words” and phrases is not so unusual in
music. In tonal music, for example, syntactic transformation by pivot
chords in modulation and by enharmonic reinterpretation are part of the
common practice. Recontextualization of melodic material, motives, and
sonorities occurs in a wide range of musics, forging channels of communication between distant passages. In music with an improvisatory quality,
syntactic transformation can be a modus operandus, as in the opening of
the third movement from Schumann’s C-Major Fantasie, op. 17, where
each change of harmony projects a horizon of expectations, only to be
replaced by a new horizon as the piece wends its way through a series of
tonicizations and shifting tonal implications. Despite its clearly segmented
surface, Chopin’s Prelude, op. 28 no. 9 in E major achieves something
similar in its second phrase, where chromaticized contrary motion of the
outer voices traces a cycle of major thirds from E, through C (natural VI),
to A  (enharmonically, III  ), passing through some other potent and
highly suggestive harmonies (an A-major triad, and a B  major triad in
second inversion, both in measure 7). In reference to the wordstream,
however, the fifth movement of Messiaen’s Quatuor pour le fin du temps,
“Louange à l’Éternité de Jésus” for cello and piano, is particularly apt as a
musical passage shaped and redirected by shadows of syntax.
Example 10 provides a short score for measures 16–27 of the
Messiaen. Overall, the movement centers on E as a tonic. Having
returned to an E-major triad in measure 17, the passage gradually builds,
in two long phrases, to a stunning climax on the 64 in measure 27 (thereafter, the music steadily relaxes until the close in measure 35). For our
purposes measures 17–24 are of particular interest: in these bars each
downbeat participates, one way or another, in a continual process of syntactic projection and transformation.
The return to the E triad in measure 17 is both expected and unexpected: strongly implied by chromatic voice leading in all four parts, it
enters as a deceptive resolution from the D  -major triad in measure 16. A
point of closure for the previous phrase, this arrival on E is also a new
beginning: immediately the cello pushes off for new horizons, taking the
piano with it. Coming just after an F  -minor seventh chord in first inversion on the second half of measure 17 (ii 65), the chord on the downbeat
of measure 18 has the feel of a dominant about to settle in (or perhaps a
vii° 43) beneath the cello’s G  , an added sixth above the expected bass
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tone, B. But the B doesn’t materialize. Instead, the piano starts a chromatic climb through a line of six diminished triads. Halfway through the
bar, the “add-six” quality of the cello’s G  dissolves, as uniform transposition of all four voices up by minor third draws the cello’s second tone,
B  —the transpositional image of G  —into the basic chord-type. One
whole-step further in the sequence (on the downbeat of measure 19), the
cello line reaches a local high point on C  , that soon falls to B, then G  ,
over an E  , G  , and D  in the piano; taken together, cello and piano suggest a move to F  minor, perhaps as ii of E. If this expectation is partially
confirmed by the F  in the bass on the downbeat of measure 20 (and,
perhaps, by the cello’s passage through A  in measure 20), it is also
clouded by the G  retained in the middle voice, and actively denied by
the top voice of the piano, which rises from D  to D  .26 After a bar to
savor the voices’ conflicting tendencies, the expectation of F  as ii of E is
partially redeemed by an F  half-diminished seventh chord on the downbeat of measure 21, only to be retracted by the F  dominant seventh on
the downbeat of measure 22 that redirects the harmony toward B major.
As B arrives on the downbeat of measure 23, it is again clouded by G  as
an added sixth. In measure 23, as the cello climbs through a series of
minor thirds, C  , then F  , disappear from the piano part. By the downbeat of measure 24, the music has wandered into A minor, where the
piano’s E dominant seventh chord in third inversion (V 42 in A minor)
rubs against a C  in the cello, that, in context, strongly implies downward resolution. Defying its linear tendency, however, the C  rises, and
becomes an integral part of the harmony (a [0248]) that is successively
transposed for the rest of the bar (recall the fate of the G  add-six in measure 18). Two progressively more emphatic repetitions of virtually the
same material (in measures 25 and 26) end with the C  working its way
into the bass, where its accumulated energy is finally discharged in a
downward resolution to the B  that supports the 64 on the downbeat of
measure 27.27
Throughout this passage, tonal expectations form, dissolve, and
reform in a close musical analogy to the syntactic transformation that
guides the wordstream in “Thesis.” Like the wordstream, the Messiaen
owes much of its striking effect to the skillful manipulation of syntactic
norms—in this case, norms of tonal progression and dissonance treatment. As projected harmonies are displaced by different harmonies, and
resolutions thwarted or abandoned, one set of expectations overtakes
another in a chained syntax that continually activates, but rarely observes,
common practice. The analogy between the Messiaen and the
wordstream extends beyond syntax to aspects of temporality, interactions
between syntax and associations, and the use of dynamics and register.
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Both passages have a slow tempo and significant interplay between regular and irregular surface rhythms. In the Messiaen, a steady sixteenthnote pulse supports a variable harmonic rhythm. In Ben’s recording of
“Thesis,” lines of the wordstream enter in near-equal time windows and
surface rhythm varies with the number of syllables per line (one to five).
A slow tempo that shrinks the context available to working memory to
just a few events on either side of each word or chord heightens the perceptual effect of syntactic transformation in both pieces. In the Messiaen,
the slow tempo (“infiniment lent, extatique”) endows each chord with
enough weight to significantly advance, or redirect, the course of harmonic progression; it also gives listeners the time to absorb and enter
into each move in the process of expectations confirmed and denied, suspended and recovered, formed and reformed. Riding atop the course of
syntactic transformation in both pieces is a fabric, or at least a thread, of
associations. The cello part for measures 19–22 of the Messiaen includes
four instances of a stepwise line (bracketed on Example 10) that preserve
contour and rhythm but admit some changes in intervals; the motivic
repetition sets up a periodicity that gently jostles against the unpredictable changes of harmony in the piano. Threefold repetition of an
inverted form of this motive in measures 24–6, fused with harmonic
intensification in the piano, carries the thread of associations to the climax. Finally, in an overarching connection between the Messiaen and
Ben’s recording of the wordstream from “Thesis,” the dramatic rise in
dynamics and register in each piece sustains a clear trajectory on which
vagaries of syntax and associations are hung.28 In each case, the registral
and dynamic curve peaks just before the critical semantic or syntactic
event (in “Thesis,” the self-referential “detaches”; in the Messiaen, the 64).
Intention and the background mutterings of imagination pale before the
actual; the hazy comfort of expectations is exposed and explodes into a
brilliant and stark present that is, for that moment, all and completely
“what is.”
***
In this paper, passages by Scarlatti, Messiaen, and other composers offer
musical reflections and inspire comparative analytical commentary on
associative organization and syntax in everyday language, in music, and in
Boretz’s music–text “Thesis.” While these passages provide a musical perspective on aspects of verbal organization in “Thesis,” they also serve to
make a larger point: that aspects of associative organization and syntax, as
“ways things can go,” transcend the specific material of words or notes
even as they operate within and respond to substantive differences in the
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contexts in which listeners receive and use words and notes—contexts that
include aspects of perception, ideas about communication, and aesthetics.
But if associative organization and syntax are interesting and reward study
in their own right, they can also be highly effective: that is, how words or
notes are put together in a literary or musical text not only affects meaning, but also effects the texture of our experience and engagement.
The associative organization and syntax of “Thesis” are highly effective
in this sense. Whereas in everyday speech we tend to use words and syntax more than we savor them, passing through language in order to communicate or glean a message, when we listen to music, we tend to attend
differently: individual moments, and successions and interactions among
moments, are what music is, they are why we listen.29Listening to music,
we listen without ulterior motive. In “Thesis,” words become momentous in this musical sense. Rather than sonic particles with predetermined
meanings and interchangeable instances, words become objects of
engagement and contemplation; meaning attaches not so much to words
as to specific instances of words, colored and filtered through the many
contexts that impinge upon them—associative, syntactic, and temporal;
nested and competing; conscious and subconscious; external and internal; public and private. Coupled with the piece’s unusual and changeable
associative organization and anfractuous syntax, this invention and
reinvention of words defamiliarizes language and draws listeners deep
into the process of gathering, trying out, and constructing meaning.
Through words that recompose the texture of musical experience, “Thesis” literally becomes effective as music: a work of words that cultivates
the kind of attention often reserved for, or reached through, listening to
music—that pure attention in which “to be: is: to mean.” (20)
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NOTES
1. Language ,as a music was composed in 1978, first published by Lingua Press, republished (except for Part II) in Perspectives of New Music
in 1979, and reprinted in entirety in Boretz and Randall’s Being About
Music (2003). Page numbers in parentheses without other attribution
reference the 2003 reprint (because pagination is identical between
original and reprint, page numbers in the 1979 original are easily
derived from those given here by adding 130). Boretz’s recording of
the piece was issued on CD by Open Space in 1999.
2. Boretz does intend the piece to be heard literally—not only metaphorically or suggestively—as music. Speaking about the piece in a
1989 interview with Marion Guck and Fred Maus, he says: “I don’t
know if you find that penetrable as an essay on language and music—
that’s what it is. It may be hard to read because it’s literally a piece of
music: an essay in the form of a piece of music, or a piece of music in
the form of an essay, whichever way you prefer to look at it” (Guck,
Maus, and Boretz 2005–06, 374).
3. Elaine Barkin calls Language ,as a music a “multi-movement musictheater-inquiry of the mind and of the senses” (Barkin 2000, 241).
Reflecting on its subject not only in content but also in sensibility and
spirit, Barkin’s paper is part analytical appreciation, part recreative
rendering of the “determinate feels” of all six parts.
4. See especially Meta-Variations part I, section D, section 8. MetaVariations originated as Boretz’s Ph.D. dissertation at Princeton University (1967) and was published serially in Perspectives of New Music
vols. 8–11 (1969–1972). For another view of relations between
music and language see Lidov 2005.
5. I define a segment as a grouping of notes (or sound-events) that one
takes to be a significant musical object in an analytic discourse. Segments vary in size; they can overlap and nest inside one another. In
practice, segments tend to observe two principles: most are fairly
short, taking in a second or two of material (not to exceed the
bounds of working memory), and about a handful of items (in accordance with George Miller’s (1956) principle of “the number seven,
plus or minus two”).
6. On matters of reference, meaning, association, and associative proximity in music and in language, Elaine Barkin writes: “With and in
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music, ‘meaning’ lodges elsewhere and differently than in language; in
music, what joins and follows next is what there is, is how music
‘becomes’ . . . ‘meaning’ and reference within do not need to give rise
to reference without in order for music to be” (Barkin 2000, 227–8).
7. This account of object formation in music derives from Hanninen
forthcoming, which represents musical segmentation and categorization in terms of a complex interplay among object selection, criterion
selection, and object formation, all dependent upon a critical distinction between predicable and relational properties of musical segments. For a comprehensive presentation of sonic, contextual, and
structural criteria, and a discussion of theoretic orientations in music
analysis, see Hanninen 2001.
8. With regard to the need for a range of terms from the relatively
observational toward the relatively theoretical, see Boretz [1969]
1995, 19–21.
9. In music, just about the only restrictions on the transformation or
interpenetration of distinct ideas are these: the contextual criteria
associated with two distinct ideas must be functionally independent
(as, for example, pitch and rhythm are, or, to an extent, also melodic
figures and harmonic context); the boundaries of resulting unit(s)
should be established by some sonic criterion; or both.
10. Because music does not have a standard lexicon or set of inflection
patterns, it does not have morphology in the same sense that language does. Therefore, I conceive of musical morphology in terms
that are more general, but more or less analogous to morphology in
language: a “musical morphology” is a growth pattern of a musical
object; akin to “musical form,” musical morphology focuses on
musical formation at some (often low) level of organization.
11. A bit more formally: associative organization refers to the internal
structure of an associative set (by virtue of varying strengths of relation among its member segments), combination of two or more
associative sets, and perhaps also the temporal disposition of segments within or between associative sets. The concepts “contextual
criterion,” “associative set,” and “contextual association graph” (a
visual representation of associative organization) are introduced in
Hanninen 1996; for two applications to the music of Stefan Wolpe
see Hanninen 2002 and 2004.
12. From “Ivy”: “Can we expect to convey in the neutral rhythms, and
terminal resonances, of the monochromatic rhetoric of discourse, in
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its monomodal forms of description and analysis, all the variety of
what we perceive, of what we think? . . . Do we not require a rhetoric
of discourse, description, and analysis at least as varicolored as its
objects of interest in order to render it, and them, with adequate vividness and particularity?” (Boretz [1978] 2003, 63–4).
13. Chiasmus or “a placing crosswise” refers to any structure in which
elements are reversed to give the structure ABBA (Preminger and
Brogan 1993, 183). A chiasmus can involve sounds, words, phrases,
or aspects of syntax. The two phrases “as now of then” and “as then
of now” (7) instance an antimetabole, a special form of chiasmus that
exchanges two words but is otherwise literal repetition (Preminger
and Brogan 1993, 79).
14. Polyptoton denotes a “class of figures which repeat a word or words
by varying their word-class (part of speech) or by giving different
forms of the same root or stem” (Preminger and Brogan 1993, 967).
15. Hypermetric and motivic organization of sonata’s second reprise is
similarly tidy. After opening in triple hypermeter (measures 62–7),
the second reprise soon moves toward (measures 68–72) and regains
duple–quadruple hypermeter (measures 73–88). The second half of
the second reprise retraces the same path, with triple hypermeter
reasserted in measure 89 but duple–quadruple hypermeter restored
in measures 99–115. Patterns of motivic repetition, continuity, and
change reinforce the hypermeter throughout.
16. On qualitative musical experience that eludes verbal expression, see
Ben’s “Experiences With No Names” (Boretz 1992, republished in
Boretz and Randall 2003, 338–52).
17. Indeed, the “breath’s” special quality dissipates with subsequent
appearances. When the gesture is repeated in measure 59 (as one
would expect, given the sonata’s prevailing four-bar hypermetric
design), much of its special quality is retained by virtue of a strategic
change: moving the bass down one octave (so that the highest and
lowest notes are now more than four octaves apart, rather than
three), recreates the initial sensation of height. When the breath
returns at the end of the second reprise in D major, however, much
of its special quality vanishes under the weight of formal expectations
and transposition down (and out of the high register) by fifth.
18. Of course, punctuation marks also usually delimit grammatical—that
is, structural—units.
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19. Elaine Barkin describes the content-invariant permutational dance of
words within phrases from UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT
as: “Time-meaning and meaning-meaning utterances, neither claiming nor declaring, in process of trying themselves on and figuring out
how they belong to one another, in re-ordered, re-syntaxed, or recontextualized successions of content-invariant 4–5 (or 6)-word
‘units,’ where possibilities are given for conjuring how a word can
mean, re-mean, and refer to” (Barkin 2000, 224).
20. Assessing the relative strength of contextual criteria is always difficult
(see Hanninen 2001, 372–4); assessing the relative strength of a set
of contextual criteria associated with a wordspace is only more so,
and becomes especially difficult for wordspaces that involve a number of words or phrases as primary contextual criteria (as does
UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT). Because more structured
growth habits tend to enhance the effective strength of contextual
criteria, I have collapsed criterion strength and growth habit into a
single dimension on Example 7, which serves to illustrate qualitative
(not quantitative) differences among wordspaces.
21. The wordspaces’ locations and relative positions in organizational
hyperspace are influenced by the passage one takes as the basis for
wordspace formation (here, pages 4–7). Taking a different passage,
or the piece in entirety, can give different results.
22. To get a better handle on the situation, one could refine the concept
of distribution along the lines of the “seven forms of rarity” outlined
by Rabinowitz, Cairns, and Dillon (1986) in a study of plant distributions in the British Isles. These researchers theorize distributions
in terms of three continua: geographic distribution (wide–narrow),
habitat specificity (broad–restricted), and local population size
(somewhere large–everywhere small). With minor accommodations,
their theoretical framework can be applied to the temporal dispositions of segments in wordspaces or other associative sets in music, an
idea explored in work in progress by the author.
23. Note that both kinds of syntactic transformation involve active
manipulation of structural principles of the English language in particular. A language with different structural principles may preclude
the kind of syntactic transformation Boretz achieves here through
effective changes in word order. In Finnish, for example, syntactic
function is fixed within individual words by an elaborate system of
case endings and particles; thus, word order tends to be freer in
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Finnish than it is in English and becomes available for expressive purposes essentially independent of syntax.
24. “Resyntaxed” is Barkin’s term, used in reference to the contentinvariant permutational dance of UTTERANCEWITHINVIEWABOUT on pages 4–7 (Barkin 2000, 224); Barkin uses “recontextualized” in the same context. For a theoretic account of
recontextualization see Hanninen 2003. Within the wordstream,
resyntaxing and recontextualization occur without positional
reordering; in this case, the recontextualization occurs through
changes in segmentation that force changes in structural (here, syntactic) interpretation (Hanninen 2003, 73).
25. The idea that multiple perceptions of a single event occupy distinct
phenomenological spaces is the subject of Lewin 1986, which develops a theoretic framework for multivalent music perception.
26. Rendering the shifting syntactic implications of these bars in terms of
expectations “confirmed” and “denied” derives from Lewin 1986.
27. Messiaen’s handling of this resolution undermines the idea that a
“climax” must correlate with a timepoint and set of notes. Having
started out fortissimo, the crescendo molto in measure 26 creates an
extraordinary buildup of sound energy. But this energy never reaches
the downbeat of measure 27; instead, it is truncated and the 64 arrives
already subito ppp. Abrupt changes in timbre (in the cello, vibrato on
a fingered tone to sans vibrato on a harmonic) and register (in the
piano, restoring the low register) further widen the gap between the
end of measure 26 and the start of measure 27. Thus, although
voice-leading and syntactic implications of the 64 sonority would place
the climax on the downbeat of measure 27, dynamics, timbre, and
register all point to the last sixteenth of measure 26. The conflict is
resolved by the recognition that a climax is not a set of notes but a
perception, which can take place in a split-second of silence (say,
between the last sixteenth of measure 26 and the downbeat of measure 27) or, in retrospect and in contrast to a sounding event (as
when the 64 in measure 27 enters softly, with little connection to the
preceding buildup). For me, the climax of the movement lies in the
perception that the sonic energy accumulated through two long
phrases suddenly bursts and vanishes, to reveal pure calm beneath.
28. The great arch in dynamics and register in Ben’s recording is a distinctive feature of that particular performance of “Thesis.” It was not
projected at the time of composition, nor does Ben consider it to be
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essential to the piece now. (Private communication with Ben Boretz,
February 2006.)
29. Morris (2002) contemplates the concept and nature of “musical
attention.”
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………
TO DORA HANNINEN, ELAINE BARKIN: Origin of Language ,as a music:
there is a sentence on the first page of Part III of Meta-Variations (the part that
reconstructs and generalizes musical syntaxes such as the tonal (content-centric)
and serial (order-centric) modes of musicsound creating.) The sentence says that
music's freedom to invent itself from scratch (theoretically at least) does not
translate into a parallel freedom for language because language's nonnegotiable
referentiality binds it - insofar as could be foreseen at that time - to syntactical and
lexical conventions. That was 1970. In 1976 I thought I saw that the project of
ground-up construction could be conceived but only in a kind of "essay" that was
what it was about - namely a composition, enacting by performance (voice and
musicsound) in real time the sense of what it was constructing. The printed text is a
score; the layout is not that of poetry but to guide the performing speaker - the
lines tend to break where the internal rhythmic inflections are less obvious. So that
getting the rhythms and inflections right makes the sense happen. Part I is a
portrait of the birth of consciousness, in the voice of experience speaking, leading
successively to the stages of worldmaking through undifferentiated utterance, its
differentiation into music and language, culminating with the transcendent
moment of the birth of reference from the fusion of utterance within and ontology
without. So Thesis has no narrator; it just behaves. Pronouns only show up in the
movements that have, in different senses, narrators; and then, in the Epilogue, the
people in the room and the performer are "I" and "you". ("Listen" is suddenly the
person up front addressing everyone else in the room.). So the project is not to
make language into music but to manifest how it already is. A theoretical discourse,
in literal fact, whose theory can only be revealed by being experienced in
performance: the thesis of "Thesis". This awareness, beginning with the intuition of
"determinate feel" to describe "experiences with no names" (in "What Lingers On (,
when the song is ended)") has brought me very far into the mindset of music as
essentially unreachable in language but greatly inter-enlivened by every mode of
creative metalanguagemaking - including discourse understood as creative
metaphor.
( LAAM slightly disagrees with Dora on one point: Part III (Spec Sheet) winds up
to claim that the act of semantic fusion (the reference-creating event) laminates
"wordsound" and "objectsense" irrevocably, so that each becomes the permanent
experiential likeness of the other, for ever.)
And I should mention (a slight drop of rain on Elaine's parade) that the voice in
Red Hook is doing an interior monologue from the back of the room where the
piece is being performed, a portrait of someone thinking to themselves not yakking
for public consumption.
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[AMANUENSIS:]

Oh man, this sideways
crap is endless
[FOR BEN AGAIN]

)-(u||!c|<

Departures

Caught. Looping. This sideways circle. Never beyond a certain point. –––
If I were a musical thinker. Ben Boretz. 1981. Reworked 1982. My edition: 1985. The book has
pictures. Black and white. Inkblots. Like, — inkblots. Not to be underestimated.

We cannot afford to deprive ourselves of our
own expression by conventionalizing or
institutionalizing our talk, or our thought,
or our music; [p.25]
[Boretz,

Benjamin. 1985. If I am a musical thinker. Barrytown, NY: Station Hill Press.]

The book was a gift in 1996, or ’97, or ’98, or [insert other]. Given by Warren Burt: teacher.
Casting back now into my mind; the pictures reference a time. A personal archive. A placeholder. I
was a student then.
It was a seminal learning tool: If I am a musical thinker. But I didn’t know that then. Musicalthinker inkblots or lines, or words — or whatever — have stained the neurons.
1982 seems distant now. I was 9 then. And ’96 or ’97, or ’98 feel farther hence still. Curious — the
winding twists of time. Must time only travel forward? It saddens me, however, that the whirly-cogs
of indentured learning institutions only seem to spin sideways. Caught. Looping. Never beyond a
point. Maybe they do teach Boretz at some splendid universities, with yellow brick roads, and
exuberant leaping students: Where auditory creation is made.

…not because that is wicked, but because it
deprives us of what we most need from those
outlets, what we lusted after in the first
place so as to find ourselves energetically
engaged, for life, with them. [p.25]
Randomized pictures don’t count as academic music research. Is that the line? Why should words be
more apt in describing sound than pictures? Are they not equidistant from the source? Are music
scores pictures? There we are caught. Looping sideways again.
But the swirling black and whites — forms without narrative — encompass an intuit of primal drive:
manifest as auditory creation. An elemental force. And we know intellect cannot carry all that
weight alone. Craft evaporates without that dynamic vortex. Like clothing the body falls away.
Without that dynamic vortex the Promethean fire departs.
There — in that vortex. Inkblots.

So if I want to know what music expresses,
and if I want to know why I think about
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music, I have to introspect my own
experience, [p.6]
Be dead above the waist then. Caught. Sideways.
But life is research. Avoid life, avoid research, avoid fresh air, avoid burgers, don’t piss off
your mum, be nice to your sister, don’t roll in the grass, avoid noise, be concise, speak up, be
quiet, stand up, sit down, eat your dinner. Turn around.
The book has pictures. Not to be underestimated. The book has pictures. If I am a musical thinker.
Ben Boretz. 1981. Like inkblots. Rotating sideways.

Stockhausen

--- I arrived early. I had slept in a cellar. Ich bin der Kellermann. In Kürten. Deutschland. 1998.
Frau Hesler cooked me breakfast. Herr Hesler ate with us. He was a paraplegic. I spoke German with
the Heslers. Using a hipster German phrase book. Full of pickup lines — with a disarmingly low
strike rate. I blame the book. We laughed a lot.
Hast du eine Freundin? [p.105]

[Buck,

Fanziska. 1997. German Phrasebook. Hawthorn, Vic: Lonely Planet Publications.]

I borrowed their bike. I peddled through the hills. Summer.

People are always asking what music
expresses; [p.3]
The Heslers were like beekeepers. Keepers of busy students swarming for Stockhausen.
Kann Ich dich anrufen? [p.106]

but they frequently ask, so to speak,
in the third person. [p.4]
--- I arrived early. Stockhausen was expecting 500 students. All flitting for flowers — hunting for
a voice. [Are you not born with the voice? Must one hunt a voice? Does the voice not hunt you? Where
do all those busy students go?] 4 in 500 students arrived early. Stockhausen at the mixing desk.
Preparing octophonic sound. Required for the composition lecture. Stockhausen wore a headset.
Amplifying his voice. His voice had been found. Required for the lecture. Still busy. Now he was
amplifying the voice. He tested the mic. He flitted about pots and faders. Accidental soundings.
Tinker, tinker.

We need to compose not what we hear,
but that we may hear; [p.34]
Stockhausen walked away from the console. With purpose. With white pants and purpose. And white
shoes. And a purposeful white Mexican shirt. White hair. Sideways. Footsteps gently amplified in
octophonic sound. Traversing the hall. The microphone headset was on. Stockhausen did not notice
this. Stockhausen walked into the toilet. Opened the toilet door. Undid white pants. With purpose.
Pulled out cock. Pissed into white bowl. A hefty flow. In octophonic sound. Stockhausen shook
himself. Purposefully. Did up his fly. Toilet flushed. Door opened. Door closed. White shoes on
linoleum. Washed hands. Blow-dried hands. Left toilet. Entered hall. 8 out of 500 students. A
performance much appreciated. Octophonic. Headset. On. In silence. White shoes gently amplified.
Back at the console. Tinkering. Accidental soundings. The Promethean fire burns. The vortex yawns.
Inkblots.
Kannst du mich nach Hause bringen? [p.106]
Elsewhere irrelevant propagators of sideways crap maintain the beige. Caught. Looping. Never beyond
a point.
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What we call a work of art is experientially
consistent only as an episode of expression.
[p.37]
The wolf of Kürten

--- I wish you could have been there with me. There was a liquid air of evening when I stole into
the lush Kürten hills and there traversed a dirt track upon a little summit where the sun caught
squeaking wheels. Blinking flecks lit metallic rotations. You would have floated heaven-side too.
There I howled the moon. Bright. Disc-caught. In the loop of tides. Pushed up above the surface.
Gulping ripe air. A found voice flung. A fisherman’s net cast upon the valley.

Czernowin

--- I really feel that what you are presenting me with here is a plate of meat. It really is a big
plate of raw, uncooked meat.
This is me having a lesson with Chaya Czernowin.
I don’t remember anything else she said. Caught. Looping. Never beyond a point.

But sound can annihilate sound;
conversation also can annihilate its
antecedent experience; [p.22]
At the time the international academic art music world was a misogynist’s wet dream. Czernowin would
have paid in blood to howl out her voice: A strong and strident woman — Czernowin was tough.
Du bist toll! [p.106]
She was right, of course — the piece did sound like a raw plate of meat. I like it like that — raw.
Things that people don’t like about your work might be precisely that which sets you apart.
Know when to amplify the flaws.

thought can be an
anechoic chamber for its objects; [p.22/23]
Lachenmann
Verhütest du? [p.107]
--- That freeze shell cast across the land. Caught. In the suspended loop of tides. Real houses cast
in real ice and snow. Tudor. Landscape in undulation. Wonderland. Eldritch. There had been trains.
There had been engines cutting in swathes. And now the crunch under hoof. Maps can mess with
perspective. It was a much longer walk than the map suggested. With slippery inclines. Landscape
undulated.
I hadn’t sorted attire for frozen climes. That required excess Geld.
So I heaved and puffed. Pitched and rose — an icebreaker. Polar seas.
Ah, Hallo, Chames, so happy that you could come.
Helmut Lachenmann welcomed me into his home. We were heading up stairs to his study.
That room there is for meditation.
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From the vantage point of 2015 the capacity for such a space seems entirely decadent. With two small
children, a partner, and Melbourne’s brutal rental market, the simple lived-in elegance of
Lachenmann’s home echoes across the years as an apparition. Of Christmas Future. I barely noticed it
at the time.
We spoke for hours. This was fortunate as Lachenmann was inclined to fall asleep mid sentence. He
was seriously overworked. Deadlines. And yet he took the time to welcome me. A young nobody.
Lachenmann told me about his studies with Luigi Nono in Venice. He lived at Nono’s house. For
Lachenmann it was justifiable for a student to travel in search of a teacher.
While I was there I couldn’t compose a thing. There were a couple of pieces. It was hard for him
then, as he explained, living under the shadow of his much admired teacher.
Please, call me Helmut.
When he drifted off I waited quietly. It seemed natural some how. Caught. Looping. Never beyond a
point.
Sometimes I go to my little country house to compose. But really I go there to sleep. I can sleep
all day if I want to. Nobody knows.
I showed him my flute piece Vivisections. I took it with me to Europe and showed it to the gurus. It
was quite the piñata. Everyone had a crack at it. By the time Lachenmann came along, I had learnt to
be detached from the personal within the comments.
You are putting the musician in a prison.
He was speaking to me in a generous way. I think he wanted to give me as much feedback in one lesson
as possible. I think he — and Estrada for that matter — had already understood that I would not want
to return as a student. Even though I hadn’t. So if he wanted me to know something, he would have to
tell me there and then. Straight up.
And he did.
You must be specific. He continued. What has the composer learnt that can then be shared with the
performer and then the audience? When you write these improvised scores, the performer cannot grow.
You shut them in a cage where they are limited by their own narrow experience, choices and abilities.
I admired him immensely, but I didn’t agree with this — and I don’t agree now.
In the loop of tides.
Amplify the flaws, then.
Chames, you must prepare yourself. You must always be ready. One day the time will come. You will be
asked to take your place on the celebrated dais where there is a magical giant organ. It awaits
there at the center of your culture. Then you will present your music. This will be the time when
you will be asked to give something special to your culture.
Time passed. In the loop of tides.
I kept thinking he was going to pull down the shutters, but he dreamily continued on.
Later, Lachenmann made soup: To fight against the freeze.
Time passed. In the loop of tides. Quietly.
... And I continued on my way.
Ich möchte mit dir schlafen [p.107]
Eldritch.

The man who died: the man who died in Berlin.

--- Thus it was that I wandered into Berlin. A wandering man. The wander. At the time I wished I had
found my way there earlier. But not now. Looking back through the tides of time. Or rotating shadows
sideways in turn.
I was a student on the make for a fancy Euro teacher.
Julio Estrada quite rightly berated me. What’s with you guys chasing this European fetish? He was
quite right of course. But I didn’t really give two shits about what Julio thought. Even though he
was quite right. Caught. Looping. Never beyond a point.
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But Julio didn’t know Australia in the ‘90s. At the time there was nothing here. That was the
supposed view from the look out. Nothing for a young composer. Incredibly lonely. Isolating.
Alternatively, there were creative types in Europe with shared needs and means.
Darf ich dich küssen? [p.106]
And yet, I was blinkered back then. It took me a very long time to realize that the ‘nothing’ in
Australia was actually a very special something. I had to become a musical thinker to perceive the
nothing experience more deeply — and the becoming was quite slow for me:

my experience of my own needs and my
experience of how, and which, and in what
way, needs are being fulfilled or engaged in
the transaction of musical activity. [p.6]
--- So I fronted up to some music school in Berlin. The head of the school, I think, was some guy
named Zimmermann – but I might be completely wrong about that. And I’m not looking it up. Anyway, he
was nice enough to me, though he did bitch a little bit about ear tests. There were quite a few of
these guys who were excessively into their aural examinations. It was a little bit porno – some kind
of orificial tantalization carry-on. That still gives me the shits when I think about it. You don’t
need to get OCD with ear tests as a prerequisite for magnificent auditory creation. But this guy was
pretty good to me regardless of his self-flagellatory sonic bent, and said, “Why don’t you come and
listen to what Frederic Rzewski has to say?”
I cannot, for the life of me, remember anything that Rzewski had to say in that lecture. But I went.
I was there, and there were other eager students a little like me in that room. This was reassuring.
And somehow dislocating also.
Rzewski was a kind human. I was speaking to him after the lecture and we ended up walking out of the
building and down the street. I have no idea why that happened. There are so many black holes in the
mind. Inkblots. Vortices dynamic. Looping. Sideways.
As we walked, I noticed an upright bicycle held just so with its stand set neatly in place — and
there was a man lying very still on the ground.
An ambulance was roaring.
And then paramedics rushing German.
The swirling vortex ripping of shirt. Latex gloves. Pumping of chest. Mouth to mouth. Lifeless
rebounding against pavement. Ribs re-pounded to dough.
A heart attack, we thought.
Body-skin grey.
The man was lying on our trajectory. We would have to pass.
People gathered.
Frederic and I found ourselves staring at the man amidst the gatherers. “Perhaps we shouldn’t be
staring at the man,” I said. I was thinking that gawking might be unkind. And Fred said — and I will
never, ever forget this —
“Do you think he would want us to walk away right now?”
You see Frederic wasn’t a bystander. He wasn’t gawking. He was there, earnestly and respectfully
attending to this anonymous man’s most crucial moment. I learnt a lot from Rzewski that day. It was
a poignant composition lesson.
Life is research, is it not?
— And death our teacher too.
We walked away. I remember glimpsing paramedics leaning against the ambulance smoking and joking.
They were whipping off the gloves.
Caught. In the loop of tides. Never beyond a point.
Sideways.
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Hast du Lust morgen was zu unternehmen? [p.105]
Ich mache es nicht ohne Gummi. [p.107]
Streichle meine Vagina.
Sei zärtlick.
Hat es dir gefallen?
Das war toll. [p.108]

There are angels who live in Mexico

--- In Berlin I met a dark angel from Mexico City. She was at the hostel. Adrianna.
She was gentle. Quiet. With long crow-sleek curls — like a vineyard before dawn.
We occasionally shagged (when I could talk her into it) as we played through Eastern Europe.
We were tumbling cubs with a pickup book.

As long as I view the objects of thought and
the processes of music as exterior to myself
and exterior to the interactions of people,
as something other than the palpable
emanations of intense human identity-seeking
expressive activity, the authentic
perception that I need of my real needs, of
my real interest in the activities I pursue,
of the real nature of the expressive objects,
intellectual and musical, that I create and
experience, will be unavailable to me;
[p.10/11]
Money was tight. And it kept getting tighter.
I holed up in Vienna. Down to rations. I sketched out scores. And I concocted plans for acquiring
cash. When we left the hostel in Berlin I noticed they were looking for a sculptor to deck out one
of their rooms.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]
Mein Name ist James Hullick, I said on the phone. I am calling from Vienna. I heard you were looking
for a sculptor.
It was worth a try.
What would you create for us Chames?
A dream beetle, I said.
You’ve got the job.
I’ll see you in a week.
OK. Tschüß.
Just like that.
It didn’t concern me that I wasn’t a sculptor.
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Three hundred and sixty degrees

and I will be
understanding
regarding the
the essential
[p.11]

obscured from a clear
and an authentic consciousness
nature of these objects, and
thrust of these matters.

--- I stumbled through the toilet door and in so doing fell upon the porcelain — like a teenager
mindlessly throwing his undies into the dungeon of his bedroom. It was a good old Berlin hostel rave.
Indeed, I had somehow managed to damage the toilet door, such that it could not be opened from the
inside. There would be no usual exit from this self-made prison. Having relieved myself with
Stockhausen abandon, I then proceeded to scale the cubicle wall. I teetered at the top. Then fell to
the tiles. Didn’t feel a thing. Like undies tossed to the floor: A fitting Molière montage set to
trashy tanz musik a-hammering through halls, walls, floors, ceilings, windows and streets.
Ich habe mich in dich verliebt.
Ich muß dich wiedersehen.
Liebst du mich?
Nein? [p.109]
The mind has black holes. The night was more or less lost as each moment spluttered. I remember
snatches: swinging with some other clowns from a XXXX beer sign in the street; vodka shots with no
pants in some bar (weren’t we in the hostel? — that confused me); flicking through pages for pickup
lines — even though it didn’t work.
I awoke in the staff dormitory to the Beelzebub stink of festering chuck. Duncan had projectile
vomited 360 degrees mid-fall passing out into that nasty bad bed over there. It was scurrying up the
walls — no human was spared. Fetid rock fisherman sprayed with the wastage of too much fun.
We were lost ones. Headpiece full of straw.
Some of us might have been weeping quietly through the fog of that dawning consciousness. And there
was a rolling thunder in our brains.

Dream bug

--- Really, I explained in an ever-so rational tone, it would be better if all the materials were
borrowed — without permission.
Gunter was a little over enthusiastic for crime. OK — from where will you steal them?
From forgotten places — abandoned and dishevelled.
What about the hardware? Should we steal it from the shop too?
We can buy the hardware Gunter.
Yes that’s probably better. But we could steal it too.
--- Snooping the streets: Fossicking for bits and bobs was translated Huckleberry Finn.

So we need to think sensitively and
introspectively and consciously — like
expressive people — about our thought, our
silence, our sound in music and talk; to
compose our intellectual-social behavior
[p.24]
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A particular bombed-out bunker-type building was especially plentiful. But it was a personal rule
that I would only take what I could carry.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]
I filled up with metal detritus and crusty shit, then cut a jib for the hostel.
Entschuldigung Sie bitte. Was machen Sie?
Oh fuck it’s the men in green.
Hallo! I respond quite brightly. Ich bin ein kunstler.
You do what?
I am making a sculpture. A dream bug.
Ok. Do you live in Berlin?
No, I’m a traveller. I’m staying at the hostel up there.
You know you can’t take things from this place.
Yes, I know.
But you make art with it.
Yes, that’s right.
Ok, you can go.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]
Off I went with my arms full of endless sideways crap.
--- Gunter man, I’ve got nowhere to put this thing together.
You can work here. There is a small room you can use. You can stay here at the hostel too. We have
everything you will need.
So that was that. I stayed and made the bug thing.

But listening, when frustrated as hearing,
turns upon the sounding text as the object
of unrequited expressive yearning, turns
upon it with aggression and pain. [p.38]
There was that one night when the men in green came knocking. There had been complaints about the
noise. Power tooling at night probably wasn’t such a good idea. The backpackers didn’t care — they
were out partying so late that they never knew — but the neighbours were not impressed. A fine was
issued: 500 marks. And the receptionist had to hide me. Lucky — he had quick feet.
Das habe ich nicht gesagt!
Hör mir bitte zu!
Ich möchte jetzt nicht darüber sprechen!
Darf ich bitte ausreden?
Wir sprechen uns später noch. [p.110]
--- But hey, there it was — a semi-permanent junk-style golden beetle strapped to the roof. Piping
legs stretched down walls and plugged with wires into the bed-heads. When the beds were full of
sleepers it looked like the people where dreaming up the bug together.
I met Steph there at the beetle hostel. Canadian. Scary bright — monster IQ. A choreographer. A
dancer. She liked the beetle.
--- So Chames, what is your fee for this creation?
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Nothing Gunter. You covered my rent. That’s enough. Besides, I cancelled my German lessons. They
gave me the money back. We’re square.
Time to leave that party behind. Caught. In the loop of tides.

Ethel

--- People can be a bit crap.
Ethel is in hospital. She’s dying.
1998. Australia. Before Europe.
We hadn’t seen her in years. She had worked with my grandfather. Grandma Flora had died so long ago.
Flora fixed my toy bus after I dropped it on her kitchen floor. She did a great job. I still have
that bus somewhere. She had been the headmistress at the Royal Children’s Hospital. I should look
her up.
But Flora had died, and no doubt the loneliness would have crept in. Grandpa got a second chance,
then, with the feisty Scot Ethel, who cooked a mean breakfast. Meat and eggs and everything else
mega.
They were both Scottish women — Ethel and Flora. Grandpa must have loved the Scots.
My family were being a bit crap. They lived in the country and they couldn’t seem to find the time
to see Ethel.
So I went.
I went a couple of times.
Her skin was like tanned leather — but with a topographical infinity of crumpled lines.
A game show blaring on TV.
Sale of the Century.
The volume was intense.
Mega.
Grandpa had died decades ago. They all go in the end. Palliative.
Look after your body.
She stared at me with LED blue eyes. Was the TV off now? I think she turned it off — or down.
Sometimes after forgetting myself for days, weeks, months, I remember her warning. And I sweat a
little. As if the body is reinforcing the point.
But dying alone doesn’t seem right somehow. There must be many who go out alone.
Like that guy with the bike.
Ethel left me and our family some money. I used it for the trip to Europe.
Decades later, I’m glad I did do that. It was wise – intentionally wise. It wasn’t a spontaneous
decision. It seemed necessary.
At the time people might have thought I was being a bit naughty.
But my body needed the shift as much as my mind. And there was that question of identity.

Mr Fabulous goes shopping

--- It’s the next evening: Stephanie and I are blankly perusing supermarket shelves. A solemn ritual.
Party hazed; battery-sapped.
A youthful German hipster bounces upon us. In English: Hey you were this guy dancing with no clothes
at Tresor. Yesterday. Mr Fabulous. Like, absolutely no clothes.
A pause. Yet another moment of quiet tourist shame.
Somewhat forlornly I replied: Yes, yes it was me. I was this guy.
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Status replaces identity, erudition replaces
experience, technique replaces awareness.
Discipline replaces engagement.
Knowing replaces searching. [p.43]
Thankfully, Steph had found most of my clothes before leaving the venue. It was bitterly cold in
those witching-hour streets — and a very long walk back. We were lost for some of it. Finally caught
a cab.
But the city lights had washed us clean.
Ja. We love it! Hipster bunny bounding away.
A few vacant beats. The cogs rotate: Who the fuck is ‘We’?
And then: How do these guys know a) that I am not German, and b) that I don’t speak German just by
looking at me?
Steph affirms: I get that too.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]

my need for identity is mutually articulated
with my terror of annihilation. [p.7]
I stand there — pausing in the aisle. It is sad to think that I am so obviously an interloper.
Caught. Looping.
Hey, Mr Fabulous, now you’re, like, some almost famous guy, eh. It’s that cheery, cheeky Canadian
tone — with that ever-so-slender double edge. (You know what I’m talking about Canadians.)

Maestro

--- It was a rattling overnight train. I had a booth to myself, which was sublime good fortune. Out
the window I could see the moonlit landscape stream out night like some recollected Gaian apparition,
centuries hence. These mountains are full of ghosts. I really should be buying this guy a box of
cigars, I thought.
I bet he likes cigars. Ohhhhhh, but I am soooo broke. And how does one buy cigars in Italy? Maybe he
doesn’t like cigars. Oh man, I should have bought them in Berlin. They’d be way cheaper there. There
were clubbers puffing on them all over that city.
Maybe buying cigars would be insulting. And what brand would I buy? If he smokes these things, then
he probably has his brand. Maybe giving him some cheap shit cigars would be like some kind of hate
crime. Perhaps I better not be buying cigars.
Caught. Looping.
Why do these guys get gifts anyway? It seems morally bankrupt to provide these guys with gifts
somehow.
Is it racist to think an Italian composer would like cigars? Maybe I am thinking about it too much.
I couldn’t give him one cigar — like some specially wrapped single item — that’s definitely cheap;
even if it is an expensive one. Somehow that’s still cheap. The guy wants a box. I should have asked
the lady on the phone when I was booking in the time. She called him Maestro then. “Maestro will see
you at 10am on Tuesday morning.”
Who the fuck is this Maestro? Maybe I should get Charlotte to refer to me as Maestro in the third
person for the make great benefit of humans.
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The web of structures which we erect for our
own protection may be strangulating us.
[p.47]
So I arrive in Florence. Oh man, what a place. It’s like a fairy tale. I weave my way down narrow
streets to the hostel and settle in. Those scooter riders are fucking crazy!
Ok, so the hostel isn’t like a fairy tale.
I show the receptionist at the front desk the letter. Do you know where this address is on the map?
Is that a real signature? The guy at the counter is pointing at the letter.
Yes.
Man, you should keep that safe. This guy is really famous here.

People are always asking what music
expresses. They do not so often ask what
language expresses. [p.49]
--- So after getting seriously lost I finally climb the hill to Tempo Reale.
Maestro has said that you can join him in the recording studio.
That’s very nice of Maestro, I think to myself.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]

Listening is the primal expressive act;
listening is primal composition;
the music we hear, the sound we hear,
moves us to the core not because of external
things or persons it expresses,
but exactly insofar as it expresses us,
ourselves,
the listener. [p.26-30]
And there he is — Luciano Berio — leaning back in his chair — smoking his goddamn fucking cigar.
Bastard, bugger, tit, shit, fuck. And balls — balls too. I am fortunate that I don’t have Tourette’s
and I keep it to myself. No fucking cigar — I knew it. I knew I should have bought the fucking
cigars.
He was making a deal with some computer programmers. Like, — a deal. It was classic Italian action.
To bear witness to that perfect moment where art music could contain deals with French guys with
wacky dyed blue hair and nose rings emboldened me in later years. I loved that image a lot. I kept
it safe.
I thought Maestro might like my flute piece. What with the history of Berio’s Sequenza 1 for flute
and all. He wafted through the pages, as if thumbing a newspaper in search of something else to read.
He didn’t comment on the piece. Nothing. No doubt he’d been sent a hitherto undisclosed, though
significantly large, number of hopeful flute pieces over the years. All fluted out. The Sequenza
effect.
You can spend some time using the facilities at Tempo Reale if you like. We have a concert tomorrow
night — perhaps you would like to come.
I went.
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Sounds happen not when they are sounded, but
in their resonant afterspace of silence and
responsive, prolonging , and resonating
successive sound. [p.18]
It was a lonely place. Caught. Looping. Never beyond a point. They were lonely weeks. I never did
fully understand why. People were friendly enough. But it was as if all the children had been locked
up in statues and promenades and thick, gilded picture frames.
Galleries echoed with forgotten footfalls, suspended in time-latch.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]
I had been given two addresses for Berio. As it turned out one address had been for his house. Where
does a guy like this live? I had to check it out. There was a winding old road lined with crumbling
low brick walls. Ancient Tuscans had set those bricks. And I seem to recall fields of long grass on
one side. Très Brother Son, Sister Moon.
And the large mélange cross-bred Mediterranean Florentine villas strove up in craning stories —
there to gorge upon the Zeffirelli panorama rolling out across the road. It was beautiful there. And
the Berio residence itself was grand in earth shades — rubbed in — Tuscan style — with a big fence.
Maestro lived really well.
I did not.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]
I could see no Maestro path for me.
Years later I dreamt of Maestro. You see I had arrived in Frankfurt with Steph — we’d left Italy and
were getting ready to return to our respective homelands. When I opened my suitcase I discovered one
of the textbooks from Tempo Reale had been mixed up with my papers and notes. Bugger. I was
completely out of cash. I’d have to post it back from Australia.
But I never did post it. I don’t know why, but I never did. Maybe it was the shame of letting it go
so long without acting on it. I think, though, that it was more that committing to a life of
auditory creation comes with its own psychological traumas. Particularly when you know that you are
not what the people want — when you know that if you are going to do this thing, that you are going
to spend a lot of lonely nights with just yourself and your amplified flaws.

Our meta-experiential conversation is like
the sound after a sound, in music, which
amplifies the silence-resonant aftersound
space to extend, to cumulate, to cultivate,
to – yet further – have the experience our
conversation is trying to keep us alive
within. [p.20]
But the dream: Inside Maestro’s elegant home. Night. I was uninvited. Not merely an interloper — but
an intruder. I might have been attempting to return the textbook. I don’t remember exactly. There
was a wild wind. The windows were open. Rains came. Thunder and lightning. All the clichés. I found
myself apologizing to the old boy — to Maestro — for my foolishness. But he wasn’t interested. Just
thumbed through the pages of the textbook looking for something else to read.

Ethel by example

--- Pondering Ethel now it occurs to me that she was never once even the slightest bit crap. Not in
all those years that she was with us. Never crap. Not once.
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Our media are crucial for the primal
expressive energy does not fulfil us by mere,
raw evacuation [p.12/13]
I couldn’t say that about myself.
I contemplate Ethel’s discipline — cast in relief against the Sale of the Century.
In the loop of tides.
And death the teacher too.

Invitation

--- Back in Australia. 1999. I receive a letter.
From Professor Martin Redel. I am invited to undertake a Masters in Composition at Detmold
University.
The gods smiled. Finally. A chance. A chance to…
But I can’t finish the thought. Caught. Looping. A chance; a chance for what?
So I never went. Estrada was right. Lachenmann had seen it too.
Hell, maybe everyone had seen it except me.
No more sideways crap.
Ich muß morgen los.
Ich werde dich vermissen.
Ich komme dich besuchen. [p.109]

Arrival: The musical thinker’s life is research

--- Toronto. 1999. Steph and I made a go of it for a while. I joined her in Toronto. I picked up a
job waitering. It was a crap job and I was crap at it. I hung in there as best I could.
I’d decided that I was going to give up music for a year at that point. It was a relief to be free.
A space cleared in my head.
Fall in love. Get a job. Love falling apart. It was what the real humans did.
Ich muß morgen los.
Ich werde dich vermissen.
Ich komme dich besuchen.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben.
Können wir Freunde bleiben.
Ich glaube, es klappt nich.
Ich möchte Schluß machen.
Ich liebe dich nicht.
Ich liebe dich nicht mehr.
Ich habe dich nie geliebt.
Ich muß morgen los.
Ich werde dich vermissen.
Ich komme dich besuchen.
Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]
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Time passed. Caught. Looping.
James Tenney. Composer. I looked him up. Warren Burt gave me his email address. Tenney was teaching
composition at York University. Toronto.
Jim became my teacher. I found it hard to write when I was seeing Jim. Just like Lachenmann with
Nono. But I learnt a lot. He was generous.
One day I proposed that seeing as I hadn’t played piano in a year that it might be a good time for
me to do four piano concerts — all improvised. Jim was pleased. He made it happen.
And that’s what I did. The Music Gallery was the venue. There was even an audience. I found
something on the stage there. Inside that piano. Jim gave me that.
When things fell apart with Steph I moved out and found a place near Queen St. Near the action. I
set about chasing a bit of skirt, and thought I might move into Toronto more permanently. Jim was
here and the Canadians were hilarious. They were great at nearly sane living.
I got a call from home. It was Mum. Breast cancer. It was terribly sad. I was a long way away from
her then.
So I packed up. Homeward.
Homeward.
She was a great Mum. There was no question.
Australia was different when I got back. I was different when I got back. My perspective had shifted.
Old prejudices had been cleared. The experience was fresh. And there was work to do. A whole
auditory culture to create. And there were artists all across the city fiendishly at it too.
Melbourne was awake.
So no more with the Peer Gynt drifting. Enough with the sideways endless crap.
Estrada was right. I didn’t want to be a two-bit knock off German hack composer. That would make me
an imitator. Unfair to Germans too.
Besides, I was home.
A headpiece full of lived experience.
An anonymous musical thinker.
A beautifully ephemeral creature to be.
In inkblots.

If I am a musical thinker,
I want to know what it is I’m thinking
about,
and in the hope of what outcome. [p.1–2]
Proposition: The musical thinker’s life is research.
In contemplating the deep commitment required for a human to embody the musical thinker’s existence,
agreement with this point of view may arise.

Ich möchte wirklich mit dir in Kontakt bleiben. [p.109]

James Hullick
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………
TO JAMES HULLICK, CARMEN CHAN: "If I am a musical thinker" was
originally a performance, vocalized, inflected, rhythmized as its way of saying.
Lying there as printwords on a normal bookpage it all disappeared, I couldn't find
the voice or the sense anywhere. So I knew it required a recomposition as a reading
piece, a transcription that could perform as a visual printreading. Using children's
book type size and typeface and using page turns and on-page type location and
density to make the performance, and orchestrating a countermelody of inkblot
drawings cut and reconfigured and interwoven with the text was how I reanimated
my sense of making it speak approximately as it did originally in Austin, Texas.
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on Om Namah Shivaya
(an Interplay sound recording, Boretz/Tichenor, 1980)

a voluntary
for Crumar and voice
uttering, muttering
in an upbeat bleat with a cricket choir
and a lush gush of antiphon
pith and veneer
ohm in ohm
forms
a mantra
entre nous
—Marjorie Tichenor
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For Ben Boretz on His 80th Birthday

6.21.1977
Your silence remembers mine
slipping with me down towards
the dark and darker sound
of water in that well
dropping
along the edge of a string
plucking
at folded years
your hands remember more than they say
sounding all the way through.
*
Somewhere it's the summer solstice
and Schumann is with us and he's glad
There's space everywhere
and the heavy leaded veil
slips away
the light is singing
and I find you at its center
you are golden with glowing sound
and I am glad.

Linda Cassidy, 2015

………
TO LINDA CASSIDY: I know the scent of Schumann; it is your chord of nature.
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Jim Sivard, Ben c. 1982
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FOR BEN AT 80

from
Elie Yarden
in a time of war.
Had either had longevity in mind when first we met? I doubt it.
Or, now for then?
Open to gesture in sound, and in politics.
In fond memory of the man who first brought us together,
									I quote,
“ . . . untruth for untruth:
this can be . . .
. . . make it your maxim
and load it with lead.”

………
TO ELIE YARDEN: Two musical events of serious and very fond memory:
playing your flute and piano piece with Marjorie Tichenor at the Bard
Baccalaureate; playing a session in my house with you on piano and me on Crumar
immortalized in a 4-track piece I called Elie: The Dance. But the conversation and
the enjambed sense of what business we were together in was and is permanent.
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Marjorie Tichenor, “you bend my concentration...”
(“... my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset...”)
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Marjorie Tichenor, “ONCE upon a Time...”
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Mara Helmuth

from O
for 2 cellos and fixed stereo audio

-404-

from O

Performance Notes

Play in a relaxed, sustained way, with little vibrato.
Unless otherwise marked, each long note should crescendo, sustain, and then decrescendo before it ends.
Timings are approximate, for synchronication with the electronic part. A stopwatch may be used to
coordinate the two parts, if needed.
Duration: 12:30.
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Mara Helmuth
for Ben Boretz

from O

for 2 cellos and stereo audio
w = ca. 42 Contemplatively, fluidly, very freely, with presence
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ERB’s text for BAB’s O
[via Samuel Beckett & Gertrude Stein]
)

( All tips engaged. Not ever known when, not ever known where,

mid lows, mid ways, mid highs, way high, way low, way allover ways.

Each weighs just so unknown then known. Weighted here weighted

there, each known so always there or here. Soft hued rounded flesh

touching ‘up-against’ hard blanc et noir bonewood. Each and all not

ever brief, each and all long and longing. All so well placed, just so

connected, just so tight and staying. Every known spread not always
alone, not ever expectant. Each waiting one(s) waiting for some

other one or ones. Each spread way there, way here, way open with
opening and waiting, unknowing, eager, wanting. Every low soft

weight all warmth just grabs so enveloping all then knowns. Yet almost
always never known when, even then, even where, even there. Almost
all gathering knowns not always ever known. Yet all almost always

never quite fully unknowns. What gets done, what gets known, joins in
not ever being undone or done in. All so long lingering, just so joined,
just so sound. Ranging free, intraforming, trajecting, intimately
aperturating, constellating. (

)

Written on November 21, 2004 after listening to Ben’s O for piano (2001), played
by Michael Fowler on Open Space CD 18.

………
To MARA HELMUTH: did O already have a soul, or was it born in the cocoon of
your cello piece?
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… are they the same thing?
are they even both
identifiable?...or fully mean?
— about ephemeral expression in act?...
…or perhaps only about definitive works of ‘art’?

:practic(aliz)ing the production…
:… produc(tiviz)ing the practical?

no trance land?

no man’s land?
no woman’s land?

no work?
no object?

…?
…?

modalities of productive behavior…?
…modalities of interpersonal action behavior?
Is there a difference?...
… is there a relation?

…?
…?

poiesis…?
… praxis?

poetics…?
…politics?

A Year from Monday?
Lament for the Victims of Hiroshima.?
modalities of expressive behavior…?
…modalities of interpersonal behavior?
Ancient Voices of Cildren?
Gesang der Jünglinge?
Is there a difference…?
…is there a relation?
Scratch Music?
Maledetto?
:politicizing the aesthetic…
:…aestheticizing the political…
Feminine Endings?
The People United Will Never Be Defeated?
…are they the same thing?
are they even anything
discriminable?... or meaningful?
— about expression?...
…or perhaps only about: ‘art’?
Tibetan monks dancing on San Giorgio in Venice?

Jean-Charles François’s Texte: IOU

Benjamin Boretz’s Text: I / O

Jean-Charles François – January 2014

I.O.U.A.lot
ComplE/Imentary to I / O by Benjamin Boretz

The Shaggs?
Tabuh-Tabuhan?
The Goleta Anarchist Music Ensemble?
Bulgarian village women chorusing on Nonesuch CDs?
or really perhaps only about discourse?...
(: in which the politicizing of the aesthetic…
signifies the subsumption of the expressive text
within the discourse,
as its instrument, its property?
Shostakovich?
The Futurist Manifesto?
“Twelve-Tone Rhythmic Structure and the Electronic Medium”?
“On Musical Performance of Gender and Sex”?
… or in which the aestheticizing of the political
signifies the adoption by the expressive text
of the condition, the identity, of discourse?
4’33”?
Apollon Musagètes?
Ein Heldenleben?
I am sitting in a room?
Pli selon pli?
…?)
…at the edges,
doesn’t politicizing sloganize politics
into ideological weaponry;
doesn’t aestheticizing dysfunctionalize politics
into iconic imagery,
like a shot of stimulus energy spiking
a kicky entertainment…?
The Chairman Dances?
L’s G.A.?
LA?

no trans’s land?
no homeland?
no human land?
at their home or at the home of the CD purchaser?
or really perhaps only about discourse — itself fixed or fluid?...
(:in which the practice before production…
signifies the subsumption of the expressive text
to a meaningful theoretical canonic content
supporting action?
no work?
no?
nomad?
nomad?
…or in which making a product out of practice
signifies the adoption by the expressive text
of the conditions of an identity between output and action?
no mad?
name mode?
nomadic?
no addict?
no dice?
…?)
… at the edges,
doesn’t praxicizing slow organize praxis
into sectarian weep on irony;
doesn’t poieticizing fast disfranchise praxis
into high comic merchandise,
like a Stimmung emulation of cosmic energy
a king kit entertainment…?
nomad?
no gals’ land?
no cal land?

Jean-Charles François
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Ode to Napoleon?
Different Trains?
For a Lasting Peace, for a People’s Democracy?
Still, don’t both music as poetics
— in its corporealization as ‘art’
— and music as politics —
in its mode of activity rather than theory
— share an originary need,
even an originary strategy
directed toward that need?
do they not arise within
the same human predicament,
as the usual diametrically opposing responses
to a common dilemma?
is not their common issue
the vulnerability, the anguish,
the fearful alienation
of ontological isolation,
the terrifying sense
of helpless imprisonment
within the vulnerable psychobody
with no perceivable possibility
of credible impersonal connection
to mediate the enveloping alienation of being,
growing, metastasizing as being itself expands?
Das Lied von der Erde?
Turangalila?
Soundings?
Momente?
Smalltalk?
GAP6?
Fire Music?
Still, don’t both music as poïesis
— in its materialization as works of ‘art’
— and music as praxis —
in its mode of activity rather than theory
— share an originary need,
even an originary strategy
directed towards that need?
do they not arise within
the same beings’ predicate — human or non human — living
creatures or inert objects — sound producing devices or activators,
as the usual diametrically opposing responses,
which from a common deal emanate?
is not their common issue
the vulcanological, the vanquish, in the glorious alliance
of informal and formal institutions,
in which human collectives practice and produce
on an everyday basis, guaranteeing a diversity of expressions,
an haleness imprisonment
freed from outside pressures
from ignorance and commercial greed,
of alienations of beings by mass media,
glowing, meta-variationizing as compose yourself expands?
…?
…?
…?
…?
…?
…?
…?

no guy’s land?
no gaslamp?
no grass land?

I.O.U.A. lot
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Europera?
the reflexive tack of ‘art’, the interiorizing creative tactic,
is to reify solitude itself (to borrow an image of Maurice Blanchot),
to create an interior world as palpable and inhabitable as the
external one,
to populate the loneness of being with fullness of substance and
texture
approximating to the visionary fantasy of unalienated being,
as Maurice Blanchot says of the creative writer, where he is, only
being is.
intimacy (a polemic)?
t-wmukl-d?
Visage?
“On the way to becoming”
Sauh?
Wang Wei at the Piano?
Forgetting and Remembering?
Earthlight?
Steam?
Philomel?
the tack of ‘politics’, precisely inverse, is creative exteriorization,
reifies the exterior world as a multiplicative reproduction, a
symbolic objectification, of the self, producing a tangible, if selfinduced, interpersonal support system, appropriating
representation appropriates authority, ultimately appropriates the
identity of the collective to the self.
the oracle effect, says Pierre Bourdieu, a…form of performativity,
…enables the authorized spokesperson to take his authority from
the group… I am an incarnation of the collective, and by virtue of
that fact, I am the one who manipulates the group in the very name
of the group…the violence

…?
the reflexive tack of objects of ‘art’, the exteriorizing creative
strategy, is to reify not only the work itself (image borrowing shows
blank), but also concepts and processes, as palpable in science with
the inhabitable world of patents,
to populate the ethical value of author’s rights with fullness of a
contradictory texture,
approximating to the visionary fantasy of unalienated non human
being, blank show, of what is said of the creative writer’s
production, where it might be evident as multiple being.
blank?
blank?
blank shot?
blank snow?
branch shove?
no show?
no anchovies?
not showy?
showing nothing?
immaterial?
the tack of the processes of ‘praxis’, precisely inverse, is creative
interiorization, recuperates the reified exterior world in a
multiplicative activation, a real tactic, of the interpersonal coconstruction, producing a tangible, if in itself induced, indefinite
support system, collective action disseminates authority, ultimately
disseminates the identity of the collective.
the tracing of a network, says the anti-critique, a…chain of
actions…enabling each participant to be treated as a mediator,
diluting any authority into an ocean of practices… no one is the
incarnation of anything, and by virtue of that fact, everyone
manipulates everyone in the very no name…the violence
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that is part and parcel of the oracle effect can never be felt more
strongly than in assembly situations [— Elias Canetti would single
out the symphony concert —] in which… the professional
spokespersons who are authorized can speak in the name of the
entire group assembled…
“Against Plausibility”?
“Schoenberg is Dead”?
“Boola Boola”?
The Agony of Modern Music?
Der freie Satz?
Caliban Reborn?
Queering the Pitch?
Fluxus?
Soviet Iron Foundry?
but consider: who, what real person, am I talking about?
who is the pure expressor, who is the pure politicizer?
what there is is, in fact, only all of us
— with different colorations and intensities,
all of us both expressors and demagogues;
self-explorers and self-asserters inextricably.
and so it is us, the creative musicians,
who can be observed in varying modalities
of coloration and intensity,
to politicize our own poetics,
if only by betraying its non-negotiably non-verbal being
by circumscribing it with articulate discourse
— preempting the unmediated, unguaranteeable, uncontrollable
intercourse between the created expressive phenomenon and its
recomposing receiver to reframe the interface so as to include us,
personified, corporealized, as ourselves
— just at the site where we had, precisely, managed
to nullify just that oppression, the oppression

that is part and parcel of networking can never be felt more
strongly than in Internet situations [— aliases scan the net —] in
which … the professional artist is reduced, in the sea of
commercial saleable items, to be free of authorship, of copyright’s
limitation, and of any honorarium paid for artistic acts…
no critique, networking?
no, critique networking?
no critique networking?
networking critique, no?
not working?
no work?
now?
no?
…?
but consider: what real situation am I talking about?
which one is the pure product, which is the pure process?
what there is is, in fact, only all the acts
—with different colorations and intensities,
all with both expression and demagogy;
submitted to assertions and explorations inextricably.
and so it is the creative acts of musicians,
which can be observed in various modalities,
of coloration and intensity,
the practicing of poietics as such,
if only by betraying its non-negotiably beyond morals being
by explaining its critical role through articulate discourse
— preempting the unmediated, unguaranteeable, uncontrollable
expressive shock given to move the recomposing too passive
receiver in order to reframe the interface imposed on us,
while personified corporeal ears are shaped by the cultural
industry — just at the site where an oppression has to be
nullified, the oppression of the end justifying the means,

I.O.U.A. lot
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of being too much with our selves to be within ourselves,
so as to have a world to be in.
and it is us, ourselves, the creative musicians,
who aestheticize the politic,
who ferociously reach out to engage strangers with our
performances,
who appropriate to our anonymous anomalous expressive
phenomena
the rubrics of their anxious concerns,
including at the desperate extreme
the reductive abstractions which catalyze,
symbolize in the public space the primal issues,
their — and our — simultaneous needs for and terrors
of significance made bearable in the simulacrum of togetherness
enabled by the imagery of public outrages, causes, occasions for
war, the whole media-cultural array of “issues” and “phenomena”
which we all addicted to the mass-hysterical euphoriaschadenfreude credit as real, and their analyses or
descriptions as rational
— we, needing strenuously to engage strangers,
appropriate to the expressive work
the exogenous energy latent in these symbolic political things
even if they inflate the scale of our own expression
so as to obliterate those poignancies uniquely articulate
within the expressive language itself
which we have so seriously struggled
to bring into being.
and so we become strangers too.
in the expressive space we have created.
Futility?
Klinghoffer?
For the Uncommon Woman?

the negation of mediations, the undemocratic way to excellence,
so as to have a rational world to be in,
and it is the very creative acts of musicians,
in the production of praxis,
reaching out pacifically to more or less strangers’ territory in
collective processes,
bridging the many gaps between anonymous anomalous expressive
phenomena
and other subscript anonymous concerns,
including the anxious and desperate ones,
the gaps between the abstract and the concrete,
between symbolic and actual sound worlds, between private and
public spaces, theory and practice — between simultaneous needs
of significance made bearable in the reality of a togetherness
that does not avoid the conflicts nourished by public outrages,
causes, occasions for war, but that uses the addiction to masshysterical euphoria-schadenfreude “issues” and mass-media
imposed sonorities “phenomena” to appropriate them in pacified
catharsis, in-between rationality and irrationality
— the need to keep strong institutions that strenuously engage
strangers, appropriate to the expressive work
the exogenous energy latent in actual praxis
even if they reduce the scale of definitive production
so as to obliterate those poignancies uniquely articulate
within the expressive language itself
which many (to whom I owe a lot) have so seriously struggled
to bring into being,
we are all strangers in our countries.
in the practical and productive space created.
transverse?
transversal?
transitory?
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Intolleranza?
trajectory?
A War Requiem?
transplant?
Kiva?
traject?
Golem?
transpose?
yet it cannot be questioned that in every musically
Form for piano?
transport?
yet it cannot be questioned that in every musically
expressive act there is also an innate, indigenous politics Time’s Encomium?
transform?
expressive act there is also an innate, indigenous praxis
— but a politics which by its nature as music is not
Rothko Chapel?
transfer?
— but a praxis which by its very nature as music
susceptible to being restated with discourse, and
Unit Structures?
passing through?
involves mediations susceptible of containing discourses
whose messages are therefore subverted
Big Road Blues?
ephemeral?
that are hidden and considered as non pertinent,
by the gratuitous public-verbal politics
Vingt regards sur l’enfant Jésus?
pacing through?
in order to avoid subverting what is for the public
to which they are assimilated.
Echoi?
traverse?
assimilated with the achieved work of art.
I said already that our complicity in
Om?
transient?
it has already been said that our complicity in
undermining ourseleves is an outcome
Evocation?
transparent? the exclusive valorization of this magic operation of the work
of a particular complexity of expressive artists,
Twisted Tutu?
volatile?
appearing from an unknown world, ignores the complexity
of creative musicians: that we could not survive
Custer’s Ghost?
fleeting? of mediations that bring it to existence: that, without the fiction
permanently affixed to the interior worlds we create.
Blue in Green?
perishable? of the work’s purity offered to the contemplating audience, the
the very socialization of our sound,
Available Forms?
evanescent? survival of an interior creative world could not be guaranteed.
its capacity to be meaningful to others, The Purposes and Politics of Engaging Strangers?
fading like a dream?
the very socialization of sounds,

I.O.U.A. lot
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White Writing?
blank trace?
and isolation the expressive act is needed to ameliorate. “Compose Yourself”?
blank cheque?
so the musician-artist rages to join her own lost world,
The Cave?
carte blanche?
the very one that she by releasing her work
Sticks / Stones?
branch’s card?
has created for you, rages not only to be able
Sonic Meditations?
trancelike?
to inhabit it with you like you,
Koyaanisqatsi?
like trans?
but to inhabit it in her own name,
Rainforest?
no name?
on her own account, not
Musica Elettronica Viva?
not?
— not like you —
“Rules of One’s Own”?
like it or not?
as an anonymity.
The Roachville Project?
landmark?
for her, anonymity
Meta + Hodos?
benchmark?
in the public audience space
“Speaking and Singing”?
no mark?
is a cruel dissonant pun
Noise?
no ease?
on the originary expressive
“The Beauty of Irrelevant Music”?
no notice?
erasure of identity:
Urban Bushmen?
no exposure?
isolation recycled,
Once?
nose dive?

is a painful reconfrontation with the essential alienation
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idolatry recycled,

of those accepted as members:

fantasy on the emphasis of expressive identity

is a cruel dissonance both punitive and remedial

in the private practice room

for her, generalized anonymity

being part of the publicity.

— not like the index pointer —

having no names appearing in programs, not

of secret dealings, inhabited by anonymous imaginary fairies,

so performance is disconnected with rage from the lost world

with the loss of the autonomy of the achieved work.

production practice, without which no meaning can emerge,

realization that perception depends directly on sound

presentation to others, is the painful confrontation with the

embedded in the meaningful processes leading to the final
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in that perspective, that political perspective, the molten mysticism of pure
expression unmediated, released into the social space undelimited by these
socializing dampers, is as likely to catalyze violence as to exorcise it.
Mobile for Shakespeare?
Mudgett?
In that perspective, that praxis perspective, the continual emergence of new ways of
doing things in undelimited social space with multiple socializing agencies and

no pole?
no ground?

Mutatis Mutandis?
on no one?
by the very mean and at the same time gentle
of its remedy.
Key?
no one knows?
offices of a double edged beneficial and poisonous medicine.
Private Parts?
anonymous?
On Being Invisible?
not to be it seems?
but this treachery we practice upon our own expression cannot be evaded; it is
equally essential to our survival as the expression it betrays; the betrayal, the
alienation of expression, intrinsic to discourse and structure and exteriorization are
the symptoms of the recognition that the interpersonal space may be real; or rather
that the interpersonal space is real in its own specific way.
Ideas of Order?
Prometeo?
but this treachery, which is also a practice in its own right, inflicted on the importance
of procedures and discourses in determining sound cannot be evaded. it is equally
essential to our survival as the processes it betrays; the betrayal, the alienation of
mundane interpersonal cooking, externalized in actual performance are symptoms
implying that the art work as an autonomous entity may be real in its specificities;
or rather that the personal space of a single individual is real in its own specific way.

by the very means
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mediations, is as likely to catalyze the elimination of others as to guarantee the
coexistence of all.
no immobility?
do not get stuck in mud?
our appropriation to our persons of the power of our expression may be deceitful
and subversive, but the release of that expressive power in an undefined
interpersonal space untethered by names and faces and sets of social manners
threatens the release of energies far more ominous: music has a thirst for
destruction, say Deleuze and Guattari; every kind of destruction, extinction,
breakage, dislocation. is that not its potential “fascism”?
from the seven days?
an ecology of practices implies that the multiple expressions are recognized
reciprocally in their different interpersonal spaces untethered by names and faces
and sets of social manners, to the point of symbiosis in which the survival of one
practice depends directly on the parallel existence of another independent one: how
to avoid the thirst that music has for destruction; every kind of destruction,
extinction, breakage, dislocation. is that not its potential “fascism”?
no limitation to one position?
if music is ontologized in its atavistic way as pure expression, pure mysticism, as
molten volcanic energy, then its release unmediated into the social space is a direct
route to violence and chaos, as surely as political energy running unconstrained into
the personal and interpersonal spaces is a direct route to absolute tyranny.
explosante-fixe?
if music in its pragmatic way as unconstrained personal and interpersonal
interactions is not inscribed in a public space, then the pure mysticism and volcanic
energy expressed anonymously open the way to violence and chaos, as surely as
expressive public productions without any mediating factors are a route to tyranny.
no standing to attention?
and just as discourse and structure alienate and mediate pure expression, thereby
making it survivable in the social space, so do liberated expression, empathy, selfawarness, reflection mediate, constrain, loosen the p olitically constructed powerassertive spaces.

Jean-Charles François
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January 2015

Written for Benjamin Boretz’s 80th Birthday for publication in Open Space Magazine. This is a text
complimentary to Ben’s contributions and complementary to the text I/ O . Both texts together could
eventually be performed as readings in public. The final English version has been done in collaboration
with Nancy François.

Written first as a solo reading for a symposium on “Music and Politics” conceived and led by Judy
Klein at the March 2001 conference of SEAMUS (Society for ElectroAcoustic Music in the U.S.) in
Baton Rouge whose other participants were Jon Appleton and Anna Rubin; rewritten for two voices
and performed with Karen Eisenbrey at a meeting of the Washington Composers’ Forum in Seattle,
May 2001.

February / May 2001

“it’s all yours”?
and just as action makes sense to the extent that it is communicated to others in some
form in a public forum, making it acceptable as a social practice, so does constrained
expression in the presence of a public open the way to critical scrutiny of the powerassertive processes that led to its manifestation.
no one?
make possible that uneasy self-contradictory fragile civil network within which we,
along with all our fellow-strangers, can realistically sustain a life pursuing significant
expression; and without which, in some idealized world of extreme programmed
politics or unleashed inchoate poetics, we could not.
Symphony of a Thousand?
ONE?
make possible that uneasy self-contradictory fragile civil network within which we,
along all the difficulties facing the world, can realistically sustain a life pursuing
significant practice of expression; and without which, in some idealized world of
extreme secret praxis or arrogant sophisticated poietics, we could not.
no mad?
not one?
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………
TO JEAN-CHARLES FRANÇOIS: A linguistic-hermeneutic phonicized for
performance or, more, forcing the languagesound to recontextualize in a way that
only acquires its meaning in the actual moment of actual performance - and that
performance, although it must be actual to come into being, can only be fully
realized as virtual, can be experienced only as a virtuality since the 2 texts must be
sonically superimposed, must ontologize as a fused residue of each other to be a
piece, but can only be a piece if they are also materialized as 2 texts distinct but
still not independent since Jean-Charles's text takes form only in being catalyzed
by the I/O passages it parallels, only registers its language-sonic meanings as a
simultaneous contrafactum of the originary text.
And there's a progression in this polyharmonic polyphony: Jean-Charles's text
converges progressively on concrete manifestations of denotable predicaments, I/O
moves equally outward to the boundaries of what can possibly be thought, of what
one can persuade oneself is thinkable. But on the other side, as I/O doggedly
hunkers to find its way, Jean-Charles's tropes expand to infiltrate vectors of
reference opening the boundaries of subject and argument to the world of
everything - quite in the spirit of I/O itself. But you could actually act out JeanCharles's scenario; I/O looks only within. I/O problematizes. But I OU performs.
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about “Memories and Dreams (Thanksgiving)” and other matters
for my friend, Ben Boretz, from Dan Marmorstein

M EMORIES

AND

D REAM S (T HANKSGIVING )

Pianists: Benjamin Boretz and Dan A. Marmorstein
Played and recorded on December 14, 2001 at Soundtrack Studios,
in Copenhagen by Ole Chr. Hansen.
[1] Sun Coming up over the Ridge (Noël sur la terre)
[2] Daybreak on the Land (I’ll return with limbs of iron)
[3] Trajectory (Through a glass darkly)
[4] Lapsarian Fall/Calico/Smiles of Acknowledgment
(Are birds free from the chains of the skyway?)
[5] Weather Forecast: Billowing Winds (Sanctum sanctorum)

5:03
15:07
26:00
11:03
12:48

In the autumn of 1978, I took a job as a teacher of math and science at the Oakwood
School in Poughkeepsie, New York. Accepting this position included an obligation to
reside with the students, in the dormitory, on the premises of the secondary school and to
be available – in loco parentis – as an advisor and protector to the students living on the
two stories of the dormitory of this Quaker boarding school. On many of the evenings
when I was “off-duty”, I chose to drive up in my white Fairlane to Annandale-on-Hudson,
New York, where I had befriended a small cadre of especially plugged-in live wires, all of
whom were students attending Bard College.
There was the young artist (and subsequently also designer) Stacey Milgrim, who told me
“Art is supposed to scream!” A senior whose name was Art had graffiti-scrawled on one
of Bard’s walls: “Art is not a mirror. Art is a hammer!” Kim Brandon was worried that
there would soon come a time when there would not be enough oil to make enough
plastic that could be used for film stock – and this shortage would sound the death knell
of photography and cinema. Kim’s boyfriend was called Scott and he was serious about
making films – P. Adams Sitney and Adolfas Mekas were both teaching at Bard. Two
musicians that I had met in Boston at the time they were studying with Ran Blake in the
Third Stream Department of New England Conservatory were pianist Bill Swindler and
guitarist Joel Harrison. And Stacey’s roommate, Carol, introduced me to Jeff Preiss, who
shared with me, just a few years ago: “At a certain juncture in life, the balance between
dreaming about what’s going to happen in the future and remembering what has
happened in the past lives changes, essentially, and gradually, our memories start to
outweigh our dreams.” I felt that this was a scary thing to come to grips with – but Jeff’s
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sketch of this construction has actually proved to be very inspiring when it comes to
keeping track of where I am on life’s trajectory.
Another important thing that I learned from my friends at Bard was that there was a
wonderful teacher named Ben Boretz, who was reportedly able to tap into whatever kind
of creative project a student might be busy with – be it visual art or poetry or music – and
offering relevant and helpful suggestions. It sounded to me like this man was fully capable of
empathizing with the essential spirit of what a particular student might be concocting and
was fully capable of helping the work come into its being. Although Stacey would exclaim,
“You’ve got to meet Boretz!” Ben was evidently on leave for some part of that school year
and unfortunately for me, no chance to meet him presented itself at the time.
However, the tales about his legendary ability to zero in on the essence of the creative act
and wield the bellows so as to get the artwork’s flame to burn most incandescently stood
pristinely as an ideal that I could carry around in the back of my mind – and during my
incipient efforts with composing instrumental music, around 1980, and when performing
my subsequent teaching activities, I carried the notion of Ben Boretz – the listening
teacher – around with me, albeit in the subjunctive case: Ben was a person whom I was
somehow supposed to meet but did not meet and, I presumed, would never actually meet.
For the time being, life’s road had carried me away from spending time in the Hudson
Valley.
Cut – to November 2001.
By this time, I had re-located to Copenhagen, Denmark, where I had gotten busy
composing classical music and playing improvised music. Some of the public
performances were being presented in group-ensemble settings and I had taken a liking
to employing graphic scores that I had prepared expressly for purposes of suggesting and
orchestrating certain textures, vectors, tones and timbres in the unfolding music, while
leaving other parameters open to whatever chance – and to whatever passions being
kindled within the collective ambience arising among the participating performers –
might influence: I called these pieces “Structured Improvisations” – a number of them
have been published as printed scores in Denmark: they’re readily available.
On November 16, 2001, in the company of six fellow musicians, an evening of Structured
Improvisations, including two full readings of my “Imminence/Nærhed” and pieces
composed by others in the septet, was presented in a venue called Den Anden Opera on
Kronprinsensgade in the heart of Copenhagen.
The evening went well and the planned-out recipes/games came alive … and at the end of
the show, a man who had been seated in the audience approached me and asked me how
long this group had been playing together.
- Well, we’ve just joined forces, in this particular constellation, for the performance
tonight. This is the first time that this group of people has played together, I replied.
- Hmmm, it certainly does sound like you’ve been playing together for a long time, the
stranger said.
Of course, this was the nicest thing that anybody could have possibly said to me at that
moment. I was thrilled! I could hear from the sound of his gentle voice that the stranger
was American.
- What’s your name?
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- My name’s Ben.
Now, although I’m sure that I’d never seen a picture of Ben Boretz, I somehow knew
(“Always Know”, as Monk counsels) that this was he … and in a flash, my relation with
Ben Boretz was transformed from a subjunctive as-if to something that was actual – and
actualizing!
Apparently, Ben had come to visit Copenhagen, in the company of Mary Roberts, in
order to set up a presentation of his “Black /Noise I” at the Film Museum in
Copenhagen. In the next few days, we managed to see a lot of each other. Along with my
wife, the sculptor and professor, Lone Høyer Hansen, we watched the projected
performance of “Black /Noise I” and we did some sightseeing together and we visited
cafes and, to boot, Ben, Mary, Lone and I actually managed to find a place that was
offering a Thanksgiving menu (no mean feat in Denmark!). At the end of the week, Ben
and Mary left town – they were off to someplace in Eastern Europe. But already the next
week, Ben was back, solo – as I remember - in Copenhagen. And we invited him to move
into our home; Lone and I were so glad to have him as our guest. One night, while
relaxing over a glass of something or other in the kitchen at our apartment on
Amaliegade, Ben was speaking about what motivated him to compose.
- I often hope that the people who come to listen to my music will want to become friends
with me.
This was a lovely way to put it, I thought.
I guess I had always felt the same way but I hadn’t been able to articulate this, just like
that. This sounded like a noble mission: creating so as to be reaching out – and in a
generous way. I had the sense that I really wanted to stand within this beacon of
intentionality and started to wonder if Ben might feel like creating something together
with me. Then and there, we decided to play music together and have the “hello” between
newly made friends recorded. We resolved that we would refrain from playing together
prior to the initial musical rendezvous, which might as well and accordingly would
transpire in a recording-studio situation.
I engaged the services of the highly skilled engineer, mixer and producer, Ole Chr.
Hansen, who was running Soundtrack Studios on Brofogedvej in Copenhagen Nordvest.
Ole managed to have two Steinway pianos set up and tuned for Ben and me … and on the
evening of December 14, we walked into Ole’s den – and we played on these two pianos
for about an hour and half.
Ben and I did not have any charts to play from … and there was not much talk at all.
With only the tabula rasa before us, we were playing whatever came into our minds and
hearts and whatever took possession of our fingers. No pre-existing ideas and no plans –
this is what Misha Mengelberg refers to as the ideal condition for free improvisation. It
could be said that if there was any guiding light it was an idea about – Open Space.
As you can hear on the recording, Ben and I sometimes put our hands inside the piano
and made use of the percussive possibilities of the two grand pianos that Ole had placed
at our disposal.
Ole, using his experience and intuition, took careful notes of the proceedings. As Ben and
I were playing the third of the improvisations, “Trajectory (Through a Glass Darkly)”, Ole
was busy writing: continues from previous take [26.00] 0.00 Chords-(Bells) 2.00 light – 7.30
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Power play AV. GARDE – 11.00 Shostakovich – 13.00 eases up 15.00 – 17.00 lyric – 21.00
Great shift. 22.10 Dan’s solo – Ends 26.00. The circumstances at Soundtrack Studio
around our musical rendezvous could not have been more conducive to eliciting the very
best playing we could do, together.
For this Ben and I wish to thank Ole Chr. Hansen once again.
Some opening strains and some ends of some of the individual tracks have been cropped.
Otherwise, no post-editing has been done to the music. The titles of the individual pieces
were invented by me while listening to the tracks while the title of the album, “Memories
and Dream (Thanksgiving)”, has, of course, been inspired by what Jeff Preiss imparted to
me on that lovely sunny day, just a few years back, when we were re-visiting Bard on a
day when new facilities for the filmmakers and the music students were being
inaugurated.
Since our meeting in 2001, Ben has shared with me so much Open Space – I have been
the happy recipient of publications and CD-recordings. I’ve particularly enjoyed reading
through the articles and reviews that Ben contributed to The Nation (Music Columns
from the Nation, 1962-69) and I am happy to admit that I’ve fallen very much under the
influence of Ben’s (“…my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset…”). Released as
the first of Open Space’s various CD-releases, this work for solo piano unfolds, in Sarah
Rothenberg’s hands, as much like some kind of algebraic equation as it unfolds as a
conventional sonata movement: How can the importunate (and unanswered) question
(appearing as a sentence comprised of two chords) be most elegantly voiced? The piece
stands proudly as an “extreme measure that reclaims ‘our time’ – the sine qua non of our
identity – for ourselves and each other”. Parts of (“my chart shines high ...”) really do
sound a lot like moments of our “Memories and Dreams (Thanksgiving)”. In his
interpretation of the same composition, pianist Michael Fowler (on Open Space 18)
allows the piano sound to decay for a little bit longer, thus accentuating this lingering and
waiting quality as a crucial and integral aspect of Ben’s 1977 composition, which Fowler
refers to as “a slow meditative essay that is in constant evolution”.
Among the garden of the bifurcating paths that is Open Space’s body of works, there are
many earthly delights to be found. One of these is certainly chanced upon when visiting
Dorota Czerner’s caves, a spoken composition that revolves around a woman depicting
creatures on the cave’s walls with a fluid that has been “brought to the ecstasy of a
heart/hard body … mixed with the flow of menses”. Czerner tells, in her highly
sensuously charged and singing-like speaking voice about “two bodies, flapping, at the
helix of identity” … and then, so gently and snugly entering in, Ben Boretz accompanies
the composer-poet on his “timeless” and “archetypal” almost shakuhachi-sounding flute,
fortifying the expression with deep bass tones – “rubbing against each other, pushing –
through …” The mercury on the sensory thermometer is pushed up a notch on Czerner’s
solo piece, dunes, that similarly appears on the album (Open Space 24, which also features
three strikingly engaging instrumental works by Elaine Barkin). So many of the poet’s
words terminate in deliciously spoken consonants: “impressions high, our bodies’
warmth sensitive against the sun … boat between, between bodies”. We are standing on
the beach – the air is clear and bright and fresh – a sense of optimism prevails, embodied
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in the corporeality of the utterance. “ … as if the touch itself is eyesight. Women,
abducted by the waterdragons, elope with the worshippers of the sun; their breasts ripen,
then fall to the soft surface of the sea. Slowly, the boat penetrates them …” It’s all so
inviting and so generously spirited. “You flap, netted inside me, like a big white fish.”
Of late, while busy setting myself to the welcome task of composing a new string quartet,
I’ve been listening especially closely to Ben’s string quartets (Open Space CDs 23, 31 and
32) and I’ve been feeling like it’s copacetic for me, in the generating of the materials of my
own piece, to lean up against whatever I might feel like nestling up beside that appears in
this wonderful and generous music which has been penned by my friend, Ben Boretz.
One of the qualities that I grasp onto in Ben’s early work that I hear right away has to do
with a sense that the music in these string quartets is somehow very familiar to me – I feel
like this is music that I could have written myself. Of course, Ben did … and I didn’t. But
I feel so very close to it – to the solutions Ben chooses. To the answers that he gives to the
questions that are asked and to the timbres: I’ve heard this before – in my own music!
There’s a deep sense of recognition and at-home-ness that I feel when listening to the
movements Ben composed in 1957 and 1958.
Ben’s 2004-composed string quartet, “Postlude”, possesses the authority of something
that has come down from the sky. Ushered in with a Ligeti-like and saliently Eastern
Euro-texture, each of the members of the Quartet DAFO has the opportunity to speak
with her own distinctive voice – and the voices are combined, slowly, in the manner of
adding ingredients into a stew, so as to amalgamate and braise a highly distinctive
aggregate voice, which remains connected to the celestial sphere. At 8:18, a very persistent
and slow melody is ignited. This is a searchlight theme, which is not about to allow itself
to be hurried by any external form-considerations; there’s an endless and slow and restful
descent. And yes, as Elaine Barkin suggests in the CD-text (where she writes: “Listening
to Postlude is listening to Ben … composing music …”), listening to this piece spawns a
sensation of sitting on the piano bench right next to the composer and taking part in
helping the composer decide what the next tone ought to be. The pizzicato line that opens
up the “second section” of the music, after the long pause (ca. the 13:37 mark), eventually
opens the window up to more conversational snippets … there are no disputes going on
here! At 18:00, the music heads down another one of the possible paths and manifests
itself as a mirror surface for reflection and a rumination on stillness and pristine clarity.
Yet a fourth episode, ushered in at 20:28, is a loping solo – played by the violin – landing,
at 21:57, on a restful note – which is allowed to resound for 80 seconds before the ember
eventually fades out.
In Qixingshan, dated 2011, the opening tremolo roars, spoken like
Bababadalgharaghtakamminarronnkonnbronntonnerronntuonnthunntrovarrhounawnska
wntoohoohoordenenthurnuk, confirming that this piece is nothing other than an action
painting (Jackson Pollock). We step immediately into a Giordano Bruno dialogue, where
urgent matters are being discussed – but there’s a Dalai Lama distance being taken on
these matters. And yes, there’s the climbing up and across the mountain. The music
programmatically eludes getting typecast into any particular genre; it remains free to be
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itself and free to be becoming whatever it longs to be. Tremolos and trills and ascensions
and heavy brushstroking swipes in the deep registers and sustained drones in the upper
registers – at one and the same time, firm authority and kind and gentle giving-away. As
Robert Morris writes in the CD-text (OS 32): it’s “as if the four players are individually lit
on the stage; as the piece goes on, the lighting goes on and off to highlight or subdue one
or more of the players’ musical contributions …”. Persistent ascension, a cooperative
project, not simply among the four musical instruments but among the four human
beings – in this instance, the four members of the Momenta Quartet – who are playing the
piece.

Happy Birthday, dear Ben … and thanks for being there!
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RICHARD TEITELBAUM

For Ben:
I first knew Ben, but only slightly, back in student days in the early sixties, when I
was at Yale and he at Princeton. It was the early days of Perspectives of New
Music, and Ben was the intrepid editor. I guess I thought of him then as "Mr. 12
tone" and as the main amanuensis to Milton Babbitt, the real Mr. Twelve Tone,
whose articles (in Perspectives and elsewhere) we deciphered and studied
diligently at Yale, even while being denied the not so un-useful clue as to the
misprint of a critical number.
I was a bit of a twelve toner myself back then, though I had it a little more second
hand than Ben I guess, through my teachers Allen Forte and Mel Powell.
Somehow both of us seem to have changed radically by the time we got together
at Bard College in the late eighties, and in seemingly quite similar ways. I know
the route I took to the new world, but Ben's has always been a bit of a mystery to
me. In any event, when we did start to hang out again, those twenty years later,
we had both become experienced improvisors, and playing freely together was a
great pleasure and a kind of unexpected dream come true. We seemed to fit
together quite naturally and, without any pre-planning whatsoever, created music
on the spot that greatly interested us both.
Perhaps this is no surprise, as music itself has changed so much since those early
days. Most everyone has gotten more open, thanks in large part to John Cage
having unlocked so many doors and windows, with even the likes of Boulez,
Stockhausen and Nono having poked their heads through to sniff the fresh air on
the other side.
For Ben and me, "The River Between" on the CD is one good example, played by
Ben on piano and me mostly on PolyMoog Synth, with a bit of a small wooden
flute I think.
As for Ben himself, he's the sweetest guy in the world, my main man at Bard. In
fact I wouldn't be there without him… and still don't blame him.
Thanks for everything, Ben. It's been a fun ride.
Richard
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………
TO: BOB PAREDES'S MEMORY,
and to MARJORIE TICHENOR, KEITH EISENBREY, GAVIN RUSSOM,
RICHARD TEITELBAUM, TOM DJLL, ROBERT KELLY, DAN
MARMORSTEIN: It was always with Jim that the questions got asked, that
everyone's authentic need for what music does, incongruously dissonant from the
fatuous inflations that pass for public artistic self-declarations, got recognized, that
the urgency of radical reconstruction of one's own self-deluding expressive
behavior needed to be confronted and enacted. And so all the musical in- and outtake of our previous life channeled into and out of 12 or so years of exclusive
immersion in real-time expressive-behavior activity. Mostly soundmaking but not
only - interaction with movement, image, environment, objects (the great spatiomusical pine cone game invented by Jim, the -Forming/Open Space exercises
interplaying at Bard) - strenuously unpublic, a thought not of a conquering
counterculture but a person-size cultural alternative. The discoveries never
corroborated anything but excavated astonishing phenomena lurking unimagined
within.
TO MARJORIE TICHENOR: Om Namah Shivaya became an instant Inter/Play
classic, because even Marjorie's lightest touch (and all her touches were light)
transfigured.
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Hi Dorota,
Here's my little text.
It came out quite short, which is funny in light of the length of the piece it addresses.
But there you have it…

---------------------------------Written in response to Benjamin Boretz's Onetext and Onetext Commentary
By Gavin Russom
Brooklyn, NY
Somehow
This is incredibly tough music
Street Tough
I mean rather than "difficult" although it certainly would qualify as that as well I'm sure for
those for whom that kind of term is relevant.
Coded
and Mapped
over a great swath of time.
BIG SHOVE
in slo mo
Reagan era gross out
Hostile to Categorization
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Pertinent.
…map which makes this all the more relevant as a kind of SHUT THE F*CK UP but not
just emptying space.
Redrawing space to articulate
just
what
is
whats happening
(drips on glossy stones deep in abandoned tunnels, maybe even sewers)
(some funky stuff growing)
WOW
All that and then some.
Chains and trains move through this music in the spaces between the notes
deep
GENERATIVE
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Tom DJll

Ben Boretz, along with Jim Randall, stands as a bookend to the creation and outplaying of Inter/Play; likewise, my meetings with each of them in 1981 and 1991
bracket the post-collegiate sound education that unspooled from the arrival in my
mailbox, every few months, of a new batch of Inter/Play tapes. The most wonderful
gift I could imagine — to know there were other weirdos out there, doing weirdo
music and apparently within an academic framework.
Inter/Play sustained my creative energies, and that of my friends, throughout an
otherwise not-fondly-remembered era of noo-music-ummerica crisply gifted to us in
a tidy cereal box each year. This somewhat predictable procession (didjeridoos are
so last year, we’re doing Bulgarian choirs this year) was eased by Inter/Play’s soft
landings of authentically new and human soundworlds – being-worlds – lightening
up ear-maginations, providing more mental grit for magnetic heads.
The sounds are still there, echoing within the fibers of my musical up-weaving. Even
now I can enjoy fresh astonishment. At the audacity, the thumb-to-nosingness of the
project. The feeling that here was something not just new but utterly strange, born of
an unaverting pathway off the well-patterned rugs thrown within in the ivy-covered
walls. Take it or leave it. Unreel.
The extrasonic beauty lay in the democratic esprit of the tapes. “Here’s what we did,
and who did it, and how long it lasted.” No CVs, no professorial titles, no notes or
explanations or apologies or advertisements. Every session was fully populated with
the best and the worst: no culling of sonic creatures, no need for equalization or,
headroom forbid, compression. The only limit was the 45-minute stretch of the
magnetic ribbon. Like our bodies, the only real limit to creative expression (oh, and
campus police!).
One of my favorites is “Sugar, free,” on side b (side b? what’s that?) of Inter/Play 23.
It’s a duo of Boretz and Wadada Leo Smith, and opens, mid-flight, on a nonstop
hyper-plane of creation. There’s no beginning or end here — it has that kind of time
— suspending, self-erasing quality of late Feldman.
45 minutes can sound like a long time. Or it can go by in a blink. 40-something
hours of tape went by over a decade. Seems like a blink, now.
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for clavichord
with love, for Ben on his 80th

Keith E. Eisenbrey
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(Potions can be mixed together, bit to bit or batch to batch)
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(Smoke is where it ends)









  



 
 
  

 

 






   

  

(As an alternative, try not filling the clavichord with ping pong balls)

-
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Arthur Margolin, Marsh Grass in the Wind   
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………
TO SUSAN QUASHA, ART MARGOLIN, CARMEN CHAN, SASCIA
PELLEGRINI, PALOMA KOPP: Your images speak to me in the spacetime they
share with the work of mine they respond to; I receive; I see; I groove; I mutate. But
their spaces are replete in themselves and need to not be overlaid.

………
TO HILARY TANN: Reading your text is like listening to my music from within
yours.
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for B A B

batting ideas
around where the
blue milk’s upset

bearing freight
at each point
between the lines

bracken-covered hills
a journey from
browns to greens

b flat minor prelude
achingly
bunched up

Ben at eighty!
across the years
Birthday greetings!

Hilary Tann
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HARVEY SOLLBERGER, Four Maverick Snapshots
from the program notes — June 2, 2003
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………
TO SCOTT BURNHAM (AND HARVEY SOLLBERGER): This was another
one of my ideas for brewing a special musicality out of an idiosyncratic textural
invariance: from a way that I hear the incipit of very early (parallel) organum as
almost accidentally discovering the real architectonic complexity that is created by
the images of polyphony - not as superimposing distinct pitchlines but as creating a
multifaceted single organism that modulates as a whole, flexing as it flows by the
trajectories of its facets (voices). The pairs of wind-instrument voices that are
invariant (and invariantly straddling a perfect fourth) until the breakout at the end
of UN(-) each create single sonic parallel lines - single lines with two edges, moving
within the fixed frame of the wide-register fourth in the strings. The "Korean court
music" is in the mode of the five-mile-dragon image I wrote in "Whose Time, What
Space".
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For Ben, with gratitude, from Scott
Scott Burnham

Traces of UN (-)
Sound: suddenly Here
Two tones
Spread among the congregation
Of long-bowing strings,
But zingy, like cymbal spray,
All energized sonic presence.
Expectant but not unsettled,
Or settled but not inert:
Shared space made dynamic, ready.
A drummed annunciation ensues.
Procession: souls with reeds
Take up the auratic sound.
They neither drive nor meander,
But move with ancient purpose.
Gong-like sounds keep the sound going,
As in circular breathing.
New pairs enter; the ritual turns,
Gathering, inclusive. Then:
Brass tolls; Strings boil—
And again the drum.
Tidings: taut strings rise
To speak as One!
(Under comment from above.)
Soon all slows into back and forth,
Like that recuperating respiration
After fever, after exaltation.
Ceremony over. Birds chatter,
Festoons flutter away
To find the hands of children
Charging off.
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Ceremony over.
Birds chatter, festoons flutter off
To find the hands of children
Skipping past.

Make way for the nobility of the spare gesture
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Climax: keening strings
Push the tidings
New pairs enter.
The ritual turns,
And turns again.
Brass tolls; Strings boil;
And again the drum.
A few pairs pass upward.
Climax: keening strings
Push their news across.
Winds comment from above.
Soon all slows into back and forth,
Like that recuperating respiration
After fever, after exaltation.
Five more ringing steps over
Bassoon-bottomed sound.
After the ceremony, birds chatter
As festoons flutter away,
Or are taken up by children
Streaming through the aisles.
Nobility of the spare gesture,
Balance of forces,
Time and space enough
To resonate.
Ceremony is an ancient word.
[colorful birds chattering as the festoons flutter away in the breeze, or are taken up by
some children of the congregation with pent-up energy after the ceremony
Gong-like sound keeps the sound going.
Sound empties out and [fills again].
(Moving fourths).
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Drum
In this setting the interval of a fourth is expectant but not unsettled, or settled but not inert
Creates an energized atmosphere [space], dynamic, ready, but not anxious-making or
coercive
Ceremony is an ancient word.
(maybe, even, Etruscan)
An ancient word, possibly Etruscan and referring to a place called Caere (30 miles
outside of Rome, now Cerveteri)
Aura halo nimbus
Resonant, energized, all at once there
Two pitches spread among the congregation of strings, with enough tremolo action to
keep it zingy, like cymbal spray, sonic presence
[re fourth: look up Ben on Op. 2, 3 scoring]
Bells goose the sound (piano and percussion), keep it aloft
Drum speed up and slow down: onset of a ritual action, a call to attention, an
annunciation
Procession begins with oboe/clar moving together, again neither driving nor meandering,
neither pushing nor loafing [but moving forth moving fourths]
They create an antique sound, perhaps a touch of the aulos, [especially later, with the
clarinet on top], some ancient pipes, masks, black forms on brown backgrounds, cracks in
parched earth, fissures older than recorded time
Gong sounds, keeping the sound going, like circular breathing
Oboe/clar snaking around the sound, as though speaking the language of the realm
(fourths)
Getting pretty high up, will they resolve into the aura? No, or not yet…
After a long sustain, new pairs enter the procession, around 4’40” (Horn with flute, oboe
with clarinet)
[new colors, new phase of the ritual, a marriage, a covenant, families interlocking and
-lacing]
A duet of pairs ensues, moves into a congealing around 6’15”
New brass tolling around 6’21” another turn in the ritual
then sound clears out (ca. 6’40”), only to ring again in its complexity
Strings boil, Bongo knocks once on the door (7’12”), then does its thing again (7’25”)
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Sound empties out around 7’40” (at end of bongo bumping) with brass interjections
before string keening
More of a keening or impassioned American-symphony style utterance in minutes 8 and 9;
loses energy going into 10, then the string tritone pendulum, like that wiser,
recuperating respiration after fever or pain or exaltation. Lower register sounds as
the foundation, the fundament implied by the upper register aura?
classic climax and aftermath
(effect of strings doing the procession, with winds in supporting role)
New sound around 10’50” bassoon-bottomed sound with horn, percussion interjects,
strings stretch, then the chirps
Tide goes out
Bells at 10:56 ff mark end of ceremony? Then violins into chirpy stuff in winds…
Chirpy discussion at end, ca. 11’20”, sixths at very end, and a bird-like piccolo
[colorful birds chattering as the festoons flutter away in the breeze, or are taken up by
some children of the congregation with pent-up energy after the ceremony
Stays in the mind

Benjamin Boretz says that "the sound and personality of the WCO was the
conscious inspiration for UN (-)." Boretz, a professor at Bard College for twentyfive years, composed the piece for Luis Garcia-Renart, artistic director of the
Woodstock Chamber Orchestra, fellow faculty member at Bard College, and a
dear friend. UN (-) was conceived as a musical gift to Boretz's music-playing and
music-loving neighbors, and as a contribution to a communal musical celebration
according to Boretz. He says that it is suffused with a sense of his lifelong concern
for finding meaningful modes of communality in artmaking-qualities that may
have lived in the sounds of old Korean courts and old French churches.
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A SENSE OF DIRECTION
A variation on Ben Boretz’s “a score is a stimulus”/scores for composers
“What I wish to suggest is something more fundamental: that all music, like all literature, is dramatic; that every composition is
an utterance depending on an act of impersonation which it is the duty of the performer or performers to make clear… The
performer, far from being an intermediary between composer and listener, an inaccurate translator of musical thought, is a living
personification of that spokesman – of the mind that experiences the music; or, more clumsily but more precisely, of the mind
whose experience the music is.” [Edward T. Cone, The Composers Voice p. 5 ]

In this score each line is a lick, a passage, a movement, a piece.
The lines are lifted from opera scores*. There, in context, they are the
composer’s musical direction to the singer (not stage directions for the director).
Here, out of context, they are “direct stimuli for realtime compositional realization,
to be played literally as written.
The text on each page is, in realtime, continuously and persistently the
stimulus-score for each moment of playing, over the real time of the section being
composed/played.” **

Like a familiar worksong, but with great intensity
Enthusiastic and in full swing
(überströmmend, begeistert)

With mock heroism

With joy, because of an idea that’s come to him in a flash
(con gioia, per un’idea che gli e` balenata)

Interrupting them with a tone of authority
(frapponendosi ed in tono autorevole)

Indistinct, toneless muttering
To himself, but getting louder
(vor sich hin, aber mit Steigerung)
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He changes the subject
(cambia al tema)

With a twinkle
Resuming his unctuous tone
Always marked and automatic

Restrained and with no movement of the arms throughout
(nicht heftig und immer noch ohne Bewegung der Arme)

In a timid whisper
(scheu flüsternd)

Breaks out in sudden anguish
(ausbrechend)

Quite cheerful, for the first time

Waxing ecstatic
(immer mehr in Extase geratend)

Unreeling like a montage of kisses
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* Adams, Nixon in China; Argento, Postcard from Morocco; Barber, Vanessa; Berg, Wozzeck; Britten, The Turn of the
Screw;
Catan, Florinda en el Amazonas; Donizetti, Lucia di Lamermoor; Hagen, Amelia; Menotti, The Consul; Puccini, La
Boheme; Wagner, Tristan und Isolde;
** Benjamin Boretz, “a score is a stimulus”/scores for composers, Open Space Issue 15/16, fall 2013/winter 2014, p. 59

………
TO MICHAEL DELLAIRA: For the Bard Composers' Ensemble, the question of
the musical promise of a score was whether our interaction with it produced
something determinate - in our sense of where it was putting us, how it was putting
us together, and whether the tokens of the score made a real musical difference in
the sonic output. Right from the start we knew from and were allergic to generic.
There really wasn't any other way to discover the effectiveness of a score except by
the actual experience of playing it. And the longer we pursued our practice the
more obvious it was that no rules would develop, that none would apply, that what
worked and didn't was totally experiential (experimental?), and the feel we had for
what we were doing would evaporate if we tried to capture it in midair and run it to
ground as method.
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A short essay on resonance, post- Echoic/Anechoic

I.
If.

If you

If you…

If you think.

If you think that.

If you think that it
(it might be)

If you think that it is.

If you think that it is all.

If you think
that it is all…

(that is,
all…)
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If you think that it is all about.

If you think
that it is all about
the

If you.

If
you…

If…

II.
In photography talk, we talk about using negative space: that part of a photo “without anything in
it”, which would normally be considered “blank” (and is often cropped out), but which can also
constitute an active aspect of a visual composition, coequally composing the environment in
interaction with what would usually be considered the foreground elements.
In other words, negative space is still space.
If ‘Echoic/Anechoic’ refers to the sounds and silences within
this piece, or the way they attack or decay, I would be hard
pressed to find anything in it – sound or silence – that is
anechoic. The silence is very unsilent; it is rich with – it
fairly jangles with – both history and potential.
In its stripped-downness, this piece could be heard as
an essay on resonance: on what it is to be a person
making sound; on the space which surrounds that
sound and makes it meaningful; and on the interactions
that happen between sound and silence.
It is also a piece about time travel: on how to be(come
aware that you are) in three distinct psychic locations – present, past and future – at once.
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I hear this, as I hear Ben hearing/playing/being/becoming it:
There is a tension between being (sound) and nothingness (silence) –
they are felt to be opposing forces.
But is our sound an assertion of presence against the void, or is the void a necessary precondition
for our sound to happen?
And are sound and the silence which surrounds it really ever either separate or separable?
The space in which sound happens in this piece, and the space in which we wait for sound to
happen, are coequally composing a great bubble of resonance which surrounds and permeates
sound and silence, both. The sound pokes at this resonant bubble in different places,
tentatively or more surely,
from this angle or that,
stretching it, expanding it,
discovering what it is by bringing it into being,
inhabiting it by being it.

(As Wallace Stevens said,
I do not know which to prefer,
The beauty of inflections
Or the beauty of innuendoes,
The blackbird whistling
Or just after.)

Black/Noise I
Somewhere,
a giant bell is ringing.

Gradually,
we begin to notice
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that we are inside the bell,

and that the bell
is
us.

Time is the essence:

To hear the aftersound first
and the sound
after

Black/Noise III
“The piece is its own program note. It’s just what I did. What other people do with it is creative.” – Ben,
2016

Silence unsilent. Darkness neither emptiness nor lack. Still and frozen, lush overripe color burns
and shocks. All – sound, silence, darkness, color, motion, stillness – multidimensioned: a warm
enveloping darkness surrounds us, pregnant with sound’s potential; color and image, silent, ring
out against the darkness; a still image jangles with motion.
But these are just first impressions; they describe the textures from which this piece is built. It is a
piece of music, and the fact that it has words, spoken – some text from Deleuze & Guattari – and
images shouldn’t confuse the issue: the words and pictures are exactly as privileged as every other
element that makes up the piece. Overall, it’s an essay that draws multiple experiential modalities
into, as Ben would say, musicform: one could map its structure (your mileage may vary) or tease
out the “chord” “progressions”, with harmonic motion taking place in the interactions between
sound and image or sound and silence or darkness and light. This is important because it shows
Ben thinking within a ‘total music’ space rather than putting together, say, ‘text with musical
accompaniment’ or ‘music with visuals’. Here, every element is music.
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For Ben, as we know if we know him, everything is about music. And, as with Echoic/Anechoic and
Black/Noise I, this video piece is about what making music is, and does, for humans. In our human
‘condition’, pulled between the chaos of existence and its inexorable progress to the end, we –
through music – primally assert that we are.
According to Ben, there was a Black/Noise II (which no longer exists), and version III is a
palimpsest of different pieces including a feminist essay composed for a class at Bard. So, given
Ben’s notion that his idea of what the piece is doesn’t necessarily constitute what the piece is,
what if an analysis – like the piece – consisted of multiple perspectives through which to approach
its central it-ness…? I offer several here, with the possibility available to imagine more…
***
Questioning the Rhythmic Genus (<- not a typo)
“Rhythmic intuition must not be oversimplified.” – F. Lerdahl and R. Jackendoff, A Generative Theory
of Tonal Music, p.12
“…what to count, that is, as a rhythm, or even what sort of thing to so count?” – Ben, in Quest of the
Rhythmic Genius, in Being About Music, p.334
Imagine, if you will, a rhythmic structure composed of overlapping arcs reaching forward in time,
with each arc beginning somewhere in the middle of the previous one and extending somewhat
further. Within such a structure, the underlying rhythm (let’s call it the ur-rhythm) could be
viewed as an ever-expanding emergent property, with the totality of its ‘structure’ only
perceptible as the flavor of each moment of experience.
The closest thing in my musical experience to the feel of this underlying rhythm is how it feels to
listen to James Tenney’s For Ann (rising) – but in Black/Noise III we move organically rather than
method(olog)ically through a temporal trajectory that builds itself as it goes. Sometimes, as we
arrive at the conclusion of a rhythmic arc, we stop to breathe, for as long as that takes – like
having a thought, and then thinking about it for a minute.
The rhythmic elements can be defined (in no particular order) as: darkness, still image, still image
that moves, afterimage, color, silence, music, pitch, loud, soft, aftersound, idea. So, the time of
looking at an image, and the time of an image disappearing from our visual field, and the time of
hearing someone say something and processing it with the part of our brains that processes
language, and the time of a musical phrase are equally rhythmic elements.
Rhythmic motion in this piece is not distinguishable from harmonic motion – and harmonic
interaction is possible between any and all of the multiply dimensional rhythmic elements. So, as
we proceed, it is the multivalent spaces involved in taking in the piece that are increasingly
conditioned with resonance – the resonance of pitch and sound, but also of color, light and dark,
movement, stillness and idea.
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The Chord of Human Nature
A feminist essay? Give me a break. So there are some pictures of women; there are pictures of a
lot of other stuff too – and when has looking at pictures of women ever been a particularly
feminist activity? Especially some of these pictures, which look rather disturbingly like genitalia.
Then there’s a man reading a text about a boy having an existential crisis – indeed, some blazingly
feminist stuff here.
Who gets to speak, in this piece? Not anyone female, although Robert Mapplethorpe’s flowers
could possibly be said to represent some sort of honorary at-least-not-male-heterosexual
presence, and there’s briefly some humming in woman-pitched voices (which, however,
accompanies a drawing of a prone naked female).
The only women referenced in the text are a child who sings to herself while doing homework
(but she barely gets a mention, unlike the male child who is obviously the heroic subject) and “a
housewife” – jeez, do we even say “housewife” anymore? – who is “martialing the anti-chaos
forces of her work” (as is the inanimate time-telling device that is the leitmotif of the piece,
although it does so rather more methodically). There are those things that look like female
genitalia, though – are they supposed to speak for us? And, there is Klimt’s Athene – and we all
know what he was like.
About two-thirds in we finally hear women’s voices, but the male narrator immediately starts
talking over them (as well as over the drawing of a naked woman). And then, at the climax of the
piece, a rather fulsome cadenza finally lets the male voice have its… well, let’s say its say. The
music seems to be reaching, reaching, reaching for something, and finally arriving – perhaps with
the help of those women’s voices and the drawing of a naked woman? – at a climactic
statement… and then trailing off, as though finally sated.
So much for the surface, which so far rates pretty low on the ‘this is a feminist essay’ scale – if
what we’re interested in is box-ticking. But if we notice not just the surfaces but the deliberate
irony of their presentation and contextualization – more examination than assertion; more
ambiguation than definitude – we might begin to see how an analytical focus on surfaces can
occasionally mislead us, and we might – if we are thinking people – wish to look deeper, to
discover a commonality of human experience which must surely be central to any serious
engagement with feminism.
As a feminist, I find – below the surfaces of this piece – issues central to how people cognitively
organize their experience, offered to us to experience and negotiate in their full multiplicity,
without predetermining our vantage point. In negotiating alternative modes of cognition, in a
medium where disparate and sometimes unlikely elements contribute in equal parts with the
ultimate aim of thinking through an idea in nonverbal, experiential form, I find the feminist
project, at its deepest level, engaged in and with.
(Ben writes, in an explanatory email note: “Deleuze & Guattari have a long passage about neurotics and
psychotics using the confusion of a sock with a vagina as a focus - originally (Black/Noise II) this was part of
the reading - but the image is left as the residue [of the original piece] without the explicit text…”)
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Over the years, I’ve loved lots of Ben’s music. Starting with Language ,as a Music, and
then “… my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset…”, and then going to Group
Variations, in its computer version, and more recently, Downtime for piano and electronic
percussion (which I heard Michael Fowler play wonderfully a few years ago in Australia)
and the video and sound combined in music/consciousness/gender, I heard unique pieces
which excited and engaged me. Then, sometime in the 1990s or early 2000s, I heard
Black /Noise I, and wasn’t immediately engaged by it. Perhaps, in Ben’s own words, I
“failed to be present to the occasion”, but at first the piece was opaque to me. I didn’t
have the time to give to it, and it just washed over me. Now years later, listening again,
this time giving it “exact attention” (or as exact as I’m capable of), I hear all sorts of
nuances I wasn’t aware of back then. And though there is a bit of an accumulation of
gestures towards the end of the piece, I don’t hear that as any sort of climax or
apotheosis or summation – it just seems like more activity near the end, without any
ontological shaping implied.
The title: Black could be silence – if white noise is all frequencies at once, black noise
would be no frequencies at once – i.e., silence. And there are silences aplenty in this.
Not just ambient sound of the hall silence, but 0 db signal, as silent as a recording
medium can get. The piano sounds are processed by some CSound process, the nature of
which is hard to identify. The original identity of the piano sounds is also hard to identify
– did those sounds start off as simple chords, normally played? Or was the piano
prepared in some way? Or were some of them made by scraping the strings? The
change in the attack envelope made by the CSound process makes identification difficult
– “piano” is there for sure, but more detail than that is difficult. And yet the dynamics of
the piano and the electronic processing make individual sounds – call them soundcomplexes, maybe – that have their own sculpted shape. And here we recall Asian
listening aesthetics, where one listens carefully to each nuance of the sound, where
timbral change is as much part of the music as melody.

Then comes the video, which seems to be a completely different thing. The same sounds,
but now added to: Ben’s voice (reading Deleuze and Guattari quotes), bits of an improv
sound session – double bass and synth –(is that Ben’s beloved wheezing Crumar?), some
other voices, female and mostly indistinct, and the original sounds’ continuity is now cutup, and spread over the 19 minutes of the piece. And then there’s an image track.
Enigmatic, mostly stills, but occasional bits of movement, and, like the soundtrack,
mostly black. Black video, in which I see myself reflected on the screen. Black sound, in
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which I don’t ‘hear myself reflected’ but rather, also seem to screen out sounds in the
environment.
At first, there seems to be some sort of enfolding scheme. The read text is about music
as a form of comfort, and there does seem to be a kind of enfolding here. Photos of the
folds of a rose, and a folded carpet, along with the piano-computer sounds, which sound
like they could have been made with some kind of folding of the spectrum of the sound.
But then things seem to get more complex, diffuse. A long shot of a distant clock (which
turns out later to have been a watch), and shots of various paintings photographed from
art books.
This is Ben in his austere, refined mode; his not-being-in-a-hurry mode; his listening to
the internal nature of every sound mode.
And so I listen, and watch, once a weekend, when Catherine is off doing her gig. Even
though we live in a “country town” things can get noisy. The second time through the
video, the sounds of whipper snippers and leaf blowers threatened to drown out not only
the silences, but also the sounding bits as well. The third time through, I’m luckier, the
traffic sounds are lesser, and no one seems to be doing yard work or construction. This
time I can hear the silences as silences, the sounds as sounds.
And, in Black /Noise I, the computer-processed piano-sounds-only version, I become
aware of the rhythms of the piece. Listening with a stop-watch, I can see/hear that
although there are some long silences to start off with – about 20 seconds between the
second and third sounds – there are also sections where sounds layer over each other,
following on each other’s heels after only a second or two. Here, the decays of the
sounds become a point of sonic focus. Sometimes, a kind of changing filtering produces
slow sweeps across the played chord. At other times, a single frequency is extended
beyond its ‘natural’ duration. (I say ‘natural’ because in its natural state, with the pedal
down, the piano can produce resonances much longer than these electronically extended
‘tails’.) Although all the sounds in the piece are from the same source – piano chords
treated electronically – each sound clearly has a different internal life. Sometimes these
internal changes happen because of the nature of the chord played. Other times, the
change is from the electronic processing. And, of course, sometimes it’s both.
Third time through sounds only, I’m also aware of a lyrical section – made of softer
sounds, which sound like processed single tones. Around 5:30, there is a sequence of
these, sotto voce, which form a fragmentary melody. That is, the timbre here is
consistent enough and the attacks are close enough together in time that a traditional
sense of “melody” can be invoked.
I think it was back in the early 1990s, when I performed Syd Clayton’s 9-hour-long Lucky
Number on an electronic keyboard in a resonant art gallery, that I determined that if the
tempo slows down gradually enough, one can hear individual notes, widely separated in
time, as being part of a melody, until there’s about 18 seconds between the notes. After
that threshold, the notes became isolated incidents in time-space. In Black /Noise I,
which starts off with notes at 0” 15” 40” and 57”, we’re already in the “individual sounds
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that don’t cohere” territory at the start. Longer range accumulations happen later in the
piece, but by that time, we’ve been conditioned by the long silences at the start, so that
it’s actually harder to hear melodic and contrapuntal bits later in the piece than it might
otherwise be.
Another ‘melodic’ section occurs around 11:00 in. More chords occur, very closely
spaced in time. Some of these are quite loud, and at their loudest, the sound treatment
processes used seem to produce a kind of spectral folding – some of the chords seem just
too thick to be produced by only piano strings.
What do I feel after hearing this? It seems less funereal than when I first started listening.
Now my hearing of the piece is much more formalist, if you like – concerned with the
timbre and changing textures of each note. Also, I become more involved with the “long
tails” described earlier – listening to some of them just hang in space/time, dying away
very gradually. That decay becomes a real focus of listening. As the sounds disappear
into silence, the “black” silence really does seem to reassert itself each time anew. In
short, I’m actually beginning to find the sounds and their shapings delicious.

Notes on watching Black/Noise III for the third time:
The soundtrack is not simply alternations of voice (with the Deleuze and Guattari
quotes), computer-processed piano sounds – mostly Black /Noise I in order, just cut into
sections – and improv session excerpts. At times in the latter part of the work, there are
overlappings of the voice with both the piano sounds, and with the improv sections. But
I don’t hear any combinings of the piano sounds with the improv sessions – those seem
to be distinct. The progression of the images, alternating with blackness, although it
follow the progression of the sounds, mostly seem separate from them. Except for one
moment at the end, when there is a sudden cut from a video close-up of an illuminated
watch dial to some kind of distant light moving swiftly away into the dark – this is
accompanied by a sequence of fast, louder piano-chord sounds with a kind of distorted
timbre. That juxtaposition seems to be a kind of mini-climax, which I didn’t experience
in the piano-sound-only version.
The early images seem to present themselves clearly – the rose, the folded carpet, looking
quite flower-like, even the distant illuminated dial. When the images become bits of
recognizable paintings things become a bit more confusing. Although the quote in the
voice which is talking about a child and a housewife, being followed by a Klimt painting,
which I first thought was perhaps Elektra or Medea, which would make the juxtaposition
of the housewife image in the words a bit ironic, or freighted. A bit of quick internet
research, though, reveals the painting to be of the goddess Athena. But a first impression
of the painting still remains, that this is one frightening woman, who is a far cry from the
housewife evoked by Deleuze and Guattari.
The Kandinsky and Rothko paintings relate more directly to the piano sounds for me –
the Rothko with its single streak of red reminds me of the single-extended frequencies
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within the larger piano-sound-complexes. And the abstraction and dynamism of the
Kandinsky seem to be a direct analogy of the faster sections of the piano-sounds near the
end – a texture of abstract sounds, each with their own internal life.
The texts progress, from music as a form of comfort and enfolding, to music having a
thirst for destruction. What was very warm and embracing at the beginning becomes
quite macabre and sinister at the end. (“How very French!” I find myself thinking, almost
against my will.) Although, remember, the very first text deals with a child being
frightened and using music as a source of comfort. But fright is actually the first emotion
evoked by the voice.
The piano-sounds, which seemed so abstract, and sources of intrinsic timbral interest in
the sound-only version, here also acquire a bit of aggression and darkness – the ‘funereal’
quality I first heard, all those years ago, when I first heard Black /Noise I, and which I had
then not heard in the sounds as I focussed on their internal shapes, now comes back,
amplified by the unease which pervades the texts.
The improv sections appear 3 times in the piece – it seems like they’re about equally
spaced. The sound of the acoustic bass, in 2 of the sections, gives a kind of acoustic
anchor that the piece has not had before. It is contrasted with the very scratchy sound of
the synth. It certainly has the raspy timbre the Crumar had, which I believe either Ben or
Elaine Barkin told me was valued for its really electronic sound, very distant from
acoustic-instrument emulations.
That sudden cut at the end, from the watch face, to the wiggling receding spot of light,
accompanied by the anguished distorted chords, and which acts as a kind of climax,
reminds me of Harry Partch’s saying that perception is a sand flea, and each moment has
to provide its own flea. As Ben said in a program note for the piece – there was an idea
here – which motivated the combining of these sounds and images, but just when it
looks like it might make sense, it disappears. “Leaves you in the lurch with a mouth full
of marbles and a jinx on your cue-ball,” if I remember Red Hook from Language ,as a
Music, correctly.

So after these listenings, and watchings, I’m still not sure I love these Black/Noise pieces
like I love LAAM, or MCSHWTBMU, or GV, but it’s beginning to grow on me. I’m looking
forward to plunging again into the darkly ambiguous world of these images and sounds,
which in their two versions, seem to do two very different things.
Fourth time through Black /Noise I: This is getting to be a familiar Sunday morning ritual,
encountering the Black/Noise twins. In the meanwhile, I’ve been reading about the
Wandelweiser group, who write pieces with long silences in them, pieces in which the
shape of the timbre of each event is critical and a point of interest. Needless to say, I’m
struck with a sense of similarity here, although I don’t think that Ben’s piece, with its
electronic processing, would be considered by the Wandelweisers themselves as “one of
them.” But you never know.
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This time through, I’m very aware of the timbral shaping of each event. Especially the
second gesture. I want to rewind and listen to that gesture any number of times, hearing
how different registers of the original piano sound come in and out, changing balances
of frequencies every instant. And I’m clearly hearing (being aware of) variations in
dynamic levels and panning differences this time through. The sustained sounds on the
threshold of audibility, or at least the very soft and long sounds, attract me this time.
And each different timbre now seems quite distinctive to me. I’ve gotten beyond hearing
the piece as simply “processed piano.” I’m now hearing a vast field of timbre within the
overall “processed-piano” world.
The piece seems quicker this time through. Instead of single sounds and long silences,
with no overarching sense of tempo, I’m hearing it now more as a leisurely andante. And
little details attract – like the high rugose corrugated sound at about 10:15, which
repeats three times, each time more softly.
Now the sequence at 11:05 – 12:20 seems to have more tension to it. It does seem like a
climax this time through. And the low bass notes at the end of the sequence now seem
maybe not so much like a “harmonic resolution” but let’s say a harmonic “development.”
So which is the “right way” of hearing this – acknowledging of course that there is no
“right way” to listen to any piece – the non-harmonic non-climactic way I first heard the
piece, or the non-directional piece inflected with elements of harmonic tension and
release that I now hear it as? Can there be a plurality of hearings possible here – one that
the ambiguous nature of the timbres promotes?

Watching Black/Noise III for the fourth time.
This time I’m trying to listen closely to the texts, to see if I can assemble a sense of
overarching meaning to them. Besides the obvious ones. This time through, I also hear
the second improv section as a mix of two sessions – at least it sounds like two basses
there for a brief moment. The reading voice with the improv melody seems quite
poignant this time through. And I now hear clearly that the melodic soft piano-sounds
section from about 5:00-6:00 in Black /Noise I, in accompaniment to the Rothko image,
also accompanies the text about the housewife singing a song to marshal the anti-chaos
forces in her life. (Although I’m still finding that the Deleuzian “housewife” image grates
a bit in its last-century sexism.)
In a curious way, I hear/see the succession of images now as far more “tonal” than the
succession of sounds. Each photo becomes an element in an ongoing series of allusions,
hints, concepts in an ever so slow melody of possible meanings. And each image, and
their successions – and this includes the sections of “blackness” between them, builds
and sustains tension in an almost cinematic way (and we all know that cinematic tension
derives not only from 19th century drama, but also from Wagner), which the succession of
sounds – even the succession of Deleuze-Guattari fragments – doesn’t do on its own.
Conversely, the visual context gives to the sounds a more “tonal” or “bearing of tension”
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quality than just in the piano-sounds-only version. Again, I wonder if this is really the
case, or if I am, in fact, gradually learning to listen to / observe the piece.
I now hear that the improv sections are not evenly spaced at all. Two are closer to the
start and one is closer to the end. And amazingly, the improv section at 13:00 in, I now
clearly hear has singing voices in it. I honestly had not heard those voices before. I think
at that moment on previous listenings, I was concentrating on the content of the spoken
voice, and that distracted me from the existence of the singing! The singing is very soft
and in the sonic background, to be sure, but I should have picked up on its existence
before. Especially since the subject of the texts is indeed, singing.
I now also realize that the close-up of the watch and the small glowing light sequence
are, in fact, the only video images in the piece. Everything else is a still. And these
moving images do indeed establish the tension and break-down at the end of the piece.
Again, I’m left wondering about the way that visual images can influence the feeling of
tension and release in a sound sequence, as opposed to the film-industry, which clearly
uses musical tension and release (in its most clichéd form) to influence the sequence of
visual imagery. There may indeed be such a thing as “composer’s video,” where
primarily sound composers explore visual sequences that are of interest to them because
of their training, which gives them a different perspective on things than their visually
trained and oriented colleagues. Hence the difficulty this work has in the visual-arts
world, which often has difficulty acknowledging work that falls outside of its conceptual
hegemony. In any case, Black/Noise III clearly challenges, and offers a small, but discrete,
labyrinth of music, sounds, words and images to grasp, and to grapple with. And I’m
happy to have been given the opportunity to do this grappling.

(January-February, 2015)
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………
TO WARREN BURT: Imagine something the sum of whose parts is a nothing.
Leaving a determinate feel with no signifier, an experience with no name. But
perhaps an experience nonetheless. Therefore its own signifier. Hermetic except
within its nonverbal nonbeing which absorbs language as well. An experience that is
a something perhaps. Nonethemore. Northeless: Black is no color; noise is the
nullification of sound; noise is black silence. Silence is white sound. Housewives
are: you might see some in the left-side portal at Conques along with the rest of us.
TO TILDY BAYAR: OK, so what's feminist about the Tristan Prelude? (This is a
defense?) I never thought of Black /Noise III as a feminist essay (obviously you
know this), but rather a reflection on the materials at issue, juxtaposing and
composing them to contemplate (celebrate?) their multiguity, at the same time
registering the self-contradicting brutality of univocal interpretations (they're all
fake, photographed from books, fabricated from domestic objects, perverse digital
overlays on the undemarcable flow of analog time). Negative space, silence, active
containers for after- and still-persistent heard-and-seen images. The soundscreen
(filterveils) modulating segment to segment strains to get to where it will reveal
whose face it is really behind it but comes up way short and sighs its resignation. A
nonsense pseudo-story with an unjustified air of meaning something (like
Gurnemanz's voice at the beginning of Act III of Parsifal) runs across the surface
like a demented conductor giving his orchestra uninterpretable signals concealing
that (multi)music is being brewed within the shell of references that appear to
signify but do something quite different instead. What they do is conspire to make
music or rather they let music conspire to be made of them.
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LAMENT FOR SARAH

The Bard gets close to the piano, slowly distilling the notes from the missing alembic of the
singer. Borders vanish because they aren’t real, let alone necessary. Cold is the same everywhere, as are the visions, sounds, signals and darkness. There’s no final destiny, just one road
others have walked and you following the traces they left. This small freedom of not possessing what was nobody’s. The road, the sky, hands and looks.
Ben Boretz walks along the white and black paths, lamenting a loss, celebrating his love for
the one who was fragile and intense. She was unique, no frontiers, lips talk, fingers talk…

Voice voice voice
This is the silence where you once were
The piano sets the time
and goes back to earlier times
Lovestruck Salmon

Silence

Fingers that jump
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from the deep notes to the highest
from vibration to ease
reflection
not too much,
passion
feeling
I’m that cloud today
that might be rain or fog walking back home with you
Tap-dance of the little girl
Laughter and sobs
Chanting
Silence

Why have you gone?
The keys whisper goodbye
Days stretch on the notes
Days of splendor
when scat god feet light night blues

Once upon a time Time was you
Drops drops drops drops
Vibrato
drops tears drops tears
Timeless is what you offer in a single moment
Silence

I remember Clifford
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You remember Sarah, don’t you?

Piano pedal touch skin fingertips
roar
Fingertips: here the world begins
Big Bang and the bride nobody held on to

Pain a mirror of beauty
Heartbeats, notes, dancing
One says love
One says it hurts

The other one says it hurts
The other one says love

They get closer and closer
Love

Pain

Pain

Love

They manage to touch each other, blindly

Silence
Flash

We keep on adrift
with the white whale certainty
and the doubt of every noble heart

Piano
Silence

Crossing fingers, feet, the woods
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One year older

One day younger

That instant when you wake up and notice
the scent
of what remains even when you are not there

We are not talking too much
when we are playing the right notes
Along the way the phrasing
is this girl holding onto your legs

And she knows and improvises
or she improvises then she knows

Silence

Sweet, shy, amusing, soft
Voice that flies beyond the very first wire
In a cage it doesn’t fit

Breathe

breathe

breathe

and then

Ben has the key
Ben has the keys
It’s not a place he owns
where strangers cannot get in
Like Conrad, if you are one of us
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it’s so simple to come inside

There’s no footnote
There’s one foot on the musical note and light
in the darkness of the sacred room

The world was once early
The world was once in no hurry
The world is once
music and many times
one piano sounding without you

Breath
is Now the breeze
on your fingers
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LAMENTO POR SARA
(Lament for Sarah by Benjamin Boretz)

El bardo se acerca despacio al piano y va destilando las notas del alambique ausente de
la cantante. Las fronteras desaparecen porque nunca han sido reales, ni mucho menos
necesarias. El frío es el mismo en cualquier lugar, y así las visiones, los sonidos, las
señales y la oscuridad. No hay un destino final, sólo un camino que otros han andado y
por el que te deslizas siguiendo el surco que han dejado. Esa pequeña libertad de no
poseer lo que nunca fue de nadie. La carretera, el cielo, las manos y la mirada.
Ben Boretz camina por senderos blancos y negros llorando una pérdida, celebrando el
amor a lo que siempre fue frágil e intenso. Ella era única, no hay frontera, los labios, los
dedos hablan…

Voz, voz, voz
este es el silencio donde una vez fuiste
El piano marca los tiempos
y se remonta en el tiempo
salmón enamorado
Silencio
Dedos que saltan del grave al soprano
de la vibración al reposo
reflexión
no demasiada,
pasión
sentimiento
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Hoy soy la nube
que podría ser lluvia o niebla de tu regreso a casa
Zapateo de la niña
Risas y llanto
Canto
Silencio
Por qué te has ido
las teclas respiran adiós
Se alargan los días y las notas
Los días de esplendor
cuando scat dios pies luz noche blues
Erase una vez que el tiempo eres tú
Gotas gotas gotas gotas
vibrato
gotas lágrimas gotas lágrimas
Intemporal es lo que das en un momento
Silencio
I remember Clifford
You remember Sarah ¿verdad?
Pedal roce piel yemas dedos
estruendo
Yemas donde empieza el mundo
y big bang y la novia que nadie retuvo
El dolor es un espejo de la belleza
Latidos, notas, danza
Una dice amor
La otra dice duele
Una dice duele
La otra dice amor
Se van acercando cada vez más
Amor
Duele
Duele
Amor
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Llegan a tocarse, sin verse

Silencio
Llamarada
Seguimos a la deriva
con la certeza de la ballena blanca
y la duda de los corazones nobles
Piano
Silencio
Cruzando los dedos, los pies, el bosque
Un año más viejo
Un día más joven
El momento en que al despertar
notas el aroma
de lo que está contigo cuando no estás
No estamos hablando demasiado
cuando estamos tocando lo justo
Sobre la marcha el fraseo
es la niña que se abraza a tus piernas
Y ella sabe e improvisa
o improvisa luego sabe
Silencio
Dulce tímida divertida suave
Voz que vuela más allá del primer alambre
En jaula no cabe
Respira
respira
y luego…

respira
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Ben tiene la clave
Ben tiene la llave
No es un lugar de su propiedad
al que desconocidos no puedan entrar
Como Conrad, si uno de los nuestros eres
acceder es sencillo
No hay nota al pie
hay pie en las notas y luz
en la oscuridad de la sagrada habitación
El mundo fue una vez pronto
El mundo fue una vez no hay prisa
El mundo una vez
es música y tantas veces
piano que suena sin ti
Respiración – es ahora
la brisa
en los dedos

………
TO FERNANDO GARCIN: People listen, people respond. It's always
illuminating and gratifying. But when I send something to Fernando I not only
know I will be listened to with the most empathetic and perceptive attention but
that I will receive a response whose own creativity transforms miraculously my own
sense of what I have composed. So someone I have met just once in person (with
the Richardsons in Woodstock) has become the dearest sort of friend, a fellow
traveler in expression and thought.
On Lament for Sarah: It was almost instantaneous: I heard of Sarah's death and she
became a score needing to be played. It's what I played.
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Mary Lee Roberts
m/c/g, the video, doesn’t offer us much of a lecture - it offers us poetry and the demands of poetry: maze-like
forms taking us, the experiencers, into unfamiliar, uninvestigated places. I have been listening and watching
through m/c/g again. And here, in this video, I’ve been invited to go down, and down feels like the right
word, down into the form of Ben’s thought-world. It certainly does not feel like anything but down - it’s
lying down or going down vertical. And to emphasize this down-feeling I’m reminded of my last trip with
m/c/g where, like letting go somehow, the last 20 minutes took me down to be “had”. It’s here that Ben has
merged Elaine Barkin, reading Ben, with Mahler’s Adagietto from Symphony #5 - he’s composed the down,
the downy, the feeling of surrounded by Ruby Fruit language and inescapable music-pleasure. I know the
language. I know the sonic sensations. I’m vulnerable - and here Elaine sends me over the edge - her tears jerking me around. I let myself go - slipping. (I slip here not to the earlier Wagnerian-slime).
This last time I dropped m/c/g in a group. I was disappointed in finding out that I was the only one
who took the hit. Don’t get me wrong, this isn’t the only thing going in m/c/g, but it can be plenty powerful.
Ben takes many views here: music, music/consciousness, consciousness, consciousness/gender, gender; he’s
cataloguing the touchings of eternal/internal. Like this is all obvious - we can talk about it: reduce it to
language-speak, trivialize it into word-language, then get taken from behind with a hit of nerves: Hendrix in a
Papageno Suit, dismembered by Coltrane-squawks. Again, I’m reminded (for the millionth time):
Hendrix/Coltrane, and all the rest, these guys give me nothing but that tired old macho Orgasmo-form : mount
the thing, drive it to frenzy (or convince yourself of some kind of frenzy), then let the poor sonic world die a
slow death, all alone. ‘Scuse me while I wipe out the pedestal of gender-null male experience - m/c/g reminds
me that I’m truly bored with predictable forms.
Ben has been making the point for years: sonic-scapes provide the most flexibility for complex
communications. (“Listening is the primal act”, chimes in Elaine Barkin.) I find myself doing an attentioninversion while watching the m/c/g video. Here I; as a fairly normal, suburban, TV-bred-visually-orientedexperiencer, find myself clinging to the sonic element. Sure the visuals are strange - flashing images of
people - what one re-viewer issued forth as “un-watchable”. The parade of folksy images is difficult but so is
the text/music part. There are familiar faces here: Herbert Brün probably being the most celebrated besides
the glossy images of Dirk Bogarde and entourage from Death in Venice (oddly enough an idee fixe in m/c/g).
There are familiar sounds too: certainly the greatest hits from Open Space (JK Randall, Boretz, et. al.) and
then the Wagner/Mahler/ Coltrane/ Hendrix re-contexualizations. This isn’t the Columbia, Gem of the
Ocean-Charles Ives type of orchestration cum Freudian dreamscapes - but more like de-construction, like a
taking apart and laying bare - the only time that I’ve been presented with the music and the analysis all at the
same time. This can’t be Freudian - it has to be Post-something - like Guattari’s hitting-the-concrete-wall,
bang, bang, I-can’t-get-to-the-other-side - can’t get over/down to the schizo end of it.
m/c/g reminds me that the aspect of musical meaning which can be paraphrased is marginal/trivial we can’t say what is happening - but we can try to talk about happenings. It all seems depressingly fruitless at
first until I begin to admit that the point is not the fruit, but the process, the activity in itself. If we think about
gender not as a component, but as an aspect of identity, what Ben is saying makes even more sense. After
m/c/g starts to shut down - in those last 20 minutes - I come down to this tranquillity: the process of the m/c/g
activity takes full hold. I feel the hit even harder as I continue down at this point - the hit is from myself Ben (through Elaine Barkin) reminds me of my own susceptibility to the accepted “ritualized violence” of
sonic phenomena. The video images make no sense now - the sonic part is too powerful. “Existence is,
evidently, a deficit operation.” I’m so down now, I can barely recognize the world around me. I’ve dropped,
OK I’m declining to being dead to the world now - I’ve been made to be totally here in the sound now - I’m
forced to be here-now. No, I don’t want to be anywhere else anymore. I’m reminded that there is no where
else but here-now. Ben leaves me in my “here”, identified as my “house”.
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………
TO JOHN McGINNESS, MARY LEE ROBERTS: To me m/c/g (retroflectively)
was a (musical) opening of the lines of territorialization which you describe; and
perhaps, beyond my awareness, it was as much a reflection of the social evolution in
that direction as it was a vision thereof. The way I grooved on Mahler was a way of
appreciating the access I felt the Adagietto giving me to inner turmoils and
unspoken (unspeakable) energies within all of us (meaning me) under the guise of
something exquisite and wrenchingly gorgeous - and terminally manipulative.
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A birthday letter about music/consciousness/gender

Happy Birthday Ben,
Thanks for giving me the chance to revisit music/consciousness/gender twenty
years after first seeing a live performance (of a prototype?) at UC Riverside. (And thanks
to Dorota for initiating this fine birthday tribute.) While watching the DVD, I was
surprised that many aspects of the original experience have stayed with me quite vividly.
In particular, the interplay between your text, Visconti’s film version of Mann’s Death in
Venice, and the Adagietto from Mahler’s Fifth Symphony remains very strong, no doubt
because of my more mature perception of Visconti’s homophobia. Your 1990s reflections
upon the then hot-button topic of the gendering of Beethoven’s music (with Susan
McClary’s work as one point of reference) also stands out, but for a different reason:
feminist critiques, and critiques from the point of view of gender identity more generally,
no longer seem so controversial as they once did.
My impression is that, as m/c/g emerges from your own experience, from your
“unique situation born of multiple identities layered each on the other…” [Suzanne
Cusick], you attempt to breach some of the interpersonal barriers between your self and
that of your audience. Intellectual activity, musical and otherwise, and, more specially, the
less immediately knowable forces, gender and so on, that shape your experience of music,
are exposed. Ultimately, you invite members of your audience to share a sense of
transcendence, a sense that “we are not altogether ineluctably alone”, by exploring their
own consciousness with you. Or perhaps I have misunderstood your intentions, which, as
you mention when introducing m/c/g, would not cause offense.
Over the past several years, my own framework for thinking about consciousness
has become increasingly intertwined with my study of Buddhism. As you know, once an
interest becomes seriously grounded in the mind, everything seems to feed into it. And
this is the certainly the case in my experience of music, consciousness, gender, which, with
its emphasis on ideas of emptiness and transcendence—its attempts to come closer to the
ineffable in art—seems to be, ultimately, a kind of musical/spiritual endeavor.
Introduction: m/c/g begins with a series of headshots that are separated by relatively
lengthy intervals of silence, or perhaps a better description would be by “emptiness”. Like
calm breathing at the start of a meditation, a mental slowing down gradually takes place.
The slow progress of different faces on the screen leads to a gentle acceptance of
“dissolving episodes”, like music, never twice the same, ever changing. As the
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listener/viewer gradually settles into a state of neutral equanimity, occasional disruptions
occur—familiar faces from life or film—and a moment of attachment occurs. A sense of
spaciousness returns quickly and, unobtrusively, a reader eventually intervenes.
Beethoven: Ben, you suggest that perhaps we can speak of gender as “an ‘aspect’ rather
than a ‘component’ of identity…an angle of refraction….” I don’t think that Susan
McClary’s groundbreaking account of Beethoven’s music during the 1990s falls into the
former category. As you know, many scholars (and, to McClary’s credit, a more general
readership as well) were astonished by her description of the Ninth’s first movement
recapitulation as “one of the most horrifyingly violent episodes in the history of music”.
Responses on both sides were quite strong: I am thinking, in particular, of my friend
Pieter van den Toorn’s and, decidedly on the “other side”, my former employer (briefly),
Philip Brett’s. In retrospect, especially as other humanistic disciplines at the time were
already committed to including issues related to gender within their discourses, it
becomes clear that McClary’s work brought scholarly currency to the study of music, as
evidenced, among other things, by the amount and variety of scholarship she helped to
inspire.
[An aside: your text includes Adrienne Rich’s explicitly feminist critique, a poem
from the early 1970s entitled “The Ninth Symphony of Beethoven Understood at Last as a
Sexual Message”. Ten years earlier, Anthony Burgess had connected the Ninth to the
violent activities of his protagonist in A Clockwork Orange, but with the perception, in
diametric opposition to Rich’s, that Beethoven was a kind of messiah, and that his
music—especially the Ninth Symphony—represented a potentially civilizing force.]
Frankly, the ideological divide separating McClary from her critics no longer
seems so insurmountable as it once did. For example, when I received my copy of m/c/g I
was in the midst of re-reading Rose Subotnik’s Developing Variations, specifically, the
excellent second chapter, “Adorno’s Diagnosis of Beethoven’s Late Style”. Subotnik
tracks Adorno’s ideas about Beethoven’s style through the middle period to the late
period sonata forms. The middle period forms, which almost succeeded in achieving an
enlightened balance between subject and form, between society and art, were gradually
replaced by a fractured inner formal life, by an authenticity that required withdrawal
from society. The subject in these late forms expresses “violent self-assertion” at the point
of recapitulation, in a state of rage at its potential extinguishment, and yet able to take
“pleasure in its fulfillment of formal demands”. The point here is not whether someone
agrees or disagrees with Adorno or McClary, but that each scholar responds to the music,
especially the music at the point of recapitulation, within the context of their own
experience, and that a fundamental sense of the power of this musical event, whether
motivated by Beethoven’s rage, fear of dissolution of the self, distorted pleasure, (or, for
that matter, spiritual ecstasy), is shared.
Mahler: Thomas Mann’s depiction of homosexuality in Death in Venice is not actually a
topic in itself, but a manifestation of Aschenbach’s deep sense of loss, of his youth, of his
creative vitality, of opportunities of the heart. Tadzio, the beautiful boy, becomes the
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object of Aschenbach’s projection of a profound, and apparently unconscious, obsessive
distress. However, from the time of the novella’s publication in 1912, the homosexual
aspects of the story have sometimes overshadowed its more subtle meaning. At present,
Death in Venice continues to undergo re-evaluation, especially because of its portrayal of
the disturbing attraction between an adult man and an adolescent.
As I mentioned earlier, Luchino Visconti’s film adaptation of Death in Venice
makes an especially memorable appearance in m/c/g. Accompanied by the Adagietto
from Mahler’s Fifth Symphony (the music used in the film), images of Aschenbach (Dirk
Bogarde) and Tadzio (Bjorn Andresen), among others, are overlaid with a text that
remains both revealing and, for me, personally troubling. For example: “… this music
which sustains with almost unbearable tension the velvet cover without and the bloody
sordid mess within, predaciously toying with and unctuously sensuously beautifully
pimping to our unacknowledgable prurience…engorging us in its limitless narcissism in
its own Self…”
Speaking as a gay man, I am embarrassed to admit that I unquestioningly
accepted this interpretation twenty years ago. While the text incisively augments the
layers of meaning depicted in the film, it seems to me that the atmosphere of deeply
internalized homophobia belongs more to Visconti than to Mann. There are other factors
at play here as well, of course. Why does Visconti, a wealthy, upper class, homosexual so
often use the trope of homosexuality as symbolic of personal degeneracy and social
decline? I am thinking specifically of The Damned, a film about corruption in upper class
German society during the Nazi era, in which the homosexual main character embodies
such extreme self-destructiveness that the film, at times, unintentionally approaches the
level of camp. The saving grace of Visconti’s Death in Venice, on the other hand, is
Mahler’s music, which manages to convey something inarguably authentic about
Aschenbach’s suffering.
Happy 80th Birthday, Ben: Thanks for giving me the chance to revisit m/c/g. I should tell
you that, after your quarter as a Visiting Professor at UC Santa Barbara was concluded,
some friends of mine suggested the need for a peripatetic Boretz fund; it would allow you
to travel from school to school, shaking up the thinking of graduate students. We are all
grateful that you continue to do your work.
Hopefully, there will be many more Boretz birthdays to write about. Wishing you
the best, I leave you with a fragment of text by the Buddha:
This body’s like a ball of foam,
And feeling is like a bubble;
Perception is like a mirage,
Formations like a pith-less tree,
And consciousness is like a trick.
(Samyutta-nikaya 22.95)
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As I consider the relationship of Ben Boretz’s work to my own thinking
and practice, I’ve not surprisingly focused on improvisation. Ben and I
improvised together three times, all of which were in small-ensemble
settings, trio-size or larger. And each left me with a feeling of being
newly and richly informed about why I was living a “musical” life and
imparted to me a more profound sense of how the practice of music
might elucidate real human needs and the means to address them.
Although I’m most times quite happy to limit my connection with this
history to a few available memories of pleasant sound association in
the form of particular acoustics, qualities of gesture, and paths of interaction, still, I wonder what a further session with Ben, one on one,
might have revealed, both with respect to the sound-scape projected
and the real-time questions resulting from its making. Perhaps in the
future such a session may yet take place, but in the interim, it’s not
impossible for me to imagine something like it, unfolding through a
narrative “about,” in which the rhythm, the overall pulse, the timespace continuum of the form, will etch out through a kind of en bloc
polyphonic engagement between the time taken to remember something and the time taken to make my imaginary performance in
response, a narrative “about,” in which I, with my imagined clarinet,
try to engage a Ben comprised of traces of his sounds, thought, and discourse, as they reside and resonate in my memory space. . . . How to
get started. . . . Ben’s “listening as primal composition”? . . . Resonance?
. . . The way an impulse outside of one is internalized and comes to
articulate, to vibrate, an in-place?
So
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Now . . .
This place—my house—is, on the whole, a cozy affair. But, it is just that little
bit too close to a freeway to allow for the kind of pristine acoustic environment
in which silence, or nearly so, provides the mereness of frame for my own
sounds. Ambience is herein the name of the game. For example, there is a
constant (if mild) presence of automotive “whosh,” “whirr,” and “growl” to contend with and most of the time I cope bravely (if not perhaps very creatively).
. . . So. . . . after settling in and listening awhile to the unavoidable surround,
I begin my imagined improvisation with Ben by producing a sustained, lowregister E [] which my minimal capacity for synesthetic response characterizes as vaguely gray in color. I hold this sound for a time, modulating the
pitch in response to this or that big truck “dopplering” through the back yard;
waiting for something about Ben to come up as I play. . . . More and other
sounds go down on my canvas of ambience and, after discharging a mostly
uninteresting array of nomad impulses, I muddle happily into a new and
desirable one—this time, a softly sustained upper-register C# latched on to
largely because it makes for pleasant bio-feedback (feeling as good to play as
to hear). . . . I maintain this acoustic for a while, articulating it repeatedly in
single-breath long tones which I gradually shape downwards, via an alarmingly slack embouchure position, to some simpler, more comfortable, sound
which I may think of as a kind of cushion for thought. . . . The simple low E
on which I land seems to do nicely for this purpose, so I stay there while taking a look at the process of improvisation itself. . . . What am I doing when I’m
doing it? . . . Well, it satisfies me to think of this music-making as if a circularity, a feedback cycle in which the fingers, breath—the body with its extending
instrumentalities—project and shape a given sound which will in turn, shape
me as I learn from its more unfamiliar attributes. In a sense, I circle around
each articulation as I play, making decisions vis-à-vis where to go next based
on something which the impulse has revealed by way of its grain, register,
semiotic richness, color, quality of physical resonance in the body, or that
way in which a particular association of intervals can serve as a marker—
either wanted or unwanted—for some music already familiar. A beautiful
way to work: this spitting out of stuff and learning from it. But, sometimes,
the fun gives way to a loss of control, attributable to that circumstance in
which a surfeit of self-inflicted drama conduces to the inadvertent creation of
a “lick-machine,” which will, if left alone, evacuate one over-familiar little
complex of modern (or other) music after another; disconnected (or seemingly
so) from any sense of intentionality or even concern. . . . I’d prefer that such
a situation didn’t happen here. . . . Now. . . . So. . . . I’m going slowly this
time, committing myself to some application of pre-performance cognitive
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sculpture: aka, thinking. . . . In all likelihood, there won’t be many sounds as
a result. . . . That being the reality of the thing. . . . So be it. . . . but
Now. . . .
I’m taken back. . . .
to the first time Ben and I improvised together.
In 1981 or so U.C.S.D. hosted a symposium on oral traditions in music
and quite a number of prominent individuals—composers, theoreticians
and performers-made an appearance. I remember (or think that I do)
that Daniel Charles was in residence, and I know that it was the first
time I would hear the free-improvisation duo of LaDonna Smith and
Davy Williams (their stage presence saying Nashville while the music
scorched the space, exploding in superabundant, sonically diverse, panidiomatic, multi-timbered sheets of hyper-interactive energy). And Ben
was there too, reading “Language as a Music,” through which I first
gained experience of his particular sense of the beauty, not only of spoken language as musical experience, but of meta-language as spoken language, as musical experience (i.e., “about”—becoming words as music as
music; thought, issuing from sound, then, turning around to embrace
and acoustically re-embody through verbal-voice).
Later, in response to Ben’s posted invitation—announcing that he
would be available in response for some kind of improvised exchange
with any interested parties—Catherine Schieve and I showed up at the
specified location to meet him and play a little. Of the particular sounds
which we composed together, sadly, I remember little except that, once
again, I had come to a performance space, so imbued with a desire to display my “chops”—to burn the place up with various manifestations of me
on me—that any potential interest which our music might have imparted
through its now slow, introspective, probing, character was initially quite
lost on my self-absorbed ears. But, after reigning myself in and listening
a little, I came eventually to be drawn into—to hear—its rather stately,
purposive, system, proceeding elegantly by virtue of the unfolding of a
series of very beautiful and natural body-time transitions from one
sound idea to another. And once this character had been firmly established—and I had learned how to interact within it—I recall there being
evident no further sense of the flamboyant, nor, even, very much a flavor of “performance” at all. More importantly, it began to feel that this
instance of music-making was both an occasion for us to talk with us—
and, at the same time, for me to undertake a personal search for some
“authentic” contributions of my own to add to the exchange—(as in
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something considered, something examined, something wanted, or
something that might become an occasion for inquiry).
Although I remember only the broad outlines of our performance, I
can imagine that the session was not short on interesting sounds and
exchanges at the small level. For example, I recall a close-order, micropolyphonic, exchange between the three of us—Ben on ocarina; Catherine
on flute and myself on clarinet—suggestive (it now seems) of LeviStrauss’s raw and cooked: of keening birds, en masse, filtered through
just a trace of the mechanical. As well, I think that I hear the memory of
intermittent verbalization: nonce-words and fragments of half-accessible
texts; bits of poetry spoken through the instruments and reinforced with
sparsely-imposed pitch material. And, inasmuch as we were playing in a
very large room full of percussion instruments of all types to which each
of us eventually succumbed in the desire to move away from our familiar hand-held means of expression, I experience also the timbral tracery
of marimba and vibraphone and diverse drums and the various individual
paces of transition (speed of movement) from one medium to another
imposing yet another and very spacious macrorhythmic pulsation grid
on the unfolding soundscape.
I remember enjoying this experience of music-making very much for
itself (to be sure). But (at the risk of a certain pronounced sentimentality)
what I perhaps remember more is the sense of welcome that Ben conveyed to me, a complete stranger with no credentials to speak of. Unlike
many another and similar situations in which I had found myself, I did
not feel that, here, I required a ticket of entry or a diploma or other
imprimatur before I might make a sound in Ben’s presence, but merely,
the desire to interact. And this particular example of open collective
inquiry, as first-order fuel for musical exchange, remains with me as a
significant referent, informing particularly, my improvisational practice
to this day. . . . Baby-simple as it may sound, I think that I learned a great
deal about the value to me of simply showing up-of being available in
response (as artist, Robert Irwin, would have it)—to whoever would
work with you. . . .
Trying, now, to resonate with the memory of ocarinas and percussion, I
move to construct a kind of noise-based, quasi-percussive complex of discrete
sounds: slack-jawed, thick or double-tongued, attacks articulated ineptly (or so
I imagine it) and surrounded by a featherstitch of air. Over time, I’d like to render this collusion of expressions down to yet another air-sound, evocative of
pitch. But, preoccupied as I am with trying to get back into our improvisation
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of so many years ago, I move myself toward the production of a series of high
frequency, salivary pings (watery, bell-like upper partials) which I would play
in slow alternation with my clarinetist’s take on Ben’s sweet-potato sound.
While working the material to this end, I am reminded of a particular difficulty I have concerning what might be called the “rhetoric of performance”: a
something which I’ve come to be troubled by—uninterested in. This I might
variously characterize as a propensity to intimidate the less-powerful through
a spectacle of sheer capability and/or to confer on myself—and to convey
unremittingly to others—a kind of respectability by way of screaming: “I’m
here, I’m here”—“As good as any of them”—“As fast, as loud.”. . . But. . . . . . . .
Returning to the realm of the unperformed remembered. . . . I like that
feeling which I still retain that Ben, Catherine and I came together, not
particularly as professionals, with our particular axes to grind, but as
people wanting to have a talk. But, of course, I am unavoidably simplifying out of forgetfulness and signifying to excess, as I have no idea what
they thought about what we did together and remember almost nothing
of the post facto observations which we exchanged in its light. Trying to
retrieve and signify a largely inaccessible world, I contextualize, based
not only on issues which this first interaction with Ben brought to my
attention, but on that which I remember needing most from my work at
the time. . . i.e., some idea that in addition to those more familiar notions
of music-making—in which it is advanced, say, as a means of promulgating pristine artifacts in sound; or of speaking the speak of the dead in the
perennial argument/battle for their place in history; or of constructing
models for acceptable behavior; or of being a useful ally in the establishment of yet one more pecking order in a world already lousy with
them—there are yet other domains in which music is not a done deal but
newly discovered as it’s newly done.
For singular instance, could music-making provide yet one other way
of finding out who we are, how we hear and what we care about through
our sound exchanges: judgment and connoisseur-ship (or even our old
friend “interest”) potentially taking a well-deserved second place to
inquiry and discovery; notions of “good” and “bad” not really perceived to
be as interesting as the music. . . . As it is. . . . As we make it. . . . Each participating individual as if a culture of one. . . . Each society a collection of
interactive cultures. . . . But
Now. . . .
It’s Austin, Texas—a private home-summer of 1987 (I think). This time,
Ben’s at the piano while the rest of us play winds or accordion or small
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handheld percussion. We’re all Austin free-lancers—jazz musicians
mostly—each possessed of a certain manifestly impressive level of technical prowess of which we’re justly proud (accustomed as we are to the
Geist of the cutting session). On the whole, we present as a pretty amiable bunch, but, being the “monster” players that we are, we can’t—when
the opportunity presents itself—resist a rough-tough energy built with
the accompanying theater that we’re all mad as hell at each other. And,
here it is, the wall of enraged sound; the sheer athletic satisfaction of fingers dancing—wiggling near-uncontrollably—faster and faster on an
ever-expanding conduit of air until (one imagines) the whole raging phalanx will eventually collapse like the deflated balloon or a house of cards.
From barely audible, decidedly unprepossessing beginnings, we’ve built
this boiling organism; a wee army of aggression. . . .
Only. . . . Ben would seem to be doing something altogether different. . .
Increasingly, I’m aware that I haven’t noticed the sound of a keyboard
at all, except insofar as an occasional metallic, high register, piano-like
aggregate is heard to sneak out almost as if in antithetical hocket, composing (to the extent that it’s possible) a tiny eye in the hurricane: a gentle non-affirmative commentary inserted to within those few, brief, gaps
which we’ve allowed to occur inside our thick, yet highly and diversely
articulated, verissimo, texture-plex. . . .
While I’m playing, I look over at him, the better (I hope) to have even
the illusion of actually hearing what he’s doing. He is sitting, head down,
and inclined to the left; very close to the keyboard. And, although I can’t
be quite certain, via verification in sound, it looks as if he’s crafted a
complex simultaneity, employing both hands, which he bores into with
some intensity, sculpting a privacy almost as if the rest of us weren’t
here. It appears that he’s playing very slowly and deliberately, and without the angular and aggressive “English” which I have come to associate
with someone trying to maintain even the most tenuous parity with this
group’s collective intensity (he’s certainly not banging at the keys or flailing away like one possessed as I probably would do if I were at the piano).
How to think about what I’m seeing? Could I perhaps imagine it as a
position: attribute to it a function somewhat akin to Marshal
Macluhan’s—(is it?)—notion of an anti-environment; as in something
posited over and against some extant environment thus causing that circumstance/situation to be more lucidly, or differently, apprehended (or
might it better be described as a species of Gregory Bateson’s difference
which makes a difference). . . . Whatever it is, does, or means-by his
apparent refusal to get caught up in the whirlwind which surrounds
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him—by keeping, as it were, his own council—Ben is causing me to consider and interrogate more closely the musical behavior exhibited by the
rest of us (framed so beautifully by his mostly ghostly performance). To
begin with, how are we together in this situation? What, other than blowing the same notes at the same time-and with the same intensityallows
us to establish a palpable connection within and between (or, at the very
least, to satisfy ourselves that one has occurred)? And above and beyond
the specificity of musical materials, what other information might this
music be heard to “carry”? Could, for example, a pitch also be perceived/read as a “location” or a “carrier of energy” or a transmitter of
color/timbre? Does Ben play with us by denying our direction—or, is his
unfolding a truly parallel one (as in those straight lines which never
touch)? Could he simply be trying to hear himself to within this macrodin which encloses or inundates anything trending to the delicate,
miniature, small-scale, non-competitive or slow-moving, and/or is it the
case that he works within some idea of sensory deprivation as a compositional influence: the music unfolding within an environment of tactile
feedback; the feeling of keys on fingers causing the performer to imagine
the presence of sounds which the ear cannot precisely verify and to
respond accordingly? Is this situation even about being a musician at all
in the traditional sense (let alone a good one)? Of course, we’re all doing
improvised music for different reasons—a different itch, it were, for each
scratch—so, who knows. But these new questions which Ben’s aggregate
in the oblique have brought about are now a pleasure in themselves. . . .
So. . . .
Today, in my living room, I respond to these memories of Ben’s performance
with the playing of an air-only sound: a slack-jaw, chalumeau-register, pitchclass G in which the barest hint of pitch-presence is shadowed in the air’s
ontology. I imagine this touch of barely perceptible pitch-matter as at least a
possible description of Ben’s potentially elucidative presence/non-presence,
and as I acquire a little more control of the sound’s complexities, I come to be
able to shape and texture it so as to articulate a foreground/background, fluctuation/oscillation between some impulse recognizable as pitch and that
shadowy shape in which the near absence of pitch sculpts a residue. . . .
(Shades of the palimpsest). . . (Now you hear it, now you don’t). . . . And. . . .
Then. . . .
I’m caused to stop the imaginary play as I further recall various fragments of the after-session I had with Ben in which he initially explored
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the distinction between a person’s need for “respect” (of which he not
surprisingly spoke in the affirmative) and the desire for “respectability”
(which he seemed to hold in no very elevated regard) and then, moved
to further discourse on the questionable efficacy of educators when they
would assume a paternalistic stance of ownership toward both students
and their endeavors. After we considered this for a while, the talk evolved
to an exploration of the problematics surrounding the recasting of Ben’s
exquisite composition, Group Variations, from what had originally been
the acoustic-instrumental domain to that of computer-generated sound.
As I recall, many of the issues which this work had raised to foreground
level were social—having in large part to do with what someone called
“composer” might reasonably expect or demand from someone called
“performer” —and our discussion of them proved to resonate with many
of the ideas already informing my thinking about music in this context.
I had now much stronger support for my own growing wish to involve
myself in an adjunctive or perhaps wholly alternative musical practice
in which sound, gestural articulation in body-time, thought in realtime, and the consideration of social responsibility in interactive situations might—in addition to notes, rhythms, timbres (competence
and/or virtuosity and/or spectacle)—be thought of as material for
musical expression. . . .
Casting about for further recollections of this evening, I stumble on to
a further observation of Ben’s that was striking to me at the time and has
stayed with me ever since: namely, that “nobody makes music for the
sake of music.” I cannot now recall precisely what in our conversation
precipitated this statement. Nor do I know exactly what he may have
meant by it. But then, as now, I took it to refer (and critically) to any of a
variety of over-familiar descriptive contexts that we habitually fall back
on in the attempt to get a comfortable handle on just what music is, such
as that of talking about it as if either a form of inanimate object—(as in
some version of the antique desk, to be exhibited in a temperaturecontrolled space with a man in blue standing guard)—or species of surrogate human making steady streams of demand to its ever-faithful human
factotums. And then, there is that familiar and much beloved context in
which music is imbued with (or comes to acquire by fiat) the attribute of
“self-hood,” capable on its own (one might imagine) of both needs and
the capacity for self reflexivity vis-à-vis selfsame—thus making it possible for us to say, and very nearly to believe, that “music speaks for itself”:
to treat lightly of the fact that we transmitters and receivers are indispensable to music’s existence. While Ben did not seem to be dismissive
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outright of these and other such well-loved qualifiers (his critique being
nothing like a totalizing condemnation), still, I understood him to be
contributing an altogether more powerful (and interesting) alternative
view, that however we may characterize it, music is unavoidably and
deep-structurally a form of human utterance, made by people in
response to their many needs and for their various reasons, among
which might be the crafting of identity, the drive for expression, the
search for greater self-awareness, or, simply, a wish to assuage the gnaw
of loneliness.
It seems clear that music never asks us either to make or experience
it: in fact, it is helpless (indeed nonexistent) without us. We make
music, because we need yet other ways to talk (to manifest more than
our mere existence, as Herbert Brün would have said) and to enhance
our physical and mental environments. Anything from the idea of
music as political tract or personal rant to that of music as architecture
or ecosystem—(cathedral, sermon tantrum, wolf-pack or rainforest)—
may serve to both initiate and elucidate its complexities. . . . but

Now....
I resume my free-play, the sounds moving from a domain of air—only, or—
mostly, to unabashedly pitch-rich finger-wiggling—and the further I go the
more I seem to be experiencing that previously alluded to loss of control (i.e.,
whatever it is, this music seems to be playing itself). In an attempt to impose
some measure of restraint, I take notice of a low-register pitch G beginning
to slide about, becoming a woody, fibrous, red-brown A []. I like this kind of
slippery stuff—so, back and forth I go, interspersing the air to two-pitch
portamento/ostinato with my over-the-top, rapid-fire nine-finger ripple. In
my mind’s ear/eye, I hear/see myself stopping to catch a breath, only to
move on to a clarion-register pitch, E [natural], inflected with a microtonal
down-turn in regularized, rocking rhythm. As I play, I listen carefully,
savoring both the loveliness of the acoustic and that aforementioned pleasant feeling I experience in the making and, so, choose to reside here for a
while, weaving the whole into my memory of Ben’s deliberate, mysterious,
and distanced performance at our Austin session. I am struggling to hear
him play; trying to imaginatively recreate his perhaps imaginary sound
(this aggregate which he revisits again and again,; trying to imagine a
conflagration of sound all around me as I do (which isn’t terribly difficult
considering the proximity of my house to the freeway); trying to hocket Ben’s
sound with singular expressions of my own. . . .
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The last time I engaged in a sound-session with Ben Boretz was shortly
after I arrived in Iowa City in order to complete my private composition
studies with Kenneth Gaburo and to begin graduate work in electronic
music. Kenneth construed his/our studio very much as a species of “safe
place”: an environment in which creative work (music, video, movement, writing) might be shared, seriously considered, and examined,
without either the autocrat’s hasty rushes to judgment or the humiliation
of the maker which can occur in such a domain. It was Kenneth’s desire
that work under consideration be subject to comprehensive and multidirectional inquiry into the realities (i.e., materials and motivations,
physical and conceptual) which it exhibited before any strategies for
improvement were overlaid. Of necessity, observers (critics) might then
be encouraged to come to know the work under consideration as the
maker made it, before moving in haste to construct some new reality out
of easily acquired understanding or hidden prejudice. Such care in critique
emanated from Kenneth’s perception that the too rapidly or capriciously
employed strategy for “improvement” can often say more about unexamined influence exerted upon the critical observer—i.e., the “improver”—
by some other preferred work or works (which he/she either takes as a
model and/or may wish to have experienced) than about the phenomena
under his/her immediate consideration.
In this particular regard, Kenneth’s “safe place” seemed now to resonate significantly with sensibilities which I had acquired both through
my early, unique, sound sessions with Ben and by way of an ongoing
investigation of his writings (such as The Inner Studio; Talk: If I am a
Musical Thinker; and “Language as a Music”). As a result of work with
both Kenneth and Ben and a growing interest in the music and thought
of Herbert Brün and Elaine Barkin, I was composing a reality of my own
in which I might think of music as a perceptual-cognitive field of interactive expressions; or an investigation; or a pursuit about which a multiplicity of descriptive languages might be unfolded; or a position about
music and the world (as much as a salubrious activity to while away the
time). Not the “raw evacuation” Ben had alluded to in his talk, “If I Am
a Musical Thinker” but expression—shaped, textured and nuanced—
composed in search of the possibility of both individual and shared
identity. . . . A process of coming to know. . . .
With respect to the place of my final improvisation with Ben, I lived in
an attic studio: the extreme upper story of what had once been an old
farm house (1911 vintage) before the absorption of its land and dwellings
into the expanding city suburbs. This “performance laboratory”—replete
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with a large collection of props, home made instruments and other
sound sources—was ideal both for music-making and small-scale theater
productions but, except for brief and intermittent periods of temperate
weather, had turned out to be thoroughly uncomfortable to inhabit most
seasons: bitter cold in winter; near-unbearably hot in summer. This
play’s season was summer and I remember (was it?) Sol, Tildy, Penny,
Catherine, Ben and I working against the extreme heat and humidity:
sweat coursing off faces and arms onto the sound sources and as might
be imagined in such a situation as this—in which great heat perforce
becomes a determinate of musical behaviors—the resulting music
seemed painfully (if necessarily) slow, as if everything had been “choreographed” in slow motion. Initially, I remember each of its weighted
sounds to be as if more “oozed” in (or slopped around in big, fat, drops)
than played: each sound spatially isolated and advanced alternatively,
one at a time, in a kind of elephantine trading of fours, the various vocal
long-tones and instrumental sustains taking their various long times to
be shaped and unfolded.
As well, I retain the memories both of occasional single-impulses
being “bonged” out on one of the rusty brake drums which we kept
around the place (sounding almost as attempting to will energy into a
pre-drained unfolding) and of Ben conversationally responding (quite literally; quite analogically) with his sound-source to specific elements in
the surround, addressing each antecedent impulse with a near literal
consequent—that is to say, various somethings would be said and he
would respond to each something almost exactly in kind. As I listened
and tried to play along, I remember that although the sounds were often
very beautiful, the apparent simplicity of these interactions (had with
almost everyone in the group) somewhat troubled me, as I was—in spite
of our previous Austin session—still habituated to certain rather fixed
notions about how this kind of music-making should come down—
continuing for instance to cling to the idea that, in an improvisation, the
perception of complexity—even if it is only a semblance of selfsame,
made manifest by way, say, of hyperactive and dense thickets of interactive perpetual motion employed as a sign that “complexity” is present—
constitutes a kind of ultimate performance goal and palpable verification
that the resulting work is “interesting” or “good”: worthwhile to hear.
But (just as in our Texas exchange) Ben seemed not about to play this
game, choosing instead to carve out what seemed as if yet another kind
of anti-environment, only this time in the obverse. Whereas, in Austin,
he had chosen seemingly to disconnect, this time he appeared to be
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demonstrating through literal repetition the most obvious signs of connection. My “sophisticated” ears were not a little confounded and for a
time I was unable to hear much beyond the antithetical position that his
performance posed to my highly valued virtuosity. . . . But, as I listened
more clearly—without my “stuff”—I began to think that maybe, embedded in Ben’s seemingly simple mimetic responses, there was yet another
way of thinking about things. Maybe nested inside the starkness of imitation was another text in the form of a simple acknowledgment of another’s presence: an expression which said that he was hearing you; that
you had his attention; that he was, in point of fact, advancing real conversation as the deep structure of musical exchange. And, although I do
not imagine for a moment that Ben would sanction or advance such a
juxtaposition/characterization, I have often thought of this particular
experience of music-making as resonant with the human-centered, therapeutic discourse practiced by Carl Rogers and others, which emphasizes
the importance of forms of interpersonal congruence in human communication. . . . Not perhaps a very professional way of transacting musical
business, nor a way to garner rewards, accolades, money, pats on the
back, certificates or alarm clocks—but something else. . . . Only. . . .
Now,
My imagination reconnects with its music by attempting, yet again, to recreate some semblance of a discursive performance between myself and my
memories of Ben in conversation—literally repeating and, then, alternating
various of my sounds with recreations of his. But needing at some juncture, to
break out, I attempt a spatter of widely displaced notes, at a variety of
dynamic levels, and with as much timbral contrast as I can manage. Lately,
I have been listening a great deal to the music of Jean Barraque (particularly
the Piano Sonata and Orchestra Concerto with its prominent clarinet part)
and Pm painfully aware of my “borrowing,” if not specific licks of his, at least
something of the flavor of the music: precisely the kind of thing which I would
so like to move beyond, as not only is this language a familiar quantity, but
also the result of someone else’s personal evolution. I guess I still hope to
arrive at what Sir James Jeans refers to as a something not only stranger than
we imagine, but perhaps, stranger than we can imagine (as if strangeness
were another kind of ultimate virtue).
Ben now responds to my licks with a few very clear responses of his own to
my figurations. Is he, perhaps as before, letting me know that both I and my
sounds are here. It’s a reasonable explanation, as he could easily have
dispensed with my language altogether and opted to push the play in some
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direction of his choosing, but he acknowledges my sound and then moves on
to begin the slow, deliberate, repetitive shaping of a phrase consisting of perhaps four or five quarter-notes in alternation which I, in turn, trope in my
own pitch language. This results in a kind of processional, the lines becoming
implicitly contrapuntal as particular impulses are heard to fill the empty
durations to within each other’s lines—between one another’s impulses. Ben’s
language begins now to remind me both of the beautiful and probing piano
interludes which partition the various verbal musics in “Language as a
Music,” and the pleasure in the arms and fingers which I derive from my own
attempts to play his lovely piano work, My Chart Shines High Where the
Blue Milk’s Upset. In consequence, as I go on, I become more aware than
usual of the feeling of the keys, of my breathing, of the resonance of each
sound in my body; and I recall Ben’s having affirmed such tactile preoccupation with a remark to the effect that, for him, a playing of My Chart (in particular), was not only a matter of articulating the stipulated notes, but of
experiencing a private satisfaction to be found in the body’s making it happen:
hands crossing in graceful ways; the particular beauty of framing music-making
in a context of privacy and tactility.
I continue on, quite content with our shared direction, but this feeling of
well-being does not last, as I’m now all too painfully aware that again I’m
really doing little more than imitating Ben’s piano music, and so I take this as
an opportunity to recede back into that shadow-world which I’ve constructed
between my own air-pitch/microtone continuum and the ambient ritornello
imposed by the ever-present freeway. Ben continues on much as before, but
then stops for a moment and begins slowly to unfold a series of dark, mid to
low-range aggregates, each one slightly different in some aspect from the
others. One has an accented attack phase suggestive of the need for greater
motion; another—un-pedaled and seemingly void of nuance—conveys the
sense of flat affect. One is arpeggiated quite quickly, conveying a feeling of
“brittle”; another articulates various expressions of foreground and background in the attempt attempting to accentuate specific of the simultaneities’
tones. I respond with a repeated tone of my own; one very much higher in frequency and varied—sometimes slightly, sometimes more dramatically—from
my previous impulses and, here and there, I micro-tonally inflect or otherwise
subject it to slight fluctuations in dynamic level.
There is now a satisfying synergy evolving as I learn to say that I have
heard Ben (just as he has me) and between us seem to be creating a rather
pretty, multi-colored field out of the nuances within and between our two
source-colors; a field reminiscent to some degree of my favorite minimal
paintings in which putatively parallel streams of sensory information become
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interactive in the perception of an observer. On this goes—and will for a
time—while I think about influence and friendship, and times of peril (of
Hannah Ahrendt’s Men in Dark Times):—of what my music means ultimately to myself and to others and why it is so difficult, even for a moment, to
relinquish all the self-defensive stratagems by which we would protect ourselves in any collective endeavor. And as I begin to disengage from this, my
meta-music theater, I think I know that—even if only confined to neural gunfire in the echo chamber of my cognition—there is music here: a music in
search of engagement; a going-on that might never have been, without that
field of realities which you have helped me to identify and engage and. . . .
So, by way of a coda—which is, in fact, the reason for it all,
Thanks
Ben
—And deeply—not only for having been a beneficial presence in my life
and thought, but for your contributions both to music and to the enablement of a social world which I would prefer to inhabit—rather than the
one I all too often do:
as friend;
as composer;
as philosopher;
as theorist;
as Improviser;
as publisher;
as challenge to prejudice and rigid preconception;
as one who has understood the darker sides of institutional and personal
power and—over and against them—forged and articulated an alternative,
interactive space, exemplary in the positive, not only for how a music
might be imagined and externalized but for how one human being might
reach another.

Iowa City
February 24, 2005
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Proxy Internal Zine /
Permanent Autonomous Zone
(photo mutations ex- Paloma Kopp)

Exhibit 1: primal expressive energy finding release into purpose?

Exhibit 2: where the blue milk’s upset?
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Exhibit 3: inside that web of structures (avoiding strangulation)

Exhibit4: the resonant afterspace of silence

Exhibit 5: if I am a musical thinker… QED
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WILDLAND SPACES/OPEN SPACE
MARY LEE A. ROBERTS

None can reply – all seems eternal now.
The wilderness has a mysterious tongue,
Which teaches awful doubt.
- Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mont Blanc: Lines Written in the Vale of Chamouni
This had always been his way to be: somehow, no matter how rough things get, rough in
terms of sheer terror, his will against some force, or maybe more precisely his mind against the
inevitable doom, he will not lose his courage, even down to the last moment when things are
looking their worst. He claims he learned to be this way on the streets of Brooklyn’s Bed-Stuy,
showing me the 2nd floor apartment he spent all of his pre-adult years in, the corner grocery store
his Mom ran. “You don’t walk past this corner, I never went that way, it is just too dangerous.” I
peek around the corner, there is now the NuYu Day Spa there, already rated by TimeOut
Magazine, the article framed as proof in the window.
In dim light I woke up from sleeping on the floor, the world was roaring around us, the air
was screaming, there was some howl sending waves at the windows. Us being the two of us and
800 other people on a ferry, in a tornado of a storm, trying to pass from Channel-Port-aux Basques
in Newfoundland to Sydney on Cape Breton Island (a passage that was supposed to take 5 hours was
now exceeding 12). I couldn’t really see Ben’s face, it was too dim, but I could see his hands
gripping the cafeteria table we had claimed as ours for the entire trip. He hadn’t once gotten up
since we had embarked. I looked at my watch, 3:40 AM, I had slept, but the roll of the boat,
(lumps they call them, when 3 or more giant waves combine into one) had shoved me under the
table; Ben was holding me from rolling further with his boots clamped around my sides. I got up; I
actually needed to go to the bathroom (I had OD-ed on seasickness pills out of utter terror after
looking at the surf before we had gotten on the goddamn boat, so my system was somewhat
functional). Ben was going to stay still, still gripping the table; he hadn’t budged for 12 hours. No
wonder they put railings everywhere, I was trying to walk down a hallway and the left hand wall
was coming up over my head. My God! The band in the bar, the Newfy band, was still playing, I
glance in, there are people under the tables there as well, and the band, secured with seat belts
bolted to their chairs, was still belting out that Newfy folk/pop stuff. Somehow the bathroom
seemed more stable. I made it back to Ben, still gripping, his face some color of green/gray. Dark
and darker, more deep dark, another lump sent me like a sucking squid up against the window, just
then a wave passes up over me, the glass is freezing cold, too cold to grip, I fall back under the table
and sleep some more. A peek of light of sunup. I’m actually hungry, I say something to this effect
to Ben; he grips harder in response (too bullheaded to have taken the seasick pills, way too late to
have tried to keep them down). I go to where the food is in our cafeteria, there is nobody there, a
wandering steward advises that no staff is available; she is actually wearing a life preserver. I pick
out a cinnamon roll, pop it in to the microwave, pour a cup of tea, leave a 5 dollar bill under a
plate on top of the cash register and return to our claimed table. I must be crazy, Ben looks as I eat
and drink, it is too much, he turns his head, the lumps have ceased, now just gentle rolls back and
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forth, land is in sight. Ben lived; I lived. They closed the ferry for 2 weeks the next day, waiting
for that weather to pass.
We had driven to the top of where we could go, beyond Newfoundland to Labrador via
another sickening ferry. The first night in Newfoundland we pulled in late to a campground so a
friendly ranger volunteered the vacated picnic ground for our camp spot. Thank the northern
fairies we were sleeping in my pickup since at some time in the darkest damp part of the night some
giant thing started rubbing up against our vehicle, making it rock back and forth (scratching an
itch?), crashing around in the brush, must have been a caribou, but who knows, us out there all
alone in the dark. The next day we discovered we were camped at a lake. On up to Labrador we
firstly and foolishly ate a terrific codfish dinner replete with salad and scalloped potatoes
(everything tastes like Mom’s in this far north country) before we took the ferry. I had spent the
passage hanging over the railing; Ben was in the men’s room holding on to all of his bearings.
Labrador in August was offering snow, and once we regained our digestive systems delicious things
like bakeapples (a yellow berry growing everywhere, otherwise known as cloudberries, I picked
and picked on our hikes, staining all of my clothing, face and hands), partridgeberries (the deep
scarlet colored berries), caribou sausage, and the ever-present delicious codfish dinners were ours.
We learned about the early cod fishing areas discovered by the Basques, we hiked and hiked in the
snow, had a sunny day on the beach with nobody else around to enjoy the windblown treeless
coast, looked at the Atlantic, such a force. It had been suggested to us that on our way back south
we should stop at L’Anse aux Meadows in Newfoundland, the definitive spot where the Vikings
landed and lived in the western hemisphere in 1000 AD. Amazing, there is a great national park
there with Viking re-enactors, huge hairy men and women in true Viking attire, waiting for us to
ask them about their passage from Iceland to Greenland to Newfoundland. We hiked and hiked on
the tundra, watched a lightning snowstorm rage over the passage to Labrador where we had just
come from and culminated the day with another codfish dinner at the Norseman Café accompanied
by a long, long twilight creeping out of the thunderstorm, sipping Moroccan style mint tea
(amazing chef, with amazing ideas) and eating another, just another, partridgeberry/bakeapple tart,
lingering so long, not wanting to move, to breathe, until the light on the water moves, it goes so
slow, quick a sip of tea, quick a small bite (trying to make it last forever), say again and again: “that
light is like nothing else”. The north is magic, the fish are magic, the history is magic, and the
absence of people is magic. The space between Newfoundland and Labrador, the black water with
black and grey sky with a bit of orange sun tinting the calm water around the fishing boats at the
dock. The green tundra, (everywhere the bakeapple berries on ankle-high bushes, everything has
to grow so close to the ground, the bitter wind and cold ground-a-fying everything), get out to
look at the sky and munch on a handful of berries by the side of the road. Everything wild,
unruined, nobody there, endless vistas, and endless weather.
There are some composers who want to observe, like a kind of gentle science, those few
who make it their business to compose by documenting their observances. And then there are those
composers who make it their business to have power over systems. “Did you go to Newfoundland
to go to XYZ Music Conference/Festival?” Hell no, we went all the way up there to find a bird
refuge and somewhere along the way we found the Atlantic Ocean, the tundra, the north, the wild
sky, on the edge of polar bear country. Spaces where there is no way to manipulate systems, try
and take care to not fall into an abyss, we have no power. As self-published (never regretting the
self-title of “vanity press”) all you have to do is pay, and if you pay the money (rather than writing
grants, begging, making sure the system runs your way) observing is easy. What comes out of the
spaces is what goes in, what is seen and heard, what is observed, is redirected as output, no
filtering, no obligations, we just pay, and by paying there is liberty to not have to maneuver in the
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system, exert power, we can observe, do gentle science. (No stokin’ the starmaker machinery, but
learning to live with pilot whales glistening off the sun-coast.)
Ben and I went to the White Mountains in California to look at the bristlecone pines, the
oldest living things, trees that can be more than 4,000 years old, their age documented by
astronomers who were dating tree-ring growth, a way of finding out the history of cosmic events
and climatic changes in the earth’s atmosphere. This is a big sky place, endless blue out over the
Great Basin desert in Nevada, huge white cones of the Sierra Nevadas to the west. The oldest
bristlecone pines grow in dry areas above 10,000 feet; we are hiking above 11,000 feet. This is one
of the few places where the bristlecone pines grow. As we hike I pause to pet the cattail-like
bristles on the trees. We struggle a bit with the altitude and steep trail (too long living at sea level,
too long in the flatland). The bristlecone pines are gnarled and malformed, the wind, snow and
weather shape them in to curly twists, parts of the trees are dead, weather forces everything to
grow close to the ground, nothing grows up, everything seems to cling to the terrain, it is amazing
that anything can stay rooted on these mountainsides. We hike around a mountain to get a view of
the valleys north of Death Valley. There is the gold gleam of the Eureka Dunes to the south: a
weird contrast to the grey of the basin desert, the dunes reflect the light as a sheen. We see the
road to the Sylvania Mountains and the Piper Mountain Wilderness Area, mountains we had
traveled through the winter before, where we had got the landcruiser stuck in the mud from
melting snow (I hopped out to assess the situation and I was instantly shin deep in mud seeping into
my boots). We see over into the Saline Valley, rimmed to the east by the Last Chance Mountains.
Those long treks in this valley seeing strange springs pop out of the rocks, total dryness
everywhere, a long and dusty road, waterless trails, limber pine at the North Pass. The South Pass
out of the Saline Valley is some shape of a road, sometimes a creek, sometimes a road-creek, 80
miles of rock road to desolation. Ben says, “There is another way out of that bottleneck of a valley
(if it’s on the map it’s got to be a real road!)”. There is the infamous Lippencott Road (a straightup,
shit-for-brained excuse for a road which is documented to have sheer drop-offs, and tight sections
where vehicle wheels slide off of cliffsides), at the top of which there is a sign on which all the
braggers have taken advantage of all their bragging rights to document their managing to get up that
road; I’ll wait to do it on a dirt bike. Anyway, if Ben kills himself and/or his landcruiser on
Lippencott Road I hope to be there to document it all, ready to hike the 20 or so miles straight up
and out to the next point of desolation, a point that at least has a name: Tea Kettle Junction, if not
any other feature.
From the same view on the shoulder of the White Mountains we approximate where
Willow Wash flows into the Eureka Valley, the place where we drove to look at the pink and
chocolate colored quartz mountain sides. The road we were on was discontinued (i.e. washed out)
by Willow Wash (such a pest). We did what you see on those stupid SUV commercials (though we
were way the hell out there, miles from nowhere as they say) by activating some mechanism to
grind the landcruiser down a cliff into Willow Wash (keep the momentum, don’t sink in the soft
sand at the bottom) then up another cliff to get back out. I stood aside to watch and conduct (wave
my arms and scream), Ben rode the controls, frightened by the surge of machine over nature. We
stopped on the other side of our passage, admired the obnoxious pest Willow Wash, drank water
and ate crackers, and took a look at the desert, those pink-chocolate rocks. Once the road was
passable we could suddenly see the desert again. We think quietly, but jointly, to ourselves, of the
fear of dying in the desert, a type of tangible and real fear, a fear which takes us out of ourselves,
not the fear of losing our minds—a wake up in the middle of the night fear, all snug in bed,
complete paranoia—but here is the fear of wondering how we will be able to carry enough water
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to hike ourselves the 40 miles out of here when the landcruiser fails (and we fail to fix it), or be
able to face the dark knowing that we are stuck, camped in the desert with the gopher snakes and
rattlers, wondering if anybody else ever comes down this road, wondering what the hell are we
doing vacillating back to irrational personal fears, then remembering the real fear outside of our
minds, the fear of how to survive. I don’t think Ben ever wonders about the piña colada-slurping
vacationers. I do, I had good lessons in vacationing by growing up with cheap beer/Canadian
whiskey drinking laketrash (trailertrash on vacation), bigbellied people sitting on houseboats calling
this their time away from work. Ben claims to be always in work mode, always at the grindstone,
never a minute off, never a need for escape (but ever a need for stimulation), the most fear
producing, maybe the better; though he has chastised me for wanting to ski in –30 degrees F
blizzards and hike on mountaintops during thunderstorms (I was confident at the time).
Back to our White Mountain perch: looking further east we approximate where the Gold
Point road scoots through the mountains, one of the sneakier ways to get out of Death Valley via
the Eureka Valley to destinations north, if you don’t get stuck in the deep sand some maps warn
about. The Gold Point road starts on rock, the deep sand is in the middle and it all finally ends up
at an inhabited ghost town in Nevada. But our way out to the east from the White Mountains is the
“what looks an easy way” on the map of going down Wyman Canyon to the magic valley of Deep
Springs. “Looks good, not too hard, no questionable navigation, looks about 30 miles down off the
mountain”, yep I know better, and as soon as we see Wyman canyon, replete with Wyman Creek,
the road becomes one with the waterway. “I guess my new boots are waterproof,” I yell as I splash
around in what is supposed to be the roadway, looking for sinkholes. There were a couple of
waterfall-like places we had to drive through, not too bad. I think of this canyon because it is the
site of one of our most recent remote adventures (there was the Mazourka Canyon trip later on
where our thermometer exceeded 118 degrees F).
If we get over our lazy-fear, say the experience is worth the hassle of having the fear,
dealing with the fear, it’s not like bungee jumping or adrenaline junking, it is the need to be
somewhere, a place perfectly untouched (or so we’d like to tell ourselves), quiet from the dealings
of social life (somehow negotiating around grizzly bears, thirst, heat, extreme cold, lost in the dark,
and rattlesnakes is imaginable; dealing with people is just too damn hard). Since Ben can’t deal
with negotiations he’d rather run Open Space, putting out plainjane black and white no frills stuff
where the absence of an appealing look is the aesthetic, the absence of monetary transactions is on
purpose, the focus is on the offering, not the hype, not the glossy headshots, not the hotshot players
(not even I can quite stomach the latest craze of Open Space’s MIDI box offerings), not the
negotiations for publicity, not the efforts to gain outside support, not anything that makes a
publishing company normal, except the offerings. Open Space is too socially reclusive to bend
itself into any shape to make sure that any grant agency could possibly want to give it any support.
Open Space is too paranoid to want a grant or any money lent its way (though it has taken some
support from a gracious donor and short stints of graciousness from two institutions for the
magazine), Open Space can never live up to what a lender may some day want of it. (“Don’t test
me, I fail”, Ben growls).
There was no light on top of Bald Mountain on the Lolo Trail in the Clearwater National
Forest in Idaho. If there was supposed to be a moon, even clouds to cover the moon, we wouldn’t
have been able to see anything because there was smoke everywhere from forest fires. The
headlights on the landcruiser aren’t really pointing at anything, though as I open the passenger side
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door I can sense the mountain going straight down to nowhere.1 Slow, slow, creep down off this
bald mountaintop, big rocks, my head hits the ceiling of the landcruiser. The camping gear, by
now covered with dust and the fine filament of forest fire residue, is in a jumble in the back; I can’t
even begin to search for any hint of a chocolate bar or cracker for dinner, the situation is too tense,
we’ve got to get off this mountain and out of the smoke. Somehow we get down, down and off to
the Lochsa River, find a camp space, eat something, though we are feeling sick from the smoke, and
into our sleeping bags, when “EEEEEOOOOWWEEEYIPYIP” starts, like a tape loop, what Ben
calls a Coyote Bark2. On and off: more screeching and growling, I look at my watch: 2 AM, the
hair on the back of my neck is bristling, 4 AM, I hear the successful capture of some poor beast by
the coyotes, a scream indicates death, then munching sounds in the grove of trees a short distance
away.
Maybe we are just too bullheaded, just too stupid to do things the right way: stop slaving
away at silly jobs to earn money to pay for Open Space, instead ingratiate ourselves so people will
want to relieve Open Space from some of its expenses, just a little bit of negotiation, maybe create
some appeal. It would mean less mind-numbing work if we could figure out how to do things the
right way, the easy way, the way the rest of the world does it. I can’t, Ben won’t, it’s done the
Open Space way or not at all; we’re just too lazy to figure it out another way.
Once again: If the road is on a map3 it must exist! Wanting to hike in the canyons off the
north side of the Bighorn Mountains either in northern Wyoming or in southern Montana (there
are no borders out there, of course there are no signs or other indications, so who knows), getting
lost in the Crow Indian Reservation. We had been using 2 GPS units; still we got hopelessly
disoriented in a deep canyon (once again the road and a creek are one and the same). Even on a
sunny day (though it was getting stormy, typical summer afternoon thunderstorm in the Rockies)
the descent into the canyon bottom was dark, steep, studded with giant boulders, and a scattering
of evergreens clinging to the mountainsides. Whenever we get to these places we always try to
imagine why someone would put a track or road here. Hunters, I guess, need to get in and out of
this country, looking for elk and other prey. I had always wished I were a fisherman or a hunter,
someone with a good excuse to be in country such as this. A fisherman has every valid reason to
dwell by these rivers and streams, standing in the water, flinging a line about, the fish and their
eagerness to comply could dictate the schedule. Or with hunting, everybody understands that a
hunter must suffer the cold fall weather (what a great time to be in the mountains, frost on
everything, even snow, freezing cold nights, deep in canyons with the ever growing faint light ever
moving towards the horizon day after day, the elk dictating the trail, the patience needed, the
mental acuity required to pursue an animal). Ben has no interest in these activities; he cares little
to imagine what the pursuit of an animal could possibly mean (he won’t even make dictates to his
cat: stay off the table, don’t tear the furniture apart, go outside, quit clawing at guests, etc.). Ben
is dedicated to being a self-contained composer. If he is stranded in a canyon bottom in the Big
Horn Mountains (maybe we weren’t even sure if we were technically in the Big Horn Mountains,
but this doesn’t matter, there were mountains everywhere, right?), whatever, and wherever, still,
If we hadn’t farted around earlier in the day down by the Clearwater River, joyously farting away the
afternoon at that beautiful river, we wouldn’t be on this mountaintop at 10 PM wondering if we are on the
right road, searching for a flat place to camp, wondering how to get out of the smoke. How many stupid
times had we driven into the wilderness too late in the day: most notably driving up and over Mengel Pass
in Death Valley and getting lost in the dark until some creative reading of the guide book got us back on the
right track after almost driving over a good-sized cliff.
2
Coyote Bark: “a Group Sing for coyotes, the verb becomes a noun” I hear from Ben the next morning.
3
That is, BLM (Bureau of Land Management) maps, not for the faint hearted.
1
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we were there and stranded by our own designs, self-inflicted and self-contained (the extra gallons
of water, the nonperishable food items, the bear spray, the warm until –10 degrees F sleeping bags,
the goretexwear, fleecewear, the portable espresso pot and grinder). This is how Open Space
works; there is no excuse except our own for why anything happens. No pursued elk lured us to
this canyon with the only way out a creek bed; there was no socially acceptable reason for being
here, except for curiosity, which is not a good excuse for wasting away somewhere. Just like
composing, the reason to sit at a computer and make it happen is not always obvious. My mind
does not work well in these circumstances, I cannot always see the reasons for composing anymore,
so I mostly do the technoid work for Open Space, but Ben has the vision, and vision is not even the
whole story, he has the patience, the fortitude to pursue the way even when the way and the
reasons for the way are not clear. I would like the combination of purpose+technical
expertise+slight unknown within boundaries that some activity like fly-fishing or elk hunting might
present. In Ben’s case he can understand the value of technical expertise (he’s a whiz at getting
laptops to chase and project GPS units run off the landcruiser battery), he is bored sometimes by
the slightness of unknown (I have apologized for trails I have led us down which were not
challenging enough), but it has got to be the composition that gives the meaning.
We were at the top of the Uncompaghre Plateau in Colorado last summer and the
adventure was not too adventuresome; I suggested we look for wildflowers. OK, well enough,
wildflowers are nice, maybe not as nice as finding a way out of being lost in a lightless canyon, but
everybody has to appreciate wildflowers. Then like crazy, a whole patch of columbine appears to
our east. We hop out of the landcruiser, tiptoe up to the flowers, these great excuses for excess (I
had once made the argument that wildflowers prove communism is bullshit, nobody needs these
pretty little things which seemingly pop out of glaciers, these blue buds growing at 12,000 feet,
these earnest bitty bits of beauty that serve no purpose except for adornment of the tundra), we
hunker down, gently handle the amazing configurations of flora, flowers with complexities of petals
and mingling colors, all bunched together. I might say this is the art, the activity of observation,
the ideal of look and get close, taste-feel, just get as close as possible. Ben, I think, because he is
not a born and bred dirt clod (such as myself), but more like a wharf rat, a frightened little boy
pedaling his bike as fast as he can away from the dangers of Bed-Stuy, can only see what he needs
for personal protection. His observation skills are sometimes limited to his immediate need for
survival. We were once merrily sitting on top of Bear Mountain, one of the higher points in the
state of Connecticut, once again farting around, sitting on a giant rock pile, completely exposed to
all of nature, nibbling on the 4 huckleberries I had found, when Ben noticed (too late) that a
thunderstorm and a lightning bolt were about to point directly at our rock pile. I felt stupid, (“Did
you pack the goretexwear?” I hear. “In the middle of the summer?” I say. “If we get wet we won’t
get hypothermia”) we get wet, shivering cold, off the mountain, escape the lightning by a hair, I
was looking at the huckleberries, forgetting to look at the sky, like the time my grandmother took
my sisters and me huckleberry picking in the north of Idaho when I was about 5, we were sitting in
a patch, once again merrily picking away when my more-than-sharp sister bothered to point out to
my grandmother that a grizzly bear was sitting in the same patch picking our berries.
Open Space might be pure defiance. Defiance of marketplace strategies: by God we’ll
print 1000 discs of our music, hand it out for free, ship out what Ben calls “punitive mailings” (you
get his book whether you want it or not, the only way you get off the mailing list is if you request
it, and there have been angry requests for removal using reasons like: “Your video is unwatchable”
or “Since your music cannot be danced to it cannot be music”). Things can be a bit blunt at times.
Like a friend of mine buying Open Space discs at a used record store when of course we had mailed
them to recipients free of charge. Hell, at least somebody who wanted those discs got them, they
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aren’t languishing in some back bin of Tower Records somewhere. Or the magazine, the Open
Space for articles which could not be considered elsewhere, perhaps Ben’s most popular idea, kind
of expensive, and I wonder about the merit of this venture, and Ben reminds me that we can’t stop
now, the momentum is too great, too many people need this magazine now. So far away from that
publish-or-perish crap, defying the modern means of mediating intellectual property: blind
referees, ruthless criticism turning the act of writing about music into a gladiator-style sport where
the editors take their cues for behavior from the playlists of people who think modern music
education should be dictated like Condoleezza Rice runs the Department of State4; so confused are
they about what they are doing, when Ben reminds us there is no proper way to do anything, no
standards, only the way that seems appropriate at the time, the way that best utilizes the individual,
the most impractical (maybe the most out-of-pocket), but certainly the way that squeezes the most
meaning out of it all.
What could Ben possibly be trying to do; making sure that meaning-on-media is
distributed? If anybody wants to know anything about Open Space they should know about the
doubts. Not an Open Space disc gets released and never a book printed when some giant wave of
agonizing disquiet doesn’t seep up through the floorboards of our lives, making us wonder, more
than ever: what the hell are we trying to do here? Is anybody listening?
There is the White Rim Drive, a 100+ mile track around the bottom of the Island in the
Sky portion of the Canyonlands in Utah. Ben had read about it, many times, in many books, trying
to interpret the true meaning from the books, picking at information from web sites. “Let’s go!”
OK, get our landcruiser out there, pack all of the supplies (my 12 gallons of water), it’s 100
degrees, there’s no shade, oh well. A brainless ranger (many of them are, we ask: “what is the
condition of the road?” he mumbles something like: “should be fine…”) assigns us to a camp spot
on Murphy Hogback, about 80 miles in and around, we take off with great anticipation. And
everything was fine, poking around slickrock, patiently driving miles and miles into the wildlands
on a track that is sometimes delineated only by faint tire marks in the sand and cairns of stones. We
see some bighorn sheep, baldbutted against the horizon, we see huge boulders, I climb over them
making sure we are indeed going the correct way, things were fine, we only got semi-lost once.
Then (after all day and a portion of the evening (thank the desert fairies this was around the
summer solstice)) the ascent to Murphy Hogback, some weird kind of plateau we are to surmount,
ridiculous, the track turns into an eyebrow, our landcrusier is never going to be able to stay on the
path, the downhill side tires will slip off?!?! I start to panic and hop out. I run, screaming at Ben to
stay put with the landcruiser, running endlessly to the top of Murphy Hogback trying to make sure
we indeed cannot get to the top. I get to the top, panting, I’ve got no sweat left, a dry wind tries
to blow me off, I panic, my bowels let go, I can’t and won’t …, there’s no reason to go on. Just
no goddamn reason to let our landcruiser slide off a cliff, destroy our beautiful toy, destroy our
lives for days, no reason, every reason to turn back, it’s going to get dark, we can’t, I won’t, drive
over slickrock in the dark.
Being About Music, the endless years of editing that thing: “Was it five years?” I ask, we can’t
remember, the horrible feeling that all of this work for Jim Randall’s and Ben’s collected writings
will be lost if mostly Ben (with some help, but mostly Ben) doesn’t make it happen. He killed
himself for a while, destroyed his back, and made his muscles sick from sitting at the computer,
wrecked month after month with all the hassles of publishing5. And now, Being About Music, it’s
4
The editors of Open Space Magazine intensely dislike taking editorial crap for their own writing, so they
don’t give a lot of editorial lip to their contributors.
5
Sometimes in my more morbid moments I have pictured Ben as K. (from Kafka’s The Trial).
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out, what I call the Old and New Testaments: Volume 1 is Law, Volume 2 is Grace. Ben was
depressed when it was all over, he’s always let down, and huge achievements turn everything to
black. We work on turning around. We can’t proceed in this direction.
We turn back from Murphy Hogback, back the long way around, back by where the giant
rocks are, back beyond where the bighorn sheep were, we once again see where we had gotten lost
earlier, and by sundown we are parked beneath what is called Airport Rock (it’s supposed to look
like a tower at an airport terminal): a giant piece of mountain which somehow got disconnected
from the other giant pieces of mountain. No reason for a tent, the dirt is baked, just sleeping bags
on a ground cloth for padding and the early morning chill. We do what we always do after getting
scared shitless in the wildlands: drink water and eat crackers. And wait for the wind. It starts in
the low frequencies as the temperature descends from around 96 F at sundown to somewhere in
the 70s F in the early morning. There is something about Airport Rock, some way the air howls
about it. Everything became very creepy; you would think I’d be fine, Little Miss Audio who
knows all about the scientific reasons for changes in barometric pressure: wind. I’ve got those hairs
on the back of my neck standing on end, the roar, the sound that made our sleeping bags whip
around us, turning us into cocoons. I’m not sure if we slept. But everything was OK, we were
watching the moon scoot across the horizon past the Colorado River, head southwest, and then
disappear. It was a magical fear, a fear fed by exhaustion, not enough to eat, not enough water,
frequencies we had never experienced, unfettered wonder. The sun rose and the blue desert
turned golden then almost instantly became the early summer burnt status of just too bright. We
got up, packed up the sleeping bags, drank water, ate crackers, and drove out of the desert.
Snakes, critters in the dry lands, mostly shy, some deadly (“git bit by one and your leg is
black for a week”), if we consider the population of snakes in say, Death Valley, we need to take
into regard all kinds of rattlesnakes, sidewinders, gopher snakes, et. al., ask Ben he’s got all the
books. Most tenderfooted-types would think any snake in Death Valley (perhaps as implicated by
the location name) is out to kill everything, any chance it gets. This is an especially nonobservational way of being: everything is against me, no gentle science, all trajectories of snakes
lead to the notion of death.6 Gopher snakes, up to 8 feet long (or is it 6 feet? I can’t remember)
being non-poisonous have adapted themselves so they can make rattlesnake-type rattle sounds when
swishing along in the sand, thus scaring the holy whatever out of predators. Gopher snake prey
(probably field mice) are captured and murdered by squeezing. Typically a gopher snake may find
a mouse in some hole or other enclosed space at which opportunity the gopher snake will squeeze
the poor meal-on-the-hoof between its pretty big body and the enclosure wall. We were poking
around the Ibex Mine/ghost town in the southern part of Death Valley, enroute from Ibex Pass to
Saratoga Springs (one of the few oases around those parts). We, as usual, did not have our minds
fully in gear, walking right up to some collapsed structures, leftover buildings from the ghost town,
me going first, Ben meandering about, I see this longer than I am tall, fat as my bicep,
yellow/green, rattle sounding thing zipping on my left. Backup!Backup!Backup! I shove Ben back,
the snake disappears under the rubble. I was completely shaken, never have I seen such a huge
snake, we mumble about needing to wear big boots, I make a rule that we need to stick to defined
Did you know when rattlesnakes leave their dens in the spring, after awakening from hibernation and
warming themselves a bit in the sun, they move in a straight line (fixed-bearing) away from their den,
continuing on this trajectory until it is time to return to their den when the weather cools in the autumn?
For more information you can stop at the Rattlesnake Rest Area on Highway 120 south of Meeteetse
Wyoming where there is an unmissable sign informing visitors of the less obvious behavioral patterns of
rattlesnakes.
6
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paths and stay away from collapsed buildings in ghost towns. At the time we had minimal
knowledge or even consciousness of snakes, our lack-of-snake-knowledge led to a low degree of
observationality ! all snakes will kill us (whether poisonous or not); rather than the gentle science
mode of observation, the mode which relies on fewer theoretical procedures but has a more
observational characteristic ! an 8 foot long gopher snake (thinking we are going to kill it) is
scared to death of us, is making rattling sounds to scare us off, and even though huge by standards
of the desert, will never harm us.7 We get in the landcrusier, drive further down the mountain, a
giant pile of rocks, over piles of rocks, through huge gullies, picking our way toward the Amargosa
River, the mostly underground river which flows into Death Valley (because Death Valley is the
lowest place around at –282 feet below sea level) to Saratoga Springs, a transformational pond with
greenery, pup fish (short as your thumbnail swimmers native to this desert who live in the mud
when there is no water) and a sole egret. We stand on a pile of rocks overlooking the acre-size
pond in the middle of one of the driest places around. Forgetting about the gopher snake for a bit
we pull out our binoculars to see what the egret is going to do. It takes off in slow motion flight,
cruising just above the pond, the colors are hard for us to get used to: the white egret with green
cattails and blue/green water; after the 10 days we had spent poking around Death Valley in shades
of brown. This egret becomes “our” egret, just like the gopher snake becomes “our” gopher snake
(as soon as we positively identify it in a book at a ranger station the next day).
Standards for Open Space are self-made. The our-ness of something shouldn’t be confused
as a characteristic of something we have appropriated anthropomorphically. Rather, the our-ness
characteristic of Open Space implies meaning+identification. Maybe our egret or our gopher snake
could and should be more accurately termed: the egret/gopher snake who has the most personal
meaning for us. With Open Space Ben makes this distinction, he’ll insert a card into the packages
we send out saying something like, “Here is our offering”, but I always assume this means: here is
what is meaningful to us now, this is why we’re packaging it up and sending it out. In Open Space
the meaning does not have to surmount many levels of criteria, if valuable to the Open Space-ers,
the meaning is a given, there is no jury, no judgment, no set level of what needs to happen. It is
always so pleasant to hear from Open Space recipients who recognize a meaning (sometimes
nothing we had thought of) in the offerings. Ben never expects for meaning to be anything more
than personal. Open Space never expects universals; realms beyond those grassroots that Open
Space tries to nurture must be a joke. To Ben universality seems the antithesis of meaning. And
this helps with the instances when people accuse Open Space of failing: of not providing a “good
enough” or “world class” product. And when did Ben ever say Open Space was trying to beat the
doors down to the world? His “Don’t test me, I fail” comes to mind again. Our gopher snake, and
our egret, these are Ben’s experiences with wildland critters; when he is reminiscing he uses the
our-ness of things to identify the experience.
With the Snake River at its bottom Hell’s Canyon is the deepest river gorge in North
America; deeper than the Grand Canyon, this gorge plunges 8,043 feet from top to bottom. There
are seven volcanoes on the Idaho side of Hell’s Canyon. These stubs of mountains (rising over
9,000 feet), what is left of the volcanoes, are called the Seven Devils and can be reached by
grinding up a pretty good road from the Salmon River in the east, to a parking lot at a campground,
and hiking in. It is truly amazing country and Ben and I went there in August a number of years ago
7
In fact, there are stories of people keeping gopher snakes as pets around their dwellings so that they, the
gopher snakes, will eat rodents (who are always attracted to dwellings), and in turn will discourage
rattlesnakes from coming around (rattlesnakes also love to eat rodents).
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to hike the Narrows Trail, an at times knife-edge track along the Idaho rim of Hell’s Canyon which
looks straight across to the Oregon rim in the west. We had already made the long trek around to
the Oregon side of Hell’s Canyon to look east to the Seven Devils from Hat Point, a fire lookout
way the hell out there. Later we would drive our landcruiser down the god-awful road to the
bottom to reach the Snake River, but that is another story8. Anyway, the Narrows Trail starts out
with a steep descent from the shoulder of the Seven Devil mountain-patch to the Hell’s Canyon
rim. I don’t remember how long the steep part is, but it scared me as I tried to imagine us getting
back up that portion of trail (probably low on water, as usual, it seems we can never carry enough)
after a long day of hiking. At the bottom of the steep part the knife-edge starts with the east side
being the Salmon River valley, the west side is the Snake River and Hell’s Canyon, looking left or
right, either way is down, down, down. I want to stop to eat lunch, Ben is too wobbly to eat, but
as we hike further and get used to the edge we start to feel comfortable. It’s hot, the atmosphere is
clogged with forest fire smog and the dirt from the crop harvesting happening 100+ miles to the
north. I stop to point out the famed Frog Peak in Idaho, the tips of the Wallowa Mountains in
Oregon, and the beginning of the Palouse farm country in Washington. We get baked by the sun,
too high up, too exposed, no shade, way above tree line. Still enjoying those long days we can’t get
enough of being on top of the world, always looking down, or across; miles of knife-edge canyon
rim hiking are addicting. Always in the eastern US: hiking along the Appalachian Trail there is this
constant going up, going down, then tramp, tramp, tramp back up another mountain. Back east
there is no continuity of space like there is in this western rim country. We probably end up hiking
too far and as the sun dips down in the horizon we have already, smart for us, decided to start back.
And maybe this was a good thing, this hiking too long, because as we reach the super steep ascent
up to the shoulder of the Seven Devils, the Devils themselves are shading us from the sun. I’ve
seen Ben be this way before, the way he taps into some reserve so that at the end of some long task
he starts to speed up, and there he went, on the steep part he started to pick up the pace, so much I
was having to jog behind him. Must be another Bed-Stuy thing: once he is sure, untimid, knowing
the way is safe, once he has confidence, he starts to move out.
The Narrows hike is not unlike some projects where I have said that maybe we should slack
off a bit, maybe we should slow down so we don’t get burnt out, too exhausted, the Open Space
offerings are coming out too quick, all we do on the weekends any more is make Open Space
function, let’s take some time off, let’s let the goddamned book come out a year late so we don’t
have to stay up all night (on Christmas Eve for crying out loud, trying to finish a preliminary editing
of Being About Music with co-editor Tildy Bayar, not getting to eat, forging ahead, no sleep, Ben
getting so messed in the head from no-rest he’s starting to conduct conversations with the cat).
I start to do what I always do on long ascents, count to some number and say to myself,
you’ve made it this far you can count to the number again, counting the steps. Ben is motoring,
and I’m not about to call out, say, hey, we could rest for a minute, have a drink of … oh wait,
there is no more water, I haven’t told him we have run out of water, better keep going, going to
the 5 gallon jug of water I have stashed in my pickup. No matter, just keep counting, the
packstraps are wasting my shoulders, tramp, tramp, tramp, even though the most beautiful Hat
This is the trip on the Dug Bar Road, which culminates at the famous Snake River crossing of the Nez
Perce Indians. Along this road we got a glimpse of a teenage bear, and a feeling like we were tipping over
the edge of the world on the descent to the bottom of Hell’s Canyon (100+ degrees F down there), weird
drunken guys fishing in the river for sucker fish. On the way out of Hell’s Canyon we camped (albeit in a
thistle patch amidst rattlesnakes) next to the Imnaha River; a mysterious river which doesn’t look like
much, but it cuts a more than one-half mile deep gorge just to the west of Hell’s Canyon. Everything is
either at the rivers: down at the bottom of the canyons, hot as hell, full of rattlesnakes; or at the top:
teetering off of edges, cool up high with shady pines.
8
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Point across the canyon is now blocking the sun and turning some hue of deepdeepdeeppurpleblue,
I’ve got no more sweat left, tramp, tramp, tramp, until I get some water and salt in my system I
can’t even think about eating. And I can’t even remember reaching the top, but I do remember the
big jug of water, the sunburn on the back of my legs which made my skin feel like it was crackling,
the over-the-fire steak and baked potato dinner under the stars, in the pines.
And I do remember Ben taking me to a diner at 7 AM on Christmas morning, the morning
after he had concluded a huge bit of editing on Being About Music, the nice waitress who must have
thought we looked like the walking dead, serving us Spanish omelets, I remember sitting in the
diner, with my coat on, freezing to death from no sleep, feeling better after the hot coffee.
Before there was Open Space Jim Randall had invented the Inter/Play series of cassette
documentations of improvisational sound making sessions that happened between 1979 and 1989.
There were first Inter/Play sessions from Princeton (mostly held at Jim’s house) and then Ben
released a second set of Inter/Play sessions from Bard (mostly held at Ben’s house). This was
during the mid to late 1980s. Open Space was an idea germinated in conversation between Ben
and Elaine Barkin; the first release was Elaine’s book Image: A Collection in 1988. The second
release was Music Columns from THE NATION 1962-1968 conceived and edited by Elaine, a
collection of Ben’s Nation articles. Open Space CD 1 from 1989 had Jim’s (“…such words as it were
vain to close…”) and Ben’s (“…my chart shines high where the blue milk’s upset…”). Elaine’s first CD
release was on Open Space 3, her offering of Five Collages included such Open Space classics as:
“on the way to becoming…”, Out Back, To Whom It May Concern #2, Anonymous Was a Woman, “past is
part of…”. The trio: Ben, Elaine and Jim, are the ultimate backstops for these projects. Many
times one of them will provide commentary for another’s release: Ben’s endpaper for Elaine’s e: an
anthology, Elaine’s Introduction for Ben’s Nation book, the crisscross of illuminations by Jim
(preface) and Ben (postscript) in Being About Music, Ben’s “some background notes” for MetaVariations/Compose Yourself. It’s like the great Mets infield in the late 1990s; without all the players
nothing would happen. Without the mutuality, the confidence of the team, and the chemistry; the
on-the-kneecap slide and catch by shortstop Rey Ordoñez wouldn’t have meant a chicken’s squat
unless John Olerud could do the splits with his huge frame of a body at first base.
Ben and I were hiking in the Vulture Mountains outside of Wickenburg Arizona one
Christmas Day. We had made it to a lookout point and were descending an undefined trail,
chattering away about something, and found ourselves hiking too long down a deep wash.
Somehow we had gotten off on the wrong track and the trail had turned into dry waterfalls with the
characteristic left and right steep canyon walls. I told Ben to sit tight while I tried to climb to the
top of the right-hand rim to scout out where and why we had made a wrong turn. Once I got to
the top things were even more confusing, there was no clear way to proceed (this was before we
had thought to purchase a GPS so of course we had no bearings). I sat down and waited for some
divine intervention to happen, nothing, more time puttered away. Ben was sweating it out below
so I headed back down pretty quick; on the way my right lower leg made the descent into a barrel
cactus and efficiently enough a 3 inch barbed needle breaks off and gets stuck in me. I stop, yank
the needle out of my leg and jeans, try to pinch some blood out of the wound and continue down
off the rim sliding the whole way on the butt of my jeans, using my boots to put on the brakes.
Things are just not clear, we don’t know where we are going, we can’t see the final way, but we
proceed. Ben finally sits down to think through our entire procedure from the top of Vulture
Mountain to our present predicament; he determines where our navigation went wrong, the detail
we had ignored, the slight turn to the left when we should have veered to the right.
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With Open Space everything is special, every twitch of every mind involved has meaning.
Since Open Space is small, and by design it needs to stay a cottage industry, all input, all changesat-any-minute, all flexibilities, all signs of interest can and do receive attention. Ben says this about
the Open Space Magazine, “Anybody can get our attention; status doesn’t mean anything”. Since
Open Space is a self-contained unit it can respond to events quickly and take its time to dwell on
more thought-worthy topics. Open Space has the luxury to be friendly to unfamous people,
uninhibited with its allegiances. The Open Space management promotes unique projects, offerings
that have nothing to do with style consciousness or Who’s Who; interest and meaning provide the
motive. Collaborators of Open Space represent a cooperative community, and recipients are
potential friends. Offerings are sent out with the message: “Here’s what we’ve been up to, we’re
more than happy to send our books and media to you, you can contribute if you like, we are always
happy to hear from you”.
The way may not always be clear, but the way is what there is, maybe wayward by some
standards—and Ben’s is very crabby about those standards—but going somewhere, trying to be onthe-way, trying so hard to make sure rigorous meaning-making is the guide, no confusion with
status, symbolic identity, and silly reasons to do things, just promoting exploration, just supporting
people trying to make their own ways.

Wildland Spaces/Open Space was first published in
pp. 446-465, Vol. 43 Nº2/Vol. 44 Nº1, Summer 2005/Winter 2006, “Perspectives On
And Around Ben Boretz at 70”. Reprinted by permission of Perspectives of New Music.
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